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Gabriela Soare
Introduction

1  Why – special syntactic and semantic properties
It has been known for about 30 years that the adjunct why differs from other 
wh- elements syntactically, semantically and pragmatically. Unlike other wh- 
elements, why can co-occur with focused elements and this imposes different 
conditions on what can count as a possible answer to a why-question (Bromberger 
1992). Semantically speaking, why-questions trigger implicatures which are dif-
ferent from those of non-why-questions (Bromberger 1992). Syntactically, unlike 
other wh-phrases, why has been argued not to leave a trace or a copy within the 
IP (Rizzi 2001) and this has implications for its merge position. Several authors 
have argued that unlike other wh-elements, the adjunct why (and its equivalent 
in other languages) is externally-merged in the left periphery of the clause (Rizzi 
1990, 2001, Hornstein 1995, Ko 2005, 2006, Stepanov and Tsai 2008, Thornton 
2008, Endo 2015), or that it moves locally within the left periphery (Shlonsky and 
Soare 2011). The adjunct why is also different in that unlike other wh-phrases, it 
can occur in the surface pattern why XP and this XP can be of any phrasal category 
(De Villiers 1991, 1996). Another core property of why is that in some languages 
requiring subject inversion in wh-interrogatives (Italian, Romanian, Basque), 
why is exceptional in that it allows the non-inverted order why-subject-verb (Rizzi 
2001). Actually different material, such as topics, foci and a subordinate clause 
can intervene between why and the subject in questions lacking inversion. 

The syntactic behaviour of why has been studied in several languages, 
among which Romanian, a multiple wh-fronting language, in which wh-phrases 
are rigidly ordered (Rudin 1988, Alboiu 2002, Soare 2009, a.o.) Not only can why 
co-occur with other wh-elements, but it must also follow them. Mainly based 
on such ordering facts and on its interaction with negation, it has been claimed 
that ‘why’ in Romanian is externally-merged in a fairly low position inside the CP 
zone, labelled ReasonP (Shlonsky and Soare 2011), and moves locally to Rizzi’s 
(2001) IntP in the absence of a wh-phrase. Similarly to movement languages, why 
in wh-in-situ languages (Korean, Japanese and Chinese) has been argued to be 
directly merged into SpecCP of the clause it modifies (Ko 2005). This also captures 
the peculiarity of why as opposed to other wh-phrases which are subject to other 
licensing mechanisms (for instance, Tsai’s 1994 and Reinhart’s 1998 Unselective 
Binding mechanism which is at stake for argumental wh-phrases as opposed to 
adjunct wh-phrases which are subject to covert LF-movement). 
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2   Gabriela Soare

The peculiar properties of why extend to the PF interface as recent experi-
mental research has shown that it exhibits special intonational contours. Pre-
liminary experimental research has unveiled a prosodic asymmetry between 
why and other wh-phrases, which is attributed to the former’s distinct syntactic 
derivation.

The adjunct why also shows interesting behaviour in point of acquisition. 
Child language often reveals linguistic distinctions that are opaque in the adult 
language but are transparent in other languages. Longitudinal diary studies have 
shown that in the grammars of some English-speaking children, why-questions 
are unlike those of other wh-questions in the sense that those children’s why- 
questions consistently lack subject-auxiliary inversion (Labov and Labov 1978). 
In a longitudinal study of an English-speaking child, Thornton (2008) shows that 
the English child’ grammar of why-questions resembles those of Italian: in matrix 
why-questions, a topic, a focused element or a subordinate clause can intervene 
between why and the subject. Conversely, in long-distance questions with tensed 
embedded clauses, the English child’s grammar resembles the adult grammar in 
that lack of subject-auxiliary inversion is fairly consistent. 

In a nutshell, the peculiarities of the adjunct why constitute in themselves 
a rich field of research that deserves further investigation. The papers that form 
this volume are thematically grouped into six sections. They provide a rich set of 
cross-linguistic data, illustraing further syntactic, semantic and prosodic aspects 
that set reason why apart from other wh-elements. Evidence comes from several 
language families, such as Gbe, Romance, Germanic, Chinese languages, Basque, 
and Semitic.

The chapters of this volume have emerged from preliminary research results 
that were presented at the workshop Why is why unique? Its syntactic and seman-
tic properties, which the present author co-organised in 2017 in Zürich, part of 
the international conference Societas Lingusitica Europaea 50. The fruitful dis-
cussions of that workshop resulting in the present chapters are organised around 
six themes, each chapter being summarised in sections 6–11. 

In sections 2–5 an overview of some of the main findings in the literature on 
why is provided. 

2 Why and focus sensitivity
Ever since Bromberger (1992) it has been known that why-questions differ from 
non-why-questions with respect to the interaction with focused elements. This 
argument actually goes back to Dretske (1972). Consider the pairs in (1) and (2): 
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Introduction   3

(1) a. Why did ADAM eat the apple? 
b. Why did Adam eat the APPLE? 
c. Why did Adam EAT the apple? 
d. Why did Adam eat the apple? 

(2) a. When did ADAM eat the apple? 
b. When did Adam eat the APPLE? 
c. When did Adam EAT the apple? 
d. When did Adam eat the apple?

The contrast is two-fold. Firstly, focusing different constituents imposes differ-
ent conditions on what counts as a possible answer in why-questions, but not 
in when-questions. While each of the questions in (1a-d) requires a different 
sort of answer, the questions in (2a-d) have the same answer and its truth or 
falsity does not depend on the focus value. This is shown by the contrast in (3) 
and (4). 

(3) a. Because he (Adam) was the one that Eve worked on.
b. Because it (the apple) was the only food around.
c. Because he couldn’t think of anything else to do with it. 
d. Because God intended that to happen. 

(4) At 4 pm on August 15. 

Secondly, why-questions and non-why-questions trigger different sorts of impli-
catures. For instance, as opposed to (1d) which is pronounced with normal into-
nation contour, (1a) in which Adam is stressed, implicates that someone else 
could have eaten the apple, but did not. In contrast, the stressed version of the 
when-question in (2a) necessarily implicates that someone else besides Adam has 
eaten the apple. (2a) can be uttered in a context in which several people ate the 
apple and the speaker is only interested in Adam. Bromberger’s paradigm has 
been accounted by assuming that the focusing operator operates via existential 
closure and the binder for the existential closure is located in the left periphery. 
For the cases in (2), when is the scope of the focusing operators. For the cases in 
(1), the focusing operator is in the scope of why. In other words, the fact that why 
triggers different kind of implicatures in (1) as opposed to (2) is accounted for by 
the distinct ordering of quantifiers.
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3 Why – its merge position
Rizzi (1990, 2001) provides a test in Italian similar to Bromberger’s, which involves 
interaction of perché ‘why’ and contrastive focus. He notes that other wh-phrases 
cannot co-occur with focus (5). In contrast, perché can co-occur with a focused 
element and necessarily precedes it (6). 

(5) *Che cosa A GIANNI hanno detto (non a Piero)?
What TO GIANNI have.3PL said (not to Piero)
‘What have they said to Gianni, (not to Piero)?’

(6) Perché QUESTO avremmo dovuto dirgli, non qualcos’altro?
Why THIS have.1PL should said not something else
‘Why should we have told him this, not something else?’ 

The contrast shows that perché is first merged in the Spec of Int(errogative), 
while other wh-elements are moved from their first merge position to the Spec 
of Foc(us), lower than Int. According to this approach, perché does not bind any 
(syntactic) variable, since it is not associated with a trace or a copy. 

More recently, essentially based on evidence from Romanian and from 
English infinitivals, Shlonsky and Soare (2011) have argued against the external 
merge of why in Spec IntP and in favour of a lower merge position, still inside the 
left periphery, Spec ReasonP. For many English speakers there is a stark contrast 
between (7a-f) and (7g) headed by why. 

(7) I asked Bill a. whether to serve spiced 
aubergines for dinner. 

b. who to serve.
c. what to serve the guests.
d. when to serve spiced aubergines. 
e. how to serve spiced aubergines.
f. where to serve spiced aubergines.
g. ??why to serve spiced aubergines.

Shlonsky and Soare 2011 (4)

Assuming a truncation analysis in the sense of Rizzi (1993/4, Haegeman 2010, 
a.o.), the two authors argue that infinitival clauses are spliced at WhP below FocP. 
This is shown in (8).

(8) ForceP > IntP > TopP > FocP > WhP > FinP 
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Thus interrogative why cannot surface in the infinitival clause (7g) because it is 
specialized to interact with Int, not with Wh. Since IntP is part of the left periphery 
truncated in infinitivals, the ungrammaticality of (7g) results from the absence of 
an appropriate landing site for why. However, why can also be construed long- 
distance, that is, within the embedded infinitival clause (see also Cattell 1978, Ko 
2005). Sentence (9) can be associated either with the reason of asking, or with the 
reason of resigning. 

(9) Why did you ask her to resign?
a. What is the reason x, such that for x, you asked her to resign? (short 

construal) 
b. What is the reason x, such that you asked her to resign for that 

particular reason x? (long construal)

The availability of (9b) indicates that why has an external merge position in the 
infinitival clause but it cannot remain there and moves to the finite matrix clause. 
This leads Shlonsky and Soare to propose Spec ReasonP as the external merge 
position of why, a position higher than negation. The derivation they propose for 
the long-distance construal reading in (9b) is provided in (10). 

(10) [ “CP”. . . [ForceP > IntP > TopP > FocP > WhP > . . . > ReasonP . . . 

Interrogative why cannot surface in the infinitival clause because it is specialized 
to interact with Int°, not Wh°. Since IntP is part of the truncated left periphery of 
the infinitival clause, the ungrammaticality of (7g) thus results from the absence 
of an appropriate landing site for why in the infinitival left periphery. Chapter 2 of 
this volume takes over the question of the merge position of the reason adjunct 
in a Gbe language, Ewe. The reason adjunct in Ewe is all the more interesting to 
investigate as it has a bipartite morphological make-up showing a sentence-final 
particle. 

Cross-linguistically there are languages which distinguish between two 
lexical items expressing reason and the immediate question that arises is what 
is the merge position of such elements. Trevisan, a Venetan dialect spoken in the 
area of Venice, is a case in point as it has two distinct ‘why’ items: parché and 
parcossa. Caterina Bonan and Ur Shlonsky in Chapter 3 discuss the idea that a 
certain type of why may actually be merged sentence-internally. As will be dis-
cussed in Chapters 4 and 5, Basque and Dutch also exhibit distinct reason adver-
bials.
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4 How come – its merge position
Rizzi’s (1990, 2001) Spec IntP is not only the position hosting of a wh-phrase like 
perché ‘why’, but also the merge position of the Italian come mai ‘how come’. 
However, Collins (1990) discusses the differences between why and how come and 
argues that how come is base-generated as the head of CP, while why is moved 
from inside IP. Shlonsky and Soare (2011) observe that how come is a phrase, not 
a head, and patterns with why, not with a head like if or whether in that it does not 
allow sluicing in sentences like the following.

(11) They thought John left early, but they didn’t tell me a. why.
b. how come.
c. *whether/if.

Shlonsky and Soare (2011) adopt Rizzi’s (2001) idea that Italian come mai is 
base-generated in Spec IntP in the CP system, and they also base-generate how 
come in Spec IntP. 

(12) How come you said (that) John left?
a. How come you said such-and-such a thing? (√short construal)
b. How come John left? (*long construal)

Its base position then accounts for the availability of the short construal in (12a). 
Some other main differences between why and how come regard suject-auxiliary 
inversion, the licensing of the wh-in-situ and scope interactions with subject 
quantifiers. The first property is of special importance here. Subject-auxiliary 
inversion is obligatory in (root) why-questions and impossible with how come.

(13) a. Why did John resign?
b. *Why John resigned?

(14) a. *How come did John resign?
b. How come John resigned?

Collins attributes the ungrammaticality of (14a) to the impossibility of moving 
I° to C° as the latter is filled by home come. In Shlonsky and Soare’s account, 
(English) subject-auxiliary inversion is triggered by interrogative operators that 
are linked to a syntactic variable. How come is not associated with a variable 
since it constitutes a trivial chain. It thus fails to trigger inversion. Endo’s chapter 
contributes to the discussion of the English how come by putting forth and 
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analysing one further special property, namely the possibility of subject drop 
attested in diary-style English (see, for instance, Haegeman 2013).

5 Wh-in-situ languages: Whys, hows and whats
There has been a growing body of literature on the merge posititon of reason 
why in wh-in-situ languages (Ko 2005, Tsai 2008, Stepanov and Tsai 2008, Tsai 
2015, Endo 2015, 2020, a.o.). Wh-in-situ languages provide a window to peek 
through the surface distortion created by scrambling and wh-movement and are 
thus an opportunity to map out the origin of wh-adverbials more accurately. For 
instance, Tsai (2008) maps out the cartography of the structural placement of 
how and why in Mandarin Chinese and of their lexical counterparts, each one of 
them being associated with a distinct syntactic position (see also Huang 1982). 
Chinese, a ‘hard-core’ wh-in-situ language, distinguishes between two types of 
why- questions in (15)–(16).Consider the cases below containing a future modal. 
As shown in (15), weishenme ‘why’ can appear only before the modal. 

(15) a. Akiu weishenme hui zou? (reason > modal)
Akiu why will leave
‘Why would Akiu leave?’

b. *Akiu hui weishenme zou? (*modal > reason)
Akiu will why leave

(16) a. Akiu hui wei(-le) shenme cizhi? (modal > purpose)
Akiu will for(-Prf) what resign
‘For what purpose would Akiu resign?’ 

b. ??Akiu wei(-le) shenme hui cizhi? (??purpose > modal)
Akiu for(-Prf) what will resign

By contrast, wei(-le) shenme ‘for/because of what’ has a strong tendency to stay 
in the scope of the future modal, and the result is a purpose question. Reason 
weishenme in (15) is a contraction of wei shenme ‘for what’ in Mandarin Chinese, 
and has evolved into a reason adverb. By contrast, wei(-le) shenme in (16) is a PP 
(i.e., with wei being a preposition) expressing a purpose question. 

Mandarin Chinese (see also Cantonese, Chapter 8 in this volume) has alter-
native ways to ask reason/causal questions. It uses zenme, a simplex form of how, 
with two distinct interpretations. 
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(17) a. Akiu zenme qu Taipei? [irrealis: instrumental]
Akiu how go Taipei
‘How will Akiu do to Taipei?’ 

b. Akiu zenme qu-le Taipei? [realis/past: causal]
Akiu how go-Prf Taipei
‘How come Akiu went to Taipei?’ 

Zenme has an instrumental reading with a bare tense clause, which is typically 
associated with irrealis mood (17a). By contrast, in (17b), it gets a causal reading 
in the presence of a perfective aspect marker, which has a strong tendency to 
be interpreted as past tense (cf. Tsai 1999). Furthermore, the contrast between 
(18a,b) shows that a modal can also separate instrumental how from causal how: 

(18) a. Akiu keyi zenme(-yang) qu Taipei? [instrumental]
Akiu can how(-manner) go Taipei
‘How can Akiu go to Taipei?’

b. Akiu zenme(*-yang) keyi qu Taipei? [causal/denial]
Akiu how(-manner) can go Taipei
‘How come Akiu could go to Taipei?’ 
‘Akiu can’t/shouldn’t go to Taipei.’

Premodal zenme in (18b) forms a causal question, while postmodal zenme forms 
an instrumental question in (18a) (there is also a morphological difference: post-
modal how can alternate with a complex form zenme-yang ‘how-manner’, while 
premodal how cannot). 

Thus, drawing on evidence from word order, the positioning with respect to 
lexical modals, scopal interaction, etc., Tsai (2008) cuts across sentential adverbs 
and vP-modifiers and puts forth a cartography of the how-why alternations. To be 
more precise, purpose why (16a) and instrumental how (17a)/(18a) appear in the 
vP periphery, wheres reason why (15a) and causal how (18b) are merged in the left 
periphery. 

There are other wh-adjuncts asking for reason. A case in point is the wh- 
element what. This is a special type of what which is most appropriate in a 
context in which the speaker is emotionally affected (annoyance, surprise, etc). 
The syntax of what asking for reason has been studied by Ochi (2004) for lan-
guages like German, Hungarian and Serbo-Croatian, which all show overt wh- 
movement, and Japanese. This special reason what exhibits different properties 
in overt wh-movement languages and in-situ languages. Thus, as shown by Ochi 
(2004), in overt wh-movement languages, reason what patterns more with how 
come in that its interpretation is clause-bound. In the examples below in German, 
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warum ‘why’, as opposed to the expletive was ‘what’, is a question about believ-
ing or about sleeping. 

(19) a. Warum glaubst du, daβ er so lange schläft?
Why believe you that he so long sleeps
‘Why do you believe that he sleeps so long?’ (ambiguous)

b. Was glaubst du, daβ er so lange schläft?
What believe you that he so long sleeps
‘Why do you believe that he sleeps so long?’                Ochi 2004, 36, (26)

In overt wh-movement languages, reason what cannot occur in multiple wh- 
questions and does not yield scope ambiguity either (Ochi 2004). 

Conversely, in an in-situ language like Japanese, reason what patterns with 
why. What can be construed across a clause, can appear in multiple wh-questions, 
and yields scope ambiguity. In (20) below, nani-o ‘what’ having the meaning of 
why co-occurs with dare-ga ‘who’. 

(20) Dare-ga nani-o sawaideiru no?
Who-Nom what-Acc clamouring Q
‘Who is clamoring why?’  Ochi, 41, (39)

The question of why reason what shows the behaviour of how come in wh-fronting 
languages but patterns with why in a wh-in-situ language like Japanese deserves 
thorough investigation. Although such an investigation goes beyond the scope of 
this volume, a partial answer to explaining the asymmetry in the syntactic behav-
iour of reason what-questions is provided here through the lens of Mandarin and 
Cantonese.

In the sections below I will highlight the empirical and/or theoretical contri-
butions of each chapter. 

6 Why in a Gbe language 
In Chapter 2, Leston Buell investigates why-questions in Ewe, a member of the Gbe 
subgroup of the Kwa language family. In Ewe the why-element is a bi-partite element 
consisting of the sentence initial núkàtà and the optional sentence-final ɖó.

(21) Núkàtà-(é) Kòfí lè hà dzí-ḿ (ɖô)?
why-foc Kofi be.at singing sing-prog go.to
‘Why is Kofi singing?’
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Analysing the interaction of this bi-partite form with negation and adopting an anal-
ysis of the latter as being high in the CP domain, with movement of the IP around it, 
the author suggests that ɖó heads Shlonsky and Soare’s (2011) Reason head, while 
núkàtà originates in the specifier position. It then moves to Spec IntP. The author 
brings one further piece of evidence coming from VP nominalisation fronting to argue 
that núkàtà is merged in the complementizer domain. Furthermore, he shows that 
like the Italian perché, the Ewe why occupies a position higher than Focus and Topic, 
which sets it apart from other wh-elements in Ewe which cannot precede them.

To sum up, evidence from Ewe provides further support that reason ques-
tions are universally an exclusively complementizer domain phenomenon. 

7  Towards a cartography of high and low reason 
adverbials

In Chapter 3 that deals with Trevisan, a Venetan dialect spoken in the area of 
Venice, Caterina Bonan and Ur Shlonsky investigate the syntactic properties of 
two truth-conditionally equivalents of why, parché and parcossa. On the basis of a 
close examination of the syntactic properties of the two wh-elements, they argue 
that only parché is externally-merged in the left periphery, whereas parcossa 
shows the properties of regular wh-words, i.e. it is sensitive to negation (22a) and 
cannot co-occur with a focus. Crucially, parcossa can also appear IP- internally, as 
in (23b). The authors discuss other syntactic properties distinguishing between 
the two items, such as the (im)possibility of co-occurrence with the comple-
mentizer che ‘that’ or the (im)possibility of triggering subject-clitic inversion.

(22) a. *Parcossa no si-tu vignuo?
Why Neg are-you come
‘Why didn’t you come ?’ 

b. Parché no te si vignuo?

(23) a. Parcossa sì-tu ndàa al marcà?
Why are-you gone.F to the market
‘Why did you go to the market?’

b. Sì-tu ndàa parcossa al marcà?

The distinct behaviour of the two reason why-elements leads to an analysis of par-
cossa as being merged IP-internally and optionally moving to the left periphery, 
presumably to Spec FocP.  
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The investigation of two distinct reason why-elements clearly indicates that 
Trevisan adds to the significant number of languages that support the charac-
terisation that causal reason why-questions are universally an exclusively com-
plementizer domain phenomenon, on the one hand, and that there is a low vP 
domain that hosts other reason adverbials, on the other. 

As mentioned, this Northern Italian dialect is not the only language that 
exhibits two syntactically distinct reason why’s. Other languages studied in this 
volume are Basque and Dutch.

Aritz Irurtzun, in Chapter 4, discusses why-questions in Basque. Given that 
it is an SOV language, which also allows other word orders, it is in itself a good 
testing ground for the merge position of why. The author discussed the behav-
iour of regular wh-questions, which show the V2 phenomenon (see also Ortiz de 
Urbina 1989, 1999). As opposed to regular wh-questions, why-questions do not 
require the adjacency between the verb and wh-phrase and can also co-occur 
with Focus. As shown below, zergatik ‘why’ precedes Focus.

(24) a. Zergatik PEIOK eman die albistea?
Why PEIO eman AUX news
‘Why was PEIO who gave them the news?’

b. *PEIOK zergatik eman die albistea?

Based on word order possibilities in matrix and embedded clauses as well as scope 
properties, the author argues that there are actually two types of zergatik: one that 
is merged in Spec ReasonP and then moves to Spec IntP and triggers residual V2, 
and another, that is merged in Spec IntP and does not require verb adjacency. In the 
author’s analysis, the latter has the interpretation of how come rather than of why.

To summarise so far, whereas in Basque the same lexical element displays 
different syntactic distribution and is associated with two distinct interpreta-
tions, Trevisan, which encodes two distinct lexical entries, has one reason why 
that merges high in the left periphery, whereas the other patterns with other 
wh-elements. Let us consider other peculiar properties of why. 

As mentioned in section 1, it has been argued by De Villiers (1991, 1996) that 
unlike other wh-phrases, why can occur in the surface pattern why XP. This is 
shown below: 

(25) A: She will read this novel. why + XP 
B: Why this novel? 

(26)   A: She will read this novel tomorrow. *when + XP
B: *When this magazine?
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(27)   A: She will read this novel in the park. *how + XP 
B: *Where this magazine? 

(28) A: She will read this novel pretty quickly. 
B: *How this magazine? 

The two immediate questions that arise are: what underlies this asymmetry? 
What is the syntax of the pattern why + XP? 

In Chapter 6, Norbert Corver considers these questions in Dutch and pro-
vides several arguments in favour of an analysis of the Dutch pattern waarom XP, 
known under the name of Why-Stripping, as a clausal structure where material 
has been sluiced, the only remaining element being the focalised constituent XP. 
More precisely, the reason adverb waarum ‘why’ moves from Spec ReasonP to 
Spec CP, which presumably corresponds to Rizzi’s (2001) Spec IntP. The remnant 
XP undergoes movement to Spec FocusP. Crucially, in Corver’s analysis, move-
ment of waarom from Spec ReasonP does not yield a Relativised Minimality effect 
as ReasonP is located above FocusP. (29B) has the representation below.

(29) A: Zij zal Obama interviewen.
she will Obama interview
‘She will interview Obama.’

B: Waarom OBAMA?
Why OBAMA
‘Why OBAMA?’

(30) [CP waaromj … [ReasonP tj …[FocP OBAMAi [Foc’ Foc [TP … ti …]]]]]?

The reason wh-phrase waarom ‘why’ moves to Spec CP from a position higher 
than the focalised phrase Obama and thus no Relativised Minimality violation 
obtains. 

As has been discussed for Trevisan and Basque, Corver’s contribution shows 
that Dutch also has two distinct classes of reason adverbials. Thus, a distinction 
is made between (high) clausal reason adverbials and low reason adverbials. The 
latter are shown to be structurally low, being VP-modifiers. Crucially, movement 
of structurally low reason adverbials in such Why-Stripping contexts lead to an 
RM violation, i.e. movement of the low reason adverbial crosses the focalised XP 
element on its way to Spec CP. Interestingly, Corver extends the discussion of the 
distinction between high clause adverbials versus low VP-modifying adverbials 
to stripping patterns involving locational and temporal adverbials and shows 
that, given the appropriate context, they can also be clause adverbials. 
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Chapter 5 treats another OV language, German. Nicolas Catasso investigates 
the merge position of warum ‘why’. Since modal particles are base-generated in 
the middle field of the clause in German (Cardinaletti 2011, Coniglio 2007, Coniglio 
et al. 2011), he discusses the interaction of warum and such modal particles. On 
the assumption that in Geman modal particles can surface in the left periphery on 
condition they are pied-piped by a wh-element, he provides an interesting set of 
data to show that warum ‘why’ actually originates in a position inside the middle 
field of the clause. On its way to the left periphery, it can optionally pied-pipe the 
modal particle. In (31), in Catasso’s view, warum moves to the left periphery and 
pied-pipes the modal particle denn.

(31) a. Warum ist er denn weg?
Why be-PRS.3SG he-NOM.SG denn away
‘Why has he left?’
Warum denni ist er ti weg?
Why denn be-PRS.3SG he-NOM.SG away

If such an analysis is on the right track, it seems that German warum behaves like any 
other wh-element. If so, it would represent a counter-example to the generalisation 
that the reason why-element is externally merged in the left periphery of the clause. 

Although such data are interesting, one question that arises is what drives the 
optionality of pied-piping. Furthermore, the examples provided contain particles 
which are merged high in the middle field of the clause, i.e. Mood or Mode particles. 

8  The syntax of a special class of what based 
why-questions

Chapters 7 and 8 deal with a special class of why-elements in two in-situ languages, 
Cantonese and Mandarin. Drawing a comparison with other wh-in-situ languages, 
Wei-Tien Dylan Tsai’s and Lisa-Lai Cheng’s contributions to this volume analyse 
what-based why-questions Mandarin and Cantonese. What has got sparse atten-
tion in the literature is the postverbal what. Wei-Tien Dylan Tsai investigates a 
class of postverbal what questions that give rise to unexpected why-construals 
associated with a whining interpretation, as illustrated in (32) below.

(32) ni ku shenme?!
you cry what
‘What the heck are you crying for?! (You shouldn’t be crying.)’ 
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In order to explain the postverbal position of these wh-expressions and their 
association with the peculiar pragmatics of whining as well as their negative 
deontic modal force, Tsai argues that these are applicative constructions in dis-
guise (cf. Marantz 1984, 1993, McGinnis 2001, 2003, Harley 2002, Pylkkänen 2002, 
Tsai 2018, a.o.) More precisely, the object shenme in (32) is bound by a whining 
operator merged in the left periphery. Such special what-based questions involve 
an implicit light verb to which the main verb raises in overt syntax. This is shown 
below.

(33) a. ni FOR shenme ku?!
you LV what cry

b. ni ku-FOR shenme <ku>?!

In (33), the verb ku raises to the applicative head FOR. Tsai discusses experimen-
tal data to substantiate his claim (Yang and Tsai 2019). He thus shows that the 
verb carries the most prominent stress. The whining force of the wh-element 
involves stress shift from the object wh-element to the inner light verb, which is 
the locus of Focus. When the inner light verb is silent, it needs material to carry 
the prosodic weight and this triggers raising-to-FOR. 

Tsai’s analysis of Mandarin also accounts for the apparently ill-behaved 
why-questions in Vietnamese which are constructued on how and share the same 
whining force.

In Chapter 8 Lisa Cheng first discusses a special class of reason why- questions 
in Cantonese and Mandarin, those built on what and how. She then provides a 
thougough investigation of a special class of what looks like why-questions which 
are constructed with an initial mat ‘what’ element in Cantonese.

(34) a. lei5 haam3 mat1 aa3?
you cry what SFP?

b. mat1 lei5 hai2 dou6 haam3 ge2?
what/how you PROG cry SFP
‘Why are you crying?’ 

Since Cantonese does not have wh-movement, the structure in (34b) is particularly 
interesting. Cheng discusses the morpho-syntactic and interpretative differences 
between sentence initial mat-questions and postverbal causal mat-questions and 
argues that mat in sentence initial questions is not derived by movement but is 
merged in the left periphery. Furthermore, sentence initial mat-questions are 
shown not to have the same denotation as why-questions. Given the similarities 
between mat-initial questions and exclamatives and in light of the special syntax 
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of the mat-initial questions, the author concludes that this special class of 
questions are actually exclamatives which resemble German was-exclamatives in 
(35) and Dutch wat/dat-exclamatives in (36).

(35) Was (der) Otto seine Frau liebt!
what the Otto his wife loves
‘How Otto loves his wife!’

(36) Wat springt zij ver!
what jumps she far
‘Boy, she jumps high!’

Thus, mat in (34b) is not a typical wh-phrase, but rather a wh-exclamative of the 
Dutch/German type.

To summarise, in Mandarin, Cantonese and Taiwanese, the what-as-why ques-
tions (to take over Lisa Cheng’s coinage) or the how-as-why questions which appear 
either postverbally or sentence-initially do not, after all, constitute exceptions to 
the cross-linguistic generalisation about the placement of why. Their contributions 
represent a significant step to sorting out the how of what and the what of how. 

9 Some syntactic aspects of how come
Yoshio Endo, in Chapter 9, contributes to the discussion on how come in English 
sketched in section 4 by integrating another aspect, that of register. He discusses 
a novel phenomenon, namely the fact that how come-questions can exhibit 
subject drop in diary-style English, as exemplified below. 

(37) How come <ec> can’t use iPhone anymore? 

As opposed to how come-questions, why-questions in diary English cannot appear 
with null subjects, as shown in (38). 

(38)  *Why can’t <ec> use iPhone anymore? 

He ties the subject-drop cases like (37) to the that-trace effects and the alleviating 
effect provided by intervening adverbial elements discussed by Rizzi and Shlon-
sky (2007) and Rizzi (2006, 2014) and exemplified below. 

(39)  This is the man who I think, next year, __ will sell the house. 
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Recall that in Rizzi’s (2014) and Rizzi and Shlonsky’s (2007) Fin-based approach, 
the nominal nature of Fin° merged above the subject position satisfies the crite-
rial property of Subj(ect)° and as such the DP subject may skip Spec SubjP. Endo 
suggests an analysis in terms of recursion of Fin and proposes that how come 
directly licenses the lower Fin endowed with the [+N] feature. He further suggests 
that in diary style the null subject can only be licensed by the immediately adja-
cent Fin°[+N].

He then discusses the implications of his analysis to some special cases of 
wanna contraction. 

(40) a. Whoi do you want [ti to meet the president]?
b. Who do you wanna meet the president?

As reported by the author, a minority of speakers accepts cases such as (40b). For 
these speakers the variable in (40a) does not the block the wanna contraction. 
The licensing of the subject position is accounted in terms of the same Fin-based 
approach that accounts for cases like (37) above.

10  The semantics and pragmatics of a special 
class of why rhetorical questions 

Lavi Wolf and Edit Doron’s contribution, Chapter 10, falls within the domain of 
semantics and pragmatics. It analyses the behaviour of why in rhetorical ques-
tions. An answer is provided here through the lens of a particular Hebrew con-
struction that is dubbed Doubly-Marked Interrogatives (Khalaily and Doron 
2016): a why-question embeds a regular wh-question, as in (41). 

(41) lama mi ata
why who (are) you

This construction ostensibly asking for the identity of the addressee is conver-
sationally used as a rejection act and may be uttered in a context in which the 
speaker uses an imperative, as in (42A).

(42) A: Clean the room!
B: lama mi ata

why who (are) you
‘Who are you (to tell me what to do)?’
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Such special questions are attested in various dialects of Arabic and colloquial 
Modern Hebrew. The existence of such patterns is all the more interesting as 
Hebrew does not allow multiple questions. The authors show that  doubly-marked 
interrogatives constitute a single intonational phrase and are marked by the 
falling intonation characteristic of rhetorical questions. Pragmatically, such 
questions serve to reject a previous speech act and imply that there is no justifi-
cation in asking, for instance, the who-question and that there is only one alter-
native, which is shared both by the speaker and the addressee. The authors claim 
that the DMI is made up of an embedding metalinguistic question and an embed-
ded rhetorical question and that the relationship between the two gives rise to 
a challenging rhetorical question effect which rejects a previously performed 
speech act. 

11 Why and the syntax-prosody interface
The chapters dicussed thus far have dealt with the peculiarities of why-questions 
in terms of its syntax, semantics and pragmatics. One may also wonder how why 
behaves with respect to prosody. Is the prosody of why similar to that of other 
wh-elements? Does the merge position of why condition in any way its prosody?

In Chapter 11, Giuliano Bocci, Silvio Cruschina and Luigi Rizzi discuss the 
behaviour of perché-questions at the syntax-prosody interface in Italian. The 
authors discuss the results of an experimental study meant to test the focal nature of 
postverbal subjects in perché-questions (Bianchi, Bocci and Cruschina 2017). Thus, 
in neutral contexts, preverbal subjects are largely preferred (in 63% of the cases) 
and that is expected, whereas in contexts which are set to induce narrow focus on 
the subject, 66% of the paticipants prefer postverbal subjects. Bocci, Cruschina and 
Rizzi conduct a production experiment to compare the behavior of perché ‘why’ to 
that of other wh-phrases in direct questions. One of the main findings confirms the 
view that in non-perché questions the nuclear pitch accent is assigned to the lexical 
verb and never to the wh-element itself (Marotta 2001). The second major finding is 
that in direct perché-questions the main prominence falls on why and not the verb. 
The special behaviour of perché-questions is taken to be a consequence of their dif-
ferent syntactic derivation. In other wh-questions the assignment of the NPA to the 
lexical verb is a reflex of the successive cyclic movement of the bare wh- element, 
which tracks the intermediate positions. Since the syntactic derivation of perché 
is different, the asymmetry between perché-questions and other wh- questions 
is expected. Perché is thus the carrier of the focus-feature. The authors also con-
sider some special cases of why-questions in Italian where main prominence is 
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assigned to another constituent. This apparent exception to the pattern of the NPA 
in why-questions is explained by the fact that that particular element is the carrier 
of the focus featue. This is expected as perché and the fronted focus do not compete 
for the same position. 

The chapter thus clearly shows that Italian why-questions behave differently 
from other wh-questions not only at the syntactic level, but also at the prosodic 
level.

Current work on why has both an empirical dimension – extending the inves-
tigation of its properties to other languages – and a conceptual or theoretical one. 
Four major aspects stand out, in particular, and are treated from different angles 
in the contributions to this volume:
1. Reason why-questions are universally an exclusively complementiser domain 

phenomenon and the questions that appear to run counter this generalisa-
tion are actually cases in which a truth-conditionally equivalent why-item 
is merged in the middle field of the clause and consequently show a whole 
array of distinct syntactic properties.

2. There is growing cross-linguistic evidence that there are high (i.e. clause- 
modifying) reason adverbials and low reason (i.e. VP-modifying) adverbials. 
What exactly is the hierarchy of such adverbials? What explains the particu-
lar order or hierarchy in which they appear? Can they co-occur in the same 
sentence?

3. What is the cartography of what-as-why questions (to use here Lisa Cheng’s 
coinage) and how-as-why questions in wh-in-situ languages? Whereas some 
chapters in the present volume sketch out such an order, this domain of 
research clearly needs further exploring and extending to wh-movement lan-
guages.

4. How is why different prosodically from a typical interrogative question? How 
does syntax feed this peculiarity? Is the prosodic pattern of a what-as-why 
or of a how-as-why question any different from that of a typical interrogative 
question? If so, what explains this difference?
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Leston Chandler Buell
Reason questions as a complementizer 
domain phenomenon: Evidence from Ewe

1  Introduction
This paper1 deals with reason questions (why questions) in Ewe, a member of 
the Gbe subgroup of the and spoken by more than 3,000,000 people, mainly in 
Ghana and Togo. An Ewe reason question, illustrated in (1), has a why component 
consisting of two non-adjacent elements: sentence-initial núkàtà and an optional 
sentence-final ɖó.

(1) Núkàtà-(é) Kòfí lè hà dzí-ḿ (ɖô)?
why-foc Kofi be.at singing sing-prog go.to
‘Why is Kofi singing?’

Cross-linguistically, reason questions are particularly interesting because of 
certain syntactic and semantic properties that distinguish them from other ques-
tion types. Some such differences in Italian led Rizzi (1999) to argue for two ana-
lytical points concerning the word perché ‘why’. First, he argued that perché is 
first introduced in the complementizer domain rather than being moved there 
from a lower position. Second, he argued that perché occupies a position higher 
than other focused constituents.

This paper will show that Ewe núkàtà . . . ɖó also behaves differently from 
other wh phrases in the language. Furthermore, two of these unique character-
istics will be argued to show that núkàtà. . .ɖó, just like Italian perché, is first 
merged in the left periphery and occupies a higher position than other focused 
constituents, and further that the bipartite nature of núkàtà . . . ɖó lends support 
to an independent ReasonP, lower in the complementizer domain than IntP 
(Shlonsky and Soare 2011).

1 An earlier version of this paper appeared in M. Bowler, P. T. Duncan, T. Major, and H. Torrence 
(eds.) (2019), Schuhschrift: Papers in Honor of Russell Schuh, pp. 1–14, https://escholarship.org/
uc/item/7c42d7th. 

The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: cj “conjoint”, dj “disjoint”, foc “focus”, 
om “object marker”, neg “negative”, pl “plural”, prog “progressive”, prosp “prospective”, pst 
“past”, redup “reduplicant”, rel “relative”, sg “singular”, sm “subject marker.”
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2 A morphological asymmetry
In this section, it will be shown that while the ɖó of the núkàtà . . . ɖó bipartite 
why component is homophonous with an element occurring in other types of 
adjuncts, it does not display the same morphological alternation, nor is it oblig-
atory, unlike its non-reason counterpart. We begin with some basic facts about 
word order, questions, and adjuncts in the language.

Ewe is a language with SVOX word order, as illustrated by the simple sen-
tence in (2). In wh questions, the questioned constituent obligatorily moves to a 
left-peripheral position and is often also followed by the focus marker yé/-é, as 
in (3). This focus marker is optional in most contexts, as in (4), a notable excep-
tion being any type of subject focus, in which case it is obligatory (Badan and 
Buell 2012), as in (5). Example (1) above further shows that núkàtà, like other wh 
phrases, can also be followed by the focus marker. 

(2) Kòfí kpɔ́ Ámà lè àsìmè.
Kofi see Ama be.at Market
‘Kofi saw Ama at the market.’

(3) Àmékài-é Kòfí gblɔ̀ bé yè-kpɔ́ ti lè àsìmè?
who-foc Kofi say that log-see be.at market
‘Whoi did Kofi say that he saw ti at the market?’

(4) Mángò-nyè-wó (yé) Kòfí ɖù.
mango-1sg-pl foc Kofi eat
‘Kofi ate MY MANGOES.’
(Badan & Buell 2012)

(5) Àmékà *(yé) yì àƒútà?
who foc go beach
‘Who went to the beach?’
(Badan & Buell 2012)

Núkàtà ‘why’ is composed of three distinct morphemes. This composition and 
an illustration of its subparts are given in (6). Alongside núkàtà . . . ɖó, an alter-
native form núkà ŋútí . . . ɖó can also be used. Both of these forms end in a 
light  postposition-like nominal element which can also be used as a body(part) 
noun: tǎ ‘head’ and ŋútí ‘body’. No differences in interpretation or syntactic 
behavior were found between these two forms. All examples in this article use 
núkàtà . . . ɖó.
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(6) nú-kà? / nú-kà-tà? / àvù kà? 
thing-which / thing-which-head / dog which
‘what? / why? / which dog?’

In other contexts, both as a content noun in the literal meaning of ‘head’ and 
in its use as a light nominal element, tǎ usually has a rising tone, rather than 
the low tone found in núkàtà, which shows that the word núkàtà has been 
lexicalized.

Ewe questions end with a low boundary tone, which is particularly salient 
when the final syllable is underlyingly high. In that case the final syllable 
surfaces as falling. The contrast is shown with the high-toned word kpɔ́ ‘see’ 
in (7):

(7) a. Kòfí ɖéká kò-é wò-kpɔ́.
Kofi one only-foc 3sg-see
‘He only saw Kofi.’

b. Àmékà-é wò-kpɔ̂?
who-foc 3sg-see
‘Who did he see?’

It will be noted that the reason question in (1) ends in ɖô, with a falling tone, 
while in the expository text the form ɖó, with a high tone, has been used as the 
citation form. The final fall in the example questions is due to this final low 
boundary tone. In non-final positions ɖó is pronounced with a high tone rather 
than a falling one.

Many adjuncts in Ewe have the form V [DP (N)], in which the V is a light 
verb functioning like a preposition and the N is one of a handful of light 
nominal elements that behave roughly as postpositions. Some examples are 
given in (8).

(8) a. Mè-kpɔ́ gà hǒmè áɖé [ Lè xɔ̀-á mè. ]
1sg-see money amount some be.at room-the inside
‘I found some money in the room.’

b. Àgbàlɛ̃́ sìà ƒò nǔ [ Tsó àvù-wó ŋú. ]
Book this hit mouth go.from dog-pl body
‘This book is about dogs.’ (ƒò nǔ ‘talk’)

c. Mè-zɔ̀ [ tó tsì ŋú. ]
1sg-walk pass water body
‘I walked along the river.’
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These adjuncts are relevant to the discussion because it will initially appear as if 
the sentence-final ɖó in a núkàtà question is identical to a light verb as used in 
other questions, while ultimately it will need to be considered a distinct lexical 
entry. 

When the DP in such an adjunct phrase undergoes any type of A′-movement, 
the V is always stranded, while the light N is pied-piped (i.e., moved along with 
the noun), as shown in (9).2

(9) a. wh question
[ Xɔ̀ kà mè ]i -é nè-kpɔ́ gà lá lè ti?
room which inside -foc 2sg-see money the be.at
‘Which room did you find the money in?’

b. relative clause
Ésìà nyé tsì [ sì ŋú ]i mè-zɔ̀ tó ti lá.
this be water that body 1sg-walk pass the
‘This is the river that I walked along.’

Đé is one of these preposition-like verbs,3
 
and its use in adjuncts is illustrated in 

(10). Although ɖé typically designates movement (‘onto’, ‘into’, ‘to’, etc.), it is also 
used in many idiomatic contexts.

(10) a. Dàdì-á dzò gé ɖé kplɔ̃̀-à dzí. (movement)
cat-the jump fall go.to table-the top
‘The cat jumped onto the table.’

b. Kòfí kpé ɖé Ámà ŋútí ŋútɔ́. (idiomatic)
Kofi help go.to Ama body much
‘Kofi helped Ama a lot.’

Just as ɖó and tà are used to ask a reason question in núkàtà . . . ɖó questions, ɖé 
and tǎ can be used in statements to express a reason or goal, as in (11).

(11) Mè-yì Tógó ɖé tàkpékpé áɖé tǎ.
1sg-go Togo go.to meeting some head
‘I went to Togo for a conference.’

2 Ewe relative clauses often end in the article lá.
3 Ɖé behaves like other preposition-like verbs except for the fact that it cannot be used as the 
main predicate, unlike the verbs lè, tsó, and tó, which appear in (6).
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Now we come to the connection between ɖé and ɖó. When the complement of ɖé 
is extracted, as when it is questioned, ɖé normally takes the form ɖó, although 
four of my six informants also accept ɖé in this context:

(12) a. Kplɔ̃̀ kà dzí-é dàdì-á dzò gé ɖô/%ɖê?
table which top-foc cat-the jump fall go.to
‘Which table did the cat jump onto?’

b. Tàkpékpé kà Tǎ nè-yì Tógó ɖô/%ɖê?
meeting which head 2sg-go Togo go.to
‘What kind of conference did you go to Togo for?’

What distinguishes this ɖó (that from which a non-reason complement has been 
extracted) from the ɖó of núkàtà . . . ɖó is that speakers who accept the form ɖé in 
the former context reject it in the latter context, as shown in (13).

(13) Núkàtà xèví-á lè dzò-dzò-ḿ ɖô/*ɖê?
why bird-the be.at redup-fly-prog go.to
‘Why is the bird flying?’

The simplest analysis of distribution of ɖé and ɖó is one in which there are two 
separate lexical entries: one for the ɖé that for some speakers has the ɖé/ɖó alter-
nation in extraction contexts and another without the alternation for any speakers.

The behavior of ɖé in extraction contexts has a parallel in the Dutch preposi-
tion naar ‘to’. This preposition has two different (sets of) forms when its comple-
ment is extracted, depending whether it indicates a motion, as in (14), or some-
thing else, as in (15). 

(14) a. De bus reed naar het vliegveld.
the bus rode to the airport
‘The bus rode to the airport.’

b. Waar reed de bus naartoe/heen/*naar?
where rode the bus to
‘Where did the bus ride to?’

(15) a. Deze zeep ruikt naar lelietjes-van-dalen.
this soap smells to lilies-of-the-valley
‘This soap smells like lily-of-the-valley.’

b. Waar ruikt deze zeep naar/*naartoe/*heen?
where smell this soap to
‘What does this soap smell like?’
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In addition to the morphological asymmetry of reason and non-reason ɖé/ɖó, 
there is an additional asymmetry with respect to obligatoriness. Ɖó is optional in 
reason questions, with no apparent consequence for interpretation:

(16) a. Kòfí lè mɔ́lì ɖù-ḿ.
kofi be.at rice eat-prog
‘Kofi is eating rice.’

b. Núkàtà-é Kòfí lè mɔ́lì ɖù-ḿ (ɖô)?
why- foc Kofi be.at rice eat-prog go.to
‘Why is Kofi eating rice?’

The same is not the case for ɖé/ɖó in other types of questions. In (17), ɖó cannot 
be omitted, while in (18), it cannot be omitted in an out-of-the-blue context; the 
ɖó-less version requires some pragmatic context.

(17) a. Dàdì-á dzò gé ɖé kplɔ̃̀à dzí.
cat-the jump fall go.to table-the top
‘The cat jumped onto the table.’
(Repeated from (10a).)

b. Kplɔ̃̀ kà dzí-é dàdì-á dzò gé *(ɖô)?
table which top-foc cat-the jump fall go.to
‘Which table did the cat jump onto?’

(18) a. Mèyì Tógó ɖé tàkpékpé áɖé tǎ.
1sg-go Togo go.to meeting some head
‘I went to Togo for a conference.’

b. Tàkpékpé kà tǎ nèyì Tógó %(ɖô)?
meeting which head 2sg-go Togo go.to
‘What kind of conference did you go to Togo for?’

In this section it was shown that the ɖó of reason questions is not an exponent 
of a morphological alternation like the ɖó of other adjuncts. In this way, reason 
adjuncts have been shown to differ in a certain way from other adjuncts. However, 
while this difference adds to the cross-linguistic evidence that reason questions 
are different from their non-reason counterparts, it says nothing about what posi-
tion ɖó is merged in or occupies at the surface. We now turn to the first of these 
two questions.
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3 Direct insertion of núkàtà in the left periphery
Evidence is accumulating that the merging of why directly in the complementizer 
domain is either universal or is at least a very strong cross-linguistic tendency. A 
particularly clear example of this evidence comes from Krachi, a Kwa language 
spoken in Ghana. As shown in (19), while other wh phrases can appear in a 
 sentence-final position, ‘why’ must appear in sentence-initial position. 

(19) a. Ɔʧɪ́w ɛ-mò bwatéo n̩frɛ́/kɛmekɛê/nɛnɛ?
woman agr-kill.pst chicken where/when/how 
‘Where/when/how did the woman slaughter the chicken?’ 

b. *Ɔʧɪ́w ɛ-mò bwatéo nání?
woman agr-kill.pst chicken why 

c. Nání jɪ́ ɔʧɪ́w ɛ-mò bwatéo? 
why foc woman agr-kill.pst chicken 
‘Why (for what reason) did the woman slaughter the chicken?’
(Krachi; Kandybowicz and Torrence 2011)

However, at the same time, there clearly do exist types of why phrases that are 
introduced below the inflectional domain. An example of this is the clitic i ‘what; 
why’ in the Bantu language Sambaa.4

 
As in other Bantu languages with a con-

joint/disjoint alternation, the conjoint verb form in Sambaa can only appear 
when the element following it is inside the VP (Buell and Riedel 2008). Therefore, 
the clitic i in (20) is VP-internal.

(20) U-chi-ghul-iye-i? 
2sg.sm-7om-buy-perf.cj-why
‘Why did you buy it?’
(Sambaa; Buell 2011: 813)

In such cases, it can usually be shown that the resulting question is essentially 
a purpose question rather than a reason question. While purpose questions can 
often be used as surrogates for reason questions, the two can be distinguished by 
the fact that purpose questions are generally incompatible with non-volitional 
predicates. Using that criterion, the examples in (21) show that Ewe núkàtà ques-
tions are genuine reason questions.

4 While the clitic i is also used to mean ‘what’, it cannot have that interpretation in (20) because 
the direct object is encoded with the noun class 7 object marker chi.
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(21) a. Núkàtà wǒ-lè dɔ̀ lé-ḿ (ɖô)?
why 3sg-be.at sickness suffer-prog go.to
‘Why is she sick?’

b. Núkàtà gà àɖéké mé-lè é-sí (ɖó) ò?
why money any neg-be.at 3sg-hand go.to neg
‘Why doesn’t she have any money?’

In the previous section, it was shown that the núkàtà . . . ɖó word order closely 
resembles other cases in which a [DP+light N] constituent is extracted from the 
position which is complement to a light V. If ‘why’ were introduced in the same 
low position as other adjuncts, we would expect the ɖó of núkàtà . . . ɖó to simi-
larly be stranded in some low position below IP. Two types of evidence will now 
be presented to argue that, contrary to that expectation, núkàtà . . . ɖó is first 
merged in the left periphery.

3.1 Negation

Buell (2011) connected Rizzi’s (1999) idea that why first merges in the comple-
mentizer domain with negation, proposing that why cannot be merged under 
sentential negation. In English, the argument for this comes from the fact that 
why falls outside the scope of negation. One of these scopal effects is illustrated 
in (22), in which the sentence But I have sung! is felicitous as a response to a why 
question, but not to any other type of wh question.

(22) a. Why haven’t you sung yet? But I have sung!
b. What kinds of performances haven’t you sung in yet? #But I have 

sung!
c. Who haven’t you sung for/with yet? #But I have sung!

The reason question in (22a) presupposes that no singing event took place. In 
contrast, the non-reason questions in (22b) and (22c) are incompatible with that 
same presupposition. Instead, they require a context in which there is a set of 
potential singing events, at least one of which went unrealized. This is explained 
if why, unlike the other wh phrases, leaves no copy or trace in a position under 
negation.5

5 Shlonsky and Soare (2011) use the pair Why/*How didn’t Geraldine fix her bike? to make the 
same claim in terms of Relativized Minimality. While why and how do not have the same status 
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At first glance, Ewe seems to constitute a clear counterexample to Buell’s pro-
posal, because for some speakers, ɖó can appear sandwiched between the two 
negative heads mě and ò, as in (23a), giving the impression that ɖó is lower than 
at least one of them. 

(23) a. %Núkàtà mě-gblɔ̀ ná Ámà bé Kòfí dzó ɖó ò?
why 2sg:neg-say to Ama that Kofi leave go.to neg
‘Why didn’t you tell Ama that Kofi left?’

b. Núkàtà mě-gblɔ̀ ná Ámà bé Kòfí dzó ò ɖô?
why 2sg:neg-say to Ama that Kofi leave neg go.to

However, as (23b) shows, ɖó can also appear to the right of the second negative 
head, and that is the only word order accepted by all speakers. This fact leaves open 
the possibility sketched in Figure 1 that ɖó is not below either of the negative heads.

For independent reasons, Aboh (2004) has argued the very high position of 
the negative head ò in Figure 1 and the movement of IP around it.6

One argument that can be added for this high position is the fact that ò follows a 
complement clause when the matrix clause is negated, as in (24). 

(24) Nyè-mé-gblɔ̀ [CP bé Kòfí dzó ] ò.
1sg-neg-speak that Kofi leave neg
‘I didn’t say that Kofi left.’

in this pair, Buell (2011) shows that how actually can be used grammatically in such negative 
questions if a list of particular manners is context-salient. However, he also shows that the inter-
pretation with respect to the scope of negation still differs between why and how in these cases.
6 See also Kandybowicz (2008) for a similar particle in Nupe.

?

?

?

núkàtà

NegPj

tj

ti

IPi Negʹ

Neg0...mě...

ɖó

ò

Figure 1: Structure with ɖó above both negative heads.
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This fact is easily explained if ò heads a projection somewhere above IP. The 
 sentence-final position of ò in (24) is then explained by moving the entire matrix 
IP to the left of ò, without prior extraposition of the complement clause.

If the analysis in Figure 1 of sentence (23b) with ò ɖó is correct, then the prob-
lematic ɖó ò order in (23a) can be explained by assuming that a post-spell-out 
reordering has taken place that does not reflect the underlying syntactic hierar-
chy. This analysis is further supported by the fact that two of my six informants 
categorically reject the ɖó ò order. For those speakers, the only possible order is 
ò ɖó, which corresponds transparently to the syntactic structure in Figure 1.

The structure in Figure 1 is also compatible to Shlonsky and Soare’s (2011) 
proposal, in which ‘why’ originates in a ReasonP in the complementizer region 
but can move to an IntP (the Interrogative Phrase first proposed by Rizzi 1999) 
even higher in the same region. Using data from Romanian, they argue for the 
following partial hierarchy of the complementizer domain.

(25) . . . IntP > TopP > FocP > WhP > ReasonP . . . 

Assuming the part of their analysis that places IntP above ReasonP and that 
allows ‘why’ to move from spec-ReasonP to spec-IntP, ɖó could head ReasonP 
while núkàtà originates in its specifier. The NegP in Figure  1 would then need 
to occupy a functional projection somewhere between IntP and ReasonP, and 
núkàtà would move from spec-ReasonP to spec-IntP. The resulting structure is 
depicted in Figure 2, which omits the silent Int0 and F0 heads.

núkàtàk

NegPj

tjti

tkIPi Negʹ Reasonʹ

ReasonP

FP

IntP

Neg0...mě... ɖó
ò

Figure 2: Structure with NegP in the specifier of a functional projection between IntP 
and ReasonP.

In addition to keeping ‘why’ entirely outside the c-command of both negation 
heads, this analysis, in which ɖó and núkàtà are first introduced as head and speci-
fier of the same projection, nicely captures the fact that the two elements are related.
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3.2 VP nominalization fronting

Although Ewe is an SVO language, in progressive and prospective aspect an inver-
sion takes place in which the object comes to precede the verb, as in (26b). The 
verb is followed by a nominalizing particle (ḿ for progressive, gé for prospective) 
that indicates which of these two aspects is intended. The object, verb, and nom-
inalizing particle form a constituent (Buell, 2012), which for convenience we can 
simply call a “(VP) nominalization.” As illustrated in (27), this constituent can be 
preposed for focus, in an operation we can call “VP nominalization fronting.”7

(26) a. S V O
Đèví lá ɖù àkɔ̀ɖú.
child the eat banana
‘The child ate a banana.’ (default aspect)

b. S Aux [ O V Nom ]
Đèví lá lè [ àkɔ̀ɖú ɖù-ḿ. ]
child the be.at banana eat-prog
‘The child is eating a banana.’ (progressive aspect)

(27) a. Mè-lè [ mɔ́lì ɖù gé. ]
1sg-be.at rice eat prosp
‘I’m going to eat rice.’

b. [ Mɔ́lì ɖù gé ] mè-lè.
rice eat prosp 1sg-be.at
‘I’m going to EAT RICE.’

Instead of an object, this fronted constituent may contain a wh constituent (either 
an object or an adjunct), as in (28) and (29).8 However, as shown in (30b), núkàtà 
‘why’ is not compatible with VP nominalization fronting.

(28) [ Núkà ɖù-ḿ ] nè-lè?
what eat-prog 2sg-be.at

‘What are you eating?’

7 VP nominalization fronting is a type of predicate focus. For a discussion of other types of predi -
cate focus in Ewe, see Fiedler (2012), Badan and Buell (2012), and the references therein.
8 Some speakers do not accept áléké ‘how’ in monoclausal examples of this construction. The 
full range of adjunct wh phrases in predicate focus is better shown in multiclausal questions, 
which are too complex to discuss here. See Buell (2012).
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(29) [ Áléké zɔ̀-ḿ ] wǒ-lè?
how walk-prog 3sg-be.at

‘How is he walking?’

(30) a. Núkàtà nè-lè dzò-dzó-m̂? 
why 2sg-be.at redup-leave-prog
‘Why are you leaving?’

b. *Núkàtà (dzò)-dzó-ḿ nè-lè? 
why redup-leave-prog 2sg-be.at

Judgements on this point are so strong that when presented with them, speakers 
usually reject such questions after reading just the first two words, regardless of 
the length of the question. There is simply no way to complete a sentence starting 
with núkàtà followed by a verb stem and nominalizing particle.

The fact that a VP nominalization can contain clearly phrasal material, as 
in (31), in which the object is modified by a relative clause, shows that it is not 
formed by some extrasyntactic morphological process.

(31) Mè-lè [ [DP mɔ́lì sì Ámà ɖà lá ] ɖù ḿ. ]
1sg-be.at rice rel Ama cook the eat prog
‘I’m eating the rice that Ama cooked.’

Aboh (2004, ch. 6) develops an analysis in which the nominalization is formed 
on the main line of projection. The nominalizing particle is merged somewhere 
below IP and above vP, and the verb stem and fronted element in the nominali-
zation (i.e., the object or wh phrase) subsequently move above it.9 Let us assume 
that analysis. If núkàtà is first introduced in the complementizer domain (some-
where above IP), then it is never in a position low enough to move to this sub-IP 
position above the nominalizing particle, as would be necessary to form part of 
the nominalization constituent. Merging núkàtà directly in the complementizer 
domain thus allows us to explain the distribution of VP nominalization fronting 
at no extra cost.

This gives us two arguments – negation and VP nominalization fronting – that 
Ewe núkàtà . . . ɖó, just like Italian perché ‘why’, is first introduced in the comple-
mentizer domain. Now we turn briefly to the internal structure of that domain.

9 Buell (2012) has argued that an alternative analysis requires an overly powerful Sidewards 
Movement mechanism.
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4 Higher than focus
By showing that Italian perché ‘why’, unlike other wh phrases in the language, 
could be combined with fronted focused phrases and appear to their right, Rizzi 
(1999) showed that perché occupies a position higher than focused phrases in 
that language. Using the hierarchy in (25), these positions would correspond to 
spec-IntP and spec-FocP, respectively. The same results can be reproduced in 
Ewe, as shown in (32b), in which núkàtà is contrasted with ɣèkáyì ‘when’ in an 
embedded context, although the same pattern also holds in root questions and 
for other types of wh phrases. Of all types of wh phrases, only núkàtà can appear 
before a focused phrase.

(32) a. Nyè-mé-nyá núkàtà-(é) Kòfí-é wɔ̀ nú sìà ò.
1sg-neg-know why-foc Kofi-foc make thing this neg
‘I don’t know why KOFI did it.’

b. *Nyè-mé-nyá ɣèkáyì-(é) Kòfí-é dzó ò.
1sg-neg-know when-foc Kofi-foc leave neg
intended: ‘I don’t know when KOFI did it.’

Thus, Ewe is similar to Italian not only in that ‘why’ is first merged in the com-
plementizer domain, but also in that the position it occupies is higher than other 
focused elements. 

Unlike other wh phrases, núkàtà can appear to the left of a topic, as shown 
in (33).

(33) a. Núkàtà Kòfí yá nè-ƒò nǔ kplî?
why Kofi top 2sg-hit mouth with:3sg
‘As for Kofi, why did you talk with him?’

b. *Ɣèkáyì Kòfí yá nè-ƒò nǔ kplî? 
when Kofi top 2sg-hit mouth with:3sg
intended: ‘As for Kofi, when did you talk with him?’

c. *Àfíkà Kòfí yá nè-ƒò nǔ kplî? 
when Kofi top 2sg-hit mouth with:3sg
intended: ‘As for Kofi, where did you talk with him?’

While perhaps surprising, such an ordering is predicted by the hierarchy in (25) 
to be possible.
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5 Conclusion
In the previous sections three analytical points were addressed. First, it was 
shown that núkàtà . . . ɖó is morphologically different from other adjuncts involv-
ing extraction from ɖé. Second, using facts from negation and VP nominaliza-
tion fronting, it was argued that núkàtà is first merged in the complementizer 
domain rather than being moved there from a low position such as from within 
the vP. Finally, it was shown that the same facts used by Rizzi in Italian to argue 
that ‘why’ occupied a higher position than focused phrases could be replicated 
in Ewe. Furthermore, both the bipartite nature of núkàtà. . .ɖó and the combined 
distribution of complementizer-domain elements were shown to lend support 
to Shonsky and Soare’s (2011) proposed organization of the left periphery of the 
clause.

Ewe can thus be added to the growing number of languages that support the 
characterization that reason questions are universally an exclusively comple-
mentizer domain phenomenon.10
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Caterina Bonan and Ur Shlonsky
On ‘why’ in situ in Northern Italian 
dialects: Evidence from Trevisan

1 Introduction
Trevisan is a Northeastern Italian dialect spoken in the Veneto region. In this 
paper, we concentrate on the variety of Trevisan described in detail in Bonan 
(2019), more precisely on the morphosyntax of two why-words: parché and par-
cossa. 

We first present a brief overview of the main properties of the interroga-
tive syntax of Trevisan. The language displays so-called ‘optional wh-in situ’ in 
genuine, answer-seeking questions: Regardless of whether wh-elements are lex-
ically restricted, as in (1), or bare, as in (2), they are able to surface either fronted 
to the left periphery of the clause, or clause-internally:

(1) a. Che profesor ga-ea visto al marcà?
What professor has=she seen at.the market
‘Which professor did she see at the market?’

b. Ga-ea visto che profesor al marcà?
Has=she seen what professor at.the market

(2) a. Chi ga-tu visto al marcà?
Who have=you seen at.the market
‘Who did you see at the market?’

b. Ga-tu visto chi al marcà?
Have=you seen who at.the market

Not only can wh-elements surface clause-internally in matrix questions, such as 
those in (1) and (2), they are also licit ‘in situ’ in long construals. Observe the 
alternation in (3):
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(3) a. Chi pensi-tu chei gabie visto al marcà?
Who think=you that=theyM haveSUBJ seen at.the market
‘Who do you believe they met at the market?’

b. Pensi-tu chei gabie visto chi al marcà?
Think=you that=theyM haveSUBJ seen who at.the market

Trevisan differs from the more widely known, closely-related variety of Bellunese 
known as Pagotto (Munaro 1995, Munaro et al. 2001, and related works), in which 
wh-in-situ is obligatory with bare wh-words, as shown in (4a-b), but disallowed 
with lexically-restricted ones, (4c,d).

(4) Pagotto (Munaro 1997)
a. Ha-tu magnà che?

Have=you eaten what
‘What did you eat?’

b. * Che ha-tu magnà?
What have=you eaten

c. Che libro ha-tu ledest?
What book have=you read
‘Which book did you read?’

d. * Ha-tu ledest che libro?
Have=you read what book

In its optionality and insensitivity to the lexical restrictedness of the the clause- internal 
wh-element, Trevisan resembles French. It differs from French however, and resem-
bles Pagotto and many other North Italian dialects, in requiring  subject-clitic inver-
sion (SClI) in both ex-situ and in-situ wh-questions (Manzini & Savoia 2011, Bonan 
2021, a.o.). In French, to recall, subject-clitic inversion is optional with wh-ex-situ and 
totally impossible with wh-in-situ. Compare Trevisan (5) and (6) and French (7).1

(5) a. Ga-tu magnà cuando?
Have=you eaten when
‘When did you eat?’

b. Cuando ga-tu magnà?
When have=you eaten

1 Like many Northern Italian dialects, Trevisan has two series of nominative clitics, one used in 
declaratives and one in interrogatives. Here, te is the declarative 2PS clitic, while tu is its inter-
rogative counterpart. For further discussion, refer to Bonan (2019).
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(6) a. * Te gà magnà cuando?
You= have eaten when
‘When did you eat?’

b. * Cuando te gà magnà?
When you= have eaten

(7) a. * As-tu mangé quand? (French)
Have=you eaten when
‘When did you eat?’

b. Tu as mangé quand?
You have eaten when

c. Quand as-tu mangé?
When have=you eaten

d. Quand tu as mangé?
When you have eaten

The situation that we have just outlined is not completely reproduced in genuine 
wh-questions that contain a why word. This is expected under much recent work on 
the syntax of why (Rizzi 2001, Shlonsky & Soare 2011, Bocci et al. (this volume), a.o.)

In this paper, we first present novel data on the two why-words of Trevisan, 
parché and parcossa, and argue that one of the main peculiarities of the wh- 
interrogatives of this language is that while parcossa has the distribution of a 
regular wh-element (felicitous clause internally, requiring subject-clitic inver-
sion, etc.), parché is distributionally a regular why word in the sense of Rizzi 
(2001) and resembles Italian perché and English why (§2). Then, in §3, we present 
and discuss data on intervention effects by negation and the co-occurrence of 
why words with contrastively focused constituents, all of which strongly suggest 
that parché is externally merged directly in the left periphery of the clause, while 
parcossa starts out TP-internally.

2 Trevisan parché vs parcossa: Data
The distribution of Trevisan parcossa parallels that of the wh-words in (2) and (3). 
This is unexpected if why words are indeed directly merged in the left periphery, 
ungrammatical in a clause-internal position and not obligatorily construed with 
subject-inversion in languages that otherwise require inversion in interrogatives 
(see Rizzi 2001 on Italian perché). These properties lead to a working hypothesis, 
which we will attempt to substantiate in the following sections: The differences 
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between the two why-words of Trevisan are a consequence of their different exter-
nal merge positions.

2.1 Distributional properties of parché and parcossa

Parcossa can appear either in-situ or in a clause-peripheral position. When par-
cossa is left-peripheral, it must either be combined with SClI or, for some but not 
all speakers, followed by the complementizer che. Observe the contrasts in (8):

(8) a. Parcossa sì-tu ndàa al marcà?
Parcossa are=you gone.F to.the market
‘Why did you go to the market?’

b. * Parcossa te sì ndàa al marcà?
Parcossa you= are gone.F to.the market

c. % Parcossa che te sì ndàa al marcà?
Parcossa that you= are gone.F to.the market

Parcossa is also perfectly fine clause-internally, as in (9):

(9) Sì-tu ndàa parcossa al marcà?
Are=you gone.F parcossa to.the market
‘Why did you go to the market?’

Parcossa is obligatorily construed with a phonetically-realised that comple-
mentizer, che, in embedded questions, such as the one in (10). In this respect, 
parcossa behaves like all regular wh-words of Trevisan, as illustrated in the exam-
ples with cuando, ‘when’, in (11):

(10) Voria saver parcossa *(che) te sì ndàa al marcà
Would1PS know parcossa that you= are gone.F to.the market
‘I’d like to know why you went to the market’

(11) a. Voria saver cuando *(che) te sì ndàa al marcà
Would1PS know when that you= are gone.F to.the market
‘I’d like to know when you went to the market’

b. Cuando *(che) te sì ndàa al marcà?
When that you= are gone.F to.the market
‘When did you go to the market?’
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The distribution and syntax of parché crucially differ from those of parcossa. First 
of all, parché is degraded clause-internally, with or without SClI.

(12) ?? Te sì ndàa parché al marcà?
You= are gone.F parché to.the market
‘Why did you go to the market?’

Secondly, it cannot be combined with subject-clitic inversion, as illustrated by 
the contrast in (13).

(13) a. * Parché si-tu ndàa al marcà?
Parché are=you gone.F to.the market
‘Why did you go to the market?’

b. Parché te sì ndàa al marcà?
Parché you= are gone.F to.the market

Thirdly, parché is incompatible with a following che, as illustrated in (14), in both 
direct and indirect questions:

(14) a. Voria saver parché (*che) te sì ndàa al marcà
Would1PS know parché that you= are goneF to.the market
‘I’d like to know why you went to the market’

b. Parché (*che) te sì ndàa al marcà?
Parché that you= are goneF to.the market
‘Why did you go to the market?’

Table 1 summarises the distributional properties of parché and parcossa dis-
cussed so far, compared to those of the regular wh-word cuando:

Table 1: Distribution of Trevisan wh-words.

parché parcossa cuando
Ex situ + SClI ⨉ ✓ ✓

Ex situ, NO SClI ✓ ⨉ ⨉

In situ + SClI ⨉ ✓ ✓

In situ, NO SClI ⨉ ⨉ ⨉

Compatibility with that-COMP ⨉ ✓ ✓
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In the next section, we briefly consider the different compatibilities of the 
why words of Trevisan with (lexical) subject-inversion.

2.2 Subject-inversion with parché and parcossa

What we have tried to show in §2.1 is that parcossa behaves like a regular wh- 
element, whereas parché does not. Another property shared by parcossa and 
other wh-elements is the impossibility for a lexical subject to appear to the imme-
diate right of a fronted wh-element, as shown in (15).

(15) a. * Cuando to mama cant-ea?
When your mother sings=she
‘When does your mother sing?’

b. Cuando cant-ea, to mama?
When sings=she # your mother
Literally: ‘When does she sing, your mother?’

c. To mama, cuando cant-ea?
Your mother # when sings=she
‘Your mother, when does she sing?’

Indeed, a fronted parcossa is incompatible with an immediately following lexical 
subject, as illustrated in (16a); the only available position for a lexical subject 
construed with a fronted parcossa is a dislocated one, as in examples (16b-c). 
Note that we make use of the symbol “#” to signal that the constituents that 
immediately precede and follow it constitute independent intonational phrases:

(16) a. * Parcossa to mama cant-ea?
Parcossa your mother sings=she
‘Why is your mother singing?’

b. Parcossa cant-ea, to mama?
Parcossa sings=she # your mother
Literally: ‘Why is she singing, your mother?’

c. To mama, parcossa cant-ea?
Your mother # parcossa sings=she
‘Your mother, why is she singing?’

Differently from parcossa, parché is compatible both with a directly following 
lexical subject, as in (17a), as well as with a dislocated lexical subject, as in (17b-c):
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(17) a. Parché to mama a canta?
Parché your mother she= sings
‘Why is your mother singing?’

b. Parché a canta, to mama?
Parché she= sings # your mother
Literally: ‘Why is she singing, your mother?’

c. To mama, parché a canta?
Your mother # parché she= sings
‘Your mother, why is she singing?’

Optional subject-inversion characterizes perché in Italian (Rizzi 2001), as illus-
trated in (18). In contrast, all other wh-words in Italian, like parcossa or cuando 
in Trevisan, require subject-inversion, as in (19):

(18) a. Perché ha cantato Gianni? (Standard Italian)
Perché has sung Gianni
‘Why did Gianni sing?’

b. Perché Gianni ha cantato?
Perché Gianni has sung

(19) a. Quando ha cantato Gianni? (Standard Italian)
When has sung Gianni
‘When did Gianni sing?’

b. * Quando Gianni ha cantato?
When Gianni has sung

Given the distributional differences between parché and parcossa discussed so 
far, we now outline a theoretical analysis of the syntax of both why words of 
 Trevisan.

3 Parcossa vs parché: Analysis 
The data presented and discussed in §2 clearly suggest that the two why words of 
Trevisan, parché and parcossa, despite being truth-conditionally equivalent, are 
syntactically different. As previously mentioned, why has been argued to be cross- 
linguistically different from other wh-elements: Instead of being  externally-merged 
within TP and then moved to the left periphery of the clause, why is either 
 externally-merged directly in the specifier of the left-peripheral Int(errogative)P 
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(Rizzi 2001), or internally-merged there from a lower, left- peripheral projection 
(ReasonP in Shlonsky & Soare’s 2011 terms, see also Chandler Buell (this volume)).

In section §3.1, we outline a brief summary of the existing literature on parché 
and parcossa in Venetan (see Bonan 2019 for a more detailed discussion), and 
then discuss the different compatibilities of parché and parcossa with that com-
plementizers (§3.2). Afterwards, we test intervention effects on the two why words 
of Trevisan caused by negation in matrix and long-distance questions (§3.3), and 
in constructions with contrastively focused constituents (§3.4).

3.1 Parché and parcossa in the literature

The morphosyntax of parché and parcossa has received limited attention in the 
literature on Venetan dialects. Munaro (1997) states that in Pagotto, parché can 
only be licensed in a fronted position, as in (20a), whereas the sentential element 
par far che (literally, ‘to do what’) can only surface clause-internally, as in (20b):

(20) Pagotto (Munaro 1997)
a. Parché no sje vesti?

Parché neg are2PP come
‘Why didn’t you come?’

b. Sje-o vesti par far che?
Are=you come to do What
‘Why did you come?’

Munaro (2005) notes that parcossa, which was available in Venetan in the past, 
has disappeared from Northern sub-varieties over the last century, but has been 
retained in Central Venetan. Munaro & Poletto (2004) show that parché is the 
only wh-element of Pagotto that can be directly followed by the sentential parti-
cle po, as in (21). This peculiar distibutional property of Pagotto parché suggests, 
on the one hand, that parché is a regular left-peripheral wh-element and, on 
the other hand, that po might be the phonetic realization of the head of Rizzi’s 
(2001) IntP:

(21) Pagotto (adapted from Munaro 1997)
Parché po eli ‘ndadi via?
Parché po have=they gone away
‘Why did they go away?’
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Only in Mendrisiotto, a Lombard dialect spoken in Southern Switzerland, has parché 
been attested clause-internally (Poletto & Pollock 2009), as illustrated in (22):

(22) Ta vet via parché?
You go away why
‘Why are you going away?’
Mendrisiotto (Poletto & Pollock 2009)

According to Poletto (1993), Padovano displays the same parché-parcossa alter-
nation that we described for Trevisan in §2, with parché incompatible with 
(otherwise obligatory) subject-clitic inversion. The special properties of parché, 
namely, infelicity in clause-internal position, impossibility of co-occurrence with 
the complementizer che, etc., are due, in her view, to the fact that parché is a 
bi- partite wh-element composed of the preposition par (‘for’) and the comple-
mentizer che (‘that’) (or of the wh-phrase par and the the complementizer che in 
Poletto & Vannelli 1993). The bimorphemic nature of parché underlies Poletto & 
Pollock’s (2004) and Benincà & Poletto’s (2005) explanation of the impossibil-
ity of doubling parché in what they call ‘wh-doubling constructions’, i.e., wh- 
questions which, despite the presence of two wh-words (one fronted and one in 
situ), have the semantics of single wh-questions. Poletto and Vannelli’s charac-
terization of parché as bimorphemic cannot be straighforwardly transposed to 
Trevisan because parché and parcossa appear to be both multi-morphemic.

3.2 (In)compatibility with that complementizers

In this section, we account for the obligatory absence of che to the right of parché, 
its optional appearance with parcossa and support our claim that parché is exter-
nally merged in the Left Periphery while parcossa is externally merged inside TP. 

Consider the following paradigms of data, illustrating the appearance of che 
in Trevisan why questions:

(23) a. % Parcossa che te sì ndàa al marcà?
Parcossa that you= are goneF to.the market
‘Why did you go to the market?’

b. Voria saver parcossa *(che) te sì ndàa al marcà
Would1PS know parcossa that you= are goneF to.the market
‘I’d like to know why you went to the market’
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(24) a. Parché (*che) te sì ndàa al marcà?
Parché that you= are goneF to.the market
‘Why did you go to the market?’

b. Voria saver parché (*che) te sì ndàa al marcà
Would1PS know parché that you= are goneF to.the market
‘I’d like to know why you went to the market’

We assume that movement from TP to the Left Periphery transits through FinP 
(Cardinaletti 2010, Shlonsky (to appear)) and that che lexicalizes a Fin-head 
through the specifier of which a wh-expression has transited on it way to its final 
landing site in SpecFocusP or higher. Under these assumptions, the absence of 
che following parché (in 24) follows from the hypothesis that this expression is 
merged higher than FinP and therefore does not transit through it.

Consider now the fact that, when parché appears in the root, but is construed 
with an embedded clause, che is obligatory in the embedded clause. Contrast 
short and long construals of parché in a matrix clause in (25):

(25) a. * Parché che a te gà ciamà?
Parché that she= you has called
‘Why did she call you?’

b. Parché dizi-tu *(che) a te gà ciamà?
Parché say=you that she= you has called
‘Why do you think she called you?’

The che in (25b) is not Fin° but rather Force°, the regular declarative comple-
mentizer in Trevisan. However, if parché were bi-morphemic and composed of 
par and che, as in Poletto (1993) and related work, one would expect che to be 
absent in (25b), contrary to fact.

We conclude that parché is (synchronically) monomorphemic and attribute 
the fact that it cannot co-occur with che as Fin° because it does not move through 
its specifier but is externally merged in a higher position. In contrast, parcossa 
can be followed by che, as in (23). We argue that this why word originates inside 
TP and either remains in situ or moves to the left periphery. Therefore, its move-
ment proceeds through SpecFinP, and Fin° can be lexicalized.

We further argue that parcossa is a PP, consisting of the preposition par and 
the wh-word cossa. Trevisan wh-PPs can either remain in a clause-internal posi-
tion or move to the left periphery, trigerring either SCLI, as in (26), or lexicaliza-
tion of Fin° by che, as in (27).
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(26) a. Ga-tu magnà co chi?
Have=you eaten with who
‘Who did you eat with?’

b. Co chi ga-tu magnà?
With who have=you eaten

(27) Co chi che te gà magnà?
With who that you= have eaten

As pointed out to us by a reviewer, whom we wish to thank, that parcossa is 
a PP suggests a resemblance with Chinese ‘when/where’ which, contrary to 
‘why’, are analysed by Huang (1982) as being arguments of a null P that heads 
an adjunct PP.

To conclude this section, we have argued that parcossa is merged in a 
clause-internal adverbial position (the specifier of a functional head, as per 
Cinque 1999) and either remains in-situ or undergoes overt movement to the left 
periphery of the clause, in which case it transits through SpecFinP and either 
triggers SClI or contributes to the lexicalization of Fin°. We address the issue of 
the final landing site of parcossa in the left periphery in §3.4. Trevisan parché, we 
argue, is like Italian perché, externally merged in SpecIntP.

3.3 Intervention effects

To further explore the syntactic behavior of the two why words in Trevisan and 
provide additional motivation for our hypothesis concerning the different first-
merge sites of parcossa and parché, we now investigate whether intervention in 
Rizzi’s (2001) terms is present in the following cases:
i. when the why appears in matrix (§3.3.1) and long-distance (§3.3.2) questions 

with a phonetically-realised negation;
ii. in the presence of a contrastively focused constituent (§3.4).

3.3.1 Why words in the presence of negation

Wh-movement (of adjuncts) is blocked when it crosses over c-commanding nega-
tion, viz. Ross’s (1984) Inner Islands, construed as Relativized Minimality viola-
tions in Rizzi (1990): 
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Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1997)
Given the sequence X . . . Z . . .Y, a local relation between X and Y is disrupted when Z structur-
ally intervenes between X and Y. Intervention is defined hierarchically through c-command: Z 
structurally intervenes between X and Y when Z c-commands Y and Z does not c-command X.

X and Y cannot form a licit chain wh chain when Z is negation. However, if a 
wh-element is not moved over negation, but externally merged above it, so that 
the configuration is either X . . . Z or X . . .Y. . . Z, negation does not intervene and 
the wh-question that contains it is, ceteris paribus, expected be grammatical. In 
light of this, consider (28):

(28) a. Parché no te me gà ciamà?
Parché neg you= me= have called
‘Why didn’t you call me?’

b. * Parcossa no me ga-tu ciamà?
Parcossa neg me= have=you called

c. * Parcossa no te me gà ciamà?
Parcossa neg you= me= have called

There is no intervention effect in (28a). This is consistent with our claim that 
parché is merged directly in the left periphery, i.e., above negation. (28b-c) 
are ungrammatical because of movement of parcossa across negation, as dia-
grammed in (29):

(29) * Parcossai no me ga-tu ciamà ___i ?

x

Parcossa NEG me= calledhave=you

The absence of (otherwise obligatory) SClI in (28a) should be construed in the 
following terms: SCLI is implemented by moving the inflected verb to Fin, and 
the negative head blocks such movement in Trevisan. The ungrammaticality of 
(28b-c) shows that negation blocks movement of parcossa independently of any 
effect it might have on SCLI: Once it is controlled for, as in (28a) and again in 
(30b), parcossa is compatible with negation.2

2 Note that the grammaticality of SCLI in French (i) should be taken to mean that T incorporates 
Neg and the two move to Fin° as a single head:

(i) Pourquoi ne m’as-tu pas téléphoné?
Why neg me=have=you neg called
‘Why didn’t you call me?’
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(30) a. * Noo ciami-tu parcossa?
neg=him= call=you parcossa
‘Why don’t you call him?’

b. No teo ciami parcossa?
neg you=him= call parcossa

Let us further test the analysis sketched in (29). (31) shows that parcossa can be 
interpreted as questioning either the matrix verb dizi (‘say’) (short construal), or 
the embedded verb ciamà (‘call’) (long construal). In contrast, parché can only be 
short-construed, as in (32):

(31) a. Short construal
Parcossai dizi-tu ___i [ che a te gà ciamà ] ?
Parcossa say=you that she= you= has called
‘Why are you saying that she called you?’
Answer: ‘Because I think you should be aware of this’

b. Long construal
Parcossai dizi-tu [ che a te gà ciamà ___i ] ?
Parcossa say=you that she= you= has called
‘Why do you think she called you?’
Answer: ‘Because she wanted to tell me about her promotion’

(32) a. Short construal
Parché te dizi [ che a te gà ciamà ] ?
Parché you= say that she= you has called
‘Why are you saying that she called you?’
Answer: ‘Because I think you should be aware of this’

b. Long construal (regular parché-syntax: no SClI)
Parchéi te dizi [ che ___i a te gà ciamà ] ?
Parché you= say that she= you has called
‘Why do you think she called you?’
Answer: ‘Because she wanted to tell me about her promotion’

Long-construal of parché becomes possible when subject-clitic inversion takes 
place, as in the example in (33). Recall that SClI is obligatorily triggered by inter-
rogative movement into the left periphery of the clause: 

Trevisan negation does not permit this option so that T can only move across Neg, yielding a 
violation of Relativized Minimality.
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(33) Long construal (obligatory SClI)
Parché i dizi-tu [ che ___i a te gà ciamà ] ?

SClI
Parché say=you that she= you has called
‘Why do you think she called you?’
Answer: ‘Because she wanted to tell me about her promotion.’

In 3.3.2, we investigate the effects of negation on long-extraction of parché and 
parcossa.

3.3.2 Long-extraction of why words across negation

Given that parcossa is moved to the left periphery, while parché is merged there, 
we now expect the short construal of parcossa but not of parché to be sensitive to 
the presence of negation. This expectation is confirmed by the contrast in (34); 
indeed, negation only intervenes in constructions with a short-construed par-
cossa, as in (34a):

(34) Short construal (matrix negation)
a. * Parcossai no me ga-tu dito ___i che a te

x
Parcossa neg me have=you said that she= you
gà ciamà?
has called
‘Why didn’t you tell me that she called you?’
Answer: ‘Because I know you’re a jealous guy’

b. Parchéi no te me gà dito che a te gà ciamà?
Parché neg you me have said that she= you has called

We have shown that matrix negation only intervenes in the movement of par-
cossa across it, while parché is perfectly licit with matrix negation because it 
never crosses it. In (34b), parcossa in the matrix clause has moved over negation 
in the same clause, resulting in a violation of Relativized Minimality. We now 
predict that in the company of embedded negation, short construal of both par-
cossa and parché should be licit. This is confirmed by (35):
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(35) Short construal (embedded negation)
a. Parcossai me ga-tu dito ___i che no a te

Parcossa me have=you said that neg she= you
gà ciamà?
has called
‘Why did you tell me that she didn’t call you?’

b. Parchéi te me gà dito che no a te gà ciamà?
Parché you me have said that neg she= you has called

In (35), parcossa and parché do not cross over embedded negation, and there 
is no violation of Relativized Minimality. Clearly, then, it is not the presence of 
negation per se in a clause that leads to the ungrammaticality of wh-movement, 
but only of negation in a position that structurally intervenes in the formation of 
the wh-chain.

We also expect differences between parcossa and parché to arise in case 
of long construals. With matrix negation, long-extraction of both parché and 
parcossa should give rise to a Relativized Minimality effect. This is confirmed 
by (36):

(36) Long construal (matrix negation)
a. * Parcossai no te dizi [ che a me gà ciamà ___i ] ?

x
Parcossa neg you= say that she= me has called
‘Why don’t you say that she called me?’

b. * Parchéi no te dizi [ che ___i a me gà ciamà ] ?
x

Parché neg you= say that she= me has called

The situation is expected to be different with long-construed why-words when 
negation is embedded. If parcossa is moved from a position below negation in 
the embedded clause, intervention is indeed predicted. If parché is moved to the 
matrix from a base position in the embedded left periphery, it should not be sen-
sitive to negation in the embedded clause, since it would never cross it. These 
predictions are confirmed by the data in (37): 
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(37) Long construal (embedded negation)
a. * Parcossai dizi-tu [ che no a me gà ciamà ___i ] ?

x
Parcossa say=you that neg she= me has called
‘Why do you think she didn’t call me?’
Answer: ‘Well she might not be into you, after all’

b. Parchéi dizi-tu [ che ___i no a me gà ciamà ] ?
SClI

Parché say=you that neg she= me has called

Note that long-extraction of parché obligatorily triggers SClI (in the matrix 
clause), as illustrated in (37b). Indeed, a long-extracted parché is not felicitous in 
the absence of subject-clitic inversion, as shown in (38):

(38) Long construal
* Parchéi te dizi che ___i no a me gà ciamà?

Parché you= say that neg she= me has called
‘Why do you think she didn’t call me?’
Answer: ‘Well she might not be into you, after all’

We therefore conclude that parcossa is externally merged below negation (and 
moved into the Left Periphery of the clause), whereas parché is always merged 
directly in the Left Periphery, presumably in SpecIntP. Therefore, negation only 
intervenes when something crosses over it, which happens systematically with 
parcossa, and with parché only when it undergoes movement from a subordinate 
left periphery to a matrix left periphery in long-construal questions. 

3.4 (In)compatibility with focus

In this section, we discuss the incompatibility of contrastive focus with regular 
wh-elements (including parcossa) as contrasted with the compatibility of focus 
and parché. The data discussed provide supporting evidence to our claims con-
cerning the different external-merge positions of parché and parcossa. 

In Trevisan, as in many languages, matrix wh-questions and contrastive foci 
are incompatible. In (39), the wh-element is fronted, and the focus is clause- 
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internal, while in (40), the focalized constituent is peripheral (presumably in 
SpecFocusP) and the wh-element is clause-internal (see below):3

(39) a. * Cuando ghe ga-tu dato i pomi (no i peri?)
When dat have=you given the apples neg the pears
Literally: ‘When did you give the apples to John, (not the pears)?’

b. * Cuando ghe ga-tu dato a gianni (no a Toni)?
When dat have=you given to John neg to Toni
Literally: ‘When did you give to john the apples (not to Toni)?’

(40) a. * i pomi ghe ga-tu dato quando a Gianni,
The apples dat have=you given when to John
(no i peri?)
neg the pears
Literally: ‘the apples you gave to John when (not the pears)?’

b. * a gianni ghe ga-tu dato quando i pomi,
To John dat have=you given when the apples
(no a Toni)?
neg to Toni
Literally: ‘to john you gave when the apples (not to Toni)?’

One way to exclude these sentences is to suppose that the focused constituent in 
(39) and the wh-element in situ in (40) need to move covertly to SpecFocus, in the 
Left Periphery of the clause, but since that position is filled, they are barred from 
doing so.4

Bonan (2021), however, argues that argumental foci and wh-elements move 
to a vP-peripheral SpecFoc position in Trevisan (see Belletti 2004, distinguished 
from the left-peripheral FocusP of Rizzi 1997). They are thus not literally in situ. 
Under this approach, the focused constituent in (39) does not move covertly and 
in fact, cannot move, as it is criterially frozen in the vP-peripheral focus posi-
tion (Rizzi 2006 and subsequent work). However, the clause would then contain 
two foci: the wh-element in the left-peripheral SpecFocusP and the contras-
tively focused constituent in the vP-peripheral SpecFoc. The resultant sentence 
is ungrammatical, be it because the complement of the left-peripheral focus 
head, the presupposition, cannot itself contain a focus (Rizzi 1997) or because 

3  In ditransitive constructions, the clitic ghe doubles the dative constituent, and is obligatory in 
the variety of Trevisan under investigation.
4 One must also assume that the Focus-head can only have a single specifier or landing site for 
movement.
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of the non-satisfaction of question-answer congruence, as argued for in Bocci 
et al. (2020). In (40), the focused consitutent is in the left periphery and the wh- 
element is in situ. Here, the option of moving the wh-element to a clause-internal 
SpecFocP is presumably unavailable, because cuando is merged higher than vP. 
We suppose that it therefore undergoes covert movement but cannot access the 
left peripheral SpecFocusP, which is filled.

Observe now, that parcossa is also incompatible with foci.

(41) a. ?? Parcossa ghe ga-tu dato i pomi aa Maria?
Parcossa dat have=you given the apples to.the Mary
Literally: ‘Why did you give the apples to Mary?’

b. ?? Parcossa ghe ga-tu dato aa maria i pomi?
Parcossa dat have=you given to.the Mary the apples
Literally: ‘Why did you give to mary the apples?’

(42) a. i pomi ghe ga-tu dato parcossa aa Maria?
The apples dat have=you given parcossa to.the Mary
Literally: ‘the apples why did you give to Mary?’

b. * aa maria ghe ga-tu dato parcossa i pomi?
To.the Mary dat have=you given parcossa the apples
Literally: ‘to mary why did you give the apples?’

Clearly, what is relevant here is that parcossa moves to the left periphery either 
overtly, in (41) or covertly, in (42). It stands to reason that the landing site of par-
cossa is the left-peripheral SpecFocusP and not SpecIntP (as is presumably the 
case with long-extracted perché in Italian, cf. Rizzi 2001 and Shlonsky & Soare 
2011). The pattern that we observe with parcossa is therefore the same as with 
cuando in (39) and (40) and the analytic options sketched out for these examples 
carry over to (41) and (42).

In contrast, the co-occurrence of a wh-element and a focus in the same clause 
is grammatical when the wh-element is parché, as illustrated in the sentences 
in (43):

(43) a. Parché te ghe gà dato i pomi aa Maria?
Parché you= dat have given the apples to.the Mary
Literally: ‘Why did you give the apples to Mary?’

b. Parché te ghe gà dato aa maria i pomi?
Parché you= dat have given to.the Mary the apples
Literally: ‘Why did you give to mary the apples?’
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Just like Italian perché, Trevisan parché is merged in SpecIntP, above FocusP. 
There is no reason to believe that a filled vP-peripheral FocP (under Bonan’s 2021 
analysis of (43)) should be any different from a filled left-peripheral FocusP. Both 
are indeed compatible with a why-word merged in SpecIntP.5

Before moving to the conclusions, it must be noted that ‘reason why’ has 
been argued to merge directly in the Left Periphery of the clause, while ‘purpose 
why’ is widely believed to be merged TP-internally, with its occurrences in the 
left periphery attributed to movement (Stepanov & Tsai 2008 and related works). 
It would therefore be legitimate to wonder whether parcossa is an instance of 
‘purpose why’, as opposed to ‘reason why’ parché. However, this does not seem 
to be the case: both why-words can be used to ask purpose questions (‘in order 
to P’ as opposed to a ‘because P’). In support of this claim, in (44) we provide un 
example of un unmistakably ‘reason use’ of parcossa:

(44) Butei parcossa i persegheri, de sta stajon?
Blossom=they parcossa the peach-trees in this season
‘Why are the peach trees blossoming so early?’

4 Conclusions
Based on the intervention effects by negation in long-distance extraction and 
the co-occurrence restrictions on wh and focus, we conclude that, like its 
Italian counterpart perché, Trevisan parché is externally merged directly in the 
left periphery of the clause (IntP of Rizzi 2004, or ReasonP of Shlonsky & Soare 
2011), while parcossa must start out TP-internally like all other regular wh-words. 
This analysis explains why parcossa triggers subject-clitic inversion, whereas 
parché does not; why parcossa can be licensed clause-internally, whereas parché 
cannot; and also why parcossa cannot be directly followed by a lexical subject, 
while parché can.

5 The reasons for which why is semantically compatible with focus remain to be determined, see 
Stepanov & Tsai (2008) and Bocci et al. (2020). Crucial here is Rizzi’s idea that the external merge 
position for Italian perché and, arguably, for Trevisan parché is higher than any focus projection.
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Aritz Irurtzun
Why questions break the residual V2 
restriction (in Basque and beyond)

1 Introduction
Why questions –interrogative sentences that inquiry about reasons, causes, and 
purposes– are particular in many respects. In this paper I address the main prop-
erties of why-questions in Basque and contrast them with the patterns attested 
cross-linguistically. I show that there are two main construals (constructions with 
and without V2) and that they are accompanied by different semantic nuances. 
Adopting Shlonsky & Soare’s (2011) richly articulated CP, I propose that in 
why-questions with V2, the interrogative phrase is first-merged in Spec-ReasonP 
and then moved successive cyclically, which is accompanied by movement of 
the verb (T-to-C movement), whereas in non-V2 constructions the interrogative 
phrase is externally merged in a very high position, where it is frozen, and takes 
scope over the whole clause.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 offers a brief introduction to 
the syntax of interrogatives (and foci) in Basque. Section 3 then addresses the 
particular behavior of why-questions in this language from a comparative per-
spective. In Section 4 I present my analysis of the different construals and finally 
Section 5 closes the chapter with the conclusions.

2 Standard question and focalization strategies
Basque is both an SOV and a ‘discourse configurational’ language, which means 
that even if the neutral word order is SOV, alternate word orders are also grammat-
ical, but with a marked information structure. For instance, an informationally 
neutral statement would have the word order in (1), that is, SOV. An alternative 
word order such as the SVO of (2), even if grammatical, would be unacceptable 
as an informationally neutral sentence (this rather corresponds to a focalization 
over the subject (see below)):
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(1) Jonek ura edan du.
Jon water drink aux
‘Jon drank water.’

(2) #Jonek edan du ura.
Jon drink aux water
‘Jon drank water.’

In a similar vein, subject wh-questions cannot maintain the neutral SOV word 
order (3) and necessarily display adjacency between the interrogative phrase and 
the verb (4). Otherwise it generates strong ungrammaticality (more so than in 
Spanish, cf. Dold (2018)):

(3) *Nork ura edan du?
who water drink aux
‘Who drank water?’

(4) Nork edan du ura?
who drink aux water
‘Who drank water?’

These patterns are generally analyzed as instances of wh-movement followed 
by the verb, which constitutes a ‘residual V2’. ‘Residual V2’ is defined by Rizzi 
(1996, 64) as “such construction-specific manifestations of I-to-C movement in 
a language (like English and the modern Romance languages except Rætho- 
Romansch) which does not generalize the V2 order to main declarative clauses”.

In Basque, this property generalizes to both embedded and matrix interroga-
tive clauses, and just as in (4), in example (5) we observe a leftward position of the 
interrogative phrase followed by O-V inversion in the embedded clause, and S-V 
inversion in the matrix clause. Failing to display residual V2 in either embedded 
(6), matrix (7), or both clauses (8) produces ungrammaticality (see Irurtzun, 2016, 
for an overview of the syntax of interrogatives):

(5) Nork esan du Jonek [edan duela ura]?
who say aux Jon drink aux.c water
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

(6) *Nork esan du Jonek [ura edan duela]?
who say aux Jon water drink aux.c
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’
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(7) *Nork Jonek esan du [edan duela ura]?
who Jon say aux drink aux.c water
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

(8) *Nork Jonek esan du [ura edan duela]?
who Jon say aux water drink aux.c 
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

Alternatively, the whole embedded clause can be fronted, but again this requires 
adjacency between the interrogative phrase and the verb in the embedded clause, 
as well as adjacency between the whole embedded clause and the matrix verb (9). 
This is known as a ‘clausal pied-piping’ construction (Ortiz de Urbina (1989), et 
seq.). Again, failing to render residual V2 in either embedded (10), matrix (11), or 
both clauses (12) generates ungrammaticality:

(9) [Nork edan duela ura] esan du Jonek?
who drink aux.c water say aux Jon
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

(10) *[Nork ura edan duela] esan du Jonek?
who water drink aux.c say aux Jon
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

(11) *[Nork edan duela ura] Jonek esan du?
who drink aux.c water Jon say aux
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

(12) *[Nork ura edan duela] Jonek esan du?
who water drink aux.c Jon say aux
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

Interestingly, focalization displays the very same pattern in Basque. As advanced 
above, focus on the subject necessarily affects the word order and instead of the 
neutral SOV, SVO is obtained, with residual V2 and adjacency between the focal 
phrase and the verb (cf. i.a. De Rijk (1978)):

(13) [Peiok]F edan du ura.
Peio drink aux water
‘[Peiok]F drank Water.’
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Such a pattern, again, generalizes to embedded clauses and the same restrictions 
that we saw for interrogatives hold (compare the focalization data in (14–17) with 
the question data in (5–8):

(14) [Peiok]F esan du Jonek [edan duela ura].
Peio say aux Jon drink aux.c water
‘Jon said that [Peiok]F drank water.’

(15) *[Peiok]F esan du Jonek [ura edan duela].
Peio say aux Jon water drink aux.c
‘Jon said that [Peiok]F drank water.’

(16) *[Peiok]F Jonek esan du [edan duela ura].
Peio Jon say aux drink aux.c water
‘Jon said that [Peiok]F drank water.’

(17) *[Peiok]F Jonek esan du [ura edan duela].
Peio Jon say aux water drink aux.c
‘Jon said that [Peiok]F drank water.’

The clausal pied-piping construction also exists for focalizations, with the same 
restrictions with respect to the necessity of residual V2 (compare (18–21) with 
(9–12)):

(18) *[[Peiok]F edan duela ura] esan du Jonek.
Peio drink aux.c water say aux Jon
‘Jon said that [Peio]F drank water.’

(19) *[[Peiok]F ura edan duela] esan du Jonek.
Peio water drink aux.c say aux Jon
‘Jon said that [Peio]F drank water.’

(20) *[[Peiok]F edan duela ura] Jonek esan du.
Peio drink aux.c water Jon say aux
‘Jon said that [Peio]F drank water.’

(21) *[[Peiok]F ura edan duela] Jonek esan du.
Peio water drink aux.c Jon say aux
‘Jon said that [Peio]F drank water.’
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The standard analysis of wh-questions in Basque posits wh-movement to Spec-CP, 
which is then followed by T-to-C movement to check the Q-feature in a Spec-Head 
configuration –giving rise to the residual V2 configuration (see Ortiz de Urbina 
(1989) et seq.). Thus, sentence (22a) with a wh-question on the subject receives 
the analysis in (22b):

(22) a. Nork edan du ura?
who drink aux water
‘Who drank water?’

b. CP

Nork

edan du TP

tWh

VP

υP

tVura

tWh

t[V+υ+T]

t[V+υ]

Likewise, an interrogative on the direct object as in (23a), showing V-S inversion 
would have the structure in (23b):

(23) a. Zer edan du Mirenek?
what drink aux Miren
‘What did Miren drink?’
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b. CP

Zer

edan du

Mirenek

TP

VP

υP

tV

tDP

tWh

t[V+υ+T]

t[V+υ]

(24) a. [Mirenek]F edan du ura.
Miren drink aux water
‘[Mirenek]F drank water.’

b. CP

ura

edan du

[Mirenek]F

TP

VP

υP

tV

tDP

tWh

t[V+υ+T]

t[V+υ]

(25) a. [Ura]F edan du Mirenek.
water drink aux Miren
‘Miren drank [water]F.’
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b. CP

[Ura]F

edan du

Mirenek

TP

VP

υP

tV

tDP

tDP

t[V+υ+T]

t[V+υ]

As I advanced, extraction out of embedded clauses takes place the same way 
successive cyclically, with the consequence that the residual V2 configuration is 
repeated in both clauses. Therefore, departing from the basic statement in (26), 
question (27a) on the subject of the embedded clause displays O-V inversion in 
the embedded clause as well as S-V inversion in the matrix clause, which derives 
from the structure depicted in (27b): the interrogative phrase undergoes move-
ment to the specifier of the embedded CP first, followed by T-to-C movement of 
the embedded verb (which renders O-V inversion), and then it is extracted to the 
specifier of the matrix CP, which triggers again T-to-C movement of the matrix 
verb, resulting in S-V inversion:1

(26) Jonek [Peiok ura edan duela] esan du.
Jon Peio water drink aux.c say aux
‘Jon said that Peio drank water.’

(27) a. Nork esan du Jonek edan duela ura?
who say aux Jon drink aux.c water
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

1 Again, the pattern for long-distance focalizations is the same. In the interest of space, I omit 
such examples and tree-structures.
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b. CP

ura

edan duela

Nork

edan du

Jonek

TP

VP

CP2

TP

VP

tV

tWh

tWh

tWh

tV

tDP

t[V+υ+T]

t[V+υ]

Finally, the first step of the pied-piping strategy that we saw in (9)  –repeated 
here as (28)– is identical to that of the long-distance extraction: the wh-phrase 
is extracted to Spec-CP of the embedded clause, triggering movement of the verb 
(29a). However, the second step is different since then the whole embedded clause 
is extracted to the specifier of the matrix CP, which is followed by movement of 
the matrix verb to C (rendering the residual V2 effect), (29b):2

(28) [Nork edan duela ura] esan du Jonek?
who drink aux.c water say aux Jon
‘Who did Jon say that drank water?’

2 Here again I omit the examples and tree-structures for focalizations, as the displacements and 
syntactic configurations of each construal are identical for wh-constructions and focalizations.
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(29) a. CP

C

ura

edan duela

Nork

esan du

Jonek

TP

VP

CP2

TP

VP

tV

tWh

tWh

tV

tDP

t[V+t]

b. CP

[Nork edan duela ura]CP2

edan du

Jonek

TP

VP

tCP2
tV

tDP

t[V+T]

Additional evidence in support of this analysis comes from the fact that extrac-
tion out of islands such as coordinate structures (30), adjuncts (31), left branches 
(32), and complex NPs (33) is fully deviant (again, the pattern is the same for both 
wh-constructions and focalizations):

(30) a. Jonek [salda eta legatza] nahi ditu.
Jon stock and hake want aux
‘Jon wants stock and hake.’

b. *Zer nahi ditu Jonek [salda eta t ]?
what want aux Jon stock and
Lit. ‘What does Jon want stock and?’
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c. Zer nahi ditu Jonek [t eta legatza ]?
what want aux Jon and hake
Lit. ‘What does Jon want and hake?’

(31) a. Jon [abestia entzun duelako] poztu da.
Jon song.art hear aux.because get.happy aux
‘Jon got happy because he heard the song.’

b. *Zer poztu da Jon [t entzun duelako]?
what get.happy aux Jon hear aux.because
Lit. ‘What did Jon got happy because he heard?’

c. *[Abestia]F poztu da Jon [t entzun duelako].
song.art get.happy aux Jon hear aux.because
Lit. ‘Jon got happy because he heard [the song]F.’

(32) a. Mirenek [Jonen liburua] irakurri du.
Miren Jon.gen book read aux
‘Miren read Jon’s book.’

b. *Noren irakurri du Mirenek [t liburua]?
whose read aux Miren book
‘Whose book did Miren read?’

c. [Jonen]F  irakurri du Mirenek [t liburua].
Jon.gen read aux Miren book
‘Miren read [Jon’s]F son.’

(33) a. [Jonek liburu bat idatzi duelako zurrumurrua] entzun duzu.
Jon book one write aux.c.p rumour hear aux
‘You heard the rumour that Jon wrote a book.’

b. *Zer entzun duzu [Jonek t idatzi duelako zurrumurrua]?
what hear aux Jon write aux.c.p rumour
Lit. ‘What did you hear the rumour that Jon wrote?’

c. *[Liburu bat]F entzun duzu [Jonek t idatzi duelako zurrumurrua].
book one hear aux Jon write aux.c.p rumour
‘You heard the rumour that Jon wrote [a book]F.’

Summarizing, the main characteristics of wh-questions and focalizations are the 
following ones:

 – Movement of the focus/wh-phrase to Spec-CP.
 – T-to-C movement.
 – Focus/Wh-movement is cyclic.
 – The usual restrictions on extraction (islands) apply.
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Now, since the syntax of foci and wh-questions is uniform, constructions com-
bining a wh-question and a focalization are ungrammatical. This is illustrated by 
the ungrammaticality of both Wh»Foc (35) and Foc»Wh (36) with respect to the 
grammaticality of the simpler wh-question in (34):

(34) Nork edan du ura?
who drink aux water
‘Who drank water?’

(35) Nork [ura]F edan du?
who water drink aux
‘Who drank [water]F?’

(36) [Ura]F nork edan du?
water who drink aux
‘Who drank [water]F?’

From the Principles and Parameters model, such pattern has been analyzed as a 
clash deriving from two elements (the wh-phrase and the focal phrase) targeting 
the same position:

(37) CP

Nork/[ura]F

edan du TP

υP

VP

tWh

tVtDP

tWh

t[V+υ+T]

t[V+υ]

In the next section I will analyze the special behavior of Basque why-questions 
from a cross-linguistic perspective. I will argue that in many languages why- 
questions behave in particular ways with respect to other argument and adjunct 
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questions and, furthermore, that often why-questions show a special syntax in 
 patterned ways. In particular, I will show that when fronted they tend to not 
require the otherwise general adjacency to the verb (hence, no V2) and that they 
are compatible with foci. I will propose that such patterns derive from a very high 
merger of the causal interrogative.

3 Why
A longstanding observation is that not all wh-phrases necessarily require adja-
cency to the verb. In particular, researchers such as Mitxelena (1981); Uriagereka 
(1999) or Etxepare & Ortiz de Urbina (2003) observed that “the operator-verb 
adjacency is occasionally absent, especially with zergatik “why” and other causal 
wh-words” (Etxepare & Ortiz de Urbina, 2003, 465). For instance (38b) is (indeed) 
grammatical, alongside the general –residual V2– construction of (38a):

(38) a. Zergatik hil zuen zaldunak herensugea?
why kill aux knight dragon
‘Why did the knight kill the dragon?’

b. Zergatik zaldunak herensugea hil zuen?
why knight dragon kill aux
‘Why did the knight kill the dragon?’

That is, in contrast to (38a), in (38b) we do not observe O-V inversion, but contrary 
to what we saw in examples such as (3) and the following, the result is grammat-
ical with a why-question.

There are some small dialectal differences with respect to the morphology of 
the interrogative element employed for why-questions: Southern dialects employ 
zergatik which is composed of the interrogative item zer ‘what’ + a motivative 
postposition, producing a wh-item with the value of ‘why’. This element can be 
reinforced in some varieties with the addition of an inessive marker -n, producing 
zergatikan with no apparent change in meaning. In Northern dialects the inter-
rogative item corresponding to why is composed of zer ‘what’ + the possessive 
-ren + the destinative postposition -dako: ze(re)ndako = ‘why/for what purpose’.

In Northern dialects (which are the dialects that have wh-in-situ alongside 
wh-movement (cf. Duguine & Irurtzun, 2014)) lack of V2 in why-questions is more 
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widely available than in Southern dialects. Thus, it is not uncommon to find in 
Northern Basque examples such as (39) or (40):3

(39) Zendako itxurari ez darraiko bethi izana?
why appearance.dat neg follow always being
‘Why doesn’t always come the being after the appearance?’

(40) Zendako nere aintzinian jarri zira?
why me.poss front.iness sit aux
‘Why did you sit down in front of me?’

3.1 The special behavior of why-questions

The particular behavior of why-questions is by no means an idiosyncratic prop-
erty of Basque.4 For instance, a classical observation on the literature in French 
syntax is that French has both wh in situ and wh-movement questions and while 
all wh-phrases tend to behave similarly in both constructions, pourquoi ‘why’ 
escapes this general pattern (Kayne, 1972; de Cornulier, 1974; Kayne & Pollock, 
1978; Rizzi, 1990; Hamann, 2000). To begin with, the basic word order in French 
being SVO, in the wh in situ strategy wh-phrases occupy the same position as the 
phrase they substitute. See for example the case of a direct object in (41):

(41) a. Tu veux [un vin]. [French]
you want one wine
‘You want a wine.’

b. Tu veux quoi?
you want what
‘What do you want?’

The same happens with adjuncts such as où ‘where’:

(42) a. Tu vas [au restaurant]. [French]
you go to.art restaurant
‘You are going to the restaurant.’

3 Example (39) extracted from Jean Etxepare’s Buruxkak; example (40) from a tweet by user @
lamiscarreb.
4 See the contributions in this volume, Buell’s and Bonan and Shlonsky’s in particular.
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b. Tu vas où?
you go where
‘Where are you going?’

However, pourquoi cannot appear in the same position as its corresponding 
phrases (43b); it must obligatorily appear in the left periphery (43c):

(43) a. Tu verses de l’eau [parce que tu as soif] [French]
you pour part art.water because you have thirst
‘You pour water because you are thirsty.’

b. Tu verses de l’eau pourquoi?
you pour part art.water why
‘Why do you pour water?’

c. Pourquoi tu verses de l’eau?
why you pour part art.water
‘Why do you pour water?’

In wh-movement questions the general SVO word order is altered with S-V inver-
sion, ending up in a residual V2 configuration, both in argument (44a) and 
adjunct questions (44b–44c):

(44) a. Que fait Pierre? [French]
what does Pierre
‘What is Pierre doing?’

b. Comment votera Pierre?
how vote.fut Pierre
‘How will Pierre vote?’

c. Quand votera Pierre?
when vote.fut Pierre
‘When will Pierre vote?’

However, in questions with pourquoi, subject-verb inversion is deviant (45a), and 
a pourquoi-subject-verb order is grammatical (45b).5

5 Speakers tend to prefer a variant of (45b) with a clitic attached to the verb (Pourquoi Pierre votera-
t-il?) but since this is optional I kept the bare (45b) for a better comparison with (45a) and (46a).
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(45) a. */?Pourquoi votera Pierre? [French]
why vote.fut Pierre
‘Why will Pierre vote?’

b. Pourquoi Pierre votera?
why Pierre vote.fut
‘Why will Pierre vote?’

Last, note that this only affects why-question pourquoi since a question on a seg-
mentally homophonous adjunct such as pour quoi ‘for what’ (seeking an answer 
such as ‘For the abolition of the law’) is ungrammatical if it does not involve 
subject- verb inversion (46a–46b):

(46) a. Pour quoi votera Pierre? [French]
for what vote.fut Pierre
‘What will Pierre vote for?’

b. *Pour quoi Pierre votera?
for what Pierre vote.fut
‘What will Pierre vote for?’

The general pattern in Spanish wh-questions (an SVO language too) is that 
wh-questions involve wh-movement followed by movement of the verb (and 
hence, residual V2):

(47) a. Qué querían esos dos? [Spanish]
what wanted those two
‘What did those two want?’

b. *Qué esos dos querían?
what those two wanted
‘What did those two want?’

But questions with por qué ‘why’ can optionally avoid the V2 pattern, and along-
side the regular V2 patterns of (48a) and (49a), non-V2 constructions are also 
grammatical with por qué (48b), (49b) (Torrego, 1984; Uriagereka, 1988; Kaiser 
et al., 2019):6

6 In Spanish orthography it is customary to write clause-initial inverted question marks. How-
ever, in order to avoid confusion with acceptability judgements, such question marks were omit-
ted here.
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(48) a. Por qué quiere Juan salir antes que los demas? [Spanish]
why wants Juan go.out before than the rest
‘Why does John want to leave before the rest?’

b. Por qué Juan quiere salir antes que los demas?
why Juan wants go.out before than the rest
‘Why does John want to leave before the rest?’

(49) a. Por qué ha dicho Pedro que Juan quiere a María? [Spanish]
why aux say Pedro that Juan loves María
‘Why did Pedro say that Juan loves María?’

b. Por qué Pedro ha dicho que Juan quiere a María?
why Pedro aux say that Juan loves María
‘Why did Pedro say that Juan loves María?’

Something similar happens in Italian. In general, wh-movement has to be accom-
panied by V2. Hence (50a) with no S-V inversion (no residual V2) is ungrammati-
cal whereas (50b) with adjacency between the wh-phrase and the verb is perfectly 
grammatical:

(50) a. *Che cosa Maria ha detto? [Italian]
what thing Maria aux said
‘What did Maria say?’

b. Che cosa ha detto Maria?
what thing aux said Maria
‘What did Maria say?’

The same pattern is observed with adjunct wh-phrases such as dove ‘where’ (51a) 
and come ‘how’ (51b), which require a residual V2 construal. However, this is not 
the case with perché ‘why’, which appears in a clause initial position as in (51c), 
not triggering movement of the verb (Rizzi, 1996, 2001):

(51) a. Dove è andato Gianni? [Italian]
where aux went Gianni
‘Where did Gianni go?’

b. Come è partito Gianni?
how aux left Gianni
‘How did Gianni leave?’

c. Perché Gianni è venuto?
why Gianni aux came
‘Why did Gianni come?’
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In New Testament Greek argument questions on direct objects tí require wh- 
movement and residual V2 (52a), but why-questions with dià tí do not, and are 
perfectly grammatical with a Wh»Subj word order (52b–52c) (Kirk, 2012).

(52) a. è: tí dó:sei ánthro:pos antállagma tê:s psukhê:s autoû? [NTG]
or what give man price the soul his
‘Or what price will a man give for his soul?’

b. Dià tí toûto tò múron ouk epráthe:?
why this the ointment neg sell
‘Why was this ointment not sold?’

c. Dià tí hoi methe:taí sou parabaínousin tè:n parádosin tô:n 
why the disciple your transgress the teaching the
presbutéro:n?
elder
‘Why do your disciples transgress the teaching of the elderly?’

Likewise, in Romanian wh-phrases tend to require residual V2 construals, as 
shown with the pair in (53) (Shlonsky & Soare, 2011):

(53) a. Cui i-a cumpărat Ion un CD? [Romanian]
who.dat him-has bought Ion a CD
‘For whom did Ion buy a CD?’

b. *Cui Ion i-a cumpărat un CD?
who.dat Ion him-has bought a CD
‘For whom did Ion buy a CD?’

However, such a restriction does not hold for de ce ‘why’, which allows both V2 
(54a) and non-V2 (54b) construals:

(54) a. De ce a cumpărat Ion un CD pentru el? [Romanian]
why has bought Ion a CD for him
Why did Ion buy him CD? 

b. De ce Ion a cumpărat un CD pentru el?
why Ion has bought a CD for him
 Why did Ion buy him a CD?

In Syrian Arabic the basic VSO word order is changed into Wh-V-S in wh-questions 
in general, as represented in (55), from Suleiman (2017):
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(55) a. shw ħaka basem? [Syrian Arabic]
what said.3sg.m Basel
‘What did Bassel say?’

b. *shw basem ħaka?
what Bassel said.3sg.m
‘What did Bassel say?’

However, the Wh-V adjacency becomes optional in questions with lesh ‘why’. 
Compare the grammaticality of (56b) with the deviance of (55b):7

(56) a. lesh tddayɁ-et mary? [Syrian Arabic]
why Upset-3sg.f Mary
‘Why did Mary get upset?’

b. lesh mary tddayɁ-et?
why Mary Upset-3sg.f
‘Why did Mary get upset?’

The pattern of Singapore English wh-questions is a bit different. In this language, 
wh-phrases show optional fronting and may be optionally accompanied by a 
question particle ah in either sentence-final or second position (Yeo, 2010):

(57) a. You buy what áh? [Singapore English]
you buy what q
‘What did you buy?’

b. What you buy áh?
what you buy q
‘What did you buy?’

c. What áh you buy?
what q you buy
‘What did you buy?’

But why-questions show the particularity that why has to be obligatorily in the 
clause-initial position, otherwise, the sentence is clearly deviant (58c):8

7 Actually, the translation provided for V2 (56a) and non-V2 (56b) in Sulaiman (2017, 328) is 
‘What did upset Mary?’ but from the discussion and the context it is clear that it is a why- question.
8 How also behaves similarly in this language.
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(58) a. Why John like Mary ah? [Singapore English]
why John like Mary q
‘Why does John like Mary?’

b. Why ah John like Mary?
why q John like Mary
‘Why does John like Mary?’

c. *John like Mary why ah?
John like Mary why q
‘Why does John like Mary?’

Similarly, in Persian in general, wh-phrases can remain in situ (59a), or move to 
the focus position (59b–59c) (Kahnemuyipour, 2001; Karimi, 2005):

(59) a. Kimea diruz ketâb-ro be ki dâd? [Persian]
Kimea yesterday book-râ to who gave
‘Who did Kimea give the book to yesterday?’

b. Kimea be ki diruz ketâb-ro dâd?
Kimea to who yesterday book-râ gave
‘Who was it that Kimea gave the book to yesterday?’

c. Be ki Kimea diruz ketâb-ro dâd?
to who Kimea yesterday book-râ gave
‘Who was it that Kimea gave the book to yesterday?’

The only exception to this general pattern is cherâ ‘why’, which obligatorily sur-
faces in the left periphery (even in an echo-reading) (60b–60c):

(60) a. Ali bâ Maryam ezdevâj kard chon dust-esh dâsht. [Persian]
Ali with Maryam marry aux because friend-her aux
‘Ali married Maryam because he loved her.’

b. *Ali bâ Maryam ezdevâj kard cherâ?
Ali with Maryam marry aux why
‘Why did Ali marry Maryam?’

c. Ali cherâ bâ Maryam ezdevâj kard?
Ali why with Maryam marry aux
‘Why did Ali marry Maryam?’

In Krachi wh-phrases can appear both in situ (61a) as well as in the left peripheric 
focus position (61b) (Kandybowicz & Torrence, 2012):
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(61) a. ɔtʃ íw ɛ-mò bwatéo momo? [Krachi]
woman agr-kill.pst chicken which
‘Which chicken did the woman slaughter?’

b. Bwatéo momo jí ɔtʃ íw ɛ-mò?
chicken which foc woman agr-kill.pst
‘Which chicken did the woman slaughter?’

This is general across all wh-phrases (nse ‘who’, ne ‘what’, n̩frἐ ‘where’, kɛmekἐ 
‘when’, nɛnɛ ‘how’. . .), with the exception of nání ‘why’, which unlike the rest, 
cannot surface in the clause-internal position (62a) and has to be necessarily 
fronted (62b):

(62) a. ɔtʃ íw ɛ-mò bwatéo nání? [Krachi]
woman agr-kill.pst chicken why
‘Why did the woman slaughter the chicken?’

b. Nání jí ɔtʃ íw ɛ-mò bwatéo?
why foc woman agr-kill.pst chicken
‘Why did the woman slaughter the chicken?’

In Irish a different externalization pattern suggests a similar underlying structure: 
in this language, there are two different overt complementizers, aN –which is used 
when Spec-CP is occupied directly by external merge–, and aL –which is used when 
Spec-CP is filled via internal merge, i.e. movement (McCloskey, 2002, 2003). Thus, for 
instance, when the clause hosts A’-binding of a moved element, it is headed by aL 
(63a), but when it hosts A’-binding of a resumptive pronoun, it is headed by aN (63b):

(63) a. an ghirseach a ghoid na síogaí [Irish]
the girl aL stole the fairies
‘the girl that the fairies stole away.’

b. an ghirseach a-r ghoid na síogaí í
the girl aN-past stole the fairies her
‘the girl that the fairies stole away.’

Interestingly for our discussion, why-questions behave differently with respect to the 
other wh-questions. Whereas argument and adjunct wh-questions in general surface 
with the aL complementizer (64a), why-questions necessarily surface with aN (65):

(64) a. Cá fhad a bhí tú ann? [Irish]
how long aL be.past you there
‘How long were you there?’
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b. *Cá fhad a raibh tú ann?
how long aN be.past you there
‘How long were you there?’

(65) a. Cad chuige a ndeachaigh tú ann? [Irish]
why aN went you there
‘Why did you go there?’

b. *Cad chuige a chuaigh tú ann?
why aL went you there
‘Why did you go there?’

This pattern extends beyond the simple ‘why’ cad chuige to more complex reason 
questions composed with cén fáth ‘what reason’:

(66) Cén fáth a-r dúirt tú sin? [Irish]
what reason aN-[past] say you that
‘Why did you say that?’

(67) *Cén fáth a dúirt tú sin?
what reason aL say you that
‘Why did you say that?’

In Sinhala (Kishimoto, 2018) a specificity of wh-adjuncts such as æi ‘why’ and 
mokɘ dɘ ‘why’ is that they are not associated with a separable Q particle: æi must 
stand alone (68a), and the Q element dɘ appearing in mokɘ dɘ is fixed in a position 
next to the wh-word, and cannot be separated from it (contrary to what happens 
with other wh-elements). Thus the ungrammaticality of (68a) and (68b):9

(68) a. *Ranjit [Chitra æi dɘ aawe kiyɘla] dannɘwa. [Sinhala]
Ranjit Chitra why q came.e that know.a
‘Ranjit knows why Chitra came.’

b. *Ranjit [Chitra mokɘ aawa dɘ] kiyɘla] dannɘwa.
Ranjit Chitra why came.a q that know.a
‘Ranjit knows why Chitra came.’

All in all, the broad picture that we obtain from this quick cross-linguistic compari-
son is that across languages of different families and types why-questions display dif-

9 Remarkably, these wh-adjuncts are restricted to have short-distance scope.
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ferent patterns with respect to the rest of wh-questions. In particular, the wh-phrase 
corresponding to why tends to be in a higher position and (as a consequence) it 
tends not to require movement of the verb in the languages that generally have it 
(residual V2) and/or not to display the characteristic properties of wh-movement.10,11

3.2 An early acquired and early set pattern

The relative difference between why-questions and other wh-questions with 
respect to the requirement (or not) of residual V2 is an early acquired pattern. For 
instance, Barreña (1995) reports the following data on the acquisition of Basque:

(69) a. Hau nok ipini dau? (2;04;24)
this who put aux
‘Who put this?’

b. Nok apurtu dau holakue? (2;04;24)
who break aux like.this
‘Who broke the one like this one?’

c. Nun daoz nire egurrek? (2;06;05)
where are my woods
‘Where are my woods?’

As can be seen, by the age of 2;04 subject questions (69a-69b) as well as loc-
ative adjunct questions (69c) trigger movement of the verb attracting it to be 
right- adjacent to the wh-phrase. This contrasts sharply with the patterns of why- 
questions, which even at much later ages do not necessarily show V2 effects:

(70) a. Zeatik honek jo ein bi dau trena? (2;08;13)
why this hit do have aux train
‘Why does this one have to hit the train?’

10 In Khmer too, “The behavior of mec “how, why” is comparable to that of the similarly ho-
mophonous words in Chinese (Li & Thompson, 1980, 523-4) and other languages. When the word 
means “how”, it appears wherever manner adverbs are found, but when it means “why” it typi-
cally occurs clause initially (Haiman, 2011, 234). Likewise, with Dhao ngaa tao ‘why’, which “[u]
nlike other interrogatives, ngaa tao never occurs in clause final position.” (Balukh, 2020, 133).
11 See also the behavior of Zulu ngani ‘why’ which surfaces postverbally as other wh- phrases, 
but requires its preceding verb to be appear in disjoint or neutral form, whereas all other 
wh-phrases require a preceding verb in conjoint or neutral form. Buell (2011) builds on this evi-
dence to propose that even if it surfaces postverbally, ngani is in the CP area (an Int° head). This 
contrasts with the rest of wh-phrases, which appear inside the VP.
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b. Zegatik Arantzan zalduna bota dozu? (3;01;12)
why Arantza.Poss knight throw aux
‘Why did you throw Arantza’s knight?’

c. Zegatik azeriek untxie jaten dabie? (3;09;11)
why foxes rabbit eat aux
‘Why do foxes eat rabbit?’

Similar differential patterns in acquisition have also been found in other lan-
guages such as English (Labov & Labov, 1978; Stromswold, 1990; Berk, 2003; 
Thornton, 2004, 2008; Conroy & Lidz, 2007), French (Hamann, 2000, 2006), or 
Korean (Ko, 2006) and Japanese (Ikeda et al., 2019) among others.

Besides, so far I have mentioned contemporary Basque data, but absence 
of V2 in why-questions is attested across all the history of Basque literature. In 
Ancient and (Post-)Classical Basque wh-movement was only optionally accom-
panied by V2 (Ortiz de Urbina, 1989; Aldai, 2011; Duguine & Irurtzun, 2014), but 
by far the wh-phrase that appears the less often left-adjacent to the verb (i.e. in 
a V2 construction) is zergatik.12 Observe the examples below from 16th century 
Lazarraga (71a) and Leizarraga (71b); or the 17th century Axular (71c), Haranburu 
(71d), or Belapeyre (71e):

(71) a. Cegaiti lauoi bardin on erechi ez derausteçu euren
why four.dat equally well consider neg cause their
amoreetan?
loves.in
‘Why didn’t you make the four of them love each other?’

b. Cergatic haur hunela blasphemio erraiten ari da?
why this thus blasphemy saying prog aux
‘Why is this one saying blasphemies like that?’

c. Cergatic bada gorputceco eritasunagatic eguiten duçuna
why then body.from sickness.for do aux.r.neg
eztuçu arimacoagatic eguinen?
aux soul.for do.fut
‘Why then won’t you do for the sickness of the soul that that you do 
for the sickness of the body?’

12 For instance, studying a sample from the New Testament translations by Leizarraga (1571), 
Haraneder (c. 1740) and Etcheandy (1999) (the Gospels of Matthew and John), Aldai (2011) finds 
14 examples of wh-V non-adjacency vs. 7 examples of adjacency with zergatik, but only 1 example 
of non-adjacency with zer vs. 15 examples of adjacency, or no examples of non-adjacency vs. 5 
examples of adjacency with non ‘where’.
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d. Cergatic ni neror bakharric vtzten nauçu?
why me me.contrast alone leave AUX
‘Me, why do you leave me alone?’

e. Cergatic egun oroz goiçan, egüerditau, eta arraxen
why day all morning.at noon.at and afternoon.at
hirourna cegnu khaldi emaiten dira eliçan?
three.each sign hit give aux church.at
‘Why are everyday in the morning by noon and in the afternoon three 
signs given at the church?’

3.3 Antisuperiority effects

A remarkable observation made in the literature on why-questions is that they 
may be subject to ‘antisuperiority effects’ in multiple wh-constructions. Such is, 
for instance, the case of Japanese (cf. i.a. Hornstein, 1995; Takita & Yang, 2014). 
In Japanese, as is well known, wh-phrases do not need to front and can remain 
in situ, which renders SOV word order (72a). However, Japanese has scrambling 
operations that can produce alternative word orders such as OSV, where the 
object is scrambled over the subject (72b). Both sentences are perfectly grammat-
ical as there is no superiority effect:

(72) a. Dare-ga nani-o katta no? [Japanese]
who-nom what-acc bought q
‘Who bought what?’

b. Nani-oi dare-ga ti katta no?
what-acc who-nom bought q
‘Who bought what?’

However, in multiple wh-constructions involving naze ‘why’ sentences such as 
(73a)  –where nani ‘what’ precedes naze ‘why’– are perfectly grammatical, but 
sentences such as (73b) –where naze precedes nani– are ungrammatical. Such a 
restriction is known as an ‘antisuperiority effect’:

(73) a. Taroo-ga nani-o naze katta no? [Japanese]
Taroo-nom what-acc why bought q
‘What did Taroo buy why?’

b. *Taroo-ga naze Nani-o katta no?
Taroo-nom why what-acc bought q
‘What did Taroo buy why?’
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Korean displays a similar behavior: the word order why»what is ungrammatical 
(74a), whereas what»why is perfectly grammatical (74b) (Jeong, 2003):

(74) a. *Wae mwues-ul ne-nun sa-ess-ni? [Korean]
why what-acc you-top buy-past-q
‘Why did you buy what?’

b. Mwues-ul wae ne-nun sa-ess-ni?
what-acc why you-top buy-past-q
‘Why did you buy what?’

Tibetan is also a language with scrambling operations whereby wh-phrases can 
surface in different positions. For instance, garebyadnas ‘why’ can either precede 
(75a) or follow (75b) the direct object:

(75) a. Bkrashis-lags-gi gyag garebyadnas gzigs-gnang-pa-red? [Tibetan]
Tashi-hon-erg yak why buy-hon-past-agr
‘Why did Tashi buy a yak?’

b. Bkrashis-lags-gi garebyadnas gyag gzigs-gnang-pa-red?
Tashi-hon-erg why yak buy-hon-past-agr
‘Why did Tashi buy a yak?’

But if we substitute the direct object with interrogative gagi ‘which/what’, the 
antisuperiority effect arises and while the order what»why is grammatical (76a), 
the order why»what is not (76b) (Richards, 1997):

(76) a. Bkrashis-lags-gi gagi garebyadnas gzigs-gnang-pa-red? [Tibetan]
Tashi-hon-erg which why buy-hon-past-agr
‘Why did Tashi buy what?’

b. *Bkrashis-lags-gi garebyadnas gagi gzigs-gnang-pa-red?
Tashi-hon-erg why which buy-hon-past-agr
‘Why did Tashi buy what?’

The same pattern can be found in Hungarian, where in multiple wh-questions ki 
‘who’ must precede miért ‘why’ (Kiss, 2002):

(77) a. Ki miért hazudott? [Hungarian]
who why lied
‘Who lied why?’
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b. *Miért ki hazudott?
why who lied
‘Who lied why?’

In Romanian too, de ce ‘why’ may co-occur with other wh-phrases in multiple 
wh-questions, but always following them, as shown in (78) and (79) (Shlonsky & 
Soare, 2011):

(78) a. Cine de ce a plecat? [Romanian]
who why has left
‘Who left and why?’

b. *De ce cine a plecat?
why who has left
‘Who left and why?’

(79) a. Pe cine de ce ai întrebat despre accident? [Romanian]
acc who why have asked
‘Who did you ask about the accident and why?’

b. *De ce pe cine ai întrebat despre accident?
why acc who have asked about accident
‘Who did you ask about the accident and why?’

In Basque, we find an analogous behavior: the word order in (80a), where zer 
‘what’ precedes zergatik ‘why’ is grammatical, but the reverse word order, illus-
trated in (80b) is deviant:

(80) a. Zer erosi duzu zergatik?
what buy aux why
‘Why did you buy what?’

b. ?Zergatik erosi duzu zer?
why buy aux what
‘Why did you buy what?’

Takita & Yang (2014) provide an analysis of Japanese antisuperiority facts that 
treat naze as a “defective” element and where the antisuperiority effect is an illicit 
case of feature valuation of C, which is induced by the defective feature specifi-
cation of naze. Extending their analysis to the Basque data is a nontrivial task, 
since both languages differ in the interrogative strategy employed (wh in situ in 
Japanese; wh-movement in Basque) and in the availability of ‘free’ scrambling. 
I would like to conjecture that the deviance of constructions such as (80b) may 
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be rather due to discursive reasons: first, note that they improve in embedded 
contexts. Thus, both (81a), with the order what»why, and (81b), with why»what, 
are perfectly grammatical:

(81) a. Esadazu [zer erosi duzun zergatik].
tell.me what buy aux.c why
Lit. Tell me what you bought why.

b. Esadazu [zergatik erosi duzun zer].
tell.me why buy aux.c what
Lit. Tell me why you bought what.

But furthermore, multiple wh-constructions seem to be subject to the D-linking 
requirement of the leftmost wh-phrase (Bolinger, 1978), which is generally harder 
to satisfy for why-questions. In order to show the D-linking requirement of the 
leftmost wh-phrase, Bolinger (1978) provides the following paradigm:

(82) It’s nice to have all those times scheduled but when are you doing what? 
(# . . .but what are you doing when?)

(83) It’s nice to have all those activities ahead of you, but what are you doing when?
(# . . .but when are you doing what?)

That is, when the set that the wh-phrase stands for is discursively given, it can 
be fronted to the leftmost position. Extending this analysis to the Basque data, 
we can observe that D-linking the zergatik-phrase ameliorates substantially the 
acceptability of zergatik»zer patterns (compare example (84) with (80b)):

(84) Gauza horiek guztiak erosteko arrazoi asko eman dituzu
things those all buy.for reason many give aux
baina zergatik erosi duzu zer?
but why buy aux what
‘You gave many reasons for buying all those things but why did you buy what?’

So, all in all, there may not be an absolute ‘antisuperiority’ restriction on multiple 
wh-constructions with zergatik, and the pattern observed in Basque and in other 
languages may be due to discursive factors.
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3.4 Why+focus

We saw in Section 2 that in Basque wh-questions and focalizations are in general 
incompatible with each other. This is not a particularity of Basque, but one that 
has been observed language after language. In Italian, for instance, there is no 
possible combination of a focalization with a wh-question such as a chi ‘to whom’, 
and both Wh»Foc and Foc»Wh word orders are ungrammatical (Rizzi, 2001):

(85) a. *A chi [questo]F hanno detto? [Italian]
to whom this aux said
‘To whom did they say [this]F?’

b. *[Questo]F a chi hanno detto?
this to whom aux said
‘To whom did they say [this]F ?’

There is a caveat though, since why-questions tend to allow for focalizations, as 
Rizzi (2001) observes. However, in these combinations perchè ‘why’ must precede 
the focal phrase:

(86) a. Perchè [questo]F avremmo dovuto dirgli? [Italian]
why this aux should say.cl
‘Why should we have said [this]F to him?’

b. *[Questo]F perchè avremmo dovuto dirgli?
this why aux should say.cl
‘Why should we have said [this]F to him?’

This is in line with what other researchers have observed in other languages. As 
Partee (1991, 171) puts it, “WHY-questions are focus-sensitive in a way that other 
WH-questions are not”. But interestingly, language after language the same pat-
terns of combination seem to emerge. In Romanian for instance, wh-questions in 
general cannot be combined with focalizations in any order (Shlonsky & Soare, 
2011):

(87) a. *Cui [un CD]F i-ai cumpărat? [Romanian]
who.dat a CD him-aux bought
‘To whom is it a CD that you bought?’

b. *[Un CD]F cui i-ai cumpărat?
A CD who.dat him-aux bought
‘To whom is it a CD that you bought?’
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However, de ce ‘why’ can be combined with focalized constituents, but only with 
the Why»Foc order:

(88) a. De ce [un CD]F ai cumpărat pentru el? [Romanian]
why a CD aux bought for him
‘Why is it a CD that you bought for him?’

b. *[Un CD]F de ce ai cumpărat pentru el?
a CD why aux bought for him
‘Why is it a CD that you bought for him?’

A similar pattern is also observed in Japanese. Endo (2015) provides the following 
paradigm combining a wh-question and a focalization with dake ‘only’:

(89) a. Nan-de [John-dake]F naiteiru no? [Japanese]
why John-only crying q
‘Why is only John crying?’

b. ??[John-dake]F nan-de naiteiru no?
John-only why crying q
‘Why is only John crying?’

As can be seen, the order Why»Foc is grammatical (89a), whereas the order 
Foc»Why is deviant (89b).13

A similar pattern can be observed in Hungarian, which is known for having 
a designated preverbal focus position, like in Basque (Kiss, 2002; Horvath, 2013). 
In this language, both wh-movement and focus movement are taken to target the 
same position (the immediately preverbal one) and hence, their combination pro-
duces ungrammaticality (in any of the logically possible orders):

(90) a. *[Pétert]F kinek mutattad  be? [Hungarian]
Péter.acc who.dat showed.2sg prt
‘To whom did you introduce [Peter]F?’
*Kinek [Pétert]F mutattad  be?
who.dat Péter.acc showed.2sg prt
‘To whom did you introduce [Peter]F?’

However, wh-questions with miért ‘why’ can be naturally combined with focaliza-
tions, provided they have the Why»Foc word order:

13 See, however, Miyagawa (2017) for discussion on the strength of this evidence.
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(91) a. Miért [Pétert]F mutattad be Marinak? [Hungarian]
why Péter.acc showed.2sg prt Mari.dat
‘Why was it [Péter]F that you introduced to Mari?’

b. *[Pétert]F miért mutattad be Marinak?
Péter.acc why showed.2sg prt Mari.dat
‘Why was it [Péter]F that you introduced to Mari?’

Finally, the same pattern appears in New Testament Greek (Kirk, 2012): why- 
questions can be combined with focal elements such as kaì humeîs ‘also/even 
you’, but they always appear in the Why»Foc order:

(92) Dià tí kaì humeîs parabaínete tè:n entolè:n toû theoû
why also you transgress the commandment the God
dià tè:n parádosin humô:n? [NTG]
by the tradition your
‘Why do also you transgress the commandment of God by your tradition?’

And the pattern in Basque is exactly the same: the general impossibility of com-
bining wh-questions and focalizations disappears with zergatik, and complex 
questions+focalizations can be formed. Such sentences share the same word 
order pattern that we saw for the other languages whereby the interrogative item 
has to precede the focus:

(93) a. Zergatik [Peiok]F eman die albistea?
why Peio give aux news
‘Why was it Peio that gave them the news?’

b. *[Peiok]F zergatik eman die albistea?
Peio why give aux news
‘Why was it Peio that gave them the news?’

Furthermore, the V2 pattern may not be kept in such constructions and the verb 
may surface right-adjacent to the focal element (V3, as in (93a)). Nonetheless, 
placing the verb in the position after zergatik, that is, sandwiched between zerga-
tik and the focus is also grammatical:

(94) Zergatik eman die [Peiok]F albistea?
why give aux Peio news
‘Why was it Peio that gave them the news?’
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As expected, leaving the verb in the sentence-final position is ungrammatical (as 
this would go against the general pattern of both wh-questions and focalizations):

(95) *Zergatik [Peiok]F albistea eman die?
why Peio news give aux
‘Why was it Peio that gave them the news?’

Last, note that zergatik-questions are also compatible with a particular type of 
focalization construal whereby instead of the sentence-initial position, the focus 
appears in the sentence-final position:14

(96) a. Zergatik esan die Peiok [egia]F?
why tell AUX Peio truth
‘Why did Peio tell them [the truth]F ?’

b. Zergatik esan die egia [Peiok]F?
why tell AUX truth Peio
‘Why did [Peio]F tell them the truth?’

The fact that why-questions can be combined with focalizations makes them 
context and contrast-sensitive in a way that other wh-questions are not, as the 
philosophical literature has discussed (Partee, 1991; Bromberger, 1993; Cox, 
2019). As a matter of fact, question (96a) can be naturally answered with an 
answer such as “because lying would be problematic”, but not with an answer 
such as “because he was the only one around at the moment”. On the contrary, 
(96b) clashes with an answer like “because lying would be problematic”, but it is 
completely natural with an answer such as “because he was the only one around 
at the moment”.

In conclusion, as in other languages, the syntax of why-questions in Basque 
seems to be characterized by a couple of particularities. It can behave like any 
other wh-question but (i) in some construals it does not generate the otherwise 
general residual V2, and (ii) it can be combined with focalizations (always with 
the Why»Foc word order). All this suggests that zergatik can be merged very high 
in the structure, so much so that the position of the verb may not be affected by 
it. This is what I will explore in the next sections proposing that there are two 
different construals: one where why is merged below the core complementizer 
area (in SpecReasonP) and then moved to IntP successive cyclically (generating 

14 These constructions tend to have a reinforced contrastive reading (see Ortiz de Urbina (2002) 
for discussion and a derivational proposal).
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V2 effects), and another one where why is directly merged in SpecIntP, where it is 
frozen, and does not generate any V2 effects.

3.5 Long, short, and clausal construals

Regarding interpretation, the cross-linguistic literature on why-questions has 
uncovered that often why-questions can be ambiguous between the so-called 
short vs. long construals (cf. Cattell (1978); Ko (2005); Shlonsky & Soare (2011)). For 
example, question (97) could be interpreted in either of the two following ways:

(97) Why did you ask her to resign?
1. What is the reason x such that for x, you asked her to resign? 
    e.g. Because I didn’t want to just tell her. (Short Construal)
2.  What is the reason x, such that you asked her to resign for that particular 

reason x? 
     e.g. I asked her to resing because of her health, not because of her 

intelligence. . . (Long Construal).

The explicit syntax that Basque deploys in wh-questions helps disambiguating 
potential ambiguities with respect to short vs. long construals. In particular, 
the  cyclicity of verbal movement and clausal pied-piping provides evidence 
of  the extraction site of adjuncts which, in principle, can be extracted out of 
either the matrix or the embedded clauses. For instance, question (98) with noiz 
‘when’ is eminently a question over the eventuality described in the matrix clause 
(i.e. when→think, not when→finish) since there is verbal movement in the matrix 
clause (signalled by S-V inversion) but not in the embedded clause (and hence no 
object-verb inversion):

(98) Noiz pentsatzen du Jonek [gerra bukatuko dela]?
when think aux Jon war finish aux.c
‘When is it that Jon thinks that the war will finish?’

Alternatively, in (99) the question is over the eventuality described in the embed-
ded clause (i.e. when→finish), since there is verbal movement in both clauses, 
which signals that the extraction of noiz took place from the embedded clause:

(99) Noiz pentsatzen du Jonek [bukatuko dela gerra]?
when think AUX Jon finish aux.c war
‘According to Jon, when will the war finish?’
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Since clausal pied-piping is an alternative to long-distance extraction, it can only 
arise in questions on the embedded clause (i.e. when→finish), as shown in (100):

(100) [Noiz bukatuko dela gerra] pentsatzen du Jonek?
when finish aux.c war think aux Jon
‘According to Jon, when will the war finish?’

The behavior of zergatik is the expected one given this syntax: the extraction site 
can be tracked down in the word order. Thus, the interpretation of (101a) is that 
of a short construal (why→think), in (101b) we have a long construal (why→finish) 
and in (101c) a long construal:15

(101) a. Zergatik pentsatzen du Jonek [gerra bukatuko dela]?
why think aux Jon war finish aux.c
‘Why is it that Jon thinks that the war will finish?’

b. Zergatik pentsatzen du Jonek [bukatuko dela gerra]?
why think aux Jon finish aux.c war
‘Why is it that Jon thinks that the war will finish?’

c. [Zergatik bukatuko dela gerra] pentsatzen du Jonek?
why finish aux.c war think aux Jon
‘According to Jon, why will the war finish?’

(101a) shows S-V inversion in the matrix clause but no O-V inversion in the embed-
ded clause, as a consequence, its reading is that of a question on the matrix clause 
(why→think). (101b) is an instance of long-distance extraction (with V2 in both 
clauses) and as a consequence its reading is that of a question on the embedded 
clause (why→finish). Last, the clausal pied-piping construction of (101c) is also a 
question on the embedded clause, hence its reading is why→finish.

Likewise, island structures provide good environments to assess the asso-
ciation between word order and interpretation. As we said in Section 2, wh- 
movement in Basque is impossible out of adjunct clauses. Thus, departing from 
the base in (102a), wh-extraction of the direct object such as in (102b) produces 
ungrammaticality:

15 Even if it is generally judged grammatical as such, example (101c) is more natural with gerra 
topicalized over zergatik.
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(102) a. Jon [abestia entzun duelako] poztu da.
Jon song hear aux.because get.happy aux
‘Jon got happy because he heard the song.’

b. *Zer poztu da Jon [ t entzun duelako]?
what get.happy aux Jon hear aux.because
Lit. ‘What did Jon got happy because he heard?’

Such behavior helps explaining the pattern in (103) below. Example (103a) with 
V-S inversion in the matrix clause and no inversion in the embedded clause is 
perfectly grammatical because zergatik can only be understood as coming from 
the matrix clause (hence its effect in the movement of the matrix verb, and its 
lack thereof in the embedded clause). Accordingly, its intended meaning ques-
tions why Jon got happy because he heard a song. Contrariwise, movement of 
the embedded verb over the direct object abestia in (103b) could only be due to a 
residual V2 of the movement of zergatik form the embedded clause to successive 
cyclically move to the specifier of the matrix clause (triggering again movement 
of the matrix verb). However, such an extraction out of an adjunct clause is illicit, 
hence the ungrammaticality of (103b):

(103) a. Zergatik poztu da Jon [ pro abestia entzun duelako]?
why get.happy aux Jon song hear aux.because
‘Why did Jon got happy because he heard the song?’

b. *Zergatik poztu da Jon [entzun duelako pro abestia]?
why get.happy aux Jon hear aux.because song
‘Jon got happy because why did he hear the song?’

Now, regarding the ambiguity that we saw in (97) on the short vs. long construal, 
a Basque variant as in (104a) is also ambiguous between the short and long con-
strual readings (even though the short construal reading is more prominent). 
This derives from the fact that having zergatik in clause-initial position, and then 
followed by the matrix and the embedded verbs can correspond to extraction 
from any of the clauses; both construals provide the same word order. However, 
a word order such as (104b) can only correspond to a long construal reading, 
which would be derived via the clausal pied-piping operation: first, movement 
of the wh-word to the specifier of the embedded CP, movement of the verb of the 
embedded clause to C (V2), and then movement of the whole embedded clause 
to the specifier of the matrix clause, which is again followed by movement of the 
matrix verb. It is the clausal pied-piping movement that produces the [CP wh V] V 
word order:
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(104) a. Zergatik eskatu zenion uko egiteko?
why ask aux renunciation do
‘Why did you ask her/him to resign?’

b. Zergatik uko egiteko eskatu zenion?
why renunciation do ask aux
‘Why did you ask her/him to resign?’

However, there is a third reading that questions such as (104b) can get: a ‘clausal’ 
reading. In the next sections I will argue that example (104b) can correspond to the 
clausal-pied piping construction (with its associated reading), but also to a con-
struction where zergatik is directly first-merged in the left periphery, and there is 
no verbal movement whatsoever (thus, similar to the construction that we saw in 
(38b) and to the ones attested in other languages). In such cases, the interrogative 
element takes clausal scope and a reason interpretation similar to that of English 
how come or why is it that.

3.6 Clausal ‘zergatik’

The clausal reading, as indicated by the name, does not inquire about the reasons 
of the VP/vP but about the whole TP. Hence it does not question on the motives 
of the subject/initiator. It rather questions why it is that the whole eventuality 
described by the sentence took place (thus, it is similar to the meaning of English 
how come).

Imagine the following scenario:

(105) Context: We leave Leire -an infant- with a caregiver for the morning. We 
know that she is very tired, since she spent a large part of last night awake 
and playing, but we need the caregiver to keep Leire from getting asleep, 
otherwise in the afternoon it will be difficult to get her to bed. When we 
come home at noon, we see that Leire is asleep.

In such a context, it would be pointless to ask a question like (106a), for we know 
the answer (she got asleep because she did not have enough sleep the night before 
and she was very sleepy). However, (106b) questions over the whole clause/ even-
tuality, and therefore it is coherent in this context as a recrimination of how come 
such an event took place, even if it was meant not to:
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(106) a. #Zergatik lokartu da Leire?
why get.asleep aux Leire
‘Why did Leire get asleep?’
[≈what were the reasons for her sleepiness?]

b. Zergatik Leire lokartu da?
why Leire get.asleep aux
‘Why did Leire get asleep?’
[how come she got asleep]

So in this pattern we would be in front of a very high zergatik, reminiscent of 
those that have been proposed for other languages.

Besides, regular why-questions tend to display ambiguity between a reason 
and a purpose reading (Stepanov & Tsai, 2008; Chapman & Kučerová, 2016). This 
is illustrated in example (107), from Chapman & Kučerová (2016):

(107) Why did she resign?
a.  ✓ Purpose: For what purpose did they resign? In order to earn more 

money next year.
b.  ✓ Reason: What was the reason for their resigning? Because they got 

a pay cut.

In Chapman & Kučerová’s (2016) analysis, reason why-s are base-generated as 
TP adjuncts whereas purpose why-s are base-generated as adjuncts of CausP 
(a vP functional layer corresponding to agentive predicates having a volitional 
 requirement).16

The same pattern arises in Basque with the V2 construal of zergatik:

(108) Zergatik utzi du lana?
why leave aux work
‘Why did they resign?’
a.  ✓ Purpose: For what purpose did they resign? In order to earn more 

money next year.
b.  ✓ Reason: What was the reason for their resigning? Because they got 

a pay cut.

16 This explains the fact that only agentive dynamic predicates allow for both readings; in par-
ticular neither passives, unaccusatives, nor locative existential predicates allow for purpose 
readings.
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However, this ambiguity disappears with high zergatik, and the only available 
reading is the how come (reason) reading (≈ Why is it that they resigned?):

(109) Zergatik lana utzi du?
why work leave aux
‘How come they resigned?’
a.  # Purpose: For what purpose did they resign? In order to earn more 

money next year.
b.  ✓ Reason: What was the reason for their resigning? Because they got 

a pay cut.

Very often, the clausal and the reason reading are hard to distinguish, as agents/
initiators are which bring about the eventualities. However, we will see below 
that the clausal construction is particularly employed in conjectural or wonder-
ing situations such as rhetorical questions that wonder about the state of affairs 
and they often imply a counter-expectation (see Tsai (2008) for similar evidence).

Likewise, I mentioned in Section 3 that zergatik is composed of zer ‘what’ + 
“motivative” -gatik. Thus, a construction with zergatik can be ambiguous between 
being construed with the lexicalized zergatik ‘why’ or with the syntagmatic zerga-
tik “what for”. Below I provide some examples that show that regular construc-
tions with V2 can display this ambiguity (the ‘a’ examples of (110a), (111a), and 
(112a)), thus they can be answered either with causes or with PP complements 
(as shown in their B and C answers). However, constructions with high zergatik 
(the ‘b’ examples of (110b), (111b), and (112b)) cannot; they only accept the causal 
reading, as shown in (110b-C), (111b-C), and (112b-C):17,18

(110) a. A. Zergatik gaisotu da Miren?
why/what.for get.sick aux Miren
‘Why did Miren get sick?’ OR ‘What 
did Miren get sick for?’

B. Ez babesteagatik.
not protecting.for
‘Because she took no precautions.’

17 Some of these examples are substandard and probably calques from Spanish.
18 In Central Basque, ambiguous structures can be disambiguated by means of prosody: zergá-
tik with the regular peninitial stress corresponds to the lexicalized “why”, whereas zérgatik with 
initial stress on the syntagmatic “what for”.
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C. Gaixotasun profesionalagatik.
illness profesional.for
‘Of an occupational disease.’

b. A. Zergatik Miren gaisotu da
why/what.for Miren get.sick AUX
‘How come Miren got sick?’

B. Ez babesteagatik.
not protecting.for
‘Because she took no 
precautions.’

C. #Gaixotasun profesionalagatik.
illness profesional.for
‘Of an occupational disease.’

(111) a. A. Zergatik kondenatu dute Jon?
why/what.for convict aux Jon
‘Why did they convict Jon?’ OR ‘What did they convict Jon of?’

B. Bere aurkako frogak zituztelako.
his against.GEN proofs have.because
‘Because they had proofs against him.’

C. Ogasun publikoaren aurkako delituengatik.
estate public.GEN against.GEN crimes.for
‘Of crimes against public finances.’

b. A. Zergatik Jon kondenatu dute?
why/what.for Jon convict aux
‘How come they convicted Jon?’

B. Bere aurkako frogak zituztelako.
his against.GEN proofs have.because
‘Because they had proofs against him.’

C. #Ogasun publikoaren aurkako delituengatik.
estate public.GEN against.GEN crimes.for
‘Of crimes against public finances.’

(112) a. A. Zergatik aldatu du Peiok oparia?
why/what.for change AUX Peio present.ART
‘Why did Peio change the present?’ OR ‘What did 
Peio change the present for?’

B. Ez zitzaiolako gustatzen.
not AUX.because like
‘Because he didn’t like it.’
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C. Beste batengatik.
other one.for
‘For another one.’

b. A. Zergatik Peiok oparia aldatu du?
why Peio present change AUX
‘How come Peio changed the present?’

B. Ez zitzaiolako gustatzen.
not aux.because like
‘Because he didn’t like it.’

C. #Beste batengatik.
other one.for
‘For another one.’

Further evidence in favor of the high merger of this zergatik is that the word order 
of an embedded clause cannot be affected by it. Thus, example (113a) is accept-
able with initial zergatik followed by the rest of the elements of the clause in their 
base generated position, that is: S [S V]CP V. However, (113b) with S-V inversion in 
the embedded clause is not, since this inversion could only be triggered by a pre-
vious A’- movement to the specifier of the embedded CP. In (113b) it cannot be the 
case that zergatik originated in the embedded clause, for it would have triggered 
V2 in both the embedded and the matrix clauses. Thus the ungrammaticality of 
(113b). Alternatively, if zergatik was directly merged in the left periphery of the 
matrix clause we should not observe S-V inversion in the embedded clause (and 
hence, we would obtain (113a)):

(113) a. Zergatik Jonek [gerra bukatuko dela] pentsatzen du?
why Jon war finish aux.c think aux
‘{Why is it that/How come} Jon thinks that the war will finish?’

b. *Zergatik Jonek [bukatuko dela gerra] pentsatzen du?
why Jon finish aux.c war think aux
‘{Why is it that/How come} Jon thinks that the war will finish?’

However, the restriction on verb movement with ‘high’ zergatik is not an abso-
lute one; it only holds if the movement can only be derivative of a purported 
movement of zergatik itself (as in the case of the embedded verb in (113b)), which 
clashes with the idea that zergatik was directly introduced in the left periphery. 
Verb movements are fine, provided that they piggy back on another displacement 
operation (say, a focalization), as in the case of (114a), where high zergatik is 
combbined with a focalization on the subject of the matrix clause (which in con-
sequence shows O-V inversion). Again, (114b) is ungrammatical because besides 
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the O-V inversion of the matrix clause, it also displays S-V inversion in the embed-
ded clause. The former is due to the focalization of the subject (as in (114a)), but 
the latter could only be due to a wh-displacement in the embedded clause that 
generated the V2. The unavailability of such a movement suggests that in this 
construction zergatik is introduced directly high in the left periphery:

(114) a. ?Zergatik [Jonek]F pentsatzen du [gerra bukatuko dela]?
why Jon think aux war finish aux.c
‘{Why is it that/How come} Jon thinks that the war will finish?’

b. *Zergatik [Jonek]F pentsatzen du [bukatuko dela gerra]?
why Jon think aux finish aux.c war
‘{Why is it that/How come} Jon thinks that the war will finish?’

Besides focalized constituents, high zergatik can also be combined with topics 
and other intervening material which suggests its very high position in the clause. 
We already saw an example from Haranburu (17th c.) in (71d), repeated here as 
(115) where zergatik is followed by a reduplicated topical pronoun:

(115) Cergatic ni neror bakharric vtzten nauçu?
why me me.contrast alone leave AUX
Lit. ‘{Why is it that/How come}, me,  you leave me alone?’

But it can also be followed by series of adjuncts, as in example (71e), repeated 
here as (116) from Belapeyre (17th c.):

(116) Cergatic egun oroz goiçan, egüerditau, eta arraxen
why day all morning.at noon.at and afternoon.at
hirourna cegnu khaldi emaiten dira eliçan?
three.each sign hit give aux church.at
Lit. ‘{Why is it that/How come} everyday, in the morning, by noon, and in 
the afternoon three signs given at the church?’

Also by vocatives, as in example (117), from Uriarte (19th c.):

(117) Zergatik, Jauna, urrutira alde egin dezu, desanparatu nazu
why Lord far.to side do AUX abandon aux
denborarik bearrenean, naigabean?
time.of need.most.at desperation.at
‘Why standest Thou afar off, o Lord? Why hidest Thou Thyself in times of 
trouble?’
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In contemporary Basque high zergatik can even be associated with clauses with 
overt complementizers, as in the Basque variants of the reportative clauses ana-
lyzed by Etxepare (2010) for Spanish. Etxepare studies a set of constructions 
of Spanish which are characterized by having an overt initial complementizer 
que, which adds a reportative reading to the sentence. Thus, there is a difference 
between examples (118a) and (118b):

(118) a. Si viene mi madre, el tabaco es tuyo. [Spanish]
if comes my mother the tobacco is yours
Lit. ‘If my mother comes, the tobacco is yours.’

b. Si viene mi madre, que el tabaco es tuyo.
if comes my mother C the tobacco is yours
Lit. ‘If my mother comes, that the tobacco is yours.’

Etxepare (2010) imagines the following scenario: two teenagers (A and B) are 
secretly smoking in a room. Suddenly, fearing that his/her mother could show 
up and find out, A tells B (118a): Si viene mi madre, el tabaco es tuyo. By saying 
that, A asks B to act as if the tobacco was B’s, if A’s mother comes. However, by 
saying (118b), A asks B something more than just pretense: A asks B to say that 
the tobacco is B’s. If B doesn’t say so, B will not be complying with A’s request.

Basque also has analogous constructions (119A), and high zergatik can 
appear with them (119B), as in the following scenario, where nirea ‘mine’ inter-
venes between zergatik and the verb:

(119) A. Nire ama etortzen ba-da, tabakoa zurea de-la.
my mother come if-be tobacco yours be-C
‘If my mother comes, (say) that the tobacco is yours.’

B. Zergatik nirea de-la?
why mine be-C
‘{Why is it that/How come} (I/we should say) that it is mine?’

By employing the complementizer -la (which surfaces attached to the verb) 
speaker A asks B to say that the tobacco is B’s, but again by employing -la B com-
plains asking why should she/he say that it is hers/his.

All this bears testimony to the fact that what I called high zergatik is very high 
in the clausal structure.
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4 Analysis and discussion
Given that the wh-phrase corresponding to the meaning of why has such a par-
ticular behavior across languages, several authors have proposed that it is directly 
merged in a high position in the clause (see i.a. Hornstein, 1995; Rizzi, 2001; Ko, 
2005). More recently, Shlonsky & Soare (2011) propose a richly articulated com-
plementizer structure at the left periphery of the clause, arguing that English why 
(or Romanian de ce) is externally merged in Spec-ReasonP and then moved to 
Spec-IntP whereas how come is directly externally merged in Spec-IntP:

(120) IntP > TopP > FocP > WhP > ReasonP . . .

Building on this richly articulated left periphery, I would like to propose that the 
differential patterns that we observed for Basque zergatik are due to the following 
two types of construals where zergatik participates:
1. Zergatik externally merged at Spec-ReasonP (above NegP); then moving to 

IntP successive cyclically followed by the verb and generating residual V2 
effects. This gives rise to the canonical Short and Long construals.19

2. Zergatik directly merged at Into, where it is frozen, takes clausal scope and as 
a consequence does not generate any verb movement (i.e., high zergatik).

In this respect, high zergatik is a complementizer with the same syntax as English 
how come. There is no wh-movement and therefore no V2 effect in consequence 
(Collins, 1991).

It is also similar to Basque nola ‘how’, that beyond being a wh-adjunct in 
questions (121) can also serve as a complementizer in embedded clauses, not trig-
gering movement of the verb. Thus, in (121a) we observe nola-verb adjacency and 
we have an embedded manner interpretation (hence the grammaticality of (121b) 
with galdetu ‘ask’ in the matrix clause, a question-embedding verb):

(121) a. Begira nola estali duen Jonek oparia.
look how wrap aux.c Jon present
‘Look how Jon wrapped the present.’

b. Galdetu nola estali duen Jonek oparia.
Ask how wrap aux.c Jon present
‘Ask how Jon wrapped the present.’

19 I leave the question open as to whether in purpose-questions zergatik is introduced lower, as 
suggested by Chapman & Kučerová (2016).
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In (122a) on the contrary we have complementizer nola; it implies a factive-like 
meaning and does not attract the verb. This complementizer cannot be combined 
with a question-embedding verb (122b):

(122) a. Begira nola Jonek oparia estali duen.
look how Jon present wrap aux.c
‘Observe the fact that Jon wrapped the present.’

b. *Galdetu nola Jonek oparia estali duen.
Ask how Jon present wrap aux.c
‘Question the fact that Jon wrapped the present.’

Returning to zergatik, I mentioned already that high zergatik has an interpreta-
tion akin to that of English how come in that it generates speculative, wonder-
ing questions on how come the eventuality described by the clause happened. 
There is another interesting fact about how come: contrary to why, it always takes 
highest scope (cf. Collins (1991)). In (123a) the surface order why–∀ is ambiguous 
between the Wh»∀ and the ∀»Wh readings; however, (123b) with how come can 
only be interpreted with frozen scope Wh»∀:

(123) a. Why was every candidate elected?
Wh»∀ / ∀»Wh

b. How come every candidate was elected?
Wh»∀ / *∀»Wh

If as I proposed high zergatik is externally merged in the same position as how 
come, the prediction would be that it should have a similar behavior with respect 
to scopal properties. Indeed, we observe the very same pattern: (124a) with V2 is 
ambiguous between the Wh»∀ and the ∀»Wh readings, but (124b) with high zer-
gatik only has the Wh»∀ reading whereby zergatik takes highest scope:20

(124) a. Zergatik etorri dira ikasle hauek guztiak?
why come aux student these all
‘Why did all these students come?’
[Wh»∀ / ∀»Wh]

20 As a matter of fact, high zergatik can also be substituted by another wh-element with the 
same meaning that takes highest scope: nolatan.
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b. Zergatik ikasle hauek guztiak etorri dira?
why student these all come aux
‘{Why is it that/How come} all these students came?’
[Wh»∀ / *∀»Wh]

Likewise, English how come  –as opposed to why– cannot appear in multiple 
wh-constructions, as represented in (125) (see Ochi (2004) for discussion). The 
same pattern is attested in Basque with high zergatik, which renders ungram-
matical results when combined with another interrogative phrase. Compare the 
grammaticality of ‘regular’ zergatik with either multiple fronting in (126a) or with 
single fronting+in situ wh in (126b), with the ungrammaticality of high zergatik in 
(126c):21

(125) a. Why did John eat what?
b. How come John ate what?

(126) a. ?Zergatik jan du Jonek zer?
why eat aux Jon what
‘Why did Jon eat what?’
‘{Why is it that/How come} Jon ate what?’

b. ??Zergatik zer jan du Jonek?
why what eat aux Jon
‘Why did Jon eat what?’

c. *Zergatik Jonek  jan du zer?
why Jon eat aux what
‘{Why is it that/How come} Jon ate what?’

If high zergatik is a complementizer directly inserted in Into, it follows that it is 
incompatible with any construction that targets that very same position.

Last, disjoint causal questions have a pair-list reading. Thus, question (127A) 
may ask about the reasons one may have for choosing either of the options, 
where (127B) could provide a coherent answer to it. (127A) can also be naturally 
answered with a single pair that focuses on the whole disjunct (127C):

21 As I explained in Section 3.3, ‘antisuperiority-violating’ constructions such as (126a) and 
(126b) are inherently degraded in matrix constructions.
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(127) A. Zergatik hautatuko zenuke bata ala bestea?
why choose.fut aux one.art xor other.art
‘Why would you choose the one or the other?’

B. Bata merkeagoa delako, bestea hobea delako.
one.art cheaper be.c.because other.art better be.c.because
‘The one because it is cheaper, the other one because it is better.’

C. Biak ezin ditudalako erosi.
two.art impossible aux.c.because buy
‘Because I can’t buy both of them.’

Under the first reading, zergatik interacts with each of the disjuncts and generates 
a set of questions (a set of sets of propositions). Under the second reading, zerga-
tik takes the whole clause as its sister and generates a single question.22

As can be expected, the pair-list reading is unavailable with high zergatik (as 
represented in (128B)), the only available reading being the single-pair (128C):

(128) A. Zergatik bata ala bestea hautatuko zenuke?
why one.art xor other.art choose.fut aux
‘{Why is it that/How come} you would choose the one or the other?’

B. #Bata merkeagoa delako, bestea hobea delako.
one.art cheaper be.c.because other.art better be.c.because
‘The one because it is cheaper, the other one because it is better.’

C. Biak ezin ditudalako erosi.
two.art impossible aux.c.because buy
‘Because I can’t buy both of them.’

The high merger of zergatik directly in Into makes it take scope over the whole 
clause as such. It is unsurprising then that high zergatik is particularly employed 

22 This is similar to what happens in polarity questions with disjunction such as “Do you want 
tea or coffee?” which can be interpreted with a polar interpretation (one single question for 
which a possible answer could be “Yes.”), or with an alternative interpretation (a pair/series of 
questions for which a possible answer could be “Tea.”).
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in rhetorical questions.23 Below are some examples of rhetorical questions with 
high zergatik:24

(129) a. Zergatik mundua hain gaizki banatua dago?
why world so badly share aux
‘{Why is it that/How come} the world is shared so badly?’

b. Zergatik Jainkoak ez du bere izatearen froga edo
why God neg aux its nature proof or
erantzunik ematen?
response give
‘{Why is it that/How come} God doesn’t provide answers or proof of 
its nature?’

c. Zeatikan beti neska bat mutil baten jarrera
why always girl one boy one.poss attitude
matxistaz kexatzen danen atea bar da beste mutil
macho.instr complain aux.c get.out have aux other boy
bat esanez “not all man”?
one saying “not all man”
‘{Why is it that/How come} whenever a girl complains about the macho
attitude of a boy another boy comes saying “not all man [ SIC ]”?’

23 In this respect, it seems to be different from English how come: Fitzpatrick (2005) and Con-
roy (2006), when analyzing English why and how come mention examples such as (ia) and (ib), 
claiming that they show that why, as opposed to how come can be employed in forming rhetorical 
questions (for example, (ia) could be part of an exchange where someone asks, ‘Did John leave?’ 
and the response is ‘No, why would John leave?’, but (ib) cannot be used in such a case):

(i) a. Why would John leave?
(ii) b. *How come John would leave?

However note that these facts could be analyzed in a different manner: if how come, like Basque 
high zergatik is factive and takes the whole clause in its scope –hence asking about the whole 
eventuality– it could not perform a question (rhetorical or not) inquiring about John’s motives 
for leaving. Whether how come cannot be really employed in rhetorical questions is a matter that 
deserves further investigation.
24 Example (129a) taken from a Fotolog entry, example (129b) from the Wikipedia webpage of 
Ingmar Bergman’s film Det sjunde inseglet, example (129c) from a tweet by user @Iraultza8m 
(which employs the reinforced dialectal morphological variant zeatikan < zergatik + -n (ines-
sive)), example (129d) from a tweet by user @EuskalHedabide and example (129e) from a tweet 
by user @beatxo.
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d. Zendako herri batetan gure hizkuntza, bigarren hizkuntza da?
why town one.in our language second language be
‘{Why is it that/How come} our language is a second language in a town?’

e. Zendako beti eni tokatzen zait aspiragailua pasatzea?
why always me.to touch aux hoover pass.to
‘{Why is it that/How come} it is always my turn to do the hoovering?’

Rather than an innovation of recent years, such different behavior can be observed 
already in the Classical Basque literature.

5 Conclusions
Why-questions are special in many respects. As I showed, their syntactic pattern 
is particular in many languages, but their particularity seems to be homogeneous 
across them: they tend to surface at the left edge of the clause (outscoping topics, 
foci, etc.) and in languages generally requiring V2 this restriction disappears with 
why-questions. Also, they seem to be able to be first-merged in different positions 
in the clausal spine, and the very nature of infinite causal links makes it impos-
sible to provide a fully exhaustive answer to a why-question. In consequence, 
any why-question can be answered with a series of propositions, each explain-
ing further the information provided by the previous one: Q: Why did John eat a 
sandwich?, A: Because he was hungry. And there was a sandwich in the plate. And 
there was no one around. And he knew that he was not going to have anything else 
until late. And. . . This is particular of why-questions, as questions on arguments 
(Who?, What?. . .) or other adjuncts (When?, Where?) do not allow such infinity.25

The literature is converging on the idea that elements such as why can be 
first merged very high in the structure. Here I discussed evidence from Basque 
in support of this vision, providing evidence that we should distinguish differ-
ent types of why-questions: (i) lower why-questions (for reasons and purposes) 
that show cyclicity effects and residual V2, and (ii) high why-questions where 
the interrogative element is a complementizer directly merged at Into and taking 
the whole clause as a complement. These are elements like English how come or 
Basque high zergatik, which are frozen and do not generate V2 effects.

25 Maybe how also allows series of answers (even if they are more restricted than with why). 
This is another feature linking why and how together (cf. the discussion on Basque nola(tan) or 
English how come above.
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Nicholas Catasso
Is German warum so special after all?

1 Introduction
Wh-extraction is a type of an A-bar dependency resulting from the application of 
language-specific rules for the formation of non-yes/no questions. For languages 
like English, in which run-of-the-mill wh-questions admit only one interrogative 
pronoun (who, what, etc.) or adverb (when, how, where, etc.) that surfaces to the 
left of the finite verb, it is generally assumed that the wh-element is first-merged 
in some VP position and raised into a dedicated CP specifier at PF in order to 
satisfy the relevant linearization constraints (1a). Assuming a Split CP in the spirit 
of Rizzi (1997), the surface position of the interrogative phrase may be taken to 
follow from movement to SpecFocP (1b):

(1) a. [CP What [C° did [TP John [T° did] [VP do what yesterday]]]]?
b. [ForceP [TopP* [FocP What [Foc° did] [TopP* [FinP [TP John [T° did] do what 

yesterday?]]]]]]

This, however, does not seem to be the case for all wh-interrogatives. Several 
authors have argued that differently from other wh-interrogatives, the adjunct 
causal why and its cross-linguistic counterparts are merged in a (Split) CP-internal 
position in a number of languages (cf. e.g. Hornstein 1995, Rizzi 2001, Ko 2005, 
Stepanov & Tsai 2008, Thornton 2008, Shlonsky & Soare 2011).

In his seminal paper, Rizzi (2001) assumes that why is externally merged in 
the specifier of the high left-peripheral functional projection, Int(errogative)P, as 
illustrated in (2):
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(2) ForceP > (TopP*) > IntP > (TopP*) > FocP > (TopP*) > FinP > (TP . . .)1

In short-distance construals, the interrogative adverb is linearized in the very 
position in which it is generated (3a). In the case of a long-construal structure, 
instead, why cannot be merged into the higher SpecIntP and behaves like any 
other wh-element, thereby moving to matrix-clause SpecFocP in the overt syntax 
(Rizzi 2001: 295). A sentence like (3a), which is ambiguous between these two 
readings, will therefore correspond to the syntactic derivation in (3b) if its seman-
tic interpretation is ‘Why did John utter those words?’ (short construal) and to (3c) 
if the speaker is asking about the reason that John gave for Mary’s leaving (long 
construal):

(3) a. Why did John say Mary left?
b. [ForceP [TopP* [IntP Why [TopP* [FocP [TopP* [FinP did [TP John [T° did] say . . . ]]]]]]]]?
c. [ForceP [FocP Why [FinP [Fin° did] [TP John [VP [V° say] [CP [IntP why [FinP [TP 

[. . .]]]]]]]]]]?

Among the substantial evidence provided by Rizzi (2001) in favor of a higher 
position of the projection hosting why, the author notes that in languages like 
Italian, this wh-element is insensitive to the Wh-Criterion (Rizzi 1996), according 
to which:

(4) a. Each wh-operator must be in a Spec-Head relation with a +wh X°;
b. Each +wh X° must be in a Spec-Head relation with a wh-operator.

While, indeed, the raising of non-causal interrogative phrases to Spec,FocP is 
associated with obligatory movement of the finite verb to Foc – which is witnessed 
by the fact that no other maximal or minimal projection may intervene between 
the wh-operator and the verb – (5a)-(5c), perché (‘why’) allows for arrangements 
like (5d), in which another constituent, here the subject, occurs in preverbal posi-
tion to the right of the interrogative constituent:

(5) a. Cosa (*Gianni) ha fatto (okGianni)?
what Gianni aux.prs.3sg do-ptcp Gianni
‘What did Gianni do?’

1 This is a simplified representation of the Split CP which only includes the structure relevant 
to the present discussion. For a comprehensive treatment of the internal makeup of the left pe-
riphery (including the projections situated above ForceP), the interested reader is referred e.g. to 
Rizzi (2004, 2006, 2013), Benincà & Poletto (2004), Rizzi & Bocci (2017).
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b. Dove (*Gianni) è andato (okGianni)?
where Gianni aux.prs.3sg go-ptcp Gianni
‘Where did Gianni go?’

c. Come (*Gianni) è partito (okGianni)?
how Gianni aux.prs.3sg leave-ptcp Gianni
‘How did Gianni leave?’

d. Perché (okGianni) è partito (okGianni)?
why Gianni aux.prs.3sg leave-ptcp Gianni
‘Why did Gianni leave?’

Crucially, Rizzi (2001) shows that perché and focused phrases cannot occupy the 
same FP in Italian, since they may co-occur both in main and embedded clauses 
(6a)-(6b). This is not the case in sentences involving other types of wh-constituents:

(6) a. Perché QUESTO vuoi dirgli (non qualcos’altro)?
why this want-prs.2sg tell-inf-cl.dat.3sg  not something else
‘Why do you want to say this to him (and not something else)?’

b. Mi chiedo perché QUESTO vuoi
refl.dat.1sg ask-prs.1sg why this want-prs.2sg
dirgli (non qualcos’altro).
tell-inf-cl.dat.3sg not something else
‘I wonder why you want to say this to him (and not something else).’

Shlonsky & Soare (2011) propose a slight revision of Rizzi’s formalization, arguing 
that why is externally merged in the specifier of a dedicated low left-peripheral 
projection that they call ‘ReasonP’ and subsequently raised to Spec,IntP in short- 
distance construals (7a). As for long extraction of why, they contend that this inter-
rogative is base-generated in the embedded Spec,ReasonP and moved to matrix 
Spec,WhP2 via the highest specifier position in the subordinate structure (7b):

(7) a. [IntP why [TopP [FocP [WhP [ReasonP why [TP . . . ]]]]]] (short construal)
 b. [WhP why [FinP [TP [vP [CP why [ReasonP why [TP . . . ]]]]]]]  (long construal)

2 Shlonsky & Soare (2011: 664) suggest, differently from Rizzi (1997, 2001) that wh-movement 
targets Spec,WhP and does not compete with focalized elements for the specifier position of 
FocP. This different configuration, however, is not relevant for the discussion at hand. For ease 
of exposition, in the next chapters of this paper I will label landing site of (non-causal) wh- 
interrogatives ‘FocP’.
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Advantages of this approach include the avoidance of any problems related to the 
formal status of IntP, which then preserves its obligatorily criterial nature, as well as 
the possibility to derive why clauses in multiple wh-languages such as Romanian, in 
which why, which systematically occurs as the lower of two clause-initial wh-XPs, 
can be assumed to remain in situ, cf. (8) (adapted from Shlonsky & Soare 2011: 658):

(8) a. Pe cine de ce ai întrebat despre accident?
acc who why aux.prs.2sg ask-ptcp about accident
‘Who did you ask about the accident and why?’

b. . . . WhP(i) . . . [ReasonP de ce [TP . . . twh(i) . . .]]?

A further observation made by Shlonsky & Soare (2011: 656), whose relevance for 
the present discussion will become apparent in what follows, is that why does not 
seem to be sensitive to negation in the clause with which it is interpreted. Hence, 
the ungrammaticality of a sentence like (9b) (vs. (9a)) is to be understood as a Rela-
tivized Minimality violation induced by the intervention of negation (cf. Rizzi 1990):

(9) a. Why didn’t Geraldine fix her bike?
b. *How didn’t Geraldine fix her bike?

An immediate implication of this in cartographic terms is that ReasonP, whatever 
relative position it occupies in the clausal spine with respect to the other Split-CP 
projections and to the TP, must be positioned higher than NegP:

(10) a. why(i) . . . twhy(i) . . . NegP
b. *how(i) . . . NegP . . . thow(i)

In the next paragraphs, it will be argued on the basis of empirical data that lan-
guages like German behave differently concerning the Merge position of why, and 
that the facts discussed further, which possibly follow from more general syntac-
tic principles, further strengthen the line of argumentation pursued in the recent 
cartographic literature on why in the other languages considered.

2 Why why is not as special in German
German is a single wh-movement V2-SOV language in which only one constituent 
can (and must) occupy the pre-verbal position both in declarative and non-yes/no 
questions. This means that in wh-questions, the interrogative pronoun/adverb is 
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obligatorily raised to the relevant CP-specifier in which it appears in a Spec-Head 
configuration with the finite verb (11a) and that in embedded interrogatives, the 
wh-element surfaces in the CP, while the verb remains in situ (11b):3

(11) a. [FocP Was [Foc° sagte [TP Maria [VP Maria was sagte]]]]?
what say-pst.3sg Maria

‘What did Maria say?’
b. Ich frage mich, [FocP was [TP Maria was sagte]].

I-nom.sg ask-prs.1sg refl.acc.sg what Maria         say-pst.3sg
‘I wonder what Mary said.’

The standard lexical item corresponding to why in German is warum. When we 
look at the distribution of this adverb in different syntactic contexts and compare 
it to that of the same element in other single-movement wh-ex-situ languages like 
Italian or English, we find at least two striking phenomena that apparently mil-
itate against the idea of a left-peripheral base-generation of warum. These two 
phenomena are illustrated in the next sections.

2.1 Modal-particle pied-piping

Modal particles are optional adverbial-like elements that appear most frequently 
in spoken interaction and perform the complex function of modifying the modal-
ity of the proposition in which they surface by encoding the speaker’s intentions, 
beliefs or, more generally, disposition towards the information contained therein 
(cf., inter alia, Hentschel 1980, 1986, Thurmair 1989, 1991, Kwon 2005, Coniglio 
2011, Abraham 2017a, 2017b, Müller 2018). These elements typically occur in lan-
guages with grammaticalized sentence brackets like German or Dutch, and are 
notoriously base-generated in the middle field, i.e. in the TP/VP area between the 

3 All embedded clauses introduced by an overt (wh- or relative) pronoun/adverb or by a subordi-
nating conjunction exhibit a verb-final word order in (Standard) German. By using the term ‘in situ’ 
when referring to the surface position of the verb in such configurations, I deliberately abstract away 
from an important – but controversial – issue. To be sure, if we proceed from the (non-Kaynian) 
postulate that the VP/TP in German is head-final, there are at least two possible ways to explain the 
verb-final arrangement of embedded clauses: (i) the bare verb raises from its Merge position in V° 
into the T° (in German, to the right of V°) to acquire the relevant inflectional features with which it is 
spelt out, or; (ii) the verb is genuinely in situ (in the sense that it surfaces in the very position in which 
it is merged) and receives its inflection through leftward affix hopping from T to V. This latter option 
corresponds, mutatis mutandis, to what is generally assumed for English (main and embedded) fi-
nite clauses, in which the verb remains in the VP, and the features in T percolate onto this projection.
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lowest C-head and the VP (Coniglio 2007, 2011, Abraham 2010, Cardinaletti 2011). 
Indeed, modal particles (including e.g. ja, doch, halt, etc., all basically untraslat-
able into other languages) are generally placed in that area and may never auton-
omously surface in a left-peripheral position, irrespective of whether or not they 
are assumed to interact with the V2 arrangement of the clause. Cf. (12a)-(12c), in 
which the particle ja is inserted into a declarative V2 clause: 

(12) a. Hans ist ja ein Netter.
Hans be-prs.3sg ja a nice-one

b. *Ja ist Hans ein Netter.
ja be-prs.3sg Hans a nice-one

c. *Ja Hans ist ein Netter.
ja Hans be-prs.3sg a nice-one

(int.) ‘Hans is a nice guy.’4

Such elements are at least in part clause-type specific. For instance, the particle ja 
illustrated above generally occurs in declarative clauses. Modal particles that often 
(but not exclusively) occur in wh-questions are denn and nur, which may modify 
the modality of a proposition individually (13a)-(13b) or in combination (13c). Nur 
expresses the speaker’s consternation in (13a): (s)he asks about what the hearer has 
done to cause an infelicitous state of affairs that is at stake, and already imagines 
that it must be something appalling or embarrassing. In (13b), denn adds the impli-
cation that the speaker is curious about the content of the interlocutor’s answer 
and/or that (s)he needs more information in order to be entirely satisfied with his/
her knowledge of the facts. In (13c), these readings are simultaneously available: the 
speaker explicitly requires more information about something that the hearer must 
have done, and already has cues that the content of the answer will be sensational 
in a negative way. In (13), a rather neutral translation is given for all three examples:

(13) a. Was hast du nur getan?
what-acc aux-prs.2sg you-nom.sg nur do-ptcp

b. Was hast du denn getan?
what-acc aux-prs.2sg you-nom.sg denn do-ptcp

4 In general, the semantic contribution of the particle ja, which is deliberately left untranslated 
in this example, can be of (at least) two types: it may stress an assertion made by the speaker 
(approximately corresponding to English Hans is a really nice guy!) or, alternatively, underline 
the presupposed status of the proposition, whose content is assumed by the speaker to be shared 
by the hearer (approximately corresponding to English Well, as we both know, Hans is a nice guy).
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c. Was hast du denn nur getan?
what-acc aux-prs.2sg you-nom.sg denn nur do-ptcp
‘What have you done?’

 
The unmarked arrangement would have the particles surface in the middle field 
and the wh-interrogative obligatorily moved into the CP, as in (13c) above. However, 
as noted e.g. by Abraham (2010) and Bayer & Trotzke (2015), wh- pronouns like 
was (‘what’) in (13), but also interrogative adverbs such as wie (‘how’), wann 
(‘when’), wo (‘where’), etc. can in principle also pied-pipe (multiple) modal par-
ticles to the left periphery. Bayer & Trotzke (2015: 27–28) associate the conjoint 
raising of wh-pronoun/adverb and modal particle(s) with the notion of ‘emphasis 
for intensity’: the speaker makes use of this construction in a wh-question as a 
syntactic strategy to amplify the meaning of the modal particle(s) as linked to 
the interrogativity of the clause in which it/they occur(s) and to give them special 
prominence. In (14a), both particles denn and bloß (the latter adding a rhetorical 
character to the question) are raised into the CP together with the interrogative 
element. In (14b), only bloß is pied-piped, while denn remains in situ. In (14c), the 
wh-pronoun moves into the left periphery, and the particles surface both in the 
middle field (sentences adapted from Bayer & Trotzke 2015: 23):

(14) a. [Wie denn bloß]i soll ich [t]i leben?
 how denn bloß shall-prs.1sg I-nom.sg live-inf

b. [Wie bloß]i soll ich denn [t]i leben?
 how bloß shall-prs.1sg I-nom.sg denn live-inf

c. [Wie]i soll ich denn bloß [t]i leben?
 how shall-prs.1sg I-nom.sg denn bloß live-inf
‘How am I supposed to live?’

As for the syntactic derivation of the configuration illustrated in (14a), in which 
both particles are pied-piped to the landing site of the interrogative, Bayer & 
Trotzke (2015) propose to treat them as instantiations of sideward movement. In 
a nutshell, a copy of the XP wie bloß is merged with the phrase wie denn to form 
a complex [wie denn [wie bloß]]. The lower copy of the interrogative element is 
deleted ([wie denn [wie bloß]]), and the constituent resulting from this operation 
is raised into the left periphery. This derivation is summarized in (15) (simplified 
from Bayer & Trotzke 2015: 25 and not considering the movement of the finite 
verb). Structures of the type in (14b) may be taken to simply result from movement 
of one complex [wie bloß] into the CP, while in (14c), the wh-item does not pied-
pipe any of the particles:
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(15) [[wie denn bloß] [wie denn bloß] ich [wie bloß] leben soll]

Abstracting away from the technical details of this analysis, what is relevant 
here is that the left-peripheral positioning of modal particles only results from a 
pied-piping operation, i.e. they cannot autonomously leave the middle-field posi-
tion in which they are base-generated. In what follows, I will thus not discuss 
the single steps of the syntactic derivation relative to each example, but rather 
assume that it is only in combination with a wh-item that modal-particle fronting 
is allowed in modern German. 

In principle, this is also possible with wh-elements like was (‘what’), wann 
(‘when’), wo (‘where’) and wer (‘who’), as long as the modal-particle combination 
is semantically licit and the relevant emphasis conditions apply. 

2.1.1 Particle pied-piping in matrix questions with warum

Crucially, modal-particle pied-piping is licensed in very much the same way in 
warum-clauses, in which one (16) or more (17) modal particles first-merged below 
C° may move along with the interrogative to the left periphery or be left behind in 
the middle field:

(16) a. [Warum denn]i ist er [t]i weg?
why denn be-prs.3sg he-nom.sg away

b. [Warum]i ist er [t]i denn weg?
why be-prs.3sg he-nom.sg denn away

‘Why has he left?’
(a. from: F. Ani, Süden und die Frau mit dem harten Kleid, ch.12)

(17) a. [Warum denn bloß]i hat der Schöpfer [t]i

why denn bloß aux.prs.3sg the-nom.sg Maker-nom.sg 
Adam und Eva verboten, von dem einen

 Adam-dat and Eve-dat forbid-ptcp from the-dat.sg one-dat.sg
Apfelbaum zu essen?
apple-tree-dat.sg to eat-inf

b. [Warum denn]i hat der Schöpfer [t]i bloß
why denn aux.prs.3sg the-nom.sg Maker-nom.sg bloß

Adam und Eva verboten, von dem
Adam-dat and Eve-dat forbid-ptcp from the-dat.sg
einen Apfelbaum zu essen?
one-dat.sg apple-tree-dat.sg to eat-inf
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c. [Warum]i hat der Schöpfer [t]i denn bloß
why aux.prs.3sg the-nom.sg Maker-nom.sg denn bloß

Adam und Eva verboten, von dem einen
Adam-dat and Eve-dat forbid-ptcp from the-dat.sg one-dat.sg
Apfelbaum zu essen?
apple-tree-dat.sg to eat-inf
‘Why did God prohibit Adam and Eve from eating of that one tree?’
(a. from: W. Nein, Das Ja zum Leben und zum Menschen, p. 31)

Given that in V2 languages like German the prefield, i.e. the CP-internal area to 
the left of the finite verb in matrix clauses, may only host one constituent and 
modal particles cannot surface in the left periphery if not pied-piped by a wh- 
interrogative, these data indicate that warum originates in the middle field and 
moves to the left periphery just as any other wh-element, optionally taking the 
particle(s) along.

2.1.2 Particle pied-piping in embedded questions with warum

Optional movement of one or more particles to the left periphery together with 
warum is also possible in embedded contexts:

(18) a. Ich fragte ihn, [warum denn bloß]i wir
I-nom.sg ask-pst.1sg he-acc.sg  why denn bloß we-nom.sg
uns „in unserer Jugend“ [t]i Nicht besser Verstanden
refl   in our-dat.sg youth-dat.sg neg better understand-ptcp
hätten.
aux.pst.sbj.1pl
‘I asked him why we hadn’t had a better relationship when we were young.’
(M. Pirol, Nach oben offen. Reflexe, p. 34)

b. Wir haben höflich nachgefragt, [warum]i er
we-nom.sg aux.prs.2pl politely ask-ptcp why he-nom.sg
denn bloß so krumm am Instrument
denn bloß so crooked at-the-dat.sg instrument-dat.sg
sitze.
sit-subj.3sg
‘We asked (him) politely why he was sitting so crooked at his instrument.’ 
(Spiegel.de, 2016)
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Also note that differently from wh-extraction in languages like English, 
short-distance and long-distance construals in German are strongly asymmetric 
in a number of ways (cf., inter alia, Fanselow 1997, Salzmann 2005 and Grewen-
dorf 2005). For the purposes of the present discussion, what is interesting to 
note is that most speakers of German only marginally accept long extraction of 
a wh-adverb in cases in which the embedded clause is introduced by an overt 
complementizer (19a).5

 
In such cases, the wh-element is preferably extracted 

from its base-generation site and moved to the local CP specifier, in which it is 
bound to appear at PF. To guarantee the correct interrogative reading without 
violating the corresponding locality constraints, a syntactic placeholder (sys-
tematically lexicalized as was, lit. ‘what’, irrespective of the nature of the lower 
wh-interrogative) is inserted into the higher Spec,Foc (19b) (cf. e.g. McDaniel 
1989, Brandt et al. 1992, d’Avis 2000, Lohnstein 2000: 166–167). What is gen-
erally acceptable, however, is a similar structure in which the extracted wh- 
adverb is raised to the CP-area of the matrix clause and the embedded clause is 
not introduced by a complementizer, but exhibits a linear V1 arrangement (19c) 
(cf. Reis 1995):

(19) a. ?(*)Wie glaubst du, dass ich das
how believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg that I-nom.sg this-acc.sg

tun sollte?
do-inf shall-pst.sbj.1sg

b. Was glaubst du, wie ich das
was believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg how I-nom.sg this-acc.sg
tun sollte?6

do-inf shall-pst.sbj.1sg

5 The factors determining the widespread dispreference for this construct are, to the best of 
my knowledge, still quite unclear. Some speakers regard this construction as fully grammatical 
at least in spoken German, others reject it even in colloquial registers. This difference does not 
seem to be uniquely related to regional variation, as generally assumed in the literature. Some 
of my (dialect-speaking) informants of Bavarian and Swabian German background do not accept 
long extraction of a wh-element when an overt complementizer introduces the embedded clause 
irrespective of register, and surprisingly enough, one of my informants from North Germany 
judges it as perfectly grammatical at least in spoken interaction.
6 The construction illustrated in this example has been variously addressed in the literature (see 
references above). Most authors assume that was functions as a scope-operator-like element in 
this structure, which is generally argued to imply partial movement. The letter term is used to 
refer to ‘incomplete’ movement of the relevant wh-element, which is only raised to the embedded 
CP. The ‘partial’ interpretability of the interrogative clause resulting from the lower positioning 
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c. Wie glaubst du, sollte ich
how believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg shall-pst.sbj.1sg I-nom.sg
das tun?
this-acc.sg do-inf
‘How do you think I should do this?’ (long-distance construal)7

In the two contexts illustrated in (19b) (with was as a placeholder in the left 
periphery of the matrix CP) and (19c) (with long-distance extraction and V1 word 
order in the subordinate clause), modal-particle pied-piping and  modal-particle 
‘stranding’ (exemplified by the particle denn here) are possible with all wh- 

of the wh-pronoun/adverb is resolved by generating a scope element in the form of was into the 
higher clause. For the time being, I do not have much more to say about the formal status of 
this element. However, it is to be noted that following the line of argumentation pursued in this 
paper, we may assume that this scopal operator is not merged directly into the higher Spec,CP, 
but in the middle field. In fact, this element allows both particle pied-piping and particle ‘strand-
ing’, and there is no reason to think that in the clause in which it surfaces such particles may be-
have differently. In the following examples, this is shown for the extracted wh-adverb wie (‘how’) 
and the modal particle wohl, which may appear adjacent to scope-marking was (i) or below C (ii) 
in the matrix clause. However, this is possible with virtually all wh-interrogatives extracted from 
a subordinate clause, provided that the relevant conditions apply:

(i) Was wohl meinst du, wie wir in der
was wohl think-prs.2sg you-nom.sg how we-nom.sg in the-dat.sg
klirrenden Kälte gelitten hätten?
biting-dat.sg cold-dat.sg suffer-ptcp aux.pst.sbj.1pl

(ii) Was meinst du wohl, wie wir in der
what think-prs.2sg you-nom.sg wohl how we-nom.sg in the-dat.sg
klirrenden Kälte gelitten hätten?
biting-dat.sg cold-dat.sg suffer-ptcp aux.pst.sbj.1pl
‘How much do you think we would have suffered in the biting cold?’ 
(J. Saunders, Patty Brian, p. 101)

7 To be sure, it cannot be excluded that in this last example, glaubst du might be some sort of 
‘V1 parenthetical’ and not an embedding matrix clause, in the spirit of Giorgi & Pianesi’s (1997) 
treatment of some uses of Italian credo ‘I believe’ and as already mentioned by Freywald (2013: 
324) for German. If that were the case, then this clause would correspond to a monoclausal ma-
trix structure in which the wh-phrase has been moved to a local CP specifier and a parenthetical 
has been inserted between the interrogative phrase and the finite verb. For the sake of clarity, it 
is assumed here that the sentence in the (c)-example above is made up of a matrix and an em-
bedded clause, from which the presence of the comma between the subject du and the finite verb 
of the subordinate predicate sollte follows.
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elements (exemplified by was ‘what’ here (20a)-(20b)), including warum (21a)-
(21b):

(20) a. Was denkst du, [was]i ich [t]i

was believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg what-acc I-nom.sg
denn hier mache?
denn here do-prs.1sg
‘What do you think I am doing here?’  
(K. Stickelbroeck, Mieses Faul, p. 41)

b. [Was denn]i glaubst du, soll
what-acc denn believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg shall-prs.1sg

ich [t]i tun?
I-nom.sg do-inf
‘What do you think I should do?’
(Bote vom Untersee, 1950)

(21) a. [Warum]i denkst du, habe ich [t]i

why believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg aux-prs.1sg I-nom.sg
denn dieses Thema eröffnet?
denn this-acc.sg topic-acc.sg open-ptcp
‘Why do you think I have opened this thread?’
(ameisenforum.de, 2008)

b. [Warum denn]i glaubst du, habe
why denn believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg aux-prs.1sg

ich dich damals [t]i erkennen und
I-nom.sg you-acc.sg back-then recognize-inf and
verstehen können?
understand-inf can-inf
‘Why do you think I could recognize and understand you back then?’
(H. Hesse, Der Steppenwolf, p. 62)

In this section, it has been shown that both in main and embedded clauses, 
warum behaves just as any other wh-interrogative with respect to modal- particle 
pied-piping. This seems to indicate that warum, differently from English why, 
Italian perché, Romanian de ce etc. is not directly merged into a left-peripheral 
specifier, but rather originates in the middle field, from which it moves along 
together with the particle(s) to the CP area. In the next chapter, it will be demon-
strated that particle pied-piping is not the only domain in which the behavior of 
warum suggests that the standard causal interrogative adverb in this language 
dramatically differs from most of its cross-linguistic counterparts.
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2.2 ‘Split’ aggressively non-D-linked wh-expressions

The term ‘aggressively non-D-linked phrase’ (Pesetsky 1987) refers to interrogative 
XPs consisting of a wh-constituent and a DP or PP intensifier of the the hell-type 
(what the heck, when on earth, etc.). In Modern German, virtually all wh-elements 
can optionally appear in ‘split’ aggressively non-D-linked configurations (Catasso 
2019). This means that phrasal wh-intensifiers like zur Hölle (‘the hell’), which 
modify an interrogative pronoun/adverb generating complex phrases of the type 
was zur Hölle (‘what the hell’) or wo in aller Welt (‘where on earth’), may undergo 
movement together with the wh-element to the left periphery (22a)-(23a) or, in a 
slightly more marked construction, remain in the lower area as a litmus test of the 
trace of the interrogative in that position (22b)-(23b). With respect to non-causal 
interrogatives in general, indeed, there is no evidence whatsoever that should 
lead us to assume that these might be first-merged directly into Spec,CP: 

(22) a. [Was zur Hölle]i hat der da
what-acc to-the-dat.sg hell-dat.sg have-prs.3sg he-nom.sg there

[t]i zu suchen?
to look-for-inf

‘He has no place here!’ (= lit. ‘What the hell does he have to look for here?)
(myofb.de, 2015)

b. [Was]i hat der [[t]i zur Hölle]
what-acc aux-prs.3sg he-nom.sg to-the-dat.sg hell-dat.sg

da gedacht?
there think-ptcp
‘What the hell was he thinking?’
(gamestar.de, 2019)

(23) a. [Wo in aller Welt]i hast du
where in all-dat.sg world-dat.sg have-prs.2sg you-nom.sg

das [t]i her?
this-acc.sg v.prt
‘Where on earth do you have that from?’8

(K. Rhodes, Im Totengarten, p. 91)

8 In the original text: Where on earth did you get it?
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b. [Wo]i hast du [[t]i in aller Welt]i

where have-prs.2sg you-nom.sg        in all-dat.sg world-dat.sg
das schöne Gedicht her?
the-acc.sg beautiful-acc.sg poem-acc.sg v.prt
‘Where on earth do you have that beautiful poem from?’9

(A.E. Brachvogel, Friedemann Bach, p. 67)

If we proceed from the assumption that the wh-element and the intensifier must 
be merged together – note that in languages like English or Italian, the interrog-
ative pronoun/adverb and the the-hell-constituent are in fact inseparable (cf. 
section 3.1) –, the example above shows that, expectedly, the pronoun was / the 
adverb wo is base-generated in some middle-field position and moved to the CP. 
In the unmarked case, it is accompanied by the intensifier, as in (22a)-(23a), but 
may optionally be raised to the left periphery leaving this PP in situ (22b)-(23b). 
Other wh-intensifiers that may occur in such continuous or discontinuous con-
structions are zum Teufel, zum Henker (‘the hell’, lit. ‘to the devil’ and ‘to the 
hangman’, respectively), and in Gottes Namen (‘on earth’, lit. ‘in God’s name’).

What is relevant for the present discussion is that warum behaves exactly like 
was, wo and the other wh-elements in this respect:

(24) a. [Warum in aller Welt]i sollte er
why in all-dat.sg world-dat.sg shall-pst.sbj.3sg he-nom.sg

[t]i sowas schreiben, wenn dort nichts
something-like-that-acc write-inf if there nothing-nom

war?
be-pst.3sg

b. [Warum]i sollte er [[t]i in aller
why shall-pst.sbj.3sg he-nom.sg in all-dat.sg

Welt sowas schreiben, wenn dort
world-dat.sg something-like-that-acc write-inf if there
nichts war?
nothing-nom be-pst.3sg
‘Why should he write something like that if nothing happened there?’
(b. from: lovetalk.de, 2010)

9 In the original text: Where on earth did you get it?
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Crucially, this is also the case in embedded warum-clauses, where the wh-adverb 
undergoes movement to the CP together with the intensifier in the standard case, 
but may optionally leave it behind in the middle field:

(25) a. Ich frage mich, [warum zum Teufel]i

I-nom.sg ask-prs.1sg refl why to-the-dat.sg devil-dat.sg
ich mich [t]i nicht in dich verlieben
I-nom.sg refl neg in you-acc.sg fall-in-love-inf
kann.
can-prs.1sg
‘I wonder why the hell I can’t fall in love with you.’
(R. Pilcher Wechselspiel der Liebe, p. 51)

b. Will wissen, [warum]i du [[t]i zum
want-prs.1sg know-inf why you-nom.sg to-the-dat.sg
Teufel] nicht an deinem Platz bist.
devil-dat.sg neg at your-dat.sg place-dat.sg be-prs.2sg
‘I want to know why the hell you’re not in your place.’
(V. McDermid, Nacht unter Tag, p. 23)

The facts discussed in this section strongly suggest that warum, differently from 
its cross-linguistic counterparts perché, why, de ce, etc., is not base-generated in 
the left periphery of the clause, but exhibits a syntactic behavior that is compara-
ble to that of the other wh-elements. In what follows, it will be demonstrated on 
the one hand that the phenomena addressed above are not available in the lan-
guages considered so far in the literature on causal wh-adverbs (chapter 3.1), and 
on the other hand that German does not seem to represent the only ‘exception’ 
among Indo- European languages, since in another language displaying a syn-
tactic makeup very similar to that of German, namely Dutch, the same structures 
illustrated in chapter 2 are fully productive (chapter 3.2).

3  Testing the differences: A cross-linguistic 
perspective

3.1 Romance and English

As observed in 1, it has been shown in the literature that in languages like Italian, 
English and Romanian, the standard interrogative corresponding to why is not 
moved to, but rather base-generated in a left-peripheral specifier. Considering the 
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German data discussed in the previous section, it is now worth asking whether 
discontinuous configurations are possible in English and Romance and what 
consequences this may have for the present discussion and for the comparative 
approach adopted here. If the split configurations illustrated above were gram-
matical in these languages, then another explanation should be sought for par-
ticle and aggressively-non-D-linked pied-piping in German, since Rizzi 2001 and 
Shlonsky & Soare 2011 clearly show that why cannot be first-merged in the TP/VP 
area in Romance and English. It they were not possible, then one might at least 
tentatively assume that German is, in fact, different from these languages with 
respect to the generation site of this element. For both English and Romance, 
only aggressively non-D-linked constituents can be tested, since modal particles 
are generally assumed not to be present in these languages, at least not as perfect 
syntactic equivalents of the German particles.10 The following examples illustrate 
that in no case (i.e. neither with causal nor with non-causal interrogatives) can 

10 A number of works address some discourse particles/desemanticized adverbs of English and 
Romance, labeling these ‘modal particles’ on grounds that they may express (covert) modality 
at least in some contexts (although the categorization of a discourse adverb-like element as a 
modal particle may sometimes be controversial). Cf., among many others, Rozumko (2015) and 
Egerland & Jonas (2016) for English surely/for sure and already, respectively; Coniglio (2011), Car-
dinaletti (2011), Catasso (2017) for Italian poi, mica, sì, etc.; Coniglio & Zegrean (2012) for Roma-
nian oare, doar, etc.; I am certainly sympathetic with this lexical choice, because (some of) the 
German and English/Romance particles partly overlap functionally; however, it must be taken 
into account that the English and Romance items have very little to do with the German modal 
particles from a syntactic point of view. For instance, they can (or must) often autonomously ap-
pear in the left periphery, like Romanian oare in (i), which is a CP-only item, Italian mica in (ii), 
which can surface in the TP or in the CP, or English enough, whose position is apparently limited 
to the area to the right of the finite verb in V:

(i) Oare unde va pleca Ion mâine?
oare where aux.prs.3sg leave-inf Ion tomorrow?
‘Where will Ion leave tomorrow?’ (Coniglio & Zegrean 2012: 22)

(ii) Non ci vengo mica! / Mica ci vengo!
neg cl come-prs.1sg mica mica cl come-prs.1sg
‘I am certainly not coming!’ (adapted from Catasso 2017: 237)

(iii) Just call him already! (Egerland & Jonas 2016: 17)

This entails – among other things – that these items are not (necessarily) first-merged in the area 
below the finite verb and can therefore not be investigated to test the validity of the assumptions 
made in this paper. Most importantly, many of the English and Romance particles discussed in 
the literature so far do not seem to be at all involved in wh-raising operations.
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the wh-pronoun/adverb and the aggressive modifier surface in a split constituent 
in Italian (26), English (27) and Romanian (28):

(26) a. Cosa diavolo hai fatto? / Perché diavolo
what devil aux.prs.2sg do-ptcp why devil
l’hai fatto?
cl-aux.prs.2sg do-ptcp

b. Cosa hai {*diavolo} fatto? / Perché l’hai
what aux.prs.2sg devil do-ptcp why cl-aux.prs.2sg
{*diavolo} fatto {*diavolo}?

devil do-ptcp devil

(27) a. What the hell did you do? / Why the hell did you do that?
b. What did you {*the hell} do {*the hell} / Why did you {*the hell} do 

that {*the hell}?

(28) a. Ce dracu’ ai făcut?  / De ce dracu’ ai
what devil aux.prs.2sg do-ptcp why devil aux.prs.2sg
făcut asta?
do-ptcp this

b. Ce ai {*dracu’} făcut {*dracu’}? / De ce
what aux.prs.2sg devil do-ptcp devil why
ai {*dracu’} făcut {*dracu’} asta?
aux.prs.2sg devil do-ptcp devil this
‘What the hell did you do? / Why the hell did you do that?

The syntactic derivation of such constructs, in which the wh-element obligatorily 
surfaces adjacent to the aggressive modifier, is controversial. If we adopt Poletto 
& Pollock (2009) analysis e.g. of French diable-phrases (e.g. in Qu’est-ce que 
diable tu as fait? ‘What the hell did you do?’) for cases like (26)-(28), we should 
assume that the interrogative is extracted from its base-generation site and cycli-
cally moved into the head of a ‘diableP’ in the ‘outer’ left periphery (i.e. above 
ForceP), whose head is lexicalized as the aggressive intensifier (cf. the (simpli-
fied) adaptation to Standard Italian in (29)). This approach is very attractive. 
Under the assumption that causal interrogatives such as pourquoi (‘why’), as well 
as the other Romance and English why-items, are merged in Spec,IntP/Spec,Rea-
sonP, however, the additional assumption should be made that the head of IntP/
ReasonP can host a base-generated aggressive wh-element; or we should account 
for further movement of why from Spec,Int/Spec,ReasonP into the specifier of 
the projection headed by the aggressive intensifier. On the basis of independent 
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evidence, Kellert (2015) proposes for French and Italian (but this approach can 
be extended, mutatis mutandis, to English and Romanian) that both the inter-
rogative and the intensifier are base-generated in the lower clause domain, then 
copied into Spec,FocP, where only the aggressive modifier is interpreted at LF, 
and into a higher specifier, in which the whole complex phrase is phonologically 
spelt out (cf. the adaptation in (30)):

(29) [diavoloP [cosa]i [diavolo° diavolo [ForceP [t]i hai fatto [t]i ]]]? 
(Poletto & Pollock 2009: 246)

(30) PF: [XP cosa diavolo X° [FocP cosa diavolo [TP hai fatto cosa diavolo]]]?
LF: [XP cosa diavolo X° [FocP cosa diavolo [TP hai fatto cosa diavolo]]]? 
(Kellert 2015: 221)

I will leave the question open of whether the (grammatical) structures in (26)-
(28) are to be accounted for by assuming a movement-based derivation (29) or 
a Distributed-Deletion approach à la Fanselow & Ćavar (2002), which motivates 
Kellert’s analysis (30). What is crucial here is the fact that the wh-interrogative 
and the modifier cannot be spelt out in a split configuration in these languages. 

3.2 Dutch 

German does not seem to be an outstanding typological exception in allowing for 
discontinuous wh-constituents. In Dutch, both phenomena discussed in chapter 
2 for German warum are possible and fully productive. Note that Dutch is – like 
German and unlike English and Romance – an asymmetric V2 language in which 
V-to-C movement occurs in matrix clauses (where the prefield is empty in yes/no 
questions and imperatives and admits only one XP in declarative and non-yes/no 
interrogative clauses), but not in embedded structures introduced by a subordi-
nating conjunction or pronoun. 

In the first place, the Dutch interrogative adverb waarom (‘why’), just like any 
other wh-element, can appear in a split structure with a modal particle. Modal 
particles in Dutch basically exhibit the same structural features as their German 
counterparts, the most important of which is that they must be assumed to be 
generated in the middle field, since they exclusively appear in that area unless 
they are raised to the CP together with a wh-phrase. In (31), this is illustrated 
for the wh-adverb hoe (‘how’) and the modal particle toch (approximately ‘yet’, 
‘anyway’, similar to German doch). In (31a), the whole complex formed by the 
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interrogative and the particle is moved into the CP, while in (31b), toch remains in 
the lower area:

(31) a. [Hoe toch]i kan de Religie [t]i te
wie toch can-prs.3sg the-nom.sg religion-nom.sg to

pas komen. . .?
step come-inf

b. [Hoe]i kan de Religie [t]i toch
wie can-prs.3sg the-nom.sg religion-nom.sg toch

te pas komen. . .?
to step come-inf
‘How can religion reveal to be useful. . .?’
(a. from: A. Bosboom-Toussaint, De Vrouwen Van Het Leycestersche 
Tijdvak, p. 130)

This is also the case in root waarom-clauses: the interrogative can pied-pipe the 
particle into the left periphery (32a) or be raised into its surface position leaving 
the particle in the middle field (32b). Unsurprisingly, the same linear optionality 
is observed in embedded clauses (33):

(32) a. [Waarom toch]i heeft ze Judith [t]i wel
why toch aux.prs.3sg she-nom.sg Judith-acc prt

laten vallen?
let-inf fall-inf
‘Why did she let Judith fall?’
(J. Brands, De vijfde regel, p. 2)

b. [Waarom]i heeft ze [t]i toch geen
why aux.prs.3sg she-nom.sg toch no-acc

Talen gestudeerd?
language-acc.pl study-ptcp
‘Why didn’t she study languages?’
(I. Rock, Je wordt wat je denkt, p. 39)

(33) a. . . . en vraagt [waarom toch]i al die bases
and ask-prs.3sg why toch all that-nom.pl base-nom.pl

in Brabant liggen.
in Brabant lie-prs.3pl
‘. . .and asks why all those bases are in the Province of Brabant.’
(ronvanzeeland.nl, 2010)
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b. Mychels vader vraagt [waarom]i ik [t]i

Mychel-gen father-nom.sg ask-prs.3sg why I-nom.sg
toch zo onzeker ben.
toch so insecure be-prs.1sg
‘Mychels father aks why I am so insecure.’
(S. Heitinga & Stasia Köhler, De onvrije oefening, p. 46)

Moreover, aggressively non-D-linked wh-phrases can be split in very much 
the same way as in the German examples in (22)-(24) above. This phenome-
non is licensed with both causal (34) and non-causal (35) wh-interrogatives. In 
 waarom-clauses (just as with the other interrogative pronouns and adverbs), the 
 continuous and discontinuous construction are also licit in subordinate clauses 
(36). My informants tell me that the Dutch split configuration in which the aggres-
sive intensifier remains in the middle field is even less marked than in German, 
and the grammaticality judgments are very neat. In the following examples, this 
is shown for the aggressive modifier in vredesnaam (lit. ‘in peace’s name’):

(34) a. [Waarom in vredesnaam]i heb je [t]i dat
why in peace-name aux.prs.2sg you-nom.sg that-acc

gedaan?11

do-ptcp
‘Why on earth did you do that?’
(R. Dahl 2014, De verhalenmachine, p. 15)

b. Maar Augustine, [waarom]i heb je [[t]i in
but Augustine  why aux.prs.2sg you-nom.sg In
vredesnaam] dat Kind hier gebracht?12

peace-name the-acc.sg child-acc.sg here bring-ptcp
‘Oh Augustine, why on earth have you brought the kid here?’
(H. Beecher-Stowe, De hut van oom Tom, p. 19)

(35) a. [Wat in vredesnaam]i zou het nut
what in peace-name aux.pst.3sg the-nom.sg utility-nom.sg

[t]i zijn ..?
be-inf

‘What on earth would the point be in . . .?’
(higherlevel.nl, 2016)

11 In the original text: What on earth did you do that for?
12 In the original text: Augustine, what in the world did you bring her here for?
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b. [Wat]i heb je [[t]i in vredesnaam] met
what aux.prs.2sg you-nom.sg in peace-name with

hem gedaan?13

he-dat.sg do-ptcp
‘What the hell did you do with him?’
(J.D. Robb, Vermoord in extase, p. 18)

(36) . . . en je vraagt jezelf af waarom
and you-nom.sg ask-prs.2sg refl v.prt why

{in vredesnaam} je das {in vredesnaam} doet.14

in peace-name you-nom.sg that-acc in peace-name do-prs.2sg
‘. . .and you wonder why on earth you are doing that.’
(sentence with lower in vredesnaam from: A. Carr, Stoppen met roken, p. 21)

Again, the Dutch construction seems to be on a par with the German one. These 
data suggest that in both languages, warum/waarom is not base-generated in a 
CP-specifier, but in the middle field (where it may be merged with a modal par-
ticle or an aggressive intensifier), and then moved into its PF-position, thereby 
optionally leaving the particle/modifier in the lower domain of the clause (for 
a different perspective, see Corver (this volume)). In this sense, the syntactic 
behavior of the causal interrogative adverb does not diverge from that of the 
other wh-elements. These differences with respect to English and Romance are 
quite intriguing. A possibility to investigate would be that the V2-SOV syntactic 
arrangement of German/Dutch may have implications for the base generation of 
why. To determine whether this is the case, however, this hypothesis needs to be 
substantiated by data from further languages of this type (e.g. Frisian). What is 
crucial here is that on the basis of the evidence presented in this section, German/
Dutch on the one hand and English/Romance on the other hand behave differ-
ently as for the Merge position of why.

4 The Merge position of warum 
At this point, the question arises as to how the differences illustrated in the previ-
ous chapters are to be motivated syntactically. Shlonsky & Soare (2011: 656), on the 
basis of data from Romance and English, correctly predict that the Merge position 

13 In the original text: What the hell did you do with him?
14 In the original text: . . .you wonder why on earth you are doing it.
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of why in languages like English, Italian and Romanian must be above negation in 
order not to induce a Relativized-Minimality violation due to the intervention of 
NegP (cf. section 1). The presence of this projection, indeed, triggers the ungram-
maticality of examples like (9b) (*How didn’t Geraldine fix her bike? vs. *Why didn’t 
Geraldine fix her bike?). If one were to assume that German warum behaves like the 
other wh-interrogatives in terms of base-generation in the middle field and not in 
the CP, one would probably expect at first glance that a sentence like (9b) should 
be possible in German, since its warum-counterpart is perfectly grammatical (37a). 
This is, however, not the case: (37b) is as ungrammatical as in English:

(37) a. Warum hat Geraldine ihr Fahrrad nicht
why aux.prs.3sg Geraldine-nom her-acc-sg bike-acc.sg neg
repariert?
repair-ptcp
‘Why didn’t Geraldine repair her bike?’

b. *Wie hat Geraldine ihr Fahrrad nicht
how aux.prs.3sg Geraldine-nom her-acc-sg bike-acc.sg neg

repariert?
repair-ptcp
‘*How didn’t Geraldine repair her bike?’

This fact can be motivated straightforwardly. As can already be observed in 
(37), the position of negation (nicht) in present-day German is much lower than 
in Romance. The expression of sentential negation in German is in phase 4 of 
Jespersen’s cycle, in which the language only exhibits a low-TP/VP particle that 
acted as a reinforcing item in older stages of the language first ‘duplicating’ and 
eventually replacing the original high negation ne. The same goes for Dutch, 
where the present-day low element is niet and the original high particle, which 
has disappeared, was ni. In Romance and English, on the other hand, NegP is 
arguably placed to the immediate left of the TP (for a thorough discussion of the 
position of NegP cf. at least Belletti 1990):

(38) a. CP > TP > NegP > VP . . . (German/Dutch)
b. CP > NegP > TP > VP (English/Romance)

Now, a closer look at the unmarked structural position of warum and wie in the 
German clause reveals that NegP must be lower than the former, but – crucially – 
higher than the latter. The middle-field site reserved for causal phrases in run-of-
the-mill declarative readings precedes nicht (39a). If a causal constituent follows the 
negation, its interpretation can only be contrastive (39b). The syntactic arrangement 
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in (39b) would imply that she would be coming, but not because of a cold (rather 
because of something else). The standard answer to a why-question, however, is of 
course of the type in (39a), in which the relevant constituent is an information, not 
a contrastive focus. As far as wie is concerned, the corresponding manner adver-
bial (assuming that a wie-clause asks for the manner in which an action has been 
performed)15

 
is positioned below NegP in the unmarked case, which suggests that 

this must be its original position in the cartography of the clause (40). The (light) 
manner adverb gut (‘well’) could be substituted for a more explicit and heavy con-
stituent like auf diese Art und Weise (‘this way’), and the (un)grammaticality effect 
would not change. Exactly the same state of affairs is true of Dutch (41):

(39) a. . . . dass sie wegen einer Erkältung nicht
that she-nom.sg because-of a-gen cold-gen.sg neg 

kommen würde.
come-inf aux.pst.sbj.3sg 
‘. . .that she wouldn’t come because of a cold.’ (unmarked arrangement)

b. . . . dass sie nicht wegen einer Erkältung
that she-nom.sg neg because-of a-gen cold-gen.sg

kommen würde.
come-inf aux.pst.sbj.3sg
‘. . .that she would come not because of a cold (but rather. . .)’ 
(marked arrangement)

15 Note that not always does one and the same interrogative adverb convey exactly the same se-
mantic content. Indeed, in some contexts, German wie (and English how) are causal, not modal 
wh-elements that basically do the same job as why (or, in other words, they mean ‘why’, even 
though they express some kind of mirative causal interrogativity). Unsurprisingly, in such cases, 
negation can intervene between the preposed interrogative without this leading to ungrammati-
cality (cf. (i) for English and (ii) for German): considering the observations made above, it can be 
assumed that these items lexicalized as wie and how but used to ask for the reason – and not the 
manner – of a given state of affairs are base-generated in the same syntactic positions in which 
warum and why, respectively, originate, namely Spec,IntP/Spec,ReasonP in (i) and the canonical 
middle-field warum-position in (ii):

(i)   How didn’t you see me? I’m literally twice your height.

(ii) Wie hast du denn nicht alles gleich entdeckt?
how aux.prs.2sg you-nom.sg denn neg all-acc.sg immediately discover-ptcp
‘How (= why) didn’t you spot everything at the beginning?’

This fact does nothing but confirm one the one hand Rizzi’s (2001) and Shlonsky & Soare’s (2011) 
idea that English why is base-generated in the CP (i.e. above NegP in the higher domain of the TP) 
and the idea defended here that German warum, although exhibiting the same syntactic behavior 
as the other wh-elements, is first-merged to the left of the projection lexicalizing negation.
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(40) . . . dass er das {nicht} gut {*nicht} gemacht
that he-nom.sg that-acc.sg neg well neg do-ptcp 

hat.
aux.prs.3sg
‘. . .that he didn’t do it well.’

(41) a. dat ze wegens een verkoudheid niet zou
that she-nom.sg because-of a cold neg aux.pst.3sg
komen.
come-inf
‘. . .that she would not come because of a cold.’

b. dat hij het {niet} goed {*niet} heeft
that he-nom.sg it-acc.sg neg well neg aux.prs.3sg
gedaan.
do-ptcp
‘. . .that he didn’t do it well.’

It seems, thus, that the assumption that warum/waarom in German/Dutch and 
why in English and in other languages behave differently from a syntactic point of 
view is confirmed both empirically and on theoretical grounds. Note that the data 
in (39)-(41) also corroborate Soare & Shlonksy’s (2011) general idea that negation, 
being realized as a particle-like element, may function as sort of a minimality 
blocker for movement of the wh-interrogative into the left peripheral specifier in 
which it is supposed to surface in the standard case.16

16 An anonymous reviewer points out that even assuming a general analysis in which warum 
is base-generated in the middle field, the grammaticality of (37a) might be due to an additional 
option of merging warum in a higher position, thereby circumventing the restriction imposed 
by Relativized Minimality. Of course, this cannot be ruled out a priori. However, the relevant 
warum-data addressed in this paper (including (37a)) all include standard readings of this ele-
ment and of the corresponding structures. If an additional higher base-generation site were to be 
assumed, one would expect that this should entail a different interpretation of warum or of the 
resulting sentence with warum in first position, which does not seem to be the case here. There-
fore, I will leave this issue for future research.
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5  What about how come? A case of   
micro-variation in German and Dutch

With these facts in mind, the question now comes up as to whether the near 
synonyms of why in languages like German and Dutch also behave differently 
from English and Romance. The wh-interrogative how come, which is used infor-
mally to ask what the reason for a given situation or state of affairs is, must be 
first merged in a left-peripheral position in English, since it does not trigger 
 Subject-Auxiliary-Inversion (42a) or, in other words, it seems to introduce a clause 
whose computation is insensitive to the presence of this adverb. In some (spoken) 
varieties of English, it may function as a relative operator (cf. Radford 2018: 242) 
(42b). Rizzi (2001) establishes that Italian come mai (‘how come’) must also be 
first-merged in the left periphery, since it displays syntactic features that are very 
similar to those of perché (insensitivity to the Wh-criterion, co-occurrence with 
focused constituents, etc.) (43a). Conroy (2006: 11) also notes that in contexts like 
(43b), only the upper reading of come mai is possible, which implies that besides 
being perché-like, it cannot even be extracted from a lower clause and trigger a 
long-distance construal:

(42) a. How come you call her that?
b. And you wanna know the reason how come I fired you?

(43) a. Come mai Gianni è partito?
how come Gianni-nom.sg aux.prs.3sg leave-ptcp
‘How come Gianni left?’

b. Come mai Gianni ha detto che   si
how come Gianni-nom.sg aux.prs.3sg say-ptcp that refl
è dimesso?
aux.prs.3sg resign-ptcp
‘How come Gianni said that he resigned?’

The how-come-like element wieso (lit. ‘how-so’), however, is arguably base-generated 
in some lower middle-field position in German. Indeed, it displays a similar dis-
tribution to warum e.g. with respect to optional modal-particle and wh-intensifier 
pied-piping, although speakers’ judgments vary to a certain extent. The following 
examples illustrate that in wieso-clauses, a modal particle can move along with 
the interrogative adverb into the CP or optionally be left in situ both in root (44) 
and embedded (45) structures:
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(44) a. [Wieso]i haben wir [[t]i denn] nicht getankt?
 how-come aux.prs.1pl we-nom.sg denn neg fill-up-ptcp
‘How come we haven’t filled up?’
(W. Hofmann, Abenteuermond, p. 37)

b. [Wieso denn]i kommst gerade du [[t]i auf
 how-come aux.prs.1pl come-prs.2sg just you- nom.sg to
diesen Gedanken?
this-acc.sg thought-acc.sg
‘How come you of all people conceive this idea?’
(H. Böhlau, Der gewürzige Hund, ch. 2)

(45) a. Wir werden gefragt, [wieso]i wir [[t]i

we-nom.pl aux.prs.1pl ask-ptcp how-come we-nom.sg
denn] so viel Stress machen würden.
denn so much stress-acc.sg make-inf aux.pst.sbj.1pl
‘We are asked how come we get on their case so much.’
(juleblogt.de, 2014)

b. Ich habe den Gatten gerade
I-nom.sg aux.prs.1sg the-acc.sg husband-acc.sg just
gefragt, [wieso denn]i alle Hosen [t]i

ask-ptcp  how-come denn all-nom.sg trousers-nom.pl
weg sind.
away be-prs.3pl
‘I just asked my husband why all trousers have disappeared.’
(sueddeutsche.de forum, 2017)

The same goes for aggressive intensifiers like zum Teufel, which can appear in a 
continuous or in a split configuration both in matrix (46) and in subordinate (47) 
clauses with a preposed wieso. Note that nochmal (‘again’) in (46a) is part of the 
same phrase; it can appear in virtually any aggressively non-D-linked expression 
in German to further reinforce the expression of the speaker’s consternation:

(46) a. Aber [wieso]i ist das [[t]i zum
but  how-come be-prs.3sg this-nom.sg to-the-dat.sg
Teufel nochmal] so wichtig?
devil-dat.sg again so important
‘But why the hell is this so important?’
(brigitte.de, 2007)
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b. [Wieso zum Teufel]i habt ihr [t]i 

 how-come to-the-dat.sg devil-dat.sg aux-prs.2pl you-nom.pl
überhaupt gewettet?
at-all bet-ptcp
‘Why the hell did you bet in the first place?’
(J. Cotton, Cotton reloaded, p. 29)

(47) a. . . . stellt sich mir die Frage,
pose-prs.3sg refl I-dat.sg the-nom.sg question-nom.sg 

[wieso]i das [[t]i zum Teufel] nicht
 how-come this-nom.sg to-the-dat.sg devil-dat.sg neg
geändert wird.
change-ptcp aux.prs.3sg
‘. . .the question arises to me why the hell this won’t be changed.’
(comunio.de, 2011)

b. Ich habe mich halt gefragt,
I-nom.sg aux.prs.1sg refl prt ask-ptcp  how-come
[wieso zum Teufel]i man [t]i immer so wenig
to-the-dat.sg devil-dat.sg one-nom.sg always so little
schläft.
sleep-prs.3sg
‘I was just wondering how come one always sleeps so little.’
(muscle-corps.de, 2008)

Interestingly enough, German and Dutch do not behave uniformly in relation to 
the syntax of this element. Most (Standard) Dutch speakers, indeed, share the 
judgment that such structures are very marginal, if not unavailable with Dutch 
hoezo (which is lexically identical to wieso; it means literally ‘how-so’). Very 
similar or the same grammaticality judgments hold when:

(48) a. ?*Hoezo heb je in vredesnaam dat
how-come aux.prs.2sg you-nom.sg in peace-name the-acc.sg

Kind hier gebracht?
child-acc.sg here bring-ptcp
‘Why on earth have you brought the kid here?’
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b. ?*Hans heeft me gevraagd hoezo ik
Hans-nom aux.prs.3sg I-acc.sg ask-ptcp how-come I-nom.sg

in vredesnaam dat kind hier heb
in peace-name the-acc.sg child-acc.sg here aux.prs.1sg
gebracht.
bring-ptcp
(int.:) ‘Hans asked me why on earth I brought the kid here.’17

These data suggest at least two distinct consequences: (i) on the one hand, that 
Dutch hoezo is arguably base-generated in the left periphery, like English how 
come. Given that waarom, parallel to German warum, may pied-pipe modal par-

17 This argument of course presupposes that the corresponding intensifierless constructions 
are possible, which is confirmed not only by the presence of data like (i) in a number of different 
sources of (conceptually oral or written) Dutch, but also by my informants. As for (i), it can be 
assumed with certainty that hoezo is a raised wh-adverb asking for the reason why the situation 
described in the sentence has occurred, since it is the only possible interpretation here and this 
information is even made explicit in the pre-context and in the post-context:

(i) Er rijzen bij mij wat vragen. Ten eerste: hoezo
EXPL rise-prs.3pl at me-obl.sg what question-nom.pl firstly how-come
heeft je gitaar weer een beurt nodig? 
AUX.prs.3sg your-nom.sg guitar-nom.sg again a-acc.sg turn-acc.sg necessary
Ten tweede: wat is je doel . . .?
secondly what be-prs.3sg your-nom.sg aim-nom.sg
 ‘I have some questions. First of all: how come your guitar needs to be fixed again? Sec-
ondly: what is your aim. . .?’ (gitaarnet.nl, 2011)

Liliane Haegeman (p.c.) points out to me that there is variation among speakers with respect 
to the status (and use) of hoezo. Some speakers, indeed, can only use hoezo in isolation, where 
it may be followed by a standard V2 sentence that repeats something in the context, as in (ii) 
(example provided by Liliane Haegeman). Basically, these speakers: only have a colon-reading 
available for hoezo, in which what follows is not a sentence with a truth value, but rather a mere 
repetition of what another speaker said, and; do not accept a structure like (i) above as part of 
their grammar:

(ii) A: Ze kunnen mijn reiskosten niet betalen.
they-nom.sg can-prs.3pl my-acc.pl travel-expenses-acc.pl neg pay-inf
‘They cannot pay my travel expenses.’

B: Hoezo? (ze kunnen uw reiskosten
how-come they-nom.pl can-prs.3pl your-acc.pl travel-expenses-acc.pl
niet betalen?)
neg pay-inf

This point is interesting and certainly deserves further investigation, which I am not able to un-
dertake here. For the moment, I will limit myself to considering the hoezo available for speakers 
of Dutch who judge (i) as grammatical. 
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ticles and aggressive intensifiers into the left periphery, there does not seem to 
be any reasonable motivation for hoezo not to do so except for it being similar to 
English and Romance why in terms of base-generation position; (ii) on the other 
hand, that German wieso, although being etymologically related to hoezo, must 
be a more warum-like (i.e. a less mirative) type of interrogative in German than 
in the other West-Germanic languages.18

 
In fact, German wieso (49a) (but, cru-

cially, not its Dutch lexical counterpart (49b)) can function as a pseudo-relative 
pronoun in contexts of the this-is-the-reason-why-type:

(49) a. Das ist der Grund, OKwarum/OKwieso
this-nom.sg be-prs.3sg the-nom.sg reason-nom.sg why          how-come
es so ist.
it-nom.sg so be-prs.3sg

b. Dat is de reden OKwaarom/*hoezo
this-nom.sg be-prs.3sg the-nom.sg reason-nom.sg why          how-come
het zo is.
it-nom.sg so be-prs.3sg
‘This is the reason why it is so.’

Following Shlonsky & Soare (2011), then, English why is base-generated in 
Spec,ReasonP and moves to IntP in short-distance construals or to RelP when 
it functions as a pseudo-relative; how come is first merged in the same position 
and can only marginally (i.e. in some registers, and not for all speakers) move to 
RelP. The data discussed above show that German warum and wieso are raised 

18 Also note that wieso and warum behave in the same way (i.e. on a par with the other wh- 
elements) in long-distance construals: a syntactic placeholder is preferably inserted into the 
higher Spec,CP (cf. the examples in (19)) and the causal interrogative is only raised to the local 
left periphery. Again, what is generally possible with warum, wieso, as well as with all the other 
wh-elements, is a construction in which the wh-adverb is cyclically moved into the Spec,CP of the 
matrix clause and the embedded clause exhibits a linear V1 arrangement:

(i) Was glaubst du, warum/wieso ich das 
was believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg why/how-come I-nom.sg that-acc.sg
getan habe?
do-ptcp aux-prs.1sg

(ii) Warum/wieso glaubst du, habe ich das
why/how-come believe-prs.2sg you-nom.sg aux-prs.1sg I-nom.sg that-acc.sg 
getan?
do-ptcp
‘Why do you think I did that?’ (long construal)
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to FocP, but may optionally move to RelP when they act as pseudo-relativizers. 
Dutch waarom behaves like German warum/wieso. Hoezo, instead, is arguably 
base-generated in the CP and does not move in any case:

(50)  RelP […] > IntP > TopP > FocP … ReasonP TP   […]

how come
Engl.

why

Germ.                                                             warum
wieso

Dutch waarom

(??)

hoezo

If this analysis is on the right track, the data presented in this paper unveil sys-
temic differences on two levels. With respect to the syntax (and in particular to the 
base-generation site) of why, macro-typological contrasts have been discussed 
that are possibly interpretable as a correlate to more general grammatical princi-
ples. German and Dutch, two asymmetric-V2 languages, allow for continuous and 
split constituents with most wh-pronouns, including warum/waarom, whereas in 
other (non-V2) language systems like Italian, English and Romanian, this is not 
the case. This fact might call for a typological investigation implying a classifi-
cation of languages based on the Merge site of causal interrogatives according 
to other basic grammatical rules. On a second (micro-variational) level, it has 
been shown that even closely related languages like German and Dutch can be 
assumed to behave differently in relation to the Merge position of another causal 
wh-adverb, namely wieso/hoezo. While wieso seems to be syntactically identical 
to warum, etymologically related hoezo appears to originate left-peripherally and 
be immovable.19

19 The question of whether Italian come mai, which is certainly first-merged CP-internally, al-
lows for constructions of the type illustrated in (42b) for English is a controversial one. While 
most speakers of Standard Italian (including myself) judge sentences like (i) as completely un-
grammatical, it must nevertheless be noted that this construction seems to be at least marginally 
possible in spoken colloquial Italian. Some of my informants tell me that it might be acceptable 
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, data from German are discussed that suggest that warum (‘why’) 
is not as special as some of its cross-linguistic counterparts (why, perché, de 
ce, etc.), but rather exhibits the same syntactic behavior as other interrogative 
wh- elements such as was (‘what’), wie (‘how’) or wann (‘when’) as to its Merge 
position. For instance, this adverb can optionally pied-pipe modal particles and 
aggressive intensifiers to the left periphery. On the basis of the fact that modal 
particles are generally assumed to be base-generated in the middle field (and 
thus excluding rightward movement of these elements into the TP/VP area) and 
given the uniform behavior of wh-elements in German with respect to this rule, 
this is taken to be evidence for base-generation of warum in the middle field. At 
the same time, these data reinforce the assumptions made in the seminal studies 
by Rizzi (2001) and Shlonsky & Soare (2011) with respect to the syntax of why in 
other languages (cf. e.g. Shonsky & Soare’s observations in support of the view 
that negation induces a Relativized Minimality violation, thereby preventing 
some wh-elements from being fronted in the overt syntax). Dutch waarom (‘why’) 
behaves in very much the same way as warum. In this sense, German and Dutch, 
two languages with an asymmetric-V2 grammar, represent an ‘exception’ to the 
generalizations made so far for other languages (which, in fact, have a non-V2 
syntax).

A slightly different picture seems to hold for much less studied how come. 
Rizzi (2001) shows that this element originates in a left-peripheral position in 
English and Romance. In this paper, it is contended that German wieso (‘how 
come’) instead must be generated in some lower middle-field position, given that 
it has a distribution which is fairly identical to that of warum (e.g. with reference to 
particle and intensifier pied-piping). Despite the similarities observed for warum 
and waarom, in Standard Dutch these mechanisms are unavailable with hoezo 
(‘how come’). Moreover, German wieso can function as a pseudo- relativizers, 
while Dutch hoezo (contrary to waarom) cannot. This demonstrates that warum 
and waarom are cross-linguistic realizations of one and the same element. On the 

in unmonitored spontaneous Italian. As a matter of fact, it is occasionally found e.g. in online 
forums:

(i) Molti commenti su questo blog lasciano intendere il motivo 
many comments on this blog let-prs.3pl understand-inf the reason
come mai ci ritroviamo con questa classe politica.
how-come refl end-up-prs.1pl with this class political
‘Many comments on this blog let you understand why we have such a political establishment.’ 
(ilfattoquotidiano.it forum, 2015)
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other hand, wieso is a warum-like element, whereas hoezo behaves like Italian 
come mai.

The data presented here are intended to pave the way for further studies with 
broader typological scope that may reveal additional implications of general lan-
guage(-family)-specific syntactic principles like asymmetric V2 for the grammar 
of wh-elements.
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Why in Dutch? On why-stripping and high 
and low adverbials

1 Introduction
Just like English why (DeVilliers 1991, 1996), the Dutch question word waarom can 
occur in the surface pattern Waarom XP? (‘why XP?’):

(1) A: Zij zal Obama interviewen.
she will Obama interview
‘She will interview Obama.’

B: Waarom Obama?
why Obama
‘Why Obama?’ (‘Why will she interview Obama?’)

Like English again (DeVilliers 1991, 1996), Dutch typically displays this pattern 
with the interrogative reason adverb waarom. It is less felicitous with other kinds 
of interrogative adverbs such as manner hoe ‘how’, temporal wanneer ‘when’, 
and locative waar ‘where’.1

(2) A: Zij zal Obama vriendelijk aankijken.
she will Obama friendly look.at
‘She will look at Obama in a friendly way.’

B: *Hoe Merkel?
how Merkel
‘How will she look at Merkel?’

1 For certain Dutch speakers, examples such as (2)–(4) get better when they are introduced by 
the coordinating conjunction en ‘and’. We will briefly come back to this in Section 7.
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(3) A: Zij zal morgen Obama interviewen.
she will tomorrow Obama interview
‘Tomorrow, she will interview Obama.’

B: *Wanneer Merkel?
when Merkel
‘When will she interview Merkel?’

(4) A: Zij zal in Chicago Obama interviewen.
she will in Chicago Obama interview
‘She will interview Obama in Chicago.’

B: *Waar Merkel?
where Merkel
‘Where will she interview Merkel?’

The question, obviously, arises as to what underlies the asymmetry between (1), 
on the one hand, and (2)–(4), on the other hand. Another question that should 
be raised concerns the structural representation of the Dutch sequence Waarom 
XP?. What does it look like? These and other questions will be addressed in the 
course of this chapter, which has the following organization. Section 2 addresses 
the question regarding the nature of the XP-part. It will be proposed that XP is a 
focalized constituent. In Section 3, it will be shown that the focalized XP ends up 
in the left periphery of the clause as a result of displacement. Section 4 provides 
an analysis of the contrast between (1) versus (2), that is, Waarom XP? versus 
*Hoe XP?. In section 5, it will be shown that, besides the well-formed Waarom 
XP?-pattern, there are also WHreason+XP?-patterns that are ill-formed. The ques-
tion will be addressed as to what underlies this asymmetry. It will be argued that 
a crucial factor underlying this asymmetry is the structural prominence of the 
reason adverbial in the clause; that is, a distinction needs to be made between 
high (clausal) and low (VP) reason adverbials. It will be shown that the lower 
ones cannot be part of the WHreason+XP?-template. Section 6 discusses some 
further properties of low and high reason adverbials. Section 7 presents an anal-
ysis of the spatio- temporal patterns Wanneer XP? (3) and Waar XP? (4). I will 
propose that also for these adverbials a distinction should be made between high 
(i.e. clausal) adverbials and low (i.e. VP-) adverbials. It will be shown that, in 
certain discourse contexts, patterns such as Wanneer/Waar XP? are actually pos-
sible. Section 8 provides a brief description of other surface manifestations of the 
Waarom XP?-pattern, both interrogative and non-interrogative ones. Section  9 
concludes this chapter.
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2 Some observations about the XP-part
This section examines the linguistic nature of the XP-component in the Dutch 
Waarom XP?-pattern. First of all, it should be noted that XP can be of any phrasal 
type:

(5) a. A: Ik heb Jan uitgenodigd.
I have Jan invited

B: Waarom [DP Jan]?
why Jan

b. A: Jan dook naakt het zwembad in.
Jan dived naked the swimming.pool into

B: Waarom [AP naakt]?
why naked 

c. A: Je moet de vis langzaam omdraaien.
you must the fish slowly turn.around

B: Waarom [AP langzaam]?
why slowly

d. A: Jan gaat werken in Peoria.
Jan goes work in Peoria

B: Waarom [PP in Peoria]?
why in Peoria

e. A: Jan deelde mee [CP dat hij ging verhuizen].
Jan announced prt that he would move.house

B: Waarom (alleen) [CP dat hij ging verhuizen]?
why (only) that he would move.house

f. A: Jan heeft zojuist getennist.
Jan has just played-tennis

B: Waarom [VP getennist] (en niet gevoetbald)?
why played-tennis (and not played-soccer)

XP has the following values in (5): DP (5a), AP (5b), adverbial AP (5c), PP (5d), CP 
(5e), and VP (5f).

Secondly, the element that follows waarom múst be a phrase; it cannot be a 
head (e.g. a finite verb).

(6) A: Jan kookt morgen de vis in witte wijn.
Jan boils tomorrow the fish in white wine
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B: Waarom [AdvP morgen] / [DP de vis] / [PP in witte wijn]?
why tomorrow  /the fish /in white wine

B:′ *Waarom [Vfin kookt] (en niet bakt)? *waarom + Vfin

why boils (and not bakes)

As (6) shows, phrasal constituents such as morgen, de vis and in witte wijn can 
occur after waarom. However, the finite verb kookt, which typically occurs in Co in 
Dutch main clauses —the so-called Verb Second phenomenon; see Koster (1975)— 
cannot. 

Sometimes it appears as if a verbal head (Vo) follows waarom, as in (7B), 
where the infinitival verb koken follows waarom:

(7) A: Jan wil de vis morgen in witte wijn koken.
Jan wants the fish tomorrow in white wine cook

B: Waarom koken (en niet bakken)?
why cook (and not bake)

Upon closer inspection, however, koken constitutes a phrasal constituent, namely 
a VP consisting of a direct object trace and a verb. The trace results from scram-
bling of the direct object DP de vis to a position in the clausal middle field, as 
depicted in (8A). Under the assumption that XP in the Waarom XP?-pattern is 
a displaced constituent, koken in (7B) has undergone remnant-movement (Den 
Besten and Webelhuth 1987); that is, movement of a phrase that contains the 
trace of an extracted constituent (in casu the scrambled object DP de vis):

(8) A: Jan wil [DP de vis]i morgen in witte wijn [VP ti koken].
Jan wants the fish tomorrow in white wine cook

B: Waarom [VP ti koken] (en niet bakken)?
why cook (and not bake)

A third property of the XP-component in the Waarom XP-pattern is the fact that 
XP bears phonological stress. Unstressed XPs, which have a D(iscourse)-linked 
interpretation, cannot follow waarom. This is exemplified in (9) and (10), where 
words written with small capitals carry phonological stress:

(9) A: We hebben Jan uitgenodigd.
we have Jan invited

B: Waarom Jan/die/hem?
why Jan/that.one/him
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B′: Waarom ?*[DP de etter] / *’mweak?
why the jerk /him

(10) A: Jan gaat werken in Peoria.
Jan goes work in Peoria

B: Waarom [PP in Peoria] / [PP daarstrong ]?
why in Peoria / there

B’: *Waarom [PP erweak]?
why there

(9B) shows that phonologically strong (pro)nominal expressions can occur after 
waarom. As shown by (9B’), however, phonologically weak (pro)nominal expres-
sions cannot occur in combination with waarom. In (10), we find the same con-
trast with locative expressions.

The contrast depicted in (9)-(10) suggests that the XP forms a focalized con-
stituent. It is not unexpected then that XP can be accompanied by focus particles 
such as alleen ‘only’, ook ‘also’, and zelfs ‘even’. This fourth characteristic of XP 
is illustrated in (11)-(12):

(11) A: Ze heeft Jan uitgenodigd.
she has Jan invited

B: Waarom [alleen jan]?
why only Jan

(12) A: Ze heeft Jan en Piet uitgenodigd.
she has Jan and Piet invited

B: Jan begrijp           ik, maar waarom [ook Piet]?
Jan understand I but why also Piet
‘Jan I understand, but why also Piet?’

As an interim conclusion, it can be stated that the Waarom XP?-pattern can be repre-
sented as: Waarom XPfocus?. More precisely, the focalized XP represents contrastive 
focus: there is some kind of contrast between XP and an alternative piece of infor-
mation. This alternative can be explicitly presented (13B) or presupposed (13B′):

(13) A: De commissie heeft Jan als voorzitter uitgekozen.
the committee has Jan as chairman elected

B: Waarom Jan, en niet Piet?
why Jan and not Piet
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B:′ Waarom Jan?
why Jan

A fifth property of the XP-component in the Waarom XP-pattern regards the 
number of focalized constituents that is permitted after waarom. In a discourse 
context in which the Waarom XP?-pattern is preceded by an all-focus sentence, 
the Waarom XP?-pattern typically contains a single instance of XP (14B). Thus, a 
pattern like Waarom XP YP? is excluded. This is shown in (14C-C″):

(14) A: Enkele Studenten lieten [DP Jan] [AdvP gisteren] [AP naakt][PP door een
some students let Jan yesterday naked through a
bos] fietsen.
forest cycle
‘Yesterday, some students let John bike through a forest naked.’

B: Waarom [Jan] / [gisteren] / [naakt] / [door een bos]?
why Jan yesterday naked through a forest

C: *Waarom [Jan] [gisteren]?
why Jan yesterday

C′: *Waarom [Jan] [naakt]?
C″: *Waarom [Jan] [door een bos]?
C″: *Waarom [gisteren] [naakt]?

In discourse contexts in which the preceding clause provides contrastive pairs, 
the Waarom XP?-pattern can contain two focalized phrases; that is: Waarom XP 
YP? This is exemplified in (15):

(15) A: Ze lieten [Jan] [door de stad] fietsen en [Piet]
they let Jan through the city cycle and Piet
[door een bos].
through a forest
‘They let Jan bike through the city and Piet through a forest.’

B: Waarom [Jan] [door de stad] en [Piet] [door
why Jan through the city and Piet through
een bos]?
a forest
‘Why did they let Jan bike through the city and Piet through the forest?’

In (15A), the pair {Jan, door de stad} is contrasted with {Piet, door een bos}. Each 
member of the contrastive pairs carries phonological stress.
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In addition to having a contrastive meaning, the Waarom XP?-pattern also 
has a sense of surprise.2 In (13B), for example, person B is surprised by the fact 
that the committee elected Jan and not Piet as chairman. Thus, Jan is unexpected 
information for person B. Given this surprise meaning component of XP, it is pre-
dicted that the expression Waarom XP? is infelicitous in discourse contexts in 
which XP is not unexpected. This is exemplified in (16):

(16) A: Van Gogh sneed zijn linker oor af.
Van Gogh cut his left ear off

B: #Waarom Van Gogh?
why Van Gogh

B′: Waarom zijn linker oor (en niet zijn rechter oor)?
why his left ear (and not his right ear)

(16A) represents the well-known information that the painter Van Gogh cut off his 
ear. It belongs to the common knowledge of person A and person B. The fact that 
he cut off his left ear may be less well-known (more unexpected) and may trigger 
the question why he cut off his left ear and not his right ear.

3 Focus and displacement
Having discussed some basic properties of the Waarom XP?-pattern, I will now 
address the following question: What is the syntactic structure that corresponds 
to this string? Specifically, is waarom XP? a clausal structure —[Clause waarom 
XP]— or a non-clausal one —[XP waarom XP]? For example, does Waarom Jan? in 
(5a) have a structure like [Clause waarom Jan β], where β represents elided material, 
or a structure like [DP waarom DP], where waarom is an interrogative modifier 
directly attached (i.e., adjoined) to the focalized XP?

Under the clausal analysis, it is predicted that waarom XP? has the syntactic 
distribution of a clause; under the non-clausal (i.e., XP) analysis, waarom XP? 
should display the distributional behavior of XP. Now it turns out that the pattern 
has the distribution of a clause. A good diagnostic for clausal behavior is the pos-
sibility of occurring in postverbal position. In Dutch, noun phrases and adjec-
tive phrases cannot appear in postverbal position, clauses can.3 This contrast is 

2 See Van Craenenbroeck (2010) for the observation that so-called SPD-patterns (Sluicing Plus 
Demonstrative) have a surprise reading.
3 In Dutch, PPs can also occur in post- and preverbal position (Koster 1974).
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exemplified in (17), where the particle af, which is stranded as a result of Verb 
Second (i.e., movement of the finite verb to Co) in the main clause, marks the base 
position of the verb (Koster 1975).4

(17) a. Ik vroeg me <*waarom Jan vertrokken was> af
I wondered refl <why Jan left was> prt
<waarom Jan vertrokken was>.
<why Jan left was>
‘I wondered why Jan had left.’

b. Ik vroeg me dat <plotseling> af <*plotseling>.
I wondered refl that <suddenly> prt <suddenly>
‘Suddenly, I asked myself that question.’

(17a) shows that the clause introduced by waarom must occur in postverbal posi-
tion; that is, in a position following the particle af, which belongs to the displaced 
verb vroeg. (17b) shows that postverbal placement of the adverbial AP plotseling 
yields an ill-formed sentence.5

Consider now the mini-discourse in (18):

(18) A: Jan is vertrokken!
Jan has left

B: Ik hoorde het. Ik vraag me af [waarom [AP zo plotseling]]
I heard it. I wonder refl prt why so suddenly
‘I heard about it. But why so suddenly?’

Notice that the string waarom zo plotseling in speaker B’s reply occurs in post-
verbal position. If the string were an AP, one would expect the sentence Ik vraag 
me af waarom zo plotseling to be ill-formed; compare (17b). But it is not. Its 
 well- formedness suggests that the string waarom zo plotseling represents a full 
(interrogative) clause (CP). Notice, by the way, that this shows that the waarom 

4  ‘<α2> . . . <α1>’ designates that α occupies either syntactic position α1 or syntactic position α2.
5 The waarom XP-pattern also occurs embedded within a noun phrase that is (semantically) 
headed by the noun vraag ‘question’:

(i) [DP De vraag [waarom Obama]] werd niet gesteld.
The question why Obama was not raised
‘The question why she will interview Obama was not raised.’

Since the noun vraag can combine with a CP but not with a bare (i.e., P-less) DP, an example like 
(i) provides further evidence in support of the clausal status of the string waarom Obama. In (i) 
the string constitutes an indirect question: [DP De vraag [CP waarom Obama]].
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XP-pattern does not only occur as a main clause, as for example in (5), but also as 
an embedded clause; see also example (i) of note 5.

A second reason for adopting a clausal analysis of Waarom XP? comes from 
the occurrence of sentence adverbs and discourse particles that typically occur 
in clausal contexts. As shown in (19), these elements can occur in a position in 
between waarom and the focalized XP (19B) or in a position following the foca-
lized XP (19B′):

(19) A: Zij zal Obama interviewen.
she will Obama interview

B: Waarom {toch / nou / weer / trouwens / . . .} Obama?
why {yet / prtint / again / by.the.way / . . .} Obama

B:′ Waarom Obama {toch / nou / weer / trouwens / . . .}?

If waarom XP? is a clausal pattern, then part of the clause has been deleted, as in 
Sluicing (Merchant 2001) and fragment answers (Temmerman 2013):

(20) A: Zij heeft Jan uitgenodigd.
she has Jan invited
‘She invited Jan.’

B: [CP Waarom [C′ C [TP zij Jan uitgenodigd heeft]]]? (Sluicing)
why           she Jan invited         has
‘Why?’ (that is, ‘Why did she do that?’)

(21) A: Wie heeft zij uitgenodigd?
who has she invited
‘Who did she invite?’

B: [CP jan [C’ C [TP zij ti uitgenodigd heeft]]]. (Fragment Answer)
Jan
‘Jan.’ (that is, ‘She invited Jan.’)

In the spirit of Sluicing/Fragment Answer analyses, and in line with Yoshida 
et al’s (2015) and Weir’s (2013) analyses of so-called Why-Stripping, I assume that 
the overt XP-remnant has been shifted to a high position in the clause before dele-
tion of the lower clausal part takes place.6 For example, the string Waarom Jan? in 
(5a), repeated here as (22), has the clausal representation in (23).

6 For the sake of discussion, I assume here that waarom ‘why’ is base-generated in [Spec,CP]. In 
Section 4, I will adopt Shlonsky and Soare’s (2011) analysis according to which why undergoes 
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(22) A: Zij heeft Jan uitgenodigd.
she has Jan invited

B: Waarom jan?
why Jan

(23) [CP Waarom [C′ C [FocP Jani [Foc′ Foc [TP zij ti uitgenodigd heeft]]]]]?

As indicated in (23), I propose that the focalized DP Jan undergoes leftward move-
ment to the specifier position of a Focus-projection (FocP). FocP is located below 
CP, which contains the interrogative reason adverbial waarom.7

I take the leftward Focus movement operation in (23) to be an A-bar move-
ment operation. Evidence in support of (A-bar) movement comes from (i) island 
effects, (ii) reconstruction effects, and (iii) parasitic gap licensing. Let’s first con-
sider island effects. As shown in (24), extraction from a subject noun phrase is 
impossible in Dutch: the PP over honden cannot be moved out of the subject noun 

movement from a clause-adverbial position (namely, the specifier position of ReasonP(hrase)) to 
the left periphery of the clause. For analyses that take why to be base-generated (that is, E(xter-
nally)-Merged) in the left periphery of the clause, see among others Hornstein (1995), Ko (2005), 
Rizzi (1990, 2001), Stepanov and Tsai (2008), and Thornton (2008).
7 The question could be raised as to whether the Waarom XP?-pattern is an underlying cleft 
construction. Under such an approach, Waarom Jan? in (22B) would be derived from a structure 
corresponding to Waarom is het Jan die zij heeft uitgenodigd? (Litt.: why is it Jan who she has 
invited); see (i) for a more specific structure which represents the stripping operation:

(i) [CP Waarom [FocP Jani [Foc’ Foc het ti is [die zij ti heeft uitgenodigd]]]]

I will not adopt an underlying cleft analysis because the XP of the Waarom XP?-pattern can be a 
phrase that cannot occur as a focalized constituent in a cleft construction: specifically, an AP and 
a postpositional (directional) PP. Compare the clefts in (i) with the Waarom XP?-patterns in (ii).

(i) a. *Het is [AP langzaam] dat Jan de vis omdraaide.
It is slowly that Jan the fish turned.around

b. *Het was [PP de boom in] dat Jan klom.
it was the tree into that Jan climbed

(ii) a. A: Je moet de vis [AP langzaam] omdraaien.
you must the fish slowly turn.around

B: Waarom [AP langzaam]?
why slowly

b. A: Jan klom [PP de boom in].
Jan climbed the tree into

B: Waarom [PP de boom in]?
why the tree into
‘Why into the tree?’
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phrase. Notice now the ill-formedness of (25B), where over honden corresponds 
to a subpart of the subject noun phrase in (25A). If over honden is a displaced 
phrase, the ill-formedness of (25B) follows directly: the Subject island constraint 
is violated (Chomsky 1973, 1986). As shown by (25B’), the string Waarom XP? is 
fine when XP corresponds to the entire subject: die over honden.

(24) *[PP Over honden]i heeft [DP die laatste documentaire ti] me
   about   dogs has that last documentary me
erg aangegrepen.
much agitated
‘That documentary about dogs agitated me much.’

(25) A: [Die documentaire over honden] heeft mij erg
that documentary about dogs has me much
aangegrepen.
agitated

B: *Waarom [over honden]? (XP = part of subject)
why about dogs

B′: Waarom [die over honden]? (XP = subject)
why the.one about dogs

A second illustration of an island effect comes from left branch extraction. As shown 
in (26), the left branch (doubling) possessor Marie cannot be moved out of the direct 
object noun phrase. (26) violates Ross’s (1967) Left Branch Condition (LBC; see also 
Corver 1990). Consider next the ill-formed pattern (27B), where the possessor Marie 
represents the XP in the Waarom XP?-pattern. Its ill-formedness is accounted for by 
an analysis which takes Marie to be a displaced constituent. Under such an analy-
sis, (27B) is ruled out because of a violation of the LBC. As indicated by (27B′), it ís 
possible to have the entire direct object noun phrase after waarom. In that case, the 
entire direct object is displaced and no island constraint is violated.

(26) *[Marie]i heb ik [DP ti [D’ d’r broer]] uitgenodigd. (LBC)
Marie have I her brother invited
‘I invited Marie’s brother.’

(27) A: Ik heb [Marie d’r broer] uitgenodigd.
I have Marie her brother invited
‘I invited Marie’s brother.’

B: *Waarom Marie? XP = left branch possessor
why Marie
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B′: Waarom [DP die van Marie]? XP = entire direct object
why that of Marie
‘Why Marie’s (brother)?’

A final illustration of an island effect is given in (28), where it is shown that the 
adjectival modifier hoe diep can be extracted out of a complement-PP (28a) but 
not out of an adjunct-PP (28b). Thus, (28b) violates the Adjunct condition (Cattell 
1976, Chomsky 1986, Corver 1990).

(28) a. [DegP Hoe diep]i lag de schat [PP ti onder de grond]?
how deep lay the treasure under the ground

‘How deep under the ground did the treasure lie?’
b. *[DegP Hoe diep]i ontdekte hij de schat [PP ti onder

how deep discovered he the  treasure under
de grond]?
the ground
‘How deep under the ground did he discover the treasure?’

Notice now that we find exactly the same contrast in (29B) and (30B), where zo 
diep is interpreted, respectively, as a modifier of a complement-PP and a modifier 
of an adjunct-PP. The ungrammaticality of (30B) follows from an analysis that 
takes the adjectival modifier zo diep to be extracted from an adjunct-PP.

(29) A: De schat lag [PP diep onder de grond].
the treasure lay deep under the ground

B: Waarom [DegP zo diep]?
why so deep

(30) A: Hij ontdekte de schat [diep onder de grond].
he discovered the treasure deep under the ground

B: *Waarom [DegP zo diep]?
why so deep

So far, it has been shown on the basis of island behavior that XP in Waarom XP? is 
a displaced constituent. The type of displacement can be characterized as A-bar 
movement. Evidence in support of this characterization comes from Reconstruc-
tion and parasitic gap licensing. Both phenomena have been argued to involve 
A-bar movement.

Let’s first consider Reconstruction. As shown in (31), the reflexive pronoun 
zichzelf can instantiate XP in the Waarom XP?-pattern. The pronoun is interpreted 
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as being coreferential with Jan. Thus, waarom zichzelf is interpreted as ‘Why does 
Jan admire himself (and not somebody else)?’. In (32), zijn linkerschoen realizes 
XP. The possessive pronoun zijn receives a bound interpretation. That is, waarom 
zijn linkerschoen receives the interpretation ‘Why is it the case that for every pupil 
x, x had to take off x’s left shoe?’. 

(31) A: Jani bewondert zichzelfi

Jan admired himself
B: Waarom zichzelf?

why himself

(32) A: [Iedere leerling]i moest zijni linkerschoen uittrekken.
every pupil had.to his left.shoe take.off

B: Waarom zijn linkerschoen?
why his left.shoe

The interpretive dependency between (i) Jan and zichzelf, and (ii) iedere leerling 
and zijn follows immediately from an analysis in which XP is A-bar moved in 
narrow syntax and interpreted in its base position via Reconstruction. Under the 
copy theory of movement (Chomsky 1993; Corver and Nunes 2007), this recon-
structed interpretation is made possible by the copy (in boldface) in the base 
position. Schematically, where strikethrough marks the unpronounced part of 
the clause:

(33) a. [CP Waarom [C’ C [FocP zichzelf [Foc’ Foc [TP Jani zichzelf bewondert]]]]]?
b. [CP Waarom [C’ C [FocP zijn linkerschoeni [Foc’ Foc [TP [iedere leerling] 

zijn linkerschoen uittrekken moest]]]]]?

Let’s next consider parasitic gap licensing, which has been shown to exist in a 
language like Dutch (Bennis and Hoekstra 1984; Koster 1987). As shown in (34), 
the A-bar-moved noun phrase de paprika’s is interpreted in the main clause in the 
position occupied by the wh-trace/copy (ti), and in the embedded clause in the 
position occupied by pg (parasitic gap): 

(34) De paprika’si heeft Jan [na/zonder [PRO pg te hebben gewassen]]
the paprikas has Jan after/without to have washed
in de pan ti gegooid.
in the pan thrown
‘The paprikas Jan threw into the pan [after/without having washed them].’
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Consider now the following example in which the XP element of the Waarom 
XP?-pattern consists of a coordinate structure, namely: [[clause NP [adjunct clause 
..pg..]] en [clause NP [adjunct clause ..pg..]]]. As indicated, the prepositions introducing 
the adjunct clauses (na, zonder) are pronounced with contrastive accent, just like 
de gele paprikas and de rode paprikas.8

(35) A: Jan heeft de paprika’s in de pan gegooid.
Jan has the paprikas in the pan thrown
‘Jan has just thrown the paprikas in the pan.’

B: Ik weet het, maar waarom . . .
I know it, but why
de gele paprika’s [na PRO pg te hebben gewassen]
the yellow paprikas after to have washed
en de rode paprika’s [zonder PRO pg te hebben
and the red paprikas without to have
gewassen]
washed
‘I know, but why did he throw the yéllow parikas in the pan áfter having 
washed them, and why did he throw the réd ones in the pan withóút 
having washed them.’

Summarizing, I have shown in this section that the Waarom XP?-pattern involves 
A-bar movement of a focalized phrase (XP).

4  Towards an analysis of Waarom XP? versus 
*Hoe XP?

Having shown that XP undergoes A-bar movement to [Spec,FocP], we can now 
address the question as to why the pattern waarom XP? is well-formed but the 
pattern hoe/waar/ wanneer XP? is not. In this section, I will first give an analysis 
of the contrast between the well-formed pattern waarom XP? (36) and the ill-
formed pattern hoe XP? (37). This contrast will be related to the syntactic posi-
tions of the two types of adverbials in the hierarchical organization of the clause: 

8 Note that (35) instantiates the pattern Waarom XP YP?, with XP being the direct object noun 
phrase (de gele paprika’s, de rode paprika’s) and YP being the adjunct-PP (na te hebben gewas-
sen, zonder te hebben gewassen).
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hoe (manner, ‘how’) originates as a VP-adverbial and consequently occupies a 
relatively low position; waarom (reason, ‘why’), on the contrary, originates as 
a clause-adverbial and consequently occupies a relatively high position in the 
clausal structure. Importantly, it will be shown in section 5 that certain reason 
adverbials start out as VP-adverbials. Importantly, those reason adverbials are 
nót permitted in the Waarom XP?-pattern. Section 7, finally, will examine the 
behavior of the temporal adverbial wanneer ‘when’ and the locational adverbial 
waar ‘where’. Also with these adverbials, their status as VP-modifier or clausal 
modifier seems to matter for their occurrence in the wanneer/waar XP?-tem-
plate.

Let’s now start our discussion with the contrast between the well-formed 
pattern waarom XP? (36) and the ill-formed pattern hoe XP? (37):9

(36) A: Zij zal Obama interviewen. (= (1))
she will Obama interview

B: Waarom Obama?
why Obama

(37) A: Zij zal Obama vriendelijk aankijken. (= (2))
she will Obama friendly look.at

B: *Hoe Merkel?
how Merkel
‘How will she look at Merkel?’

In the well-formed example (36), the reason adverbial waarom is followed by the 
focalized constituent Obama. In the ill-formed example (37), the manner adver-
bial hoe precedes the focalized constituent. The question obviously arises as to 
what causes this contrast in well-formedness. 

In line with Shlonsky  and Soare (2011), I assume that this contrast can be 
interpreted in terms of Rizzi’s (1990) Relativized Minimality condition, which is 
stated in (38).

9 A reviewer asks if the non-elliptical version of (36A) —that is, Waarom zal zij Obama intervie-
wen?— is permitted as a reaction to (36B). The use of the non-elliptical sentence sounds a bit 
strange to my ear. I prefer the use of zou ‘would’ in this particular context: Waarom zou zij Obama 
interviewen? I presume this relates to pragmatic factors related to the modal interpretation of the 
verb zullen (see Broekhuis and Corver 2015:138–150). Notice, by the way, that both the elliptical 
pattern and the non-elliptical one are perfectly fine when we have gaat (‘goes’, with future inter-
pretation ‘will’) instead of zal. Thus, both Waarom Obama? and Waarom gaat zij Obama intervie-
wen? are acceptable reactions to person A’s statement Zij gaat Obama interviewen.
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(38) Relativized Minimality
In a configuration [. . . α. . .γ. . .β. . .], where α c-commands  γ and γ c-commands 
β, γ blocks 
a relationship between α and β iff γ is of the same type as α, where ‘of the 
same type’ is 
understood as:
a. if α is a head, γ is a head;
b. if α is a phrase in an A-position, γ is a phrase in an A-position;
c. if α is a phrase in an A-bar-position, γ is a phrase in an A-bar-position.

Specifically, as will be shown in more detail below, (37B) violates Relativized Min-
imality because the manner wh-phrase hoe ‘how’ has been moved to an A-bar 
position (i.e., [Spec,CP]) across a displaced focalized constituent (Merkel) that 
also occupies an A-bar position. In other words, we have a configuration that cor-
responds to (38c); see (39b). In (36B), on the contrary, Relativized Minimality is 
not violated because the reason wh-phrase waarom ‘why’ moves to [Spec,CP] from 
a position higher than the focalized phrase Obama.10 In other words, waarom 
does not move across an intervening phrase in an A-bar position; see (39a).

(39) a. [CP waaromj . . . [ReasP tj . . . [FocP Obamaiq [Foc′ Foc [. . . ti. . .]]]]] (36B)
b. *[CP hoej . . .[FocP merkeli [Foc′ Foc [. . .tj. . .ti. . .]]]] (37B)

Let us look in slightly more detail at two important aspects of the analysis depicted 
in (39): first of all, the different syntactic placement of the reason adverbial and 
the manner adverbial, and, secondly, the location of the focalized constituent. 

10 Potential evidence in support of displacement of waarom ‘why’ comes from patterns in which 
material (e.g., in godsnaam) that is associated with the wh-phrase is “stranded” (see Catasso 
(this volume)). Consider, for example, the sentences in (i):

(i) a. Waarom in godsnaam heb je toch Obama geïnterviewd?
why in god’s.name have you prt Obama interviewed
‘Why on earth did you interview Obama?’

b. Waaromi heb je [ti in godsnaam] toch Obama geïnterviewd?

Observe that the split and non-split pattern are also attested in the Waarom XP?-pattern:

(ii) A: Zij zal Obama interviewen.
she will Obama interview

B: Waarom in godsnaam toch Obama?
why in god’s.name prt Obama

B:′ Waarom toch in godsnaam Obama?
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In line with Cinque (1999, 2004), I assume that adverbials are base-generated 
in the specifier position of designated functional projections. Thus, a manner 
adverbial originates in the Spec-position of Man(ner)P(hrase), and a reason 
adverbial in the Spec-position of ReasonP(hrase); see Shlonsky and Soare (2011) 
for the latter proposal. Importantly, Dutch manner adverbials typically occupy a 
position low in the clausal structure whereas Dutch reason adverbials are located 
high in the clausal structure.11 This difference in syntactic placement is reflected 
in their word order: reason adverbials typically precede manner adverbials, as 
in (40a). The order ‘manner > reason’ yields an ill-formed sentence, as shown in 
(40b).

(40) a. . . .dat ze daaromReason vriendelijkManner Obama aankeek.
. . .that she for-that-reason friendly Obama at-looked
‘. . .that, for that reason, she looked at Obama in a friendly way.’

b. *. . .dat ze vriendelijkManner daaromReason Obama aankeek.

The difference between daarom and vriendelijk as regards their syntactic place-
ment and linearization corresponds to the distinction between clause adverbi-
als and VP-adverbials (Jackendoff 1972). Manner adverbials such as vriendelijk 
‘friendly’ are VP-adverbials; they restrict the denotation of the verbal predicate. 
Reason adverbials such as daarom ‘for that reason’ do not modify the eventuality 
expressed by the VP; they rather provide “additional” (in casu: reason/causal) 
information. Under the assumption that these adverbials occupy the specifier- 
position of designated functional projections, the structure assigned to (40a) cor-
responds to (41):12

(41) [CP dat [FP zei [F’ F [ReasP daarom [R’ Ro [ManP vriendelijk [Man’ Mano [VP ti 
[V’ Obama aankeek]]]]]]]]]

Dutch VP-adverbials can be distinguished from clause adverbials by means of a 
number of diagnostic tests. Firstly, a sentence containing a VP-adverbial can be 
paraphrased with a conjoined clause consisting of pronoun doet dat + adverb 
‘pronoun does that + adverb’ (Van den Hoek 1972; Broekhuis and Corver 2016: 
1123). This diagnostic test is exemplified in (42), where ‘→’ represents “can be 
paraphrased as”. The left conjunct in (42b) is a clause without the VP-adverbial. 

11 See Section 5, though, where it will be shown that there are also low reason adverbials.
12 In (41), the subject pronoun ze ‘she’ occupies the specifier position of the phrasal projection 
‘F(unctional)P(hrase)’. I have left the exact (informational) nature of the layer FP implicit here. 
TopP (Rizzi 1997) or SubjP (Cardinaletti 2004) seem plausible candidates.
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The right conjunct consists of the phrase doet dat, which substitutes for the VP in 
the left conjunct, and the VP-adverbial (vriendelijk).

(42) a. Ze keek Obama vriendelijk aan. → (42b)
she looked Obama friendly prt
‘She looked at Obama in a friendly way.’

b. [Ze keek Obama an en [ze deed dat vriendelijk].
she looked Obama prt and she did that friendly

Notice now that the sentence adverbial daarom cannot be part of the right con-
junct, that is: *ze deed dat daarom:

(43) a. Ze keek Obama daarom aan. *→13 (43b)
she looked  Obama for-that-reason prt
‘She looked at Obama for that reason.’

b. [Ze keek Obama aan] en *[ze deed dat daarom].
she looked Obama prt and she did that for.that.reason

A second diagnostic test yields a positive result for clause adverbials but a negative 
one for VP-adverbials (Broekhuis and Corver 2016: 1125). According to this test, a sen-
tence with a clause adverbial can be paraphrased (→) as: “Het is adverbial zo [clause 
dat . . . ..]” (It is adverbial so [clause that . . ..]; ‘it is adverbial the case that . . .’).14 
In this paraphrase, the sentence adverbial has been placed external to the lexical 
domain of the clause and been made part of a copular clause. A sentence contain-
ing a VP-adverbial cannot be paraphrased this way. This contrast between clause 
adverbials and VP-adverbials is exemplified in (44). Sentence (43a), which features 
the clause adverbial daarom, can be paraphrased as (44a). On the contrary, sentence 
(42a), which features the VP-adverbial vriendelijk, cannot be paraphrased as (44b):15

13 *→ stands for “cannot be paraphrased as”.
14 The dat-clause behaves like a sentential subject that is related to the subject pronoun het ‘it’ 
of the copular clause. The pronoun can also be replaced by the sentential subject, which yields 
the following variant of sentence (44a): Dat ze Obama aankeek was daarom zo (that she Obama 
looked.at was for.that.reason so, ‘That she looked at Obama was the case for that reason.’).
15 Importantly, the ill-formedness of (44b) is not related to the categorial status of the VP- 
adverbial. As shown in (i), a manner-adverbial PP is also excluded in the copular clause:

(i) a. Ze keek Obama [PP op vriendelijke wijze aan. (Compare (42a))
she looked Obama at friendly manner prt

b. *Het was [PP op vriendelijke wijze] zo dat ze Obama aankeek.
it was at friendly manner so that she Obama looked.at
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(44) a. Het was daarom zo dat ze Obama aankeek.
It was for.that.reason so that she Obama looked.at
‘For that reason, it was the case that she looked at Obama.’

b. *Het was vriendelijk zo dat ze Obama aankeek.
It was friendly so that she Obama looked.at

Notice at this point that daarom and vriendelijk can be separated from each other 
by propositional-modal adverbials such as waarschijnlijk ‘probably’, which are 
generally considered to be clear cases of clause-level modification.16 The fact that 
daarom precedes the modal adverbial waarschijnlijk ‘probably’ confirms the idea 
that daarom in (40a) is a clause adverbial rather than a VP-adverbial.

(45) . . .dat ze [ReasonP   daarom [ModalP     waarschijnlijk [ManP vriendelijk 
   that she for.that.reason probably      friendly
[VP Obama aankeek]]]]
      Obama at.looked
‘..that, for that reason, she probably looked at Obama in a friendly way.’

The class of clause-adverbials includes also the following adverbials: Firstly, 
as exemplified in (46a), the polarity adverbials niet ‘not’ and wel (affirmation), 
and, secondly, the conjunctive adverbials toch ‘nevertheless/yet’, and weer 
‘again’, which function as a sort of linkers indicating contingency relationships 
(e.g., contrast) between utterances in a discourse (Broekhuis and Corver 2016: 
1155). These conjunctive adverbials typically follow the reason adverbial but 
precede the modal adverbial. Thus, we have the sequence ‘reason > conjunctive >  
modal’, as in (46b).17

16 Note that application of the two diagnostic tests directly shows that the modal adverbial 
waarschjnlijk ‘probably’ is a clause adverbial:
(i) a. Ze keek waarschijnlijk Obama aan.

she looked.at probably Obama prt
‘She probably looked at Obama.’

b. [Ze keek Obama aan] en *[ze deed dat waarschijnlijk].
She looked.at Obama prt and she did that probably

c. [Het was waarschijnlijk zo] dat ze Obama aankeek.
It was probably so that she Obama looked.at

17 The sentences in (46) should be pronounced with phonological (sentence) stress on the di-
rect object noun phrase Obama, which occupies the base position within VP.
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(46) a. ..dat ze [ModP waarschijnlijk [PolP niet/wel [ManP vriendelijk 
that she probably not/affirm friendly
[VP Obama aankeek]]]].
Obama at.looked

‘..that she probably did not look at Obama in a friendly way.’
b.  . . . dat ze [ReasonP daarom [ConjunctiveP toch [ModalP waarschijnlijk 

that she for.that.reason nevertheless probably
[Obama aankeek]]]].
Obama     at.looked
‘..that she therefore nevertheless looked at Obama, probably.’

Having provided some insight into the hierarchical organization and (related) lin-
earization of various Dutch adverbials, let us next consider the placement of the 
displaced focalized phrase in the middle field of the Dutch clause. With (46a,b) 
as base structures, the focalized phrase Obama (here abbreviated as O) displays 
the following distribution; ‘—’ designates the base position of the direct object 
noun phrase Obama.

(47) . . . dat <*O4> ze <O3> waarschijnlijk <O2> niet <?*O1> vriendelijk -- aankeek.
that Obama she probably not                   friendly at-looked

‘..that she probably didn’t look at Obama in a friendly way.’      (see (46a))

(48) dat <*O4> ze <O3> daarom <O2> toch <O1>     waarschijnlijk
that    Obama she for-that-reason nevertheless probably
-- aankeek.
at-looked
‘..that she probably didn’t look at Obama in a friendly way.’ (see (46b))

The following picture emerges from (47) and (48): the focalized phrase cannot 
occur in a position (O4) preceding [Spec,FP], which is occupied by the weak 
pronoun ze (see (41)). In other words, the focalized constituent cannot occur in 
the leftmost position of the clausal middle field.18 As shown by O1 in (47), it is not 
possible to have the focalized phrase at the lower end of the middle field, that is, 
in between the polarity adverbial and the manner adverbial. Positions in which 
the focalized constituent can appear are those “in the middle of” the so-called 
middle field, such as O2 and O3 in (47), and O1, O2 and O3 in (48). 

18 In Broekhuis and Corver (2016: 1756) the middle field of the clause is defined as follows: “that 
part of the clause bounded to the right by the verbs in clause-final position (if present), and to the left 
by the complementizer in an embedded clause or the finite verb in second position of a main clause.”
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Starting from the assumption that focus movement targets the specifier posi-
tion of a FocP (Rizzi 1997, Broekhuis and Corver 2016: 1639–45), I tentatively propose 
that placement of the FocP-layer is rather free with respect to adverbial layers in the 
middle field. An alternative way of looking at this free placement of the FocP, would 
be to say that there are two (or more) FocPs in the middle field: a relatively high one 
and a relatively low one (see Broekhuis and Corver 2016: 1640).19, 20

Potential support for the presence of two FocPs could come from patterns fea-
turing two focalized phrases; see (15) and (35B). I leave an in-depth exploration of 
the various theoretical options for future research.

The possibility of placing the focalized phrase in a relatively high or relatively 
low position in the clausal middle field accounts for the facts in (19), repeated 
here as (49):21

(49) A: Zij zal Obama interviewen.
she will Obama interview

B: Waarom {toch / nou / weer / trouwens / ook alweer} Obama?
why {yet / prtint / again / by.the.way / again} Obama

B:′ Waarom Obama {toch / nou / weer / trouwens / ook alweer}?

19 An alternative approach would be to say that there is just a single FocP but that the adverbs 
can be placed either above or below FocP depending on its scope relative to the contrastive focus. 
In Neeleman and Van der Koot (2008), yet another approach is taken. According to their analysis, 
focus movement can target any position from which the contrastively focused phrase may take 
scope over its background. This analysis has the obvious advantage that the rather free place-
ment of the focalized phrase can be easily accounted for. A potential problem for this approach, 
however, is the fact that the contrastively focused phrase actually cannot target any position, as 
was shown in (47)-(48). Clearly, the debate on the landing site of focus movement is still ongoing. 
See Broekhuis and Corver (2016: 1639–1656) for further discussion.
20 See also Belletti (2004), Aboh (2007), and Zubizarreta (2010) for the idea that the clause con-
tains a low and a high FocP.
21 These word order variants are also possible in embedded contexts:

(i) a. A: Ze interviewde gisteren Obama.
she interviewed yesterday Obama

B: Prima dat ze een oud-president interviewde.
fine that she a former.president interviewed
‘It’s fine, of course, that she interviewed a former president.’
Ik vraag me echter wel af waarom <Obama>
I wonder refl however aff prt why Obama
weer <Obama>
again
‘I do wonder, however, why it was again Obama whom she interviewed.’
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In (49B), the focalized constituent occupies a low Focus position, whereas in 
(49B’) it occupies a higher one. Importantly, under the assumpion that adverbs 
occupy a fixed position in the clausal structure (Cinque 1999), the word order 
variants in (49B,B’) suggest that the deleted part of the clause can vary. In (49B), 
the deleted part corresponds to the complement of the Focus-head whose spec-
ifier position is occupied by Obama. In (49B’), on the contrary, the deleted part 
corresponds to the complement of the functional head whose specifier position is 
occupied by the adverbial element.22

5  Not all reason XPs are permitted in WH-XP: 
Low reason-adverbials

So far it has been shown that reason adverbial waarom ‘why’ can be part of the 
surface pattern WH XP?. In the spirit of Shlonsky and Soare (2011), I proposed 
that this pattern is well-formed because displacement of waarom to [Spec,CP] 
does not cross any intervening focalized phrase (i.e., XP). As a result of that, Rel-
ativized Minimality is not violated.

The aim of this section is to show that the statement that reason-XPs can 
always precede a focalized XP is too strong. There turn out to be reason-XPs that 
are excluded in the YPreason XPfocus-pattern. It will be argued that these reason-XPs 
originate in a position low in the hierarchical organization of the clause, and, 
specificaly, lower than FocP. As a result of that, displacement of such reason-XPs 
across the (displaced) focalized constituent will yield a violation of the Relativ-
ized Minimality condition.

Let us now consider some of these low reason-XPs, which all have an adpo-
sitional shape (PP) and can be paraphrased by vanwege + DP, meaning ‘because 
of DP’. The first example is given in (50), where the complement of om designates 
the object that is the reason of someone’s emotional state expressed by the verb:

(50) A: Ik huil/lach vaak [PP om dierenfilms].
I cry/laugh often because.of animal.movies
‘I often have a laugh/cry because of animal movies.’

22 See also Weir (2014) for the claim the Why-Stripping can target different layers of the clausal 
structure.
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B: *Waarom jij?
why you

‘Because of what do you often have a laugh/cry?’

The second example is given in (51), where the complement of om designates the 
reason of an act/action.

(51) A: Ik bewonder mijn dochter [PP om haar slimheid]. 
I admire my daughter for her smartness
‘I admire my daughter because of her smartness.’

B: *En waarom jouw zoon?
and what.for your son
‘And what do you admire your son for?’

Consider next (52), the third illustration, where the complement of om designates 
the person for whom one carries out a certain action. The person is the reason for 
one’s action(s).

(52) A: Marie brak [PP om de kinderen] haar danscarrière af.
Marie broke for the children her dancing.career off
‘Marie broke off her dancing career because of the children.’

B: *Om wie haar zangcarrière?
for whom her singing.career
‘For/because of whom did she break off her singing career?’

The final example is given in (53), where the complement of om designates the 
source/reason of a certain state of affairs, especially a state of fame.23

(53) A: Nederland is beroemd [PP om zijn tulpen].
The.Netherlands is famous for its tulips
‘The Netherlands is famous for/because of its tulips.’

B: *Waarom Duitsland?
what.for Germany
‘What is Germany famous for?’

23 Recall from example (16) that the Waarom XP?-pattern, besides expressing a contrastive 
meaning, also has a sense of surprise. A reviewer raises the question as to whether the sentences 
in (50B)-(53B) also convey a sense of surprise (even if they are ungrammatical). According to my 
intuitions, they do not.
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Before giving an explanation of the ill-formedness of the B-examples in (50)-(53), 
I would like to point out that classifying these om-PPs as being adverbial is sup-
ported by their optionality: in (50A)-(53A), the om-phrase can easily be left out. 
Their status as VP-adverbials is supported by the two diagnostic tests that were 
introduced earlier. Firstly, the sentence containing the adverbial can be para-
phrased with a conjoined pronoun doet dat + adverb (see (54a)).24, 25 Secondly, 
the same sentence cannot be paraphrased with Het is adverbial zo [clause dat . . . . .]. 
This is shown in (54b):

(54) a. Marie brak haar danscarrière af en ze deed dat
Marie broke her dancing.career off and she did that
om de kinderen .
because.of the children

b. *Het was om de kinderen zo dat Marie haar
It was because.of the children so that Marie her
danscarrière afbrak.
dancing.career broke.off

Their status as VP-adverbials is further corroborated by the fact that the om-phrase 
can occur in a position following the modal adverbial:

(55) Marie brak waarschijnlijkModal daaromReason haar danscarrière af.
Marie cut probably because.of.that her dancing.career prt

Having shown that Dutch has reason VP-adverbials besides reason clause- 
adverbials, we can now account for the ill-formedness of the Waarom XP?-pattern 
in (50B)-(53B). These examples are out for the same reason that Hoe XP? is out, 

24 For semantic reasons —doen dat typically replaces a VP denoting an action— the first test 
cannot be applied to the copular construction in (53A).
25 The fact that the om-phrase can combine with the sequence pronoun doet dat shows that it 
is an adjunct-PP. Notice that a (non-reason) complement-PP, headed by om and selected by the 
verb, cannot occur in this template. Consider the following example, in which denken om XP (think 
about XP, ‘to mind XP’) represents the selectional relationship between the verb and the PP:

(i) De operazanger dronk nooit alcohol. *Hij dacht, en hij deed
the opera-singer drank never alcohol he thought and he did
dat om zijn stem
that about his voice
‘The opera singer never drank any alcohol. He minded his voice.’.
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namely: the interrogative VP-adverbial waarom moves across the focalized XP on 
its way to [Spec,CP]. This yields a configuration in which the displaced phrase 
occupying an A-bar position (namely, waarom) is separated from its trace by 
another displaced constituent in an A-bar position (namely, XP). Schematically, 
for sentence (51B), where small capitals indicate phonological stress:

(56) *[CP Waaromj . . .[FocP jouw zooni [Foc’ Foc [. . .tj . . .ti . . .]]]] (51B)

In (56), the direct object noun phrase jouw zoon has undergone Focus movement 
to [Spec,FocP]. The reason VP-adverbial waarom is moved from a low adverbial 
position to [Spec,CP]. On its way to [Spec,CP], it crosses the displaced focalized 
phrase, which occupies an A-bar position. Consequently, the representation in 
(56) violates Relativized Minimality.

6  Clausal reason adverbials versus VP reason 
adverbials

From the discussion in section 5 we can draw the conclusion that besides high 
reason adverbials (section 4) there are also low reason adverbials. The former 
can be part of the Waarom XP?-pattern, the latter cannot. In this section, I will 
discuss some further properties of high and low reason adverbials that relate to 
this dichotomy.

A first property regards the formal appearances that these two types of adver-
bials can take. It turns out that the reason VP-adverbial permits a wider range of 
forms than does the reason clause-adverbial. Specifically, the VP-adverbial can 
take any R-pronominal form (57), the clause adverbial is restricted to daarom (58), 
and waarom ‘why’:

(57) a. Ik huil vaak [PP om dierenfilms].
I cry often about animal.movies
‘I often have cry about/because of animal movies.’

b. Ik huil vaak [daar om] [er om] [overal om]
I cry often there about there about everything about
[ergens om].
something about
‘I often cry about/because of that/it/everything/something.’
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(58) a. Ik ben erg emotioneel. Ik huil [daarom] zo vaak.
I am very emotional I cry for-that-reason so often.
‘I am very emotional. I therefore often cry.’

b. *Ik huil [er om]/[overal om]/[ergens om] zo vaak.
I cry it for everything for something for so often

The fact that the reason clause-adverbial daarom (and also waarom) canot be 
substituted for by any other R-pronominal form might be interpreted as evidence 
for their grammaticalized form. That is, they constitute unanalyzable, non- 
decomposable units. This is also corroborated by the fact that structurally low 
reason R-pronominal adverbials can be paraphrased by P + emphatic wat(te)/
dat(te) in echo-sentences whereas structurally high reason adverbials cannot:

(59) a. Jij huilt vaak [waar om] / [om wat(te)]?
you cry often what for for what

b. Moet jij vaak [daar om] / [om dat(te)] huilen?
must you often that for for that cry

(60) a. Oh, moet jij [daarom]/*[om dat(te)] zo vaak huilen?
oh must you because.of.that so often cry
‘Oh, therefore you have to cry so often!’

b. Waarom/*[om wat(te)] is het toch zo dat jij zo vaak moet huilen?
why is it yet so that you so often must cry
‘why is it that you have to cry so often?!’

A second property regards the (im)possibility of extracting material out of the 
om-phrase, yielding a preposition stranding pattern. The VP-adverbial om-phrase 
permits subextraction (61), the clause-adverbial om-phrase does not (62):

(61) a. Daari heb ik vaak [PP ti       om] gehuild.
(e.g., daar = animal movies)
there have I often because.of cried
‘I often cried because of that.’

b. Waari heb jij vaak [PP ti om] gehuild?
where have you often because.of cried
‘Because of what did you often cry?’
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(62) a. Ik ben erg emotioneel. *Daari huil ik  [PP ti om] zo vaak.
I am very emotional there cry I because.of so often
‘I am very emotional. That’s why I cry so often.’

b. *Waari huil jij [ti om] zo vaak?
where cry you because.of so often
‘Why is it that you cry so often?’

It should be noted that pied piping of the prepositional element om yields a well-
formed pattern for the clausal adverb in (62): Daarom huil ik zo vaak (Compare 
(62a)); Waarom huil jij zo vaak? (Compare (62b)). In short, pied piping is obliga-
tory. Notice further that pied piping is an option for the VP-adverbial om-phrase in 
(61): Daar om heb ik vaak gehuild (Compare (61a)); Waar om heb jij vaak gehuild? 
(Compare (61b)).

A third property that distinguishes VP reason adverbials from clause reason 
adverbials concerns the possibility of being part of a topicalized VP (Den Besten 
and Webelhuth 1987). As shown in (63B), the adverbial PP om de kinderen can be 
part of a displaced verbal projection. Notice also that the high (i.e., sentence) adverb 
daarom, which precedes the negative adverb nooit ‘never’, is not part of the fronted 
verbal projection. As a matter of fact, the sentence-level reason adverbial daarom 
cannot be part of a fronted verbal projection, as is shown by the ill- formedness of 
(64B). It must remain in clause-internal position, as exemplified in (64B′).

(63) A: Marie houdt erg van haar huidige baan.
Marie loves a.lot of her current job
‘Marie really loves her present job.’

B: [VP Om de kinderen haar baan opgeven]i zal zij
for the children her job quit will she
daarom vermoedelijk nooit ti!
therefore presumably never
‘She will therefore presumably never quit her job because of the children.’

(64) A: Marie voert haar taken uitstekend uit.
Marie carries her tasks excellently out
‘Marie carries out her tasks in an excellent way.’

B: *Daarom ontslagen worden zal zij nooit!
therefore fired be will she never
‘Therefore, she will never be fired!’

B:′ [VP Ontslagen worden]i zal zij daarom nooit ti!
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Also at the interpretative level, there is a distinction between VP reason adverbials 
and clause reason adverbials. The former designate a more or less objective reason; 
there is a referent — an individual, as in (52A), or an object, as in (50a), (51A), 
(53A)— which represents the reason of the eventuality expressed by the clause. For 
example, in (50A), animal movies are the reason for my crying, and in (52A), chil-
dren can be a reason for giving up a job. The clausal reason adverbial daarom in 
(58a), on the other hand, has a more conjunctive role in the sense that it links the 
utterance of which it is a part, to a preceding utterance. For example, in (58a), the 
eventuality of my crying is linked to my being emotional, which is expressed in 
the preceding utterance. Another characteristic of the clause-adverbial daarom is 
its more subjective meaning; that is, there is a greater involvement of a person (the 
speaker or someone else), who is responsible for constructing the causal relation. 
For example, in (58a), the speaker (ik, ‘I’) establishes a relationship between his 
regular crying and his emotional state of mind.26

Having shown that there is a strong empirical basis for distinguishing reason 
VP-adverbials from reason clause-adverbials, I would like to point out that this 
leads to the expectation that these two types of reason adverbials can co-occur in 
a single sentence. As shown in (65)-(66), this is indeed the case.

(65) Marie houdt erg van haar huidige baan. 
Marie loves much of her current job
‘Marie loves her current job a lot.’

Zij zal daarom [NegP nooit [VP om de kinderen haar
she will therefore          never for the children her
baan opgeven]].
job quit
‘For that reason she will never quit her job because of the kids.’

(66) Marie hecht niet aan geld en status.
Marie cares not about money and status
‘Marie does not care about money or status.’

Zij zal daarom [NegP nooit [VP [daar om] haar huidige
she will therefore never for.that her current
baan opzeggen]].
job quit

‘Therefore she will never quit her job for that reason.’

26 See Geerts et al (1984: 1163), Pander Maat and Sanders (2001), Stukker (2005) for different 
types of reason/causality marking in Dutch.
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Notice that, if there are two types of reason adverbials —namely, a structurally 
high one and a structurally low one— the existence of the following Waarom 
XP?-pattern is entirely expected.

(67) A: Marie bewondert Obama [om zijn welsprekendheid].
Marie admires Obama for his eloquence

B: Waaromclause-adverbial (toch) [daar om]VP-adverbial?
why yet for.that
‘Why for (= because of) that (and not for something else)?’

Waarom is a reason clause-adverbial that has a base position higher than FocP, 
daarom is a reason VP-adverbial that has been moved to [Spec,FocP]. This is 
depicted in (68):

(68) [CP Waaromj . . . [ReasP tj . . . [FocP [PP daar om]i [Foc’ Foc [. . . ti . . .]]]]]

So far I have shown that there are reasons for making a distinction between high 
reason adverbials and low reason adverbials. Furthermore, it was shown that, 
given these two classes of reason adverbials, it is not unexpected that we find 
the pattern Waarom daarom? (why because.of.that, ‘Why for that reason?’), 
where the VP-adverbial daarom is a phrase that has undergone Focus-movement 
to [Spec,FocP]. Recall from section 4 that the placement of the focalized phrase 
is quite versatile; the focalized phrase displays a certain freedom of placement 
with respect to adverbials in the higher middle field of the Dutch clause (see, 
for example, (47)-(48)). We find the same freedom of placement with a reason 
VP-adverbial that has undergone Focus movement to [Spec,FocP]. This versatility 
is exemplified in (69); the use of small capitals indicates phonological stress.27

(69) Marie houdt erg van haar huidige baan. 
Marie loves much of her current job
‘Marie loves her current job a lot.’

27 In line with the Freezing Constraint (Wexler and Culicover 1980, Corver 2006), extraction 
from the displaced focalized phrase is impossible. Extraction is possibly only from the lowest 
(i.e., base) position.

(i) Daari zal zij <*ti om>   daarom <*ti om> waarschijnlijk <*ti om> nooit
there will she         for   for.that.reason probably never
haar baan <ti om> opgeven.
her job give.up
‘She will therefore never give up her job for/because of that.’
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a. Zij zal daarom waarschijnlijk [om de
she will therefore probably because.of the
kinderen]i nooit [VP ti haar baan opgeven].
children never her job quit
‘For that reason she will never quit her job because of the kids.’

b. Zij zal daarom [om de kinderen]i waarschijnlijk nooit [VP ti haar
baan opgeven].

c. Zij zal [om de kinderen]i daarom waarschijnlijk nooit [VP ti

haar baan opgeven].

In line with what was stated in section 4, I tentatively propose that the Focus 
phrase to whose Spec-position the focalized constituent is moved, has a rather 
free placement in the clausal middle field. In (69a), it occupies a position in 
between the modal adverbial waarschijnlijk ‘probably’ and the negative temporal 
adverbial nooit ‘never’. In (69b), it occurs in between the clause reason adverbial 
daarom ‘therefore’ and the modal adverbial waarschijnlijk ‘probably’. In (69c), 
finally, it is located in a high position preceding the clause reason adverbial 
daarom. 

For the sake of illustration, I have added a few more examples of sentences 
in which the reason VP-adverbial shows up in a high (displaced) position. These 
sentences have been drawn from the internet by means of a Google-search. All 
examples involve patterns in which the displaced low reason adverbial precedes 
the clause-level reason adverbial; compare (69c).28

28 It is tempting to analyze the sequences daarom daarom (70a), hierom daarom (70b), and om 
die reden daarom (70c) as instantiations of a Spec-head configuration in which the first reason 
adverbial (i.e. the displaced VP-adverbial: daarom, hierom, om die reden) occupies the specifier 
position of a Reason-head, which is lexicalized by the second reason-adverbial daarom. Such an 
approach would be in line with Rizzi’s (2006) idea of criterial heads. A criterial head is a head en-
dowed with a specific feature (e.g., Q, Foc, Top, Neg) that attracts a phrase bearing that feature, 
thereby designating a position dedicated to the relevant type of interpretation. Under such an 
approach, a sequence like daarom daarom in (70a) would be assigned the representation: [ReasonP 
daarom [Reason’ daarom [....]]. In view of the examples in (69), where the reason VP-adverbial oc-
cupies a position lower than the reason clause-adverbial daarom (see (69a,b)), it is not entirely 
clear that a criterial approach is the right one for these “double reason-adverbial” patterns. I will 
leave a more in-depth investigation of these patterns for future research.
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(70) a. De eerste vulkaan ligt meer op de route en zal
the first vulcano lies more on the route and will
daarom daarom sneller bezocht worden.
that-for therefore faster visited be
‘The first vulcano is more along the same route and, because of that, 
chances are bigger that people will go there.’

b. Ik weet dat ik een prima presentatie kan neerzetten
I know that I an excellent presentation can give
en zal hierom daarom in de herkansing dit ook
and will this-for therefore in the second-chance this also
laten zien. 
let show
‘I know I can give an excellent presentation and, for that reason, 
I will therefore show this when I get a second chance.’

c. Wanneer u als ondernemer een druk bedrijf runt, dan moeten
when you as entrepreneur a busy company runs then should
de randzaken niet te veel aanwezig zijn. Overweeg om
the  side-issues not too much present be consider for
die reden daarom een gietvloer.
that reason therefore a cast-floor
‘When you are running a business as an entrepeneur, you should not be 
bothered by unimportant issues. For that reason you should therefore 
consider a cast floor.’

Summarizing, I have shown that reason VP-adverbials display different behav-
ior from reason clause-adverbials. It was further observed that the two types of 
reason adverbials can co-occur in one and the same clause. In line with this, it 
was shown that the pattern Waarom daarom? (‘Why for that reason?’) is a well-
formed linguistic expression in Dutch. Finally, it was observed that the reason 
VP-adverbial can be displaced to a position in the clausal middle field.

7 Wanneer XP? and Waar XP?
In section 4, I have given an account of the well-formedness of the pattern Waar-
omreason XP? (36), and the ill-formedness of the pattern Hoemanner XP? (37). The 
ill-formedness of the patterns Waar (‘where’) XP? (2) and Wanneer (‘when’) XP? 
(3) can be accounted for along the same lines as the ill-formedness of Hoemanner 
XP? Specifically, the locative adverbial waar ‘where’ and the temporal adverbial 
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wanneer ‘when’ function as VP-adverbials in (2) and (3): they restrict the denota-
tion of the predicate by anchoring the eventuality at a certain location or time. 
Their low placement in the hierarchical organization of adverbials is suggested 
by the fact that temporal and locative adverbials occur in a position following the 
modal adverbial:29

(71) a. . . .dat ze waarschijnlijk in Chicago/daar Obama zal interviewen.
      that she probably in Chicago/there Obama will interview
‘. . .that she will probably interview Obama in Chicago/there.’

b. . . .dat ze waarschijnlijk morgen/dan Obama zal interviewen.
      that she probably tomorrow/then Obama will interview

‘. . .that she will probably interview Obama tomorrow/then.’

Focus movement of Obama yields a word order pattern in which Obama either 
immediately follows waarschijnlijk or immediately precedes it:

(72) . . .dat <*O3> ze <O2> waarschijnlijk <O1> morgen/in Chicago -- zal ontmoeten.

Since the displaced phrase Obama ends up in a position (namely [Spec,FocP]) 
that is structurally higher than is the temporal/locative adverbial (morgen/
in Chicago), displacement of an interrogative temporal (wanneer) or locational 
(waar) adverbial to [Spec,CP] will yield a violation of the Relativized Minimality 
condition: the derived structure is a configuration in which a phrase in an A-bar 
position (in casu the wh-phrase in [Spec,CP]) is separated from its trace position 
by an intervening phrase in an A-bar position. To make things more concrete, 
consider again the examples in (2) and (3), which are repeated here as (73) and 
(74), respectively. I have added the modal adverbial waarschijnlijk in order to 
make clear that the spatio-temporal adverbial originates as a VP-adverbial.

29 In sentences containing both a temporal VP-adverbial and a locational VP-adverbial, the for-
mer typically precedes the latter, as shown in (i). The two VP-adverbials are most comfortable in 
a position preceding the manner adverbial (Broekhuis and Corver 2016: 1191):

(i) a. Zij zal [waarschijnlijk] [om twee uur] [in het park] [luid]
she will probably at   two  o’clock in the park loudly
gaan roepen.
go shout
‘She will probably start shouting loudly in the park at two o’clock.’

    b.     modal > temporal > locational > manner
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(73) A: Zij zal waarschijnlijk morgen Obama interviewen.
she will probably tomorrow Obama interview

B: *Wanneer Merkel?
when Merkel
‘When will she interview Merkel?’

(74) A: Zij zal waarschijnlijk in Chicago Obama interviewen.
she will probably in Chicago Obama interview

B: *Waar Merkel?
where Merkel
‘Where will she interview Merkel?’

The derived structure of the B-examples is schematically represented in (75):

(75) *[CP wanneerj/waarj . . . . [FocP Merkeli [Foc’ Foc [. . . .tj. . . .ti. . . . .]]]]

This configuration clearly violates Rizzi’s (1990) Relativized Minimality princi-
ple: the wh-phrase (wanneer/waar) in [Spec,CP] is separated from its trace by the 
intervening focalized phrase in [Spec,FocP], which is an A-bar position.

At this point, the following question arises: Do locational and temporal adver-
bials occur only as VP-adverbials or can they also occur as clause- adverbials, 
just like reason adverbials? The answer to this question is: “No, they do not only 
occur as VP-adverbials, and, yes, they can occur as clause-adverbials.” As noted 
in Broekhuis and Corver (2016: 1150–1154), spatio-temporal adverbials are not 
only used as VP adverbials but also as clause adverbials. Examples (76a, b) which 
feature two temporal adverbials or two locational adverbials, separated by an 
intervening modal adverbial, suggest that the high (clause-modification) versus 
low (VP-modification) dichotomy is also found with spatio-temporal adverbials.30 

30 As noted in Broekhuis and Corver (2016: 1151), the two spatio-temporal adverbials in (76) 
obey certain ordering restrictions: the spatial domain or time interval referred to by the clause 
adverbial (in New York, op Kerstavond) must include the location or time referred to by the VP ad-
verbial (in het Ritz-hotel, om 10 uur). The reverse ordering is infelicitous, as shown in (i). This or-
dering constraint does not seem to be due to syntactic factors. Rather, some semantic constraint 
seems to play a role here. A reason for thinking this is the fact that (i) becomes fully acceptable 
when the second (i.e., VP-adverbial modifer) is absent. This is exemplified in (ii).

(i) a. #Ze zal in het Ritzhotel waarschijnlijk in New York een persconferentie geven.
b. #Ze zal om 10 uur waarschijnlijk op Kerstavond een persconferentie geven.

(ii) a. Ze zal in het Ritzhotel waarschijnlijk een persconferentie geven.
b. Ze zal om 10 uur waarschijnlijk een persconferentie geven.
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I have added example (76c) to show the parallel with sentences containing two 
different types of reason-adverbials.

(76) a. Ze zal in New York waarschijnlijk in het Ritz-hotel
she will in New York probably in the Ritz-hotel
een persconferentie geven.
a press.conference give

b. Ze zal op Kerstavond waarschijnlijk om
she will on Christmas.Eve       probably at
10 uur een persconferentie geven.
10 o’clock a press.conference give

c. Ze zal daarom waarschijnlijk om de kinderen
she will therefore probably because.of the children
haar baan opzeggen.
her job quit

Besides the evidence in (76) for the existence of high and low spatio-temporal 
adverbials, their existence is also supported by the two diagnostic tests that were 
introduced earlier. Specifically, under the VP-adverbial use of the spatio-temporal 
adverbial, the clause containing it can be paraphrased with a conjoined pronoun 
doet dat + adverb ‘pronoun does that + adverb’ clause; see (77). And under the 
clause-adverbial use, the sentence with the clause adverbial can be paraphrased 
as: ‘Het is adverbial zo [clause dat .....]’ (It is adverbial so [clause that ....]); see (78).

(77) a. [Ze zal in New York waarschijnlijk een persconferentie
she will in New York probably a press.conference
geven] en [ze zal dat doen in het Ritz-hotel].
give and she will that do in the Ritz-hotel

b. [Ze zal op Kerstavond waarschijnlijk een persconferentie
she will on Christmas.Eve probably a press.conference
geven] en [ze zal dat doen om 10 uur].
give and she will that do at 10 o’clock

(78) a. Het zal in New York waarschijnlijk zo zijn dat ze
it will in New York probably so be that she
in het Ritz-hotel een persconferentie geeft.
in the Ritz-hotel a press.conference gives
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b. Het zal op Kerstavond waarschijnlijk zo zijn dat
it will on Christmas.Eve probably so be that
ze om 10 uur een persconferentie geeft.
she at 10 o’clock a press.conference gives

Recall from section 6 that the existence of the pattern Waarom daarom? (see 
(67)), with waarom being a clause-adverbial and daarom being a VP-adverbial, is 
entirely expected. The question now arises as to whether we find the same type 
of pattern with spatio-temporal adverbials; that is: Wanneer XPtemporal? and Waar 
XPlocational?, where the wh-phrase is a sentence-adverbial and the focalized XP a 
VP-adverbial. The examples in (79)-(80) suggest that these patterns are possible 
in Dutch; small capitals indicate phonological stress:31

(79) A: Merkel zal in twee Amerikaanse steden een persconferentie
Merkel will in two American cities a press.conference
geven. Eén in het Ritz-hotel, de ander in het Carlton.
give one in the Ritz-hotel the other in the Carlton

B: [Waar] [in het Ritz-hotel], en [waar] [in het
where in the Ritz-hotel and where in the
Carlton]?
Carlton

    ‘Where (= in which city) in the Ritz hotel, and where (= in which city) 
in the Carlton hotel?’

(80) A: Merkel zal in twee verschillende maanden een persconferentie
Merkel will in two different months a press.conference
Eén op een woensdag en één op een zaterdag. geven.
one on a Wednesday and one on a Saturday give

31 Importantly, the locational wh-phrase waar and the PP that follows it, do not form a com-
plex adpositional phrase in which waar acts as a (spatial) modifier of the PP. In other words, 
the strings waar in het Ritz-hotel and waar in het Carlton do not have the following structure:  
[PP waar [P’ in het Ritz-hotel/Carlton]], where waar asks for a space (e.g., a room) located within 
the Ritz-hotel/Carlton. Notice that, under this structure and reading, waar typically carries em-
phatic stress.
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B: [Wanneer] [op een woensdag], en [wanneer] [op een
when on a Wednesday and when on a
zaterdag]?
Saturday
‘When (= in which month) on Wednesday, and when (= in which 
month) on Saturday?’

In (79B), we have the pattern Waar XPlocational? Importantly, the explicit contrastive 
set-up (i.e. ‘Where PPLoc? and where PPLoc?’) makes the Waar XPlocational? more accept-
able. The same holds for the Wanneer XPtemporal?-pattern. The derived structure of 
the two patterns can be schematically represented as follows (Compare (68)):

(81) a. [CP Waarj ... tj ... [FocP [PP in het Ritz-hotel]i [Foc’ Foc [...ti...]]]]] (79B)
b. [CPWanneerj ... tj ... [FocP [PP op een woensdag]i [Foc’ Foc [...ti...]]]]] (80B)

Now, if the patterns in (79B) and (80B) are possible, one would expect patterns 
featuring a focalized argument (e.g., a direct object noun phrase) to be possible 
as well. In other words, patterns such as (73B) and (74B) might not be so bad 
after all. What is important is that the contrastive context is sufficiently clear. For 
certain speakers (including myself), (73B) and (74B) already get better when they 
are introduced by the coordinating cojunction en ‘and’, as in En wanneer Merkel? 
(and when Merkel, ‘And when will she interview Merkel?’) and En waar Merkel? 
(and where Merkel, ‘And where will she interview Merkel?’).32 I take en ‘and’ to 
be a regular coordinating conjunction by assuming that the silent left conjunct 
represents the alternative provided by the common ground. Thus, the expression 
En wanneer/waar Merkel? has the structure in (82):

(82) [ConjP ∅common ground [Conj′ en [CP wanneer/waarj

. . . tj . . . [FocP[DP merkel]i [Foc’ Foc [. . . ti . . .]]]]]]

∅ represents the silent left conjunct, the meaning of which is provided by the 
common ground ‘She will interview Obama tomorrow/in Chicago’. The meaning 
of the common ground stands in opposition to the meaning of the right conjunct.33 

32  Recall footnote 1.
33  See Broekhuis and Corver (2017) for discussion of another Dutch construction in which, at 
the surface, the coordinating conjunction en ‘and’ introduces the sentence. They call this con-
struction the ‘expressive en maar (and but) construction’. An example is given in (ia). They claim 
that the left conjunct of this coordinate structure is silent (∅), and that this silent conjunct desig-
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Another discourse context in which the use of the pattern Wanneer Merkel? 
considerably improves, is given in (83):

(83) A: Zij zal enkele wereldleiders interviewen.
she will some world.leaders interview
Maandag Obama, Dinsdag Macron, Woensdag Poetin.
monday Obama Tuesday Macron Wednesday Poetin

B: Wanneer Merkel?
when Merkel
‘When will she interview Merkel?’

In (83A), a list of (contrastive) pairs is given, where the pairs consist of the one who 
is interviewed and the date at which the interview will take place. After speaker 
A has given a list of pairs, it is quite natural for person B to ask: Wanneer Merkel? 
Also in this example, adding en ‘and’ (En wanneer Merkel?) turns the utterance in 
a completely natural one.

Summarizing, I tried to show in this section that the patterns Waar (‘where’) 
XP? and Wanneer (‘when’) XP?, which are traditionally considered to be impos-
sible, are in fact possible if the right discourse context, namely one in which a 
contrastive relationship holds, is sufficiently clear. It was further shown that both 
locational and temporal adverbials, just like reason adverbials, can be of two 
types: VP-adverbial and clause-adverbial. It is the latter type that can occur in the 
Wanneer/Waar XP?-pattern.

8 Variations on a theme
In section 4, I showed that the wh-phrase waarom can occur in combination with 
a focalized phrasal constituent, yielding the surface pattern waarom XP? Interest-

nates the common ground (in casu the alternative ‘x listens’) which is contrasted with the infor-
mation provided by the right conjunct (‘x does not listen’); see (ib).

(i) a. En maar niet luisteren!
and prt not listen
‘You keep on refusing to listen!’

b. [ConjP ∅common ground [Conj′ en [PRO maar niet luisteren]]] (PRO = the addressee)
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ingly, this surface pattern is found also with several other reason adverbials, both 
interrogative (84) and non-interrogative ones (85).34 

(84) Dentist: Poetst u elke dag uw tanden?
brush you every day your teeth

Patient: Vanwaar [die vraag]?
from.where that question
‘Why are you asking?’

(85) a. Uw gebit is belangrijk.
your teeth is important.
Vandaar35/Daarom/Derhalve dit advies: Poets uw tanden!
therefore this advice: brush your teeth
‘Your teeth are important, whence this advice: Brush your teeth!’

b. Jan heeft te fanatiek getraind. Zodoende die blessure.
Jan has too fanatically trained so-doing/thus this injury
‘Jan trained too fanatically. That’s why he has that injury now.’

Also for these examples it can be shown that they have a clausal basis. As shown 
in (86), for example, particles/adverbs that typically occur in clausal environ-
ments can appear in between the left-peripheral reason-adverbial and the focal-
ized XP:

(86) a. Vanwaar {toch / nou / weer / dan} [die kritiek]?
whence {yet / prtint / again / then} that criticism
‘Why are you criticizing me?’

b. Vandaar {dus / vermoedelijk} [die kritiek]: . . .
therefore thus/presumably that criticism
‘That explains that criticism.’

I assume that, just like waarom, the reason adverbials in (84)-(85) find their origin 
in the specifier position of the functional projection ReasP, which is located above 

34  See English whence, hence, and thence. An example of a whence XP-pattern is given in (i):

(i) This work is slow and dangerous, whence the high costs.
35 Finite clauses (CP) are quite common after vandaar, as in (i):

(i) Ik had die nacht slecht geslapen. Vandaar [CP dat ik zo moe was].
I had that night badly slept whence that I so tired was

         ‘I slept badly that night. That’s why I was so tired.’
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FocP. In other words, these reason adverbials start out as clausal modifiers. From 
there, the reason adverbial moves to the specifier position of CP. Schematically:

(87) a. [CP vanwaarj [ . . . toch . . .[ReasP tj . . . [FocP die kritieki [Foc’ Foc [. . . ti. . .]]]]]]
b. [CP vandaarj [. . . dus . . . [ReasP tj . . . [FocP die kritieki [Foc’ Foc [. . .ti . . .]]]]]]

The clause-adverbial status of the reason-adverbial elements in (84)-(85) is con-
firmed by the two by now familiar diagnostic tests (here illustrated by means 
of vandaar): Firstly, vandaar cannot occur as a modifier of doet dat ‘does that’, 
which suggests that it is not a VP-modifier but a clausal modifier (88b). Secondly, 
the sentence containing vandaar can be paraphrased as ‘Het is adverbial zo 
[clause dat . . .]’ (It is adverbial so [clause that . . .]); see (88c). Example (88a) shows 
the sentence on which the variants (88b) and (88c) are based.

(88) De coach vond Messi niet goed spelen . . .
the coach considered Messi not well play
‘The coach thought Messi did not play well . . .
a. en heeft hem vandaar gewisseld.

and has him thence replaced
and replaced him for that reason.’

b. *en heeft hem gewisseld, en hij deed dat vandaar.
and has him replaced and he did that thence

c. en het is vandaar zo dat hij hem gewisseld heeft.
and it is thence so that he him replaced has
and it is for that reason that he replaced him.’

The reason adverbials vanwaar and vandaar have a meaning relationship with 
the spatial expressions van waar ‘from where’ and van daar ‘from there’, which 
occur in sentences such as (89a) and (89b), respectively:

(89) a. Van waar heb je een mooi uitzicht op de krater?
from where have you a nice view of the crater
‘From where do you have a nice view of the crater?’

b. Van daar heb je een mooi uitzicht op de krater.
from there have you a nice view of the crater
‘From over there you have a nice view of the crater.’

The combination of locative waar/daar ‘where/there’ and directional van ‘from’ 
yields a source interpretation ‘from which/that place’. Under the reason- adverbial 
interpretation (see (85a), (88a)), the source is identified as the reason or cause 
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of something. Although the spatial expressions van waar and van daar have the 
same phonological stress pattern as the reason adverbials vanwaar and vandaar, 
namely stress on daar/waar, there are reasons for assigning them different struc-
tural representations.36 Specifically, the reason adverbials constitute (complex) 
words, whereas the spatial expressions are phrases. Evidence in support of this 
contrast comes from (i) the (im)possibility of having material that intervenes 
between van and waar/daar, and (ii) the (im)possibility of replacing waar/daar 
by a complex noun phrase (e.g., die plek ‘that place’). As shown in (90), these 
manipulations are possible with the spatial expression van daar (here exempli-
fied with daar):

(90) a. Van af daar heb je een mooi uitzicht op de krater.
from prt there have you a nice view of the crater
‘From there you have a nice view of the crater.’

b. Van die plek heb je een mooi uitzicht op de krater.
from that place have you a nice view of the crater
‘From that place you have a nice view of the crater.’

The reason adverbial vandaar does not permit separation of van and daar (*vanaf-
daar), nor does it allow replacement by a complex noun phrase: *van die reden 
(of that reason; intended meaning: ‘therefore/thence’).

Having shown that the reason adverbials vanwaar/vandaar and the locative 
expressions van waar/van daar have different structural representations, I would 
like to draw your attention to another asymmetry: reason adverbials can be fol-
lowed by a focalized XP, as was already shown in (84)-(85), the spatial expres-
sions van waar/van daar cannot. This contrast is illustrated in (91):

(91) Context: Sue shows Bill pictures of her visit to Paris and says the following:
We stonden op de Eiffel toren. 
we stood on the Eiffel tower
a. VandaarReason [dit uitzicht]

from.there (= ‘whence’) this view
‘Whence this view.’ (as presented on the picture)

b. *Van daarSpatial [dit uitzicht].
from there this view
‘From there we had this view.’

36 This is also visible orthographically. In spatial expressions, van and waar/daar are written as 
two separate elements. In reason-adverbial expressions, on the other hand, they are written as a 
single unit: vanwaar/vandaar.
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The contrast between (91a) and (91b) can again be accounted for along the lines 
sketched in (92):

(92) a. [CP Vandaarj . . .[ReasP tj . . .[FocP dit uitzichti [Foc’ Foc[. . . ti . . .]]]]]  (= (91a))
b. *[CP Van daarj . . . [FocP dit uitzichti [Foc’ Foc [. . .tj . . .ti . . .]]]]       (= (91b))

Displacement of the (clausal) reason adverbial vandaar in (92a) does not yield a 
violation of the Relativized Minimality condition: vandaar does not cross the inter-
vening focalized constituent dit uitzicht. In (92b), however, the locative expression 
van daar originates in a position hierarchically lower than FocP. As a result of that, 
movement of van daar to the left periphery of the clause crosses the intervening 
focalized phrase dit uitzicht. Consequently, Relativized Minimality is violated.

9 Conclusion
In this chapter, the Dutch pattern Waarom XP?, known under the name of 
Why-Stripping, was studied. It was proposed that the reason adverbial waarom 
moves from a clause-adverbial position (the specifier of ReasonP) to [Spec,CP]. 
The remnant XP that follows waarom, is a focalized constituent that undergoes 
movement to [Spec,FocP]. Importantly, on its way to [Spec,CP], the wh-phrase 
waarom does not cross the displaced focalized constituent, for the simple reason 
that the clause-adverbial position in which waarom originates, is located higher 
than [Spec,FocP]. Consequently, displacement of waarom does not yield a viola-
tion of the Relativized Minimality constraint. It was further shown that displace-
ment of structurally low reason-adverbials (i.e. VP-modifiers) in Why-Stripping 
environments causes a violation of the Relativized Minimality constraint. Finally, 
I tried to show that the distinction between high (i.e., clause-modifying) versus 
low (i.e., VP-modifying) adverbials also matters for stripping patterns involving 
spatio-temporal adverbials. Manner-adverbials, being canonical VP-modifiers, 
typically do not occur in stripping environments. Finally, it was shown that the 
pattern ‘Reason adverbial + XP’ has different manifestations in Dutch, and also 
occurs with non-interrogative reason-adverbials.
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Wei-Tien Dylan Tsai
On applicative Why-questions in Chinese

1 Introduction
It is generally observed across languages that why-questions are formed by 
merging the relevant wh-expression high up in the left periphery (cf. Rizzi 1990, 
2001, Starke 2001, Ko 2005, 2006, Stepanov & Tsai 2008, Tsai 2008, Shlonsky & 
Soare 2011, Jedrzejowski 2014, Endo 2015, Miyagawa 2017, among others). This 
paper investigates a class of postverbal wh’s in Chinese which give unexpected 
why-construals with a touch of “whining” force (also cf. Tsai 2011; Pan 2014; Yang 
2015, among others), as shown by the Mandarin example (1a): 

(1) a. ni ku shenme  [Mandarin whining what]
you cry what
你 哭 什麼!

‘What the heck are you crying for?! (You shouldn’t be crying.)’
b. lí sī teh khàu ántsuánn! [TSM whining how]

you be Prg cry how
汝 是 咧 哭 按怎?!
‘How the heck are you crying?! (You shouldn’t be crying.)’

c. ni zenme zai ku?! [Mandarin how come]
you how Prg cry
你 怎麼 在 哭?!
‘How come you are crying?!’

d. lí ántsuánn teh khàu?! [TSM how come]
you how Prg cry
汝 按怎 咧 哭?!
‘How come you are crying?!’
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Interestingly enough, instead of a what, Taiwan Southern Min (TSM, a Chinese 
dialect spoken in Taiwan, often called Taiwanese), elects to employ a how in a 
similar construal, as illustrated by the example (1b) taken from Lau & Tsai (to 
appear). It is also worthwhile to note that they are not how come-questions, where 
Mandarin zenme ‘how’ and Taiwanese ántsuánn ‘how’ both appear in a preverbal 
position, as shown in (1c) and (1d) respectively.1

Furthermore, Cheng (this volume) presents an interesting comparison between 
mat1 ‘what’ and dim2 ‘how’ in Cantonese with their Mandarin counterparts in both 
postverbal and sentence-initial positions. In particular, while both postverbal mat1 
and sentence-initial mat1 share the “whining” construal, the latter is shown to 
have an additional “unexpectedness” reading. This is very similar to the mirative 
usage of sentence-initial zenme ‘how’ in Mandarin (cf. Tsai & Yang 2019). Cheng 
also notes that postverbal mat1 expresses dissatisfaction of some sort. It is there-
fore very much in line with Mandarin whining what mentioned above.

Our task is thus to explain the unusual syntactic position of these wh- 
expressions, as well as their association with the peculiar pragmatics and neg-
ative deontic modal force (in addition to the usual why-semantics). I would like 
to propose that (1a) and (1b) are actually applicative constructions in disguise 
(cf. Marantz 1984, 1993; McGinnis 2001, 2003; Harley 2002; Pylkkänen 2002; 
Tsai 2018; among others), where the whining wh’s in question are introduced 
by a silent applicative head (or an inner light verb to the same effect, cf. Tsai 
2015a).

1 As a matter of fact, (1a) and (1b) are not the hell-question, either. This is because they are not 
aggressively D-linked (cf. Pesetsky 1987), and cannot be answered (i.e., completely lacking the 
option of exerting interrogative force). A genuine the hell-question would be like (i), which can 
be answered if the addressee chooses to do so (cf. Huang & Ochi 2004).

(i) ni daodi weishenme zai ku?!
you on.earth why Prg cry
‘Why the hell are you crying?!’

Moreover, when we add daodi ‘on earth’ to (1), the whining force actually dissipates, and the 
question can be answered again, as illustrated below. Special thanks to Michal Starke for raising 
the issue.

(ii) ni daodi ku shenme?!
you on.earth cry what
‘What the hell are you crying for?!’
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2 The syntax of silent applicatives
The gist of our analysis is that (1a) actually involves an implicit light verb FOR (or 
a silent applicative head to the same effect), to which the main verb ku ‘cry’ raises 
in overt syntax, as shown in the following derivation (LV: light verb):2

(2) a. ni FOR shenme ku?!
you LV what cry

⇒ b. ni ku-FOR shenme <ku>?!
you cry-LV shenme cry

Given that weishenme, a typical Mandarin why, actually evolves from a PP wei 
(-le) shenme ‘for what’ (similar to the relation between pourquoi and pour quoi 
in French). It is therefore not unreasonable to treat (1a) on a par with inner light 
verb construals as discussed in Lin (2001), Feng (2005) and Tsai (2015a, 2017), 
which typically involve either instrumental, locative, or benefactive arguments.3 
Take the instrumental usage such as (3a) for example: it can be paraphrased as a 
sentence with a lexical light verb yong ‘use’, as in (3b): 

(3) a. ni qie na-ba dao, wo qie zhe-ba dao.
you cut that-Cl knife I cut this-Cl knife
你切那把刀，我切這把刀。

‘You (will) cut with that knife, and I (will) cut with this knife.’
b. ni yong na-ba dao wo qie, yong zhe-ba dao qie.

you use that-Cl knife cut, I use this-Cl knife cut
你用那把刀切，我用這把刀切。

‘You (will) cut with that knife, and I (will) cut with this knife.’
[lexical light verb]

More specifically, we assume that there is a silent inner light verb USE in (3a), which 
corresponds to its lexical counterpart yong ‘use’ in (3b), and that the apparent direct 

2 Here we may consider the English expression cry wolf when interpreted as ‘crying about 
wolves’ or ‘crying because of wolves’. See Tsai (2011) and Yang (2015) for a raising-to-FOR anal-
ysis in the same spirit.
3 By contrast, weishenme ‘why’, a contracted form of wei(-le) shenme ‘for what’, functions as an 
adverbial, and is merged high in the left periphery, presumably to the Spec position of ReasonP 
along the lines of Shlonsky & Soare (2011). Given the strong uniformity in the sense of Chomsky 
(2001) and Miyagawa (2010), this may well result from placing focus in C according to the param-
eter setting of Chinese, i.e., Cδ-Tφ in Miyagawa’s (2017) terms.
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object zheba dao ‘this knife’ is actually an instrumental argument in disguise. The 
surface word order of (3a) can be derived by raising the main verb qie ‘cut’ to USE, 
as sketched in the following derivation:

(4) a. ni USE Na-ba dao qie, wo USE zhe-ba dao qie.
you that-Cl knife cut I this-Cl knife cut.

[inner light verb]
⇒ b. ni qiej+USE na-ba dao tj, wo qiek+USE zhe-ba dao tk.

you cut that-Cl knife I cut this-Cl knife
[raising-to-inner v]

It is also worthwhile to note that this insight is in line with Endo’s (2015) observa-
tion that reason WHAT across languages are essentially what...for-questions (see 
also Ochi 2004), as exemplified below:

(5) Kimi-wa nani-o sonnani naiteiru no [Japanese whining what]
You-top what-Acc so-much crying Q
‘Why are you crying so much?’

This account can be further contrasted with Huang’s (1994, 1997) raising-to-
CAUSE analysis of (6a). First note that (6a) can be paraphrased as (6b) with a 
lexical outer light verb rang:

(6) a. na-dun fan chi-de Akiu huomaosanzhang.
that-Cl meal eat-Res Akiu furious
那頓飯吃得阿Q火冒三丈。

‘That meal made Akiu eat such that he became furious.’
b. na-dun fan rang Akiu chi-de huomaosanzhang.

that-Cl meal cause Akiu eat-Res furious
那頓飯讓阿Q 吃得火冒三丈。

‘That meal made Akiu eat such that he became furious.’

In light of the light verb syntax presented above, we may well put forward the 
claim that there is an implicit eventuality predicate CAUSE in (6a), which corre-
sponds to its lexical counterpart rang ‘cause’ in (6b). The silent outer light verb in 
turn attracts the main verb, resulting in the word order change, as illustrated in 
the following derivation:
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(7) a. na-dun fan CAUSE Akiu chi-de huomaosanzhang. [outer light verb]
that-Cl meal Cause Akiu eat-Res furious

⇒ b. na-dun fan [chi-de]k+CAUSE Akiu tk huomaosanzhang.
that-Cl knife eat-Res Akiu furious

[raising-to-outer v]

3 Evidence from PF operations
There are two pieces of evidence for our line of thinking: Our first argument has 
to do with the fact that the whining wh-construal in question allow the lower 
copy of the raised verb either to delete, as in (8a) or to remain in PF, as in (8b). 
Interestingly enough, a “split” deletion such as (8c) is also allowed (cf. Tsai 2011):

(8) a. ni mai-yuan shenme <mai-yuan>?! [copy deleted]
you hold-grudge what hold-grudge
你埋怨什麼?!
‘What are you holding grudge about?’

b. ni mai-yuan shenme <mai-yuan>?! [copy pronounced]
you hold-grudge what hold-grudge
你埋怨什麼埋怨?!

c. ni mai-yuan shenme <mai-yuan>?! [split deletion]
you hold-grudge what hold-grudge
你埋什麼怨?!

The pronunciation of the lower copy in (8b) is reminiscent of the following 
Chinese verb-copying constructions:

(9) wo kan dianshi <kan-de> huomaosanzhang.
I watch TV watch-Res furious
我看電視看得火冒三丈。
‘I have watched TV till I became furious.’

By contrast, the same verb copying mechanism is not available for typical pre-
verbal how come-questions in Mandarin, as evidenced by the following example:

(10) *ni ku zenme ku le?!
you cry how cry Inc
*你哭怎麼哭了?
‘What the heck are you crying for?!’
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According to Cheng (2007), verb copying applies at failure to reduce a verb chain, 
as its lower copy has been fused with an aspect marker. In our case, raising to 
FOR is more in line with the raising to Foc along the line of Hornstein & Nunes 
(2002) and Nunes (2004): That is, it triggers a morphological fusion between the 
main verb and the light verb, even if the latter category is silent in Chinese (also 
cf. Tsai 2014).

Another revealing fact is that verb-copying is only available for inner light verb 
construals, as shown by contrast between (11a) and (11b). This indicates that the 
PF operation in (9) is confined to the vP phase, hence a result of cyclic spell-out:

(11) a. wo qiek+USE na-bo dao qiek-de huomaosanzhang.
I cut that-Cl knife cut-Res furious
我切那把刀切得火冒三丈。

‘I used that knife to cut till I became furious.’   [inner v ⇒ verb copying]
b. * na-dun fan chik+CAUSE wo chik-de huomaosanzhang.

that-Cl meal eat I eat-res furious
* 那頓飯吃我吃得火冒三丈

‘That meal made me furious while eating.’ [outer v ⇒ *verb copying]

Our second argument is built on the distinct prosodic pattern of the whining con-
strual. As reported by the recent experimental study of Yang & Tsai (2019), the 
verb in (12) carries the most prominent stress, as illustrated by Figure 1: 

Figure 1: Waveform and sonogram of Mandarin whining what.
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Figure 2: Mean F0 curves of kan shenme in (12) and (13).

(12) ni kan shenme?! [whining what]
you look.at what
你 看 什麼

‘What are you looking at?!’

The intonation in question contrasts sharply with that of a typical interrogative 
question such as (13), which differs significantly from (12) with respect to pitch, 
duration and intensity, as shown by Figures 2–4 respectively:

(13) ni kan shenme?! [interrogative what]
you look.at what
你 看 什麼

‘What are you looking at?’

The experimental study shows that the “force shift” from interrogative to whining 
has a lot to do with the change of the overall prosodic pattern (i.e., the distinc-
tive intonation associated with clause-typing), as well as the stress shift from the 
object wh (i.e., the locus of nuclear stress) to the inner light verb (i.e., the locus of 
focus). Most importantly, when the inner light verb is silent, it needs something 
to carry the prosodic weight assigned to it. This in turn triggers raising-to-FOR as 
seen in (2b). Verb doubling associated with similar focus effects are also observed 
in Gungbe (Aboh 2004) and the Kwa languages (Landau 2007).4

4 Special thanks to Alain Rouveret for pointing out to me the relevant discussions in the literature.
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Figure 4: Mean intensity range of kan shenme in (13a-b).

Figure 3: Mean duration of kan shenme in (12) and (13).

Yang & Tsai (2019) further points out that the same observation applies to 
those cases where the lower verb copy is actually pronounced at PF, as in (14):

(14) ni [v kan] shenme [V kan]?! [verb copying of whining what]
you look.at what look.at
‘What are you looking at?!’

Figure 5 shows that the pitch of the higher verb copy (kanv) is consistently higher 
than that of the lower one (kanV). Figure 6, on the other hand, shows that the 
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Figure 6: Mean intensity range of the two verb copies in (14).

intensity range of kanv is also stronger than that of kanV. This prosodic evidence 
substantiates our claim above that the verb copying of (14) is made possible by 
the focus property associated with the light verb FOR (hence the first verb copy on 
the surface, cf. Hornstein & Nunes (2002) and Nunes (2004)).

4  Robust analyticity and the typology 
of applicatives

On the typological front, it is worthwhile to note that Cheng & Sybesma (2015) offer 
an applicative analysis of subject-experiencer psych-predicates such as danxin ‘worry’  
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in (15a): They argue that the apparent transitive usage of danxin actually derives from 
a silent version of dui in (15b), a de facto applicative construction in Mandarin:

(15) a. Akiu hen danxin Xiaodi.
Akiu Very Worry Xiaodi
阿Q 很 擔心 小D
‘Akiu worries about Xiaodi.’

b. Akiu dui Xiaodi hen danxin.
Akiu to Xiaodi very worry
阿Q 對 小D 很 擔心

‘Akiu worries about Xiaodi.’

As illustrated in (16a), when the applicative head is spelled out as dui, no verb move-
ment is triggered in PF. Instead, dui raises over the applicative argument Xiaodi to the 
head of PredP. If the applicative head is not realized phonetically, as represented by TO, 
then the main verb danxin pick it up and raises all the way to Pred, as shown in (16b): 

(16) a.  … Pred’

Pred ApplP

DP Appl’

XiaodiAppl VP

dui V

danxi
b.    … Pred’

Pred ApplP

DP Appl’

Xiaodi TO VP

V

danxi

Interestingly enough, there is a strong conceptual connection between their pro-
posal and the inner-outer dichotomy of light verbs advocated here: We entertain 
the idea that Chinese applicative expressions have a more pronounced topography 
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along functional projections due to its robust analyticity (cf. Huang 2015; Tsai 2015a, 
2018). Namely, while typical applicative morphemes are bound to the verb root in 
Bantu languages, as exemplified by the Kinyarwanda example (17) (cf. McGinnet 
2001, 2003), their Mandarin counterparts are free, and have a much wider distri-
bution accompanied by their respective applicative arguments, as shown in (18):

(17) úmwáalímu y-a-andik-iish-ijé-ho ikíbáho imibáre íngwa.
teacher he-Pst-write-Inst-Asp-Loc blackboard math chalk
‘The teacher wrote math on the blackboard with chalk.’

(18) laoshi yong fenbi zai heiban-shang xie shuxue.
teacher use chalk at blackboard-up write mathematics
‘The teacher wrote math on the blackboard with chalk.’

Along this line, we may well put forth the claim that Chinese inner light verbs 
are “analytic” versions of Bantu applicatives (see also Tsai 2017). As illustrated 
below, dui and TO are taken to be inner light verbs, achieving very much the same 
result as Cheng & Sybesma’s treatment:

(19) a. ... vPouter

Akiu v’

v vPinner

dui BE DP v’

Xiaodi v VP

<dui> V

danxin
b. ... vPouter

Akiu v’

v vPinner

v BE DP v’

danxin TO Xiaodi VP

V

<danxin>
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As a result, we are able to explain away the peculiar distribution of whining what 
in (1) by treating it as an “extra” argument in applicative-theoretic terms: That is, 
it is left in the apparent direct object position after the main verb ku ‘cry’ raises all 
the way to a silent outer light verb DO (or a voice head to the same effect) through 
the head position of a silent inner light verb FOR, as sketched in the following 
diagram:

(20) ... vPouter

ni v’
'you'

v vPinner

v DO DP v’

ku FOR shenme VP
'cry' 'what'

V

<ku>

One of the advantages of this proposal is that, if the lower copy remains (or 
partially deleted) at PF, then the verb copying effects of (9) and (14) will be 
derived without further stipulations. Interestingly enough, similar verb copying 
phenomena is also attested in Vietnamese whining what, as illustrated by the 
following pair of examples (Tran Phan p.c.):

(21) a. Em khóc (cái) gì?!
you cry Cl what
‘What the hell are you crying for?!’

b. Em khóc (cái) gì mà khóc?!  
you cry Cl what MA cry
‘What the hell are you crying for?!’

This construal presents a sharp contrast with the typical causal how-question 
below, where sao ‘how’ occupies the sentence-initial position, and the whining 
force is distinctively absent:

(22) Sao mà em không đi?
how.come MA you NEG go
‘How come you didn’t go?’
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5 Encoding force in syntactic terms
One of the main goals of the cartographic approach is to build an explicit clausal 
spine for pragmatic construals such as illocutionary forces, subjectivity, eviden-
tiality, topicalization, focalization, etc. Along this line, we would like to suggest 
that the whining force in question is contributed by the force head in the left 
periphery (also cf. Pan 2014), which triggers a distinct intonation pattern very 
different from interrogative and indefinite wh-construals. As Yang (2015) have 
demonstrated quite convincingly, this kind of “force-shift” applies mostly in the 
root context, as evidenced by the absence of a whining construal for the indirect 
question below:

(23) wo xiangzhidao [ni ku shenme].
I wonder you cry what
我想知道你哭什麼。

a. I wonder what you are crying for. [interrogative]
b. #I wonder what the heck you are crying for. [#whining]

Here the interpretation is purely interrogative, which lends further support to our 
claim that the whining construal is built upon a for what question, where shenme 
‘what’ is actually an applicative argument.

As noted by Krifka (2014), illocutionary acts can sometimes be embedded as 
arguments of force operators, e.g., verbs of saying or speech act adverbials. It is 
quite clear here that the interrogative construal in (23a) can be embedded as the 
complement of the matrix verb xiangzhidao ‘wonder’, whereas its wining coun-
terpart in (23b) cannot. It is therefore no wonder people sometimes just give an 
answer to the embedded applicative why-question in (23) directly.

Curiously enough, it seems possible to embed the whining question under 
exclamative predicates such as jingya ‘surprised’ (cf. Abels 2007; Badan & Cheng 
2015). As illustrated below, here the situation is somewhat reversed: the interrog-
ative reading is blocked, while the whining construal survives.

(24) wo hen jingya [ni ku shenme].
I very surprised you cry what
a. #I am surprised what you are crying for. [#interrogative]
b. I am surpsied what the heck you are crying for. [whining]

This shows that the force operator involved (call it a whining operator) does share 
some characteristics with the classic exclamative operator in expressing surprise/
unexpectedness (cf. Zanuttini & Portner 2000, 2003).
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Furthermore, the whining construal is also subject to a variety of locality 
effects, as evidenced by the negative island effect of (25):

(25) *ni bu ku shenme?! [*whining what under negation]
you not cry what
*你不哭什麼?!
‘What the heck are you not crying for?!’

One way to think of the locality effect is to analyze whining what (L-WHAT in 
Yang’s term) as an adverb subject to covert movement at LF. The other alternative 
is to suggest that the applicative shenme in question is bound by the whining 
operator (W-Op), which is merged directly to the Spec position of ForceP, as 
sketched in (26a):

(26) a. [ForceP W-Opx ... [TP ni [vP ku-FOR shenme(x) <ku>]]]?!
you cry-LV what cry

b. [ForceP W-Opx ... [TP ni [NegP bu [vP ku-FOR shenme(x) <ku>]]]]?!
you         NEG cry-LV what  cry

Since the resulting dependency is non-referential due to the applicative nature of 
whining wh, the deviance of (25) may be attributed either to inner island violation 
(cf. Rizzi 1990), or to negative operator intervention in the sense of Beck (1996, 
2006) and Beck & Kim (1997), as illustrated in (26b). Under this treatment, W-Op 
can be conceived as a force operator taking the whining speech act as its argu-
ment along the line of Krifka (2014). 

Along this line, we adopt a feature-based version of Relativized Minimality, 
as formulated by Rizzi (2004). It distinguishes the following four types of depend-
encies, and factors them in with regard to locality effects:

(27) a. Argumental: person, number, gender, case
b. Quantificational: Wh, Neg, measure, focus...
c. Modifier: evaluative, epistemic, Neg, frequentative, measure, manner, ...
d. Topic

As a result, (25) can be ruled out straightforwardly by proposing that the quan-
tificational dependency established by the operator binding has crossed over 
another quantifier, namely, the negation bu ‘not’, as illustrated below:
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(28) a. [+Quan]  ...  [+Quan]  ...  [+Quan]

On the other hand, the negative deontic modal force can be treated as an impli-
cature triggered by the whining operator, which is reminiscent of the negative 
modal force displayed by the following non-canonical usage of shenme ‘what’ 
and nali ‘where’ (also cf. Cheung 2009, among others):

(29) shenme Akiu qu-le xiancheng!
WHAT Akiu Go-Prf downtown
什麼阿Q  去了縣城！

‘No way Akiu went downtown!’

As observed in Tsai (2011), the difference lies in the sentential scope taken by 
non-canonical shenme and nali. This height of interpretation triggers negation 
over epistemic modality, as indicated by the impossibility readings of (29). By 
contrast, the verbal scope of applicative shenme in (1a) only allows negation over 
deontic modality, which goes hand-in-hand with the whining force.5

From a comparative perspective, our position is further strengthened by 
similar construals attested in Taiwan Southern Min (henceforth TSM): The copula 
sī normally associated with reason how in (30a) must also appear to license the 
postverbal whining ántsuánn ‘how’ in (28b), where the presence of the assertive 
auxiliary sī is obligatory:

(30) a. Tsuísūn sī-ántsuánn teh khàu? [TSM reason how]
Tsuisun be-now Prg cry
水順是按怎咧哭?
‘Why is Tsuisun crying?’

b. Tsuísūn *(sī) teh khàu ántsuánn?! [TSM whining how]
Tsuisun be Prt cry how
水順是咧哭按怎?!
‘Why the hell is Tsuisun crying?!’

5 See Tsai (2015b) for evidence for placing Chinese epistemic modals in the complementizer 
layer (i.e., the left periphery, hence taking an IP scope), and their deontic counterparts in the 
inflectional layer (hence taking a VP scope).
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Here sī serves as a scope marker for postverbal ántsuánn ‘how’ with the now 
familiar force shift from interrogative to whining. The following derivation of 
(30b) is adapted from Lau & Tsai (2020) in the spirit of our applicative analysis 
(W-Op: whining operator):

(31)

6 The hows of what and the whats of how
The question remains as to how to capture the similarity between whining what in 
Mandarin and whining how in TSM. Here we draw inspiration from a fine-grained 
study of Japanese wh-adverbials reveals that nande can be interpreted as either 
instrumental or reason, as in (32a,b):
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(32) Mari-wa nande kaetta-no?
Mari-Top nande left-Q
a. ‘How did Mari leave?’
b. ‘Why did Mari leave?’

Furthermore, the above construals can be disambiguated through morpho- 
syntactic means (cf. Fujii et al. 2014): In (33a), when employing the non- contracted 
PP form nani-de ‘what-with’, only the instrumental reading is available (i.e., a 
how-question). By contrast, when accompanied by mata ‘on.earth’, as in (33b), 
the contracted adverbial form nande triggers the reason interpretation (i.e., a 
why-question):

(33) a. Mari-wa nani-de kaetta-no?
Mari-Top what-with left-Q
‘With what (means) did Mari leave?’ [PP: instrumental]

b. Mari-wa nande mata kaetta-no?
Mari-Top NANDE on.earth left-Q
‘Why on earth did Mari leave?’ [Adv: reason]

Interestingly enough, only instrumental nande (call it nandeI) and its PP counter-
part can appear below certain sentential adverbials such as tokidoki ‘sometimes’, 
as evidenced by the contrast between (34a,b):

(34) Hiroshi-wa tokidoki nandeI/nani-de okayu-o taberu-no?
Hiroshi-Top sometimes how/what-with rice.congee-Acc eat-Q
a. ‘How does Hiroshi sometimes eat rice congee?’ [instrumental]
b. #’Why does Hiroshi sometimes eat rice congee?’ [#reason]

Reason nande (call it nandeR), on the other hand, typically appears in conjunc-
tion with mata ‘on earth’ above tokidoki:

(35) Hiroshi-wa nandeR mata tokidoki okayu-o taberu-no?
Hiroshi-Top why on.earth sometimes rice.congee-Acc eat-Q
a. #’How on earth does Hiroshi sometimes eat rice congee?’ [#instrumental]
b. ‘Why on earth does Hiroshi sometimes eat rice congee?’ [reason]

As mentioned above, Chinese why has its root in the applicative construal of its 
PP cognate, which pattern is observed cross-linguistically, as illustrated below: 
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(36) Chinese weishenme vs. wei(-le)shenme
French pourquoi vs. pour quoi
Japanese nande vs. nani-de
English why vs. for what

Interestingly enough, why also derives from the Old English hwi, an instrumental 
case form of hwæt ‘what’. It can be interpreted either as ‘for what purpose’ (as in 
Mandarin) or ‘by what means’ (as in Japanese). Along this line, it is quite plau-
sible to decompose TSM how further into a prepositional part án and a nominal 
part tsuánn. In certain constructions, it can even alternate with siánn, the real 
TSM what (cf. Lau & Tsai, to appear), as exemplified below:

(37) Tsuísūn sī teh khàu siánn?! [TSM whining what]
Tsuisun be Prg cry WHAT
‘What the hell is Tsuisun crying for?! (He shouldn’t be crying.)’

This what-how alternation in TSM is again attested in Vietnamese: Recall that we 
found a whining what in Vietnamese with the whining construals of (21a,b). As 
noted by Tran Phan (p.c.), it turns out that the same verb copying pattern also 
shows up with sao ‘how’ in a postverbal position, where the presence of a modal 
được ‘can’ appears to be obligatory, as evidenced by (38a,b):

(38) a. Em khóc sao được?!
you cry how can
‘How can you cry?!’

b. Em khóc sao được mà khóc?!
you cry how can MA cry
‘How can you cry?!’

Our account thus not only explains away the exceptions to the cross-linguistic 
generalization about the placement of why, but also reconstruct the correct car-
tography of those “ill-behaved” why-questions in both Mandarin and TSM. Hope-
fully this study will represent the first step to figure out the how of what and the 
what of how.
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7 Concluding remarks
To sum up, we have presented evidence showing Mandarin postverbal why- 
question is actually an applicative construction in disguise, where the apparent 
object shenme ‘what’ is bound by a whining operator merged to the left periphery, 
resulting in the “force-shifting” construal in question. Our argument is based on 
the verb copying effects of the whining wh-construal of (39a): When the main 
verb ku ‘cry’ raises to the applicative head FOR, the lower copy left by the V-to-v 
movement can be either pronounced, as in (39b), or deleted at PF, as in (39c):

(39) a. ni ku-FOR shenme <ku>?!
you cry-LV what cry

b. ni ku shenme ku?! [the lower copy pronounce.d]
you cry what cry

c. ni ku shenme?! [the lower copy deleted]
you cry what

Furthermore, the experimental study of Yang & Tsai (2019) shows a prosodic 
pattern clearly distinct from a typical interrogative question, where the focus has 
shifted from the usual nuclear stress position to the applicative head FOR. This 
not only suggests that the postverbal why-question involves vP-internal syntax, 
but also supports our claim that the whining force is associated with the overall 
rearrangement of the stress/intonation pattern. Cross-linguistic evidence is also 
drawn from a very similar construction in Vietnamese (cf. (21a,b)), where the 
 sentence-final placement of gì ‘what’ also triggers the whining force, as well as 
the signature verb copying mechanism.

Finally, a morpho-syntactic study of how and why across languages reveals 
that the similarity shared by the whining construals of Mandarin shenme ‘what’ 
and TSM ántsuánn ‘how’ is not an accident, but has its root in the development 
of how- and why-questions through applicative usages akin to with/by/for what 
in English.
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Lisa Lai-Shen Cheng
What-as-Why sentences in Cantonese

1  Introduction
Cantonese, like Mandarin, is a wh-in-situ language. Furthermore, it also has both 
preverbal why and sentence-initial why questions as shown in (1) and (2).1,2

(1) a. keoi5 dim2gaai2 mou5 lei4? (Cantonese)
3sg why not.have come

b. dim2gaai2 keoi5 mou5 lei4?
Why 3sg not.have come
‘Why didn’t s/he come?’

(2) a. tā wèishénme méiyǒu lái? (Mandarin)
3sg why not.have come

b. wèishénme tā méiyǒu lái?
why 3sg not.have come
‘Why didn’t s/he come?’

In both languages, there are alternative ways to ask causal/reason questions. 
First, both Cantonese and Mandarin can use their counterparts of what and how 
in expressing causal/reason questions (see (3a,b) and (4a,b)). It should be noted 
that the counterparts of what appear postverbally while the counterparts of how 
appear preceding a modal (see Tsai (2008), and Cheng (2019)).3,4

1 See Ko (2005) for an analysis of the merge position of why questions in Mandarin.
2 The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: cl = classifier, de=de, det =determiner, 
exp = experiential, inf = infinitive, m = masculine, neg = negative, pfv = perfective, prog = pro-
gressive, prt = particle, ptcp =participle, sfp =sentence final particle, sg = singular. The tones 
are marked by numbers in Cantonese and by diacritics in Mandarin.
3 Note that the interpretation of these sentences is not exactly the same as the English transla-
tion. We’ll discuss this further in section 3.
4 The postverbal cases of causal/reason mat1 appear with unergative verbs, which in Chinese 
languages have optional dummy objects (see Cheng and Sybesma (1998)). In the case of laugh 
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(3) a. lei5 haam3 mat1 aa3? (Cantonese)
2sg cry what sfp

b. nǐ kū shénme? (Mandarin)
2sg cry what
‘Why are you crying?’

(4) a. Akiu1 dim2 ho2ji3 heoi3 toi4bak1 aa3? (Cantonese)
Akiu how can go Taipei sfp

b. Akīu zěnme kěyǐ qù táiběi? (Mandarin)
Akiu how can go Taipei
‘How come Akiu could go to Taipei?’

In addition, both Cantonese and Mandarin can use a sentence-initial wh-phrase 
for questions similar to causal/reason questions. In Cantonese, mat1 ‘what’ is 
used while in Mandarin, zěnme ‘how’ is used, as we see in (5a,b).

(5) a. mat1/*dim2 lei5 hai2dou6 haam3 ge2? (Cantonese)
what/how 2sg prog cry sfp
Roughly: ‘Why are you crying?’

b. zěnme/*shénme nǐ zài kū? (Mandarin)
how/what 2sg prog cry?
Roughly: ‘Why are you crying?’

In this paper, we focus on the sentence-initial mat1 ‘what’ in Cantonese, in com-
parison with other ways of expressing causal/reason questions in Cantonese and 
Mandarin. I address the question of whether the sentence-initial zěnme as in (5b) 
is similar to the sentence-initial mat1 in section 5.

Cross-linguistically, it is not uncommon to find examples where the coun-
terparts of what is used to express something similar to what we see in sentence- 
initial mat1 in Cantonese (in particular sentences such as (5a)), as we can see from 
the examples in German and Dutch in (6).

(6) a. Was lachst du (denn)?! (German)
what laugh you prf
‘Why are you laughing?’ (you should not laugh!)
not: ‘What are you laughing at?’

and cry, it is sometimes possible to also interpret the questions as ‘What are you laughing at/
crying about?’ See also Cheng and Sybesma (2015).
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b. Wat lach je nou? (Dutch)
what laugh you prt
‘Why are you laughing?
not: ‘What are you laughing at?’

Aside from causal/reason questions, the counterparts of what in Dutch and 
German can also be used in non-questions, in particular, exclamatives (7).

(7) a. Was (der) Otto seine Frau liebt!
what the Otto his wife loves
‘How Otto loves his wife!’  (German; D’Avis (2000): (2a))

b. Wat heeft hij gewerkt!
what has he worked
‘Boy, has he worked!’ (Dutch; Bennis (1998): (2a))

In the following sections, I first examine the properties of Cantonese sentence- 
initial mat1 ‘what’. I argue that the sentence-initial mat1 differs from both canon-
ical dim2gaai2 ‘why’ questions (section 2.1) and the postverbal causal mat1 

 sentences (section 2.2). I show that mat1-initial sentences are more aligned with 
exclamatives (section 3.2) than rhetorical questions (section 3.1). In section 4, I 
discuss further Dutch and German what-exclamatives and their similarities with 
mat1-initial sentences. I argue that mat1-initial sentences in Cantonese can be 
interpreted as both individual-level exclamatives and event-level exclamatives 
(based on Nouwen and Chernilovskaya (2015), see also section 3.2). In the con-
cluding section 5, the question of whether sentence-initial zěnme ‘how’ in Man-
darin is similar to sentence-initial mat1 is addressed.

2 Properties of sentence-initial mat1

In order to understand sentence-initial mat1, I first consider the distribution of 
sentence-initial mat1, in comparison with canonical questions with dim2gaai2 

‘why’. In section 2.2, I show that mat1-initial sentences differ from postverbal 
causal mat1-questions. Section 2.3 reviews the co-occurrence restrictions between 
sentence-initial mat1 and sentence-final particles.
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2.1 Comparison with canonical dim2gaai2 questions

Before we make a comparison between canonical dim2gaai2 questions and mat1- 
initial questions, we need to first clarify the morphology of the counterpart of 
what in Cantonese. As shown in (8), a typical argumental what-questions in Can-
tonese can use either mat1 or mat1(ye5), literally ‘what thing’.

(8) keoi5 maai5-zo2 mat1(ye5) aa3?
3sg buy-pfv what sfp
‘What did he buy?’

However, when sentence-initial mat1 is used, ye5 cannot be used:

(9) mat1(*ye5) lei5 hai2dou6 haam3 ge2?
what 2sg prog cry sfp
‘Why are you crying?’

Consider now canonical dim2gaai2 ‘why’ questions. Both the postverbal and the 
sentence-initial mat1 differ from the canonical dim2gaai2 ‘why’. First, as (10a) 
shows, dim2gaai2 ‘why’ in an embedded (non-interrogative) clause takes matrix 
scope (i.e., “long” construal). This is what we expect from wh-elements in Chinese 
languages: wh-phrases stay in-situ in narrow syntax, but they can undergo covert 
movement to take (matrix) scope. When dim2gaai2 is merged in the matrix, as in 
(10b), there is no long construal. That is, it cannot be interpreted as construing 
with the embedded predicate.

(10) a. lei5 ji5wai4 keoi5 dim2gaai2 wui5 lei4? (Long construal)
2sg think 3sg Why will come
‘What is the reason x that you think that s/he will come for x?’

b. lei5 dim2gaai2 ji5wai4 keoi5 wui5 lei4 (Short construal)
2sg why think 3sg will come
‘What is the reason for your thinking that s/he will come?’
not: ‘what is the reason x that you think that s/he will come for x?’

That is, the matrix dim2gaai2 ‘why’ in (10b) cannot have moved from the embed-
ded clause. This is not surprising, as Chinese languages typically do not have 
wh-movement (Huang (1982)). Thus, dim2gaai2 ‘why’ in Cantonese differs from 
English ‘why’, which needs to appear in the matrix to express both short and 
long construal as in (11) (with both (11a) and (11b) readings).
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(11) Why do you think that he is coming?
a. What is the reason x that you think he is 

coming for x? 
(Long construal)

b. What is the reason that you think that he 
is coming?

(Short construal)

Consider now questions with non-argumental mat1 ‘what’. Neither the postverbal 
mat1 (12a) nor the sentence-initial mat1 (12b) can appear in an embedded (non- 
interrogative) clause.

(12) a. *lei5 ji5wai4 keoi5 haam3 mat1(ye5) aa3?
2sg think 3sg cry what sfp

b. *lei5 ji5wai4 mat1 keoi5 haam3 ge2?
2sg think what 3sg cry sfp
Intended: ‘What is the reason x that you think that s/he is crying for x?’

In other words, non-argumental mat1 ‘what’ do not form long construals. Fur-
thermore, the non-argumental mat1 ‘what’ must appear either postverbally (3a) 
or sentence-initially (5a). It differs from the canonical dim2gaai2 ‘why’ in that it 
cannot appear after the subject (cf. (1a) repeated in (13b)).

(13) a. *lei5 mat1 hai2dou6 haam3 ge2?
2sg what prog cry sfp
Intended: ‘Why/how come you are crying?’

b. keoi5 dim2gaai2 mou5 lei4?
3sg why not.have come
‘Why didn’t s/he come?’

We have seen in (12b) that sentence-initial mat1 cannot appear in a non- 
interro gative embedded clause (to take matrix scope). It should be noted that 
 sentence-initial mat1 also cannot appear in an embedded question (taking embed-
ded scope) (14b). This contrasts with dim2gaai2, which can be in an embedded 
question (as in (14a)). It should be noted that non-argument, postverbal what- as-
why in Mandarin (i.e., the whining-what) also cannot appear in embedded sen-
tences (see Tsai (this volume)).5

5 Note that as Tsai (this volume) points out, if shénme ‘what’ is not the whining what, it can ap-
pear in embedded questions. This is however not a possibility for sentence-initial mat1 in Canton-
ese, as there is no other interpretation possible of sentence-initial mat1 in Cantonese. As shown 
in (3a), typical argumental mat1 appears postverbally, just like typical objects; and like typical 
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(14) a. ngo6 seong2 ji1dou3 dim2gaai2 lei5 mou5 heoi3

1sg want know why 2sg not.have go
‘I wonder why you didn’t go.’

b. *ngo5 seong2 ji1dou3 mat1 lei5 mou5 heoi3 (ge2)
1sg want know what 2sg not.have go sfp
Intended: ‘I wonder why you didn’t go.’

Tang (2008) points out that mat1 differs from dim2gaai2 in that the former cannot 
be in a sluice (compare (15a) and (15b)). This is not surprising, as mat1 cannot 
head an embedded question anyway (as seen in (14b)).

(15) a. keoi5 waa6 keoi5 heoi3 guo3 dan6hai6 mou5 waa6 dim2gaai2

3sg say 3sg go exp but not say why
‘He said that he has been, but he didn’t say why.’

b. *keoi5 waa6 keoi5 heoi3 guo3 dan6hai6 mou5 waa6 mat1

3sg say 3sg go exp But not say what
Intended: ‘S/he said that s/he has been, but s/he didn’t say why.’

We will see in section 3 that mat1-initial questions are also interpreted differently 
from canonical dim2gaai2 questions.

2.2 Comparison with postverbal causal mat1-questions

We again start with the form of postverbal causal mat1. We have seen in (8) that 
when mat1 is used as an argument, it can use the form mat1(ye5). This contrasts 
with sentence-initial mat1, which cannot have ye5 (9). Postverbal causal mat1 

aligns more with argumental mat1, in that ye5 can be used, as shown in (16).6

(16) a. lei5 haam3 mat1(ye5) aa3?
2sg cry what sfp
‘Why are you crying?’

b. lei5 hai2dou6 fan3 mat1(ye5) aa3?
2sg prog sleep what sfp
‘Why are you sleeping?

in-situ languages, typical argumental mat1 can appear in embedded sentences (regardless of 
whether the embedded clause is a question or not).
6 The colloquial way of pronouncing mat1(ye5) is me1(ye5).
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The questions in (16a,b) are similar to the Dutch and German examples in (6) 
in that they also convey a meaning of “you shouldn’t have”. See Tsai’s (this 
volume) discussion of the Mandarin counterpart, which he calls whining what. 
That is, (16a,b) are not genuine questions of asking for the cause or reason of 
your crying/sleeping. Instead, it conveys some sort of dissatisfaction of your 
crying or sleeping. Since Dutch and German place their counterpart of what 
in sentence-initial position (since Dutch and German have wh-fronting), one 
might consider the Cantonese mat1-initial as a fronted version of the postverbal 
causal mat1.

Aside from the fact that wh-elements normally do not undergo fronting in 
Cantonese (or in other Chinese languages), and that the sentence-initial form is 
restricted to mat1 only, there are a number of other reasons why it is unlikely that 
mat1-initial sentences are derived from postverbal causal mat1 sentences.

First, the postverbal mat1 typically appear with unergative verbs such as 
haam3 ‘cry’ and fan3 ‘sleep’ (see footnote 4). In cases where it appears with verbs 
with an object (including a dummy object), the object is usually bare (without a 
demonstrative or classifier) (contrast (16b) with (17b,c)),7 and mat1 appears right 
before the bare noun:

(17) a. lei5 sik6 mat1(ye5) min6 aa3?
you eat what noodle sfp
‘Why are you eating noodles?’/ ‘Why are you sitting there eating (noodles)?

b. lei5 hai2dou6 fan3 mat1(ye5) gaau3 aa3?
you prog sleep what sleep sfp
‘Why are you sleeping?’

c. *lei5 sik6 (mat1) li1-wun2 (mat1) min6 gaa3?
you eat what this-cl what noodle sfp
Intended: ‘Why are you eating this bowl of noodle?’

Sentential-initial mat1 doesn’t have restrictions of this sort. It can appear with any 
verb and any object:

(18) a. mat1 lei5 sik6 (li1-wun2) min6 gaa3?
what you eat this-cl noodle sfp
‘Why are you eating (this bowl of) noodle?’
(‘Why are you eating (this bowl of) noodle (at all)?’

7 The lexical item for ‘sleep’ is fan3-gaau3, with gaau3 as a dummy object. See Cheng and Sybes-
ma (1998).
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b. mat1 lei5 hai2dou6 fan3-gaau3 gaa3?
what you prog sleep-sleep sfp
‘Why are you sleeping?/ ‘How come you are sleeping?’

The contrast in interpretation between (17a) and (18a) is clear. Even though 
both can be interpreted as the addressee should not be eating, (18a) (with or 
without the demonstrative and classifier) can be interpreted as the addressee 
should not be eating noodles at all (but rather some other more eatable 
things).

Sentences in (17) and (18) also illustrate another crucial difference between 
the two types of mat1 sentences. Sentence-initial mat1 sentences have restrictions 
concerning the type of sentence-final particles. In (18a,b), it is not possible to use 
aa3, in contrast with postverbal causal mat1 in (17a,b) (see the discussion about 
the co-occurrence with sentence-final particles in the next section). Furthermore, 
even though both might have the interpretation that the sentence expresses some 
kind of dissatisfaction (and therefore the reading that the addresses should not 
be doing something (as in (17) and (18)), sentence-initial mat1 definitely has other 
interpretations, as we see in (19).

(19) mat1 keoi5 gam3 gou1 gaa3

what he so tall sfp
‘How come he is so tall?’

The sentence in (19) cannot be interpreted as ‘he should not be so tall’, but rather 
that his height is above the speaker’s expectation. We come back to the interpre-
tation of mat1-initial sentences in section 3.

Lastly, it should be noted that though postverbal mat1 cannot appear in a 
clause with negation (see also the Mandarin counterpart in Tsai (this volume)), 
sentence-initial mat1 can appear with negation, as we see in the contrast between 
(20a) and (20b).

(20) a. *keoi5 m4 hai2dou6 fan3 mat1ye5 aa3?
3sg neg prog sleep what sfp
Intended: ‘Why aren’t you sleeping?’

b. mat1 keoi5 m4 hai2dou6 fan3 ge2?
what 3sg neg prog sleep sfp
‘How come s/he is not sleeping?’
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2.3 Sentence-initial mat1 and sentence-final particles

Both Tang (2008) and Lam (2014) discuss the issue of mat1 co-occurring with 
sentence-final particles. Tang (2008) states that the sentence-initial mat1 tends to 
appear with the sentence final particle ge2, as in (21).8

(21) mat1 lei5 mou5 heoi3 *(ge2)?
what you not.have go sfp
‘Why didn’t you go?/ ‘How come you didn’t go?’

Further, he shows that certain sentences with the sentence-final particle ge2 alone 
can still obtain the same meaning without the presence of mat1, as in (22a,b).

(22) a. lei5 mou5 heoi3 ge2?
you not.have go sfp
‘Why didn’t you go?/ ‘How come you didn’t go?’

b. lei5 gam3 hoi1sam1 ge2?
you so happy sfp
‘Why are you so happy?/ ‘How come you are so happy?’

This leads Tang (2008) to argue that mat1 is not an interrogative element. He argues 
that it forms a discontinuous construction with sentence-final particles to reinforce 
the interrogative mood of the sentence. Tang also argues that the co- occurrence of 
mat1 with other sentence-final particles are restricted (see foonote 9).

Lam (2014) examines a long list of sentence-final particles based on Leung 
(2005), considering all the ones that can appear with sentence-initial mat1 and 
those that cannot. She concludes that mat1 not only occurs with sentence-final 
particles that indicate questions (such as ge2, me1, aa4), but also those that are not 
interrogative (such as gaa3, wo4). (23) is an example from Lam (2014) showing the 
co-occurrence with mat1 and gaa3.9

8 The sentence-final particle ge2 indicates assertion with reservation, uncertainty, and surprise 
(see Sybesma and Li (2007) among others).
9 Gaa3 is a relevance marker (see Sybesma and Li 2007 among others). Tang (2008) claims that 
gaa3 can only occur with mat1 if a scalar adverb such as gam3 ‘such’ or gam2 ‘such a manner’ is 
present. But the examples in (19) and (23b) show that this is not correct. One may consider that 
there is a degree expression gik6 in (23b), but this can be replaced by a non-degree expression 
such as gong2-lei4-gong2-heoi3 ‘talking back and forth’ without changing the essential interpreta-
tion of the sentence.
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(23) a. Context: Terrance keeps explaining why Mary does not eat any kind 
of meat because she is a vegetarian. Nonetheless, John still cannot 
understand why Mary does not eat beef.

b. (mat1) gong2 gik6 keoi5 dou1 m4 ming4 gaa3?!
what say peak he still not understand sfp
‘Why did he still not understand?’

Lam (2014) provides a long list of particles that are not compatible with mat1. She 
concludes that these particles violate the requirement of using mat1, namely that 
the prior expectation of the speaker must be contrary to the literal proposition. 
That is, according to Lam (2014), for a sentence-final particle to co-occur with 
mat1, it has to indicate speaker bias.

In sum, we have seen in this section that mat1-initial sentences differ from 
canonical dim2gaai2 ‘why’ questions, and postverbal causal mat1 questions in the 
morphological make-up of the wh-element mat1 ‘what’, in distribution as well as 
in interpretation. In the next section, we explore the interpretation of mat1-initial 
sentences.

3 The interpretation of mat1-initial sentences
Despite of the fact that we group the sentence-initial mat1-questions with postver-
bal mat1-sentence as causal/reason questions, they are not interpreted the same 
way as causal/reason why questions. Importantly, mat1-initial sentences not only 
do not need to be answered, they are also used in a different context. They do 
not share the same denotation as why-questions (which would amount to a set 
of true propositions/answers). Consider again the sentence in (21) (repeated here 
as (24a)). First, the sentence can only be uttered if the fact that the hearer didn’t 
go is against the expectation of the speaker. This is similar to the Dutch non-wh- 
exclamative in (24b).

(24) a. mat1 lei5 mou5 heoi3 *(ge2)?
what you not.have go sfp
‘Why didn’t you go?’/ ‘How come you didn’t go?’

b. dat je daar niet was!
that you there neg was
‘You weren’t there!’

Compare these with the canonical dim2gaai2 ‘why’ question in (25). This can be a 
neutral question, i.e., the speaker has no expectation of the hearer’s going.
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(25) dim2gaai2 lei5 mou5 heoi3 (ge2)?
why you not.have go sfp
‘Why did you not go?’

In this section, we consider two other types of sentences which use wh-phrases, but 
are not interpreted as (real) questions: rhetorical questions and wh-exclamatives,  
in order to understand further the nature and the interpretation of mat1-initial 
 sentences.

3.1 Comparing with rhetorical questions

We first consider rhetorical questions, since these are also questions that do not 
require an answer (though answers are possible). As the debate concerning the 
interpretation and illocutionary force of rhetorical questions is not yet settled 
(see e.g., Han (2002) and Caponigro and Sprouse (2007)), we first consider here 
the distinction between why and how come in English. As is known from previ-
ous literature, aside from syntactic differences (see Zwicky and Zwicky (1971) and 
Collins (1991)), these two types of questions differ also as to whether they can be 
used rhetorically. (26a-c) show that how come-questions do not have inversion, 
have no long-construal and cannot license NPIs:

(26) a. How come John is leaving?
b. How come you think that Peter is laughing?
c. *How come John ever said anything?

Moreover, as Fitzpatrick (2005) and Conroy (2006) show, how come- questions 
cannot be used rhetorically. (27a,b) illustrate a question-answer pair. The 
why-question in (27b) has a rhetorical reading, which is negatively biased (i.e., 
the speaker assumes that a negative answer is correct). It can thus serve as a 
response to the question in (27a), ‘Did John leave?’, as it essentially states that 
John would not leave, and it also goes with the answer particle no. This is not the 
case in (27b); the response with a how come-question is not felicitous.

(27) a. Q: Did John leave?
A: No. Why would John leave?

b. Q: Did John leave?
A: #No. How come John would leave?
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Fitzpatrick (2005) and Conroy (2006) argue that how come selects a factive clause; 
thus, in (28a), it is a fact that John left early, and in (28b), it is a fact that the 
addressee thinks that John is late.

(28) a. How come John left early?
b. How come you think that John is late?

This can then explain why the response with the how come-questions in (27b) 
is infelicitous: with the how come-question, ‘John would leave’ is a fact. It is 
thus infelicitous with the negative answer particle no. In other words, how 
come-questions are not negatively biased and they do not have a rhetorical 
reading.

Let us now turn to Cantonese dim2gaai2 and mat1. As (29a,b) show, dim2gaai2 

‘why’ questions, just like why-questions in English, can be negatively biased. 
In other words, dim2gaai2 ‘why’-questions can be rhetorical questions. In con-
trast, given the same context, mat1-questions are infelicitous, as shown in 
(30a,b).

(29) a. Q: keoi5 zau2-zo2 mei6 aa3?
3sg leave-pfv not.yet sfp
‘Has s/he left yet?’

b. A: mei6-aa3! keoi5 dim2gaai2 wui5 zau2-zo2 aa3?
not.yet-sfp 3sg why will leave-pfv sfp
‘Not yet! Why would s/he leave?’

(30) a. Q: keoi5 zau2-zo2 mei6 aa3?
3sg leave-pfv not.yet sfp
‘Has s/he left yet?’

b. A: # mei6-aa3! mat1 keoi5 zau2-zo2 ge2?
not.yet-sfp what 3sg leave-pfv sfp

The response in (30b) yields an infelicitous response; the mat1 sentence indi-
cates that he has left, which is contradictory to the response mei6-aa3 ‘not yet’. 
Thus, mat1-initial sentences are on a par with how come-questions in that they 
are not negatively biased and cannot have rhetorical interpretation. Tang (2008) 
also shows that mat1-initial sentences take a realis, factive proposition. In other 
words, sentence-initial mat1-sentences are similar to English how come-questions 
in that the wh-phrase selects a factive clause. This leads us to exclamatives, which 
are considered to carry a presupposition of factivity.
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3.2 Comparing with exclamatives

Aside from rhetorical questions, there is another type of sentences which uses 
wh-expressions and their denotation is not comparable to a question, namely 
exclamatives, as in (31).

(31) a. What a nice guy he is!
b. How very tall she is! (Zanuttini and Portner (2003):(4))

In fact, why in English can also be used in exclamations, as in (32), though they 
are not considered to be part of the wh-exclamatives.

(32) a. Why, that’s absurd!
b. Why, it’s easy – a child could do it!

Sung (2015) shows that in Budai Rukai, a Formosan language, the counterpart of 
why can be used in exclamatives, as in (33).10

(33) a. a-ni ka-lragi kai kaswi-su!
do.why-3 stat.nfin-long this pants-2sg.gen
‘How long are your pants!’
(Lit: ‘How come your pants are (so) long!’) (Sung (2015): (16b))

b. a-ni ka-thariri turamuru kai Salrabu!
do.why-3 stat.nfin-good very this Salarabu
‘How nice (handsome) Salrabu is! (Sung (2015): (18b))

There has been a large amount of work concerning the syntax and semantics of 
exclamatives. To evaluate whether or not mat1-initial questions are on a par with 
exclamatives, we start our discussion with Zanuttini and Portner (2003). They 
consider factivity, scalar implicature and surprise as the core ingredients of an 
exclamative. Consider the English exclamative sentences in (34).

(34) a. How tall she is!
b. What a lot of books John bought!
c. How fast John drives!

10 (33a) also has a question reading: ‘Why are your pants (so) long?’
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As Zanuttini and Portner (2003) show, exclamatives carry a presupposition of 
factivity. For (34b), for instance, it presupposes that John bought a lot of books. 
In addition, there is a contextually given scale, and the exclamative indicates an 
extreme degree. For (34a), there is a contextually given scale of tallness and the 
exclamative indicates that her tallness is at the extreme end of the scale. Lastly, 
they suggest that there is an operation of widening connected to high degree, 
leading to surprise. The widening operation widens the domain of quantification 
for the wh-operator.

Zanuttini and Portner (2003) have devised tests on the basis of these pro-
perties. For instance, in the case of factivity, the test is whether or not exclama-
tives can be embedded under factive verbs. Nonetheless, as d’Avis (2016) shows, 
exclamatives in various languages, e.g., German, may not concur with all the 
tests. He concludes that the recurring aspect of analyses of exclamatives is: “ . . . 
that a certain state of affairs is considered unusual/not normal by the speaker.” 
(D’Avis (2016): 172) (see also Rett (2011)).

This concurs with what Chernilovskaya and Nouwen (2012) (C&N) and 
Nouwen and Chernilovskaya (2015) (N&C) argue concerning exclamatives. They 
state that the better characterisation of exclamatives is noteworthiness evalua-
tion. They argue that there are in fact two types of exclamatives. Aside from the 
traditional type of exclamatives (as we see from the English examples above), 
which expresses noteworthiness of a referent of a wh-word (e.g., tallness, amount 
of books), there is another type of exclamatives, which expresses noteworthiness 
of the proposition referenced in the exclamative. This is illustrated by the contrast 
exhibited in the Dutch exclamatives in (35) (from N&C):

(35) a. Wat een man ik net op straat tegenkwam!
what a man I just on street encountered

b. Wie ik net op straat tegenkwam!
who I just on street encountered

N&C show that for (35a) to be felicitous, the man being encountered has to have 
some gradable property to a remarkably high degree (e.g., tallness). So this is an 
example of the typical type of exclamatives, where the noteworthiness concerns a 
referent of the wh-word, in this case, ‘man’. They suggest that since (35a) concerns 
an individual property, it is an i(ndividual)-level exclamative. In contrast, this is 
not the case for (35b). They argue that there is no particular gradable property 
in (35b), but the noteworthiness here concerns the proposition that the speaker 
encountered a certain person (for example, because the person is expected to 
be away on holiday). (35b), thus, is not an i-level exclamative; rather, it has to 
do with the event, and thus an e(vent)-level exclamative. It should be noted that 
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there is no particular gradable property in (35b) (associated with either an indi-
vidual or the proposition).11

Badan and Cheng (2015) examine exclamatives in Mandarin and argue that 
there is no wh-exclamative in Mandarin. That is, wh-phrases are not used for 
exclamatives. Furthermore, they show that surprise is not a necessary ingredient 
of exclamatives. (36a,b) show that the counterparts of wh-exclamatives in Man-
darin have no wh-element.

(36) a. tā zhème gào a!
3sg this.me tall sfp
‘How tall s/he is!

b. nǐ de wǎncān duōme hǎo a!
you de dinner much.me good sfp
‘How delicious your dinner is!’

If having a set of alternatives is a crucial ingredient of exclamatives, it cannot 
come from a wh-operator in Mandarin. Instead, Badan and Cheng (2015) argue 
that Mandarin exclamatives have scalar focus, which derives a set of alterna-
tives. In particular, the degree adverbs zhème ‘this much’, nàme ‘that much’, and 
duōme ‘(so) much’ function as scalar (focus) operators. Aside from factivity and 
a set of alternatives, Badan and Cheng (2015) argue that a crucial ingredient of 
exclamatives is ego-evidentiality, namely a subjectivity/speaker-oriented prop-
erty. They suggest that this property is spelled out as a low pitch sentence-final 
particle a in Mandarin.

Turning back again to mat1-initial sentences, the question that arises is whe-
th  er they can be considered to be on a par with exclamatives. We have already 
seen that mat1 selects for a factive complement. In (37a,b) and (38a,b), we see that 
mat1-initial sentences can contain degree-related expressions such as gam2 ‘such’ 
or gam3 ‘so’, the former appearing with verbal predicates while the latter with 
non-verbal predicates (adjectival and nominal). Furthermore, these sentences all 
express a bit of surprise or in Chernilovskaya and Nouwen’s term, noteworthiness.

(37) a. (mat1) lei5 gam2 heoi3 ge2?
what you such.way go sfp
‘Why/how come you went in such a way?’

11 They also indicate that in the case of Dutch e-level exclamatives, the verb has to be final 
(while i-level cases can be either verb-second or verb-final).
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b. (mat1) lei5 gam3 hoi1sam1 ge2?
what you so happy sfp
‘Why/how come you are so happy?’

(38) a. (mat1) keoi5 gam3 gou1 ge2/gaa3?!
what 3sg so tall sfp/sfp
‘Why is s/he so tall?!/ How tall s/he is!’

b. (mat1) keoi5 gam3 do1 syu1 ge2/gaa3?!
what 3sg so many book sfp/sfp
‘What a lot of books s/he has!’

These examples point to similarities with wh-exclamatives that we have seen 
above: the proposition under mat1 is a realis, factive proposition (see (30b)); they 
can have a scale, and there appears to be an extension of the scale since what 
is expressed is that the degree is higher than expected ((37) and (38)). In other 
words, on the basis of these examples, we can hypothesize that mat1-initial sen-
tences are in fact exclamatives.

The question that arises is whether mat1-initial sentences in Cantonese are 
true exclamatives, as degree adverbs are optional in these mat1-sentences. Fur-
thermore, Chinese languages do not have typical wh-exclamatives. If these 
mat1-sentences in Cantonese are indeed exclamatives, is mat1 still a wh-element? 
And is there a corresponding ego-evidentiality marker in Cantonese? In the next 
section, we explore answers to these questions.

4 Understanding mat1-initial sentences

4.1 WHAT-exclamatives

To understand the role of the sentence-initial mat1 ‘what’, let us first consider 
the counterpart of what cross-linguistically. In particular, it is well-known that 
what can be used in various types of sentences, and not necessarily typical wh- 
interrogatives. A good example is German, as illustrated in (39a-c) (from D’Avis 
(2000) (1a, 2a, 3a)).

(39) a. Was schlägst du schon wieder den Hund?
what beat you prt again the Dog
‘Why are you beating the dog again?’
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b. Was (der) Otto seine Frau liebt?
What the Otto his wife loves
‘How Otto loves his wife!’

c. Was hat Otto gesagt, wen er liebt?
what has Otto said whom he loves
‘Whom did Otto say that he loves?’

D’Avis (2000) calls the wh-element was in (39a) a causal was, the one in (39b) 
an exclamative was and the one in (39c) a scope-marking was. He argues that 
these are examples of was as an expletive.12

 
 I identify this “expletive” use of what 

henceforth as WHAT. Here, we first concentrate on WHAT in exclamatives. The 
was-causal questions will not be discussed here. I would just like to mention that 
these causal-questions are similar to the postverbal mat1-questions in Cantonese 
(e.g., (3a)); the positional difference between Dutch/German causal questions 
with WHAT and Cantonese postverbal causal mat1-questions (i.e., sentence- initial 
vs. postverbal) is the result of the known difference between these two types of 
languages: the presence of wh-movement in Dutch/German and the lack of it in 
Cantonese.

Consider the Dutch data in (40). First, we see in (40a) that the wh-phrase 
wat een auto’s ‘what cars’ can be moved as a whole to the left periphery;13

 
 (40b) 

shows that the wh-phrase can be split up so that only what appears in the left 
periphery, illustrating the so-called ‘split exclamatives’.

(40) a. Wat een auto’s heeft Jan gekocht!
what a cars has Jan bought
‘What cars John has bought!’

b. Wat heft Jan een auto’s gekocht
what has Jan a cars bought
‘What cars John has bought!’ (Corver (1990): 97, (1a,b))

It should be noted that typical wh-questions do not allow splits except in the case 
of wat … voor ‘what kind of ’ questions; compare (41a) with (41b). Was ‘what’ in 
Dutch differs from other wh-elements in its ability to appear in split-exclamatives. 
As we see in (41b) and (42), this is not possible for hoe ‘how’.

12 D’Avis (2000) suggests that there is a wh-chain formation only in the case of scope marking 
sentences. The causal question reading and the exclamative reading with was only arises when 
the sentences are used as such.
13 See Bennis et al. (1998) for the presence of the indefinite article een in exclamatives.
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(41) a. Wati heeft hij [ti voor een mooi boeken] gekocht?
what has he for a beautiful books bought
‘What kind of beautiful books did he buy?’ (Bennis (1998): [9b])

b. *Hoe is hij stom?
how is he foolish
Intended: ‘How foolish is he?’ (Bennis (1998): [16b])

(42) a. Hoe bijzonder is het dat hij komt!
how special is it that he comes

b. *Hoe is het bijzonder dat hij komt!
how is it special that he comes (Bennis (1998): [18a,b])

It should also be noted that wat-split exclamatives differ from regular wh- 
exclamatives in a number of ways. Corver (1990) discusses two differences 
between typical wh-exclamatives and split-exclamatives: (i) split-exclamatives 
allow an embedded word order (43) (from Rijpma and Schuringa (1978)), while wh- 
exclamatives do not; and (ii) wat-split exclamatives can avoid PP-islands (44b).

(43) Wat je toch ‘n last hebt met die peuters!
what you yet a trouble have with those nippers
‘One has so much trouble with those nippers.’

(44) a. *[Wat een herten]i heeft de jager [op ti] geschoten!
what a deers has the hunter at shot

b. Wat heeft deze jager [op [… een herten]] geschoten!
what has this hunter at a deers shot

c. *Wat heeft deze jager [op [… voor een herten]] geschoten!
what has this hunter at for a deers shot
Intended: ‘What kind of deers did the hunter shoot at?’

The sentence in (44a) shows that extracting a whole wh-phrase out of a PP yields 
an ungrammatical sentence (hence “PP”-island), while having only wat ‘what’ 
in the left periphery does not (44b). This can also be compared with the wat 
.  .  . voor-question in (44c), which also obeys PP-island condition. What these 
 sentences suggest is that wat ‘what’ may not be “split” from a wh- constituent 
by movement. Corver (1990) suggests that wat ‘what’ in the case of “split- 
exclamatives” is an exclamative morpheme based-generated in SpecCP. This 
morpheme then binds one or more phrases in its c-command domain to exclaim 
a certain property. In other words, the so-called “split”-exclamatives are in fact 
WHAT- exclamatives, with an expletive like what in the left-periphery.
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This analysis is supported by the fact that such WHAT-exclamatives do not 
necessarily have a non-split version, even when there is a scalar adjective in the 
sentences, as shown in (45).

(45) a. Wat springt zij ver!
what jumps she far
‘Boy, she jumps far!’

b. *Wat ver springt zij!
what far jumps she

In addition, aside from wh-exclamatives, it is possible to have wh-less exclama-
tives in Dutch, as in (46a,b). In these sentences, there is no wh-element in the 
left-periphery. Instead, me toch ‘me yet’ is obligatory.14 As we see in (47), it is also 
possible to add a sentence-initial wat ‘what’ in the me toch-exclamatives. This is 
also the case in (46a,b).

(46) a. Jan heeft me toch een vrouwen ontmoet in zijn leven!
John has me yet a women met in his life
‘John has met so many women during his life!’

b. Hij heeft me toch een hoop kinderen! Dat wil je niet
he has me yet a lot children that want you neg
weten!
know.inf
‘You’re not going to believe this, but Boy, does he have a lot of children!’

(adapted from Martens (2016))

(47) Wat heeft hij me toch een lekkere vlaai gebakken!
what have.3sg 3sg.m me yet a tasteful flan ptcp.bake
‘What a nice flan he baked!’

The above data further support the analysis of WHAT-exclamatives. The ques-
tion arises in connection to Cantonese is whether mat1 in Cantonese is similar 
to wat in Dutch WHAT-exclamatives? To answer this question, we need to 
first turn to WHAT in the scope-marking cases (i.e., the partial wh-movement 
cases).

14 Martens (2016) suggests that the role that me toch plays is to spell out ego-evidentiality (see 
e.g., Badan and Cheng 2015).
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4.2 WHAT in scope-marking sentences

As we have seen in (39c), in German partial wh-movement, the scope is marked 
with was ‘what’ (while the “real” wh-phrase remains in an embedded CP). (48a,b) 
illustrate the full and partial variants respectively.

(48) a. Mit wem glaubt Hans dass Jakob jetzet spricht?
with whom think Hans that Jakob now talking
‘With whom does Hans think that Jakob is now talking?’

b. Was glaubt Hans mit wem Jakob jetzt spricht?
what think Hans with whom Jakob now talking
‘With whom does Hans think that Jakob is now talking?’

Herburger (1994) argues that partial wh-movement questions are interpreted 
differently from their full-movement counterparts (see also Reis (2000)). In par-
ticular, the partial ones are interpreted de re, while the full movement yields 
either de re or de dicto readings. Consider the question formed with partial wh- 
movement in (49a) and its full movement counterpart in (49b).

(49) a. Was glaubt der Georg wen die Rosa geküβt hat?
what believes det Georg who det Rosa kissed has

b. Wen glaubt der Georg daβ die Rosa geküβt hat?
who believes det Georg that det Rosa kissed has
‘Who does Georg believe that Rosa has kissed?’  (Herburger (1994): 
(1a,b))

In (49a), the proposition “Rosa kissed someone” must be interpreted as being part 
of the speaker’s beliefs, rather than part of Georg’s belief-state. That is, that Rosa 
kissed someone cannot just be part of Georg’s belief-state. Thus, according to 
Herburger (1994), (49a) can be paraphrased as “Rosa kissed somebody, who does 
Georg think it was?”. In contrast, though (49b) can also have to the same reading 
as (49a), it also has a de dicto reading. In other words, it is possible to interpret 
the proposition “Rosa kissed someone” in (49b) as simply a figment of Georg’s 
imagination. Based on this interpretational difference (as well as a number of 
differences mentioned in the literature), Herburger supports a differential treat-
ment of partial wh-movement from full wh-movement. In particular, she follows 
the Indirect Dependency approach (see Dayal (1994, 1996)), and argues that was 
‘what’ in (49a) does not form a direct chain with the wh-phrase in the embedded 
clause. Instead, it is linked to the whole embedded question (the CP).
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Abstracting away from Herberger’s syntactic analysis of the scope-marking 
sentences, her explanation for why the scope marking sentence in (49a) only has 
a de re reading is as follows (see also Dayal (2000)): was, being a wh-element 
is treated as a quantifier (i.e., a wh- quantifier). The embedded CP serves as the 
restriction of the wh-quantifier. Quantifier restrictions do not contribute to the 
assertion part of the sentence, but rather to the presupposition. In other words, 
in (49a), the proposition “Rosa kissed someone” is the restriction of was, and 
therefore the presupposition.

Dayal (2000) proposes that languages can differ as to how the indirect 
dependency is realized syntactically. In particular, she suggests that in one 
variant, the structure involves typical subordination of the embedded CP, as in 
(50). Crucially, the restrictor of the wh (∃)-quantifier is phonologically null, but 
coindexed with the embedded CP2.

(50)
CP1

[what øi ]

DP
Georg

believes

IP

VP

V CP2i

whok Rosa has kissed tk

This structure is compatible with Herburger’s explanation of the de re reading, 
i.e., that the embedded clause serves as the restriction and thus the presupposi-
tion of the whole sentence.

4.3 Relating WHAT-exclamatives and mat1

In the last two sections (sections 4.1 and 4.2), we have seen the workings of the so 
called “expletive what”, indicated here as WHAT. We have seen that WHAT can be 
base-generated in the left-periphery to head an exclamative sentence, and it can 
also be used to mark the scope of a wh-phrase. Let us now turn to mat1-initial sen-
tences in Cantonese. We have already mentioned that the lack of wh- movement 
makes it quite unlikely that mat1-initial sentences in Cantonese are derived from 
postverbal causal mat1-questions, let alone the fact that there are other differ-
ences between the two types of sentences as discussed in section 2.2. In other 
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words, mat1 is most likely positioned sentence-initially not because of movement; 
instead, it is base-generated there. Taking into consideration the similarities 
between mat1-initial sentences and exclamatives discussed in section 3.2, as well 
as a base-generated mat1 at the left periphery, mat1-initial sentences resemble 
WHAT-exclamatives in Dutch. In this section, I explore this further.

The potential hurdle to analyse sentence-initial mat1-sentences as exclama-
tives is the fact that the degree elements are optional. That is, even though there 
are sentences such as the ones in (37) and (38), where degree-related expressions 
such as gam2 ‘such’ or gam3 ‘so’ are present, there are also cases where these 
expressions are absent, as in (18b), repeated here as (51).

(51) mat1 lei5 hai2dou6 fan-3gaau3 gaa3?
what you prog sleep-sleep sfp
‘Why are you sleeping?’/ ‘How come you are sleeping?’

The question then is whether this type of sentences can also be considered to be 
exclamatives. We have seen in section 3.2 that according to C&N and N&C, there 
are two types of exclamatives, and one of which has an e-level noteworthiness, 
and it also does not have clear-cut scalar expression. Consider now the interpre-
tation of mat1-initial sentences in (52).

(52) a. mat1 ngo5 gam3 so4 gaa3!
what I so foolish sfp
‘What am I foolish!’

b. mat1 lei5 gam1jat6 jiu3 faan1hok6 aa3?!
what you today need go.to.school sfp
‘How come you have to go to school today?!’ (from Lam (2014): [11])

The sentence in (52a) has the interpretation that my foolishness is at a remarkably 
high degree (thus i-level), while (52b) is exclaiming the noteworthy fact that you 
have to go to school even today. Lam (2014) offers the following context for (52b): 
‘Today is a public holiday, so Tom’s mother expects that Tom does not need to go 
to school. Nonetheless, Tom still needs to go to school.’ Lam states that ‘mat1 must 
combine with a proposition with a sentence-final particle that reveals a speaker’s 
former expectation which is contradictory from the [current] proposition.’ (Lam 
2014, p. 56).

If mat1-initial sentences can be interpreted as indicated above, i.e., it can 
either express noteworthiness of a particular element or noteworthiness of an 
event. In other words, mat1-initial sentences in Cantonese in fact instantiate both 
types of exclamatives argued for by C&N and N&C. The initial hurdle that we 
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encountered when treating mat1-initial sentences as exclamatives has just disap-
peared.

The next issue we need to address is the role of mat1. Is it similar to WHAT in 
Dutch and German? Consider the Dutch exclamatives in (53) ((45a) repeated here 
as (53a); (53b)= N&C:[58]).

(53) a. Wat springt zij ver!
What jumps she far
‘Boy, she jumps far!’

b. Wat hij toen weer trok!
what he then again picked

As mentioned above, C&N and N&C propose that in the case of i-level exclamatives, 
the noteworthiness is linked to the referent of the wh-word, while the noteworthi-
ness is linked to the proposition referenced in e-level exclamatives. In the case of 
(53a), ver ‘far’ can be the referent of wat ‘what’, and that is why the noteworthiness is 
linked to the distance of jumping. In the case of (53b), wat is not linked to a particular 
referent; rather, it is the whole proposition (i.e., that he then again picked). In N&C, 
the scenario where (53b) is used concerns the card-trick test. In particular, (53b) can 
be used when someone picked again and again the same cards out of the playing 
cards. Importantly, it is not the cards themselves that are remarkable. It is the fact 
that the person manages to pick the same cards every time. In other words, (53b) is 
an example of e-level exclamative. Bennis (1998) notes that dat ‘that’-exclamatives 
in Dutch only has the interpretation where what is exclaimed is the proposition. In 
other words, dat ‘that’-exclamatives are e-level exclamatives as well, as in (54).

(54) Dat hij die boeken kan lezen!
that he those books can Read
‘Wow, he can read those books!’ (Bennis (1998): [28])

Bennis considers (54) to be an embedded exclamative, treating dat ‘that’ as a 
complementizer. Both (53b) and (54) thus have a base-generated element in the 
left-periphery: wat ‘what’ in (53b) and dat ‘that’ in (54). They both yield e-level 
exclamatives. That is, if the base-generated elements take the proposition below 
them as the proposition to exclaim, then in both cases we get e-level exclama-
tives. (55) is the Cantonese counterpart of (54).

(55) mat1 keoi5 sik1 tai2 go2-di1 syu1 ge2/gaa3

what he know read that-cl book sfp/sfp
‘Wow, he can read those books!’
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The context for a felicitous (55) is that the speaker does not expect that he can 
read those books. In other words, this has the violation of expectation reading or 
noteworthiness reading, i.e., exclamative reading.

Mat1 is thus similar to wat/dat in Dutch and was in German in heading an 
exclamative. Furthermore, as we have seen in (52), mat1 can yield both i-level and 
e-level exclamatives, just like its Dutch counterparts. In the case of an e-level 
exclamative, it takes its complement as the referent to make an exclamative sen-
tence. In the case of an i-level exclamative, also similar to its Dutch counterparts, 
it takes an individual property as a referent.

Recall that what follows mat1or wat is factive. The factive presupposition 
may have the same source as the de re interpretation in scope-marking sentences 
with was in German, as discussed in section 4.2. As mat1 or WHAT is a quantifica-
tion element, the proposition following it serves as its restriction, leading to the 
factive presupposition.

Assuming that sentence-final particles in Cantonese indicate that the IP has 
moved to the left (see Hsieh and Sybesma (2011) and Sybesma and Li (2007)), mat1 

is higher in the left-periphery than typical sentence-final particles. (56) and (57) are 
simplified representations of the sentences in (52). In these representations, the IP 
has moved to the left of the sentence-final particle in C0. Mat1 takes either the pred-
icate gam3 so4 ‘so foolish’, or the whole IP lei5 gam1jat6 jiu3 faan1hok6 ‘you need to go 
to school today’ as the restriction (and makes these the presupposition).

(56)

[mat1 øi ]

XP

CP

DP

IP

I
PredPi

gaa3

tIPC0

so foolish

(57)

[mat1 øi ]

XP

you need to go school today

CP

IPi

tIPC0

aa3
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We hypothesise here that mat1 may also contribute ego-evidentiality, as mat1- 
initial sentences have to do with speaker’s counter-expectation.15

 
In other words, 

mat1-initial sentences are comparable to exclamatives in Mandarin.

Conclusion
If the direction explored above is correct, mat1-initial sentences are not causal 
questions; instead they instantiate two types of exclamatives. Mat1 appears to be 
the only wh-element which can be used in exclamatives in Cantonese. Consid-
ering the fact that in Dutch and German, there is an expletive WHAT that can 
be used in the left-periphery for exclamatives and scope marking, we can also 
treat mat1 in Cantonese as an expletive WHAT. In other words, mat1 is not a typical 
wh-phrase, but rather a wh-expletive, on a par with WHAT in Dutch and German. 
Therefore, Cantonese does not really have true wh-exclamatives.

In section 1, we have encountered an example from Mandarin with an initial 
wh-phrase, which looks at first sight quite similar to mat1-initial sentences. The 
only difference seems to be that instead of using the counterpart of what, Manda-
rin uses the counterpart of how. (5b) is repeated here as (58).

(58) zěnme/*shénme nǐ zài kū? (Mandarin)
how/what you prog cry
‘Why are you crying?’

Tsai (2008) argues that zěnme ‘how’ in Mandarin can be interpreted as ‘why’ if it 
precedes a modal (59a) (see also Cheng (2019)). Since wèishénme ‘why’ in Man-
darin can be merged in exactly the same position as zěnme ‘how’ (see (2)), we 
may suggest that zěnme ‘how’ is just a variant of wèishénme ‘why’ in Mandarin. 
In other words, zěnme ‘how’ differs from mat1 in Cantonese, as the latter cannot 
appear right below the subject (see (13a)).

(59) a. tā zěnme huì qù Leiden?
he how will go Leiden
‘How come he will go to Leiden?

15 It should be noted that the anti-expectation is not necessarily negative. In (55) for instance, 
the speaker can be pleasantly surprised that he can read those books.
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b. zěnme tā huì qù Leiden?
how he will go Leiden
‘How come he will go to Leiden?

Nonetheless, it is not the case that zěnme ‘how’ can always appear sentence- 
initially, as we see in (60).

(60) a. tā zěnme kěnéng qù-le Měiguó?
he how possible go-pfv U.S.
‘How is it possible that he went to the States?’

b. *zěnme tā kěnéng qù-le Měiguó?
how he possible go-pfv U.S.

The sentences in (61a,b) suggest that zěnme ‘how’ can be used on a par with 
sentence- initial mat1; Compare (61b) with (55). Both (61a) and (61b) express note-
worthiness, with the former indicating an i-level noteworthiness while the latter 
e-level.

(61) a. zěnme tā zhème piào-liàng!
how 3sg this.me pretty
‘How pretty s/he is!’

b. zěnme tā kàn-de-dǒng nà-xiē shū?!
how he read-de-understand that-cl book
‘How come he understands those books?’

If this is correct, it means that Mandarin uses zěnme as a realization of WHAT 
(instead of the counterpart of what, in contrast with Cantonese, Dutch and 
German). It should be noted that not all languages use the counterpart of what 
as WHAT in scope-marking constructions. Slavic languages, for instance, use 
the counterpart of how in scope-marking sentences; for example, Russian (62) 
(Stepanov (2000)).

(62) Kak vy dumaete, kogo ljubit Ivan?
how you think whom loves John
‘Who do you think John loves?’ (Russian, Stepanov (2000): [2a])

If (61a,b) in Mandarin are indeed WHAT-exclamatives, Mandarin is an example 
of using the counterpart of how instead of what to mark WHAT-exclamatives, in 
contrast with Cantonese. The infelicitous (60b) can be due to a clash between 
the requirement of factivity under exclamative WHAT and the modal expressing 
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possibility. This is of course a tentative conclusion, as more research is needed to 
determine whether (61a,b) are indeed exclamatives.
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Yoshio Endo
How come questions and diary English

1 Introduction
In this paper, I will discuss the nature of a null subject in English in the frame-
work of the cartography of syntactic structures (Cinque 1999, Rizzi 1997, among 
others) with special attention to diary English. I will first discuss some proper-
ties of a null subject in diary English like those illustrated in (1) below, where ec 
stands for empty category. I will next turn to the fact that how come questions can 
exhibit subject drop in diary-style English. The real examples are shown in (2), 
which were pointed out to me by Andrew Radford (personal communication).1

 

I  will finally discuss some implications of our approach by looking at a null 
subject in wanna contraction sentences and that-trace effect. 

(1) a. ec spent the day at work.
(Truman’s Diary, 1947, 1 Jan.)

b. ec have done 110 pages.
(Diary of Virginia Woolf, p. 33; 1.11.)

(2) a. How come ec can’t use iPhoto anymore?
(discussions.apple.com)

b. How come ec am listening to a part of the book?
(goodreads.com)

2 Some properties of diary English
Haegeman (1990) notes various properties of diary English, including the use of a 
null subject as illustrated in (3) below:

1 After I wrote up an earlier version of this manuscript, Radford (2018) appeared, which makes 
a detailed discussion of how come questions, including my analysis of how come questions de-
veloped in this paper. Some of the example sentences appearing in the present paper are also 
discussed in Radford (2018).
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(3) A very sensible day yesterday. ec Saw no one. ec Took the bus to Southwark 
Bridge. ec Walked along Thames Street.
(Virginia Woolf, Diary, vol.5, 1936–41: 203–4)

There are some important properties of a null subject in diary English. First, the 
use of a null subject in diary English is not compatible with a root wh-question, 
as we see in (4) below:

(4) *When will <ec> be able to meet him?
(Haegeman 1990: 163–4)

Second, the subject drop in diary English is not attested in the embedded clause, 
as illustrated in (5):

(5) Dreamt that *(I) picked up a New Yorker. 
(Sylvia Plath, New Yorker 1982: 304)

Third, the subject drop in diary English is common with a first person pronoun, as 
shown in Table 1 from Nanyan (2013:100) based on Truman’s diary but can also be 
observed with a third person as in (6a) and the expletive it as in (6b):

Total Null

1st person SG. 168 108
1st person PL. 39 19
Lexical DP and 1st person SG. 6 0
2rd person 2 0
3rd person SG. Lexical DP 65
3rd person SG. Pronouns 66 8
Expletive 12 5
3rd person PL. lexical DP 25
3rd person PL. pronouns 17 0
Total 400 135

http://www.t.rumanlibrary.org/diary/transcript.htm.

Figure 1: Category of person and number of overt  
and null subjects in root clauses.
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(6) a. ec studies under [David] Daiches.
(Sylvia Plath, New Yorker 1956, 126)

b. ec rained in the night, wind, rain and hail.
(Elizabeth Smart, On the side of the Angels, 19/01/1945: 27)

Fourth, the subject drop in diary English is different from the subject drop in conversa-
tional style. For instance, the subject drop in conversational style is not seen when the 
subject is followed by an auxiliary verb such as am, have, etc., as shown in (7), while 
the subject drop in diary English is possible in such an environment as shown in (8):

(7) a. *ec am thinking of leaving tomorrow.
b. *ec have been to Turkey.
c. *ec will rain tomorrow.

(8) a. ec am told the men caught another snake this morning – definitely a 
grass snake this time.
(Orwell diary 1937, August 11)

b. ec have done 110 pages.
(Diary of Virginia Woolf, p. 33; 1.11.)

c. ec has thrown her wedding ring into the cauldron too.
(Diary of Virginia Woolf, V: p. 6, 10 January 1936)

Fifth, the subject drop in English is different from the subject drop in Romance 
languages like Italian where a rich verbal inflectional ending licenses the subject 
drop. Thus, the subject drop is possible in the embedded clause in Italian as seen 
in (9):

(9) I ragazzi cantano [quando ec lavorano].
the boys sing.3pl when work.3pl
‘The boys sing while they are working.’
(Italian)

Finally, the subject drop is also different from the subject drop in Japanese or 
Portuguese where a discourse familiar pronominal subject may freely drop even 
in the embedded clause, as illustrated in (10):2

2 See Endo (2007) for the nature of subject position in Japanese.
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(10) John-wa [zibun-ga/ec sippaisita]-to omotta.
John-TOP self-NOM/ec made.mistakes-that thought
‘John thought that he made a mistake.’

(Japanese)

3 Phase and cartography of syntactic structures
Haegeman (2017) proposes to derive the various properties noted above in the 
framework of the cartography of syntactic structures. Before we see Haegeman’s 
specific analysis, let me first introduce some basic background of the cartogra-
phy of syntactic structures that are relevant to our discussion to follow. Based 
on the idea that the CP zone is characterized by scope/discourse properties (cf. 
Chomsky 2001), Rizzi (1997, 2001, 2004) claims that there are various functional 
heads in the CP zone for topic, focus, and so forth, as shown in (11), and that 
scope/discourse interpretations are determined by a family of principles, the Cri-
teria, which require a scope- or discourse-related element to enter into a spec-
head or head-head agreement relation with respect to features of the relevant 
class: e.g. Top, Foc, Mod, Subj and so forth for topic, focus, modifier, subject, 
respectively. 

(11) Force  Top* Int  Top* Focus Mod* Top* Fin  Subj IP
(Rizzi 2004)

With this background in mind, Haegeman proposes to derive the properties of the 
subject drop in diary English by using Chomsky’s (2001) phase theory, according 
to which the complement of the phase heads C and v is sent to PF and LF by the 
operation Spell-Out. Based on Rizzi’s (1997) idea that Force head is occupied by 
the complementizer that, Haegeman derives the properties of null subject in diary 
English. For instance, in the following sentence in (12a), the complementizer that 
in the embedded clause is spelled out while that in the matrix clause is not. This 
is because the phase head Force in the embedded clause is necessarily sent to 
the PF to be spelled out as that when the complement of the phase head vP in 
the matrix clause is sent to PF, as shown in (12b). Because the phase head in the 
matrix clause is not found in the complement domain of the phase head Force in 
the matrix clause, the Force head is not spelled out as that in the matrix clause, 
as shown in (12c).
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(12) a. (*That) Bill thinks (that) Mary is sick.

Bill [vP

[FinP [IP Bill ...[ForceP [Force   that

[v [vP thinks [ForceP    that  ....

Spell-OutSpell-Out

b.

c.

Spell-Out

Figure 2: The domain where the complementizer that is spelled out in the matrix clause and the 
embedded clause.

Based on this idea, Haegeman proposes that the derivation in diary English ter-
minates below the CP zone, where the phase head is assumed to be the functional 
head Subject found immediately above IP, not Force. When the derivation reaches 
SubjectP (SubjP, hereafter), the complement of SubjP is sent to PF and thus an overt 
subject like a first person pronoun I has no chance to be spelled out because it is 
not found in the complement of SubjP but the specifier of SubjP, as shown below:

(13) [subjP I [subj [IP ti woke to get a letter in the mail]]].
Spell-out

Figure 3: Derivation related to Spell-Out of SubjP.

With this mechanism, neither the subject, nor an element above the subject like the 
fronted wh-element when in (4) may appear in diary English because it is beyond the 
spell-out domain. Furthermore, because auxiliary verbs like am and have are found 
in the IP zone below SubjP, they may appear in diary English as in (8).

 

4 How come questions vs. why questions
In this section, we will see some facts which are difficult to explain using Hae-
geman’s observation mentioned in the previous section ‒ namely the fact that 
how come questions can exhibit subject drop in diary-style English.3

 
As we saw 

3 Andrew Radford (personal communication) points out other problems of phase-theoretic ap-
proach to null subject. Consider the sentence Fancy a drink? If the sentence is truncated at SubjP, 
neither LF, nor PF will see the interrogative yes-no question operator above SubjP which (at LF) is 
crucial to typing the question as a yes-no question, and (at PF) is crucial to assigning the sentence 
the rising intonation characteristic of a question. It is surely more plausible to say that the whole 
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above, a fronted wh-element like when may not appear in diary English. However, 
Andrew Radford (personal communication) tells me that, following a query from 
Liliane Haegeman about whether how come allows subject drop, he googled 
numerous subjectless how come questions including those in (14):

(14) a. How come can’t use iPhoto anymore?
(discussions.apple.com)

b. How come am listening to a part of the book?
(goodreads.com)

c. How come haven’t got recon yet?
(halowaypoint.com)

d. How come wasn’t stopped on the outward journey?
(whatdotheyknow.com)

Six English teachers I consulted at my university confirmed that such sentences are 
fine in diary-style written English (though not in spoken English). Andrew Radford 
also observes that the subject drop is not allowed in why questions as shown below:

(15) a. *Why can’t ec use iPhoto anymore?
b. *Why am ec listening to a part of the book? 
c. *Why haven’t ec got recon yet?
d. *Why wasn’t ec stopped on the outward journey?

The null subject sentences in how come questions in (14) seem difficult to deal 
with in the phase theory introduced in the previous section because how come is 
found in a position higher than a subject position and thus how come is expected 
not to be spelled out along with a subject noun phrase. To overcome this problem, 
I suggest that there is another mode to license a null subject in diary English, 
which derives the asymmetry between why questions and how come questions 
in diary English. Before going directly into this task, let us examine the previous 
studies of how come questions that are relevant to our discussion to follow. 

Zwicky and Zwicky (1971) note that how come may only be construed with 
the matrix clause, as in (16). Here how come may be associated with the matrix 
predicate say, but not with the embedded predicate is mad. 

Force structure is visible at LF, but that at PF the highest peripheral projections (from ForceP down 
to and including SubjP) are given a silent spellout, as a result of some kind of PF economy process. 
(Whether giving a chunk of peripheral structure a silent spellout involves not sending the relevant 
material to the PF component at all, or sending it but assigning it a silent spellout is another matter.)  
See Radford (2018) for discussion of other problems of phase- theoretic approach to null subjects.
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(16) How come you say that John is mad?
(ok matrix, *embedded)
(Zwicky and Zwicky 1971: 928)

Collins (1991) claims that how come is base generated in the C head of the matrix 
clause, and thus cannot originate in the embedded clause and undergo long- 
distance movement into the matrix clause, because head movement is generally 
clause-bound. 

Shlonsky and Soare (2011) point out a potential problem with Collins’ analy-
sis by observing that how come patterns with a phrasal element like why, not with 
a head element like if and whether, in that it does not allow Sluicing in sentences 
like the following: 

(17) They thought John left early, but they didn’t tell me
why/how come/*whether/*if φ.
(Shlonsky & Soare 2011: 665, ex. 41)

On the basis of this observation in (17), Shlonsky and Soare suggest that how 
come is base generated in a specifier position, not a head position. To be more 
specific, they adopt Rizzi’s (2001) idea that Italian come mai ‘how come’ is base 
generated in Spec, Int in the CP system we saw in (11), and they also base generate 
how come in Spec, Int, as shown in (18). I will adopt this idea in my analysis of 
how come questions – as shown below. 

(18) Force Top* Int (=how come) Top* FocP Mod* Top* Fin IP

The question that I would like to ask here is where the complementizer that is 
found in the CP zone. The traditional answer in the framework of the cartogra-
phy of syntactic structures is found in Rizzi (1997), where it is assumed that the 
complementizer that occupies the head position of ForceP. Here, a problem arises 
when we look at the observation noticed by Zwicky and Zwicky (1971) that how 
come may be followed by the complementizer that as in (19) for many speakers. 
(See Endo (2018) for inter-speaker variations of the distribution of how come and 
the complementizer that).4

(19) How come that she has read the book?
(Zwicky and Zwicky 1971: 928)

4 See Endo (2015) for other properties of how come questions.
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As we see in (11), ForceP is found in a position higher than IntP, and (if that is a 
Force head) we wrongly expect the complementizer that not to follow how come, 
which is found in Spec, Int. This problem can be avoided by a recent view of the 
complementizer that. More recently, Rizzi (2014a) explores the possibility that 
the complementizer that may also be found in the head position of FinP. To be 
more precise, Rizzi discusses the that-trace effect and (following Culicover (1993)) 
notes that it is alleviated by the presence of an intervening adverbial element, as 
in the sentence below:5

(20) This is the man who I think that, next year, ___ will sell his house

Rizzi attributes this alleviation effect to the fact that recursion of Fin is possible 
in the presence of an adverbial element (=Mod), as represented in (20’) below.6

 
 

Here, we find two Fins, one is higher than the modifier next year and the other 
is lower than the modifier. The lower Fin is nominal Fin[+N] and the higher one 
is a non-nominal Fin[that] that hosts the complementizer that. Here, the lower 
Fin[+N] can serve the function of satisfying the requirement of a criterial feature 
on the SUBJ head or what Chomsky calls EPP which requires it to be c-commanded 
and immediately preceded by a nominal constituent. 

(20’)  [FINP [FIN[that] that] [MODP [MOD next year] [FINP [FIN[+N] φ] [DP [D-SUBJ ø]. . .who. . .]]]]

In the absence of an intervening element, Fin recursion is impossible, because it 
results in an illicit double Fin configuration . . .*Fin-Fin, which violates the fol-
lowing constraint posited by Rizzi (2014a):

(21) A head cannot select a categorially non-distinct head.

That is, simple recursion of Fin creates the illicit representation ‘Fin-Fin’ because 
the higher Fin selects a categorically non-distinct Fin head in violation of (21). 
Thus, an intervening element is required between two Fins. To summarize, Rizzi’s 
Fin recursion system has the properties in (22):

5 It is interesting to note that some speakers do not find that-trace sentences entirely bad, espe-
cially with a contracted auxiliary cliticised to the complementiser, as shown below:

(i) ?? Who do you think that is going to win?
(ii) (?) Who d’you think that’s gonna win?

I am grateful to Andrew Radford (personal communication) for the judgments in (i, ii).
6 See Endo and Haegeman (2019) for the properties of Mod.
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(22) a. In the presence of an intervening adverbial element, Fin recursion 
creates  a split Fin structure (=Fin[that] and Fin[+N]);

b. Fin[that] may host the complementizer that;
c. Fin[+N] does not host the complementizer that, but instead licenses  

the subject position.

With these ideas in mind, recall the statement by Zwicky and Zwicky (1971) 
that how come may be followed by the complementizer that for many speak-
ers. However, the informal questionnaire survey I conducted with Andrew 
Radford shows that many English speakers do not accept how come imme-
diately  followed by that.7

 
Following the suggestion by Andrew Radford (per-

sonal communication), I suggest that for minority speakers who accept how 
come immediately followed by that, Fin[+N] may be spelled out as the comple-
mentizer that. Speakers who can spell out Fin[+N] as that also allow that-trace 
violations, because Fin[+N] (which can be spelled out as that by a minority of 
speakers) licenses subject extraction. In fact, Andrew Radford (personal com-
munication) reports that he allows that-trace violations, as in Who do you think 
that is most likely to win the race? And he also allows how come to be immedi-
ately followed by the complementizer that. To summarize so far, I suggested 
that the complementizer that may appear not only in ForceP but also FinP in 
how come questions.

Let us next examine the subject drop in how come questions, ‒ namely the 
fact that they can exhibit subject drop in diary-style English in (14). How can the 
approach to how come questions outlined here deal with these cases? I continue 
to assume that how come directly selects Fin[+N], which in turn licenses the 
subject head DSubj, as represented below. Thus, a null subject in diary style may 
be licensed by an immediately adjacent nominal Fin head.

(23)  [INTP how come [INT ø] [FINP [FIN[+N] φ] [DP [D-SUBJ ø]. . .]]]

Recall that Fin[that], as opposed to Fin[+N], hosts the complementizer that. This 
predicts that we will not find null subjects with how come that. This is because 
how come directly selects Fin [+N] that does not spell out the complementizer 
that. It is Fin[+N] that licenses null subjects in diary style English. This prediction 
is borne out by the observation that all the informants who I consulted said that 
sentences like (24) below are ungrammatical, where how come that is followed 

7 See Endo (2018) and Radford (2018) for the informal survey.
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by a null subject, in sharp contrast with (25) where how come questions lack the 
complementizer that and are grammatical in diary English:

(24) a. *How come that ec can’t use iPhoto anymore?
b. *How come that ec am listening to a part of the book?
c. *How come that ec haven’t got recon yet? 
d. *How come that ec wasn’t stopped on the outward journey?

(25) a. How come ec can’t use iPhoto anymore? 
b. How come ec am listening to a part of the book?
c. How come ec haven’t got recon yet?
d. How come ec wasn’t stopped on the outward journey?

Why is different from how come in several respects. For one thing, how come 
questions generally do not show subject-auxiliary inversion. Following Rizzi 
and Shlonsky (2007), I assume that an inverted auxiliary verb moves into a non- 
nominal Fin which is verbal in nature, i.e. Fin[+V], not Fin[+N]. Andrew Radford 
(personal communication) notes that if we replace how come in (25) we saw above 
by why, ungrammaticality arises as in (26) below, where why is followed by an 
inverted auxiliary verb found in the head of Fin[+that]. He also suggests that the 
ungrammaticality follows if a null subject can only be licensed by an immediately 
adjacent Fin[+N], not Fin[that].8

(26) a. *Why can’t <ec> use iPhoto anymore? 
b. *Why am <ec> listening to a part of the book?
c. *Why haven’t <ec> got recon yet?
d. *Why wasn’t <ec> stopped on the outward journey? 

As he notes, the real problem is why only a nominal Fin (not Fin-that or a verbal 
Fin) can license subject drop: he conjectures that the answer may lie in a nominal 
Fin[+N] carrying agreement properties that can license (and be valued by) a null 
subject in spec, DP-SUBJ. However, more research is needed in this area. 

Incidentally, why is also different from other wh-expressions like how. For 
instance, Shlonsky and Soare (2011) notes the following asymmetry between why 
and how with respect to their base-generated positions and negative islands:

8 Andrew Radford reports that he managed to google only one example of how come that am . . ., 
but notes that it contained errors suggesting it was produced by a non-native speaker.
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(27) a. Why didn’t Geraldine fix her bike?
b. *How didn’t Geraldine fix her bike?

(Shlonsky and Soare 2011: 656)

This asymmetry between why and how stems from the fact that why is base- 
generated in the CP zone without crossing negative islands while how is dis-
placed from a position lower than negation (Neg) to cross negative islands. To 
be more precise, Rizzi (2001, 2004) proposes that why is base generated in Spec, 
Int in a position higher than Neg, and thus does not cross negative islands. 
Andrew Radford (personal communication) points out (27b) is acceptable for 
him in the following kind of context in (28a). This is a kind of rhetorical nega-
tive question, found in a discourse like (28b). Note that the exclamation mark 
after the question mark marks this as a rhetorical question. There is something 
different about rhetorical negative questions – for example, they do not license 
polarity items like (partitive) any, as in (29). In addition, they have a different 
intonation from operator questions, and are written with ?! after them rather 
than just? (See Endo (forthcoming) for rhetorical questions in English, German 
and Japanese.)

(28) a. He tried every conceivable way to fix his bike – indeed how DIDN’T he 
try to fix it?
(= Is there any possible way he could have used but didn’t in order to 
fix  the bike?’)

b. A: What does Chomsky know about syntax?
B: What DOESN’T Chomsky know about syntax?!

(29) Boy, didn’t we have some/*any great times together?!

In our framework of the cartography of syntactic structures, the fact in (28a) can 
be captured as follows. Rizzi (2001) subsumes negative islands under relativized 
minimality (RM), where in the configuration. . .X. . .Z. . .Y. . ., movement of Y to 
X is blocked by Z in cases where X and Z belong to the same feature class.9

 
In 

(27b), how and negative islands belong to the same quantification class and thus 
movement of how over negative islands is blocked by RM. Rizzi (2001) claims 
that when X carries an extra discourse-related feature, movement from Y to X 

9 Rizzi (2001) proposes four feature classes: (i) quantificational, (ii) modifier, (iii) argumental, 
(iv) topic, where the quantificational class includes not only quantifiers but also wh-elements 
like how and negative elements. 
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over Z is not blocked by RM by Y belonging to a feature class distinct from the 
quantificational class, as illustrated by a sentence such as how didn’t he want 
to eat the dish; with a fork or with Chinese sticks? (Starke 2001: 93). In the same 
way, we can consider the element how in (28a) to carry an extra feature to escape 
negative islands. What is the extra feature here? Based on the fact that this type 
of non-standard questions are suffixed by the exclamation mark !, I suggest that 
the wh-element how in this use targets the functional head Exclamation10

  
in the 

CP zone by carrying the extra feature related to exclamation, as opposed to a 
standard wh-question element like how in (27b), which targets  the  functional 
head Focus in the CP zone.11

 
More research is required to identify the exact 

nature of this extra feature seen in non-standard questions, including the ques-
tion of what type of feature class the exclamation-related wh-elements in ques-
tion belong to.

5 Wanna contraction
In this section, I will discuss some implications of the idea that Fin[+N] may 
license the subject position by looking at wanna contraction, where the word 
sequence want to may be pronounced wanna as in (30a) below, but the form is 
ungrammatical in (30b). The traditional analysis of wanna contraction is seen in 
Lakoff (1970), who attributes a distinction like (30) to the different properties of 
empty constituents, that is, PRO in (30a) and the variable ti in (30b) created by a 
wh-element. Variables, not PRO, block wanna contraction.

(30) a. [Whoi do [you want [PRO to meet whoi]]] ? →
Who do you wanna meet?

b. [Whoi do [you want [ti to meet the president]]]? →
*Who do you wanna meet the president?
(Getz 2018: 119)

Although the ungrammaticality of the wanna contraction in (30b) is detected by 
many speakers, my survey shows that some speakers accept the wanna contrac-

10 Rizzi (2014b) posits a criterial head for exclamation, where the exact position of the function-
al head in the CP zone is not clarified.
11 In the system of Rizzi’s RM, we need to assume that wh-elements of non-standard questions 
and standard questions belongs to different feature classes. More research is required on this 
point. See also Rizi (1990) for RM.
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tion in (30b). It is interesting to notice that those speakers who accept wanna con-
traction such as (30b) also accept the that-trace sentence that we saw in (20) even 
in the absence of an intervening adjunct. For instance, Andrew Radford (personal 
communication) reported to me that he accepts that-trace sentences like (31) in 
very rapid colloquial English, and also accept wanna contraction sentence in 
(30b) as well.

(31) This is the man who I think that ___ will sell his house.

How can we capture the correlation of the absence of that-trace effect and their 
acceptance of wanna contraction in (30b) by minority speakers? I suggest that the 
same mechanism that licenses the subject position in that-trace sentence in (20) 
above might be operative in minority speakers’ judgement of wanna contraction 
sentences. That is, those minority speakers who allow for that-trace sentences in 
the absence of an intervening adjunct may utilize Fin[+N] even in the absence of 
an intervening adjunct, which is only available for majority speakers in the pres-
ence of an intervening adjunct, as shown below:

(32) . . .[FINP [FIN[+N] φ] [DP [D-SUBJ ø]. . .who. . .]]]]

Because those minority speakers may license the subject position freely by uti-
lizing Fin[+N], the subject position that follows the verb want can be licensed by 
Fin[+N] without the wh-subject moving in Spec, SubjP. That is, it is not necessary 
for a wh-subject element base-generated within vP to move into the subject posi-
tion to satisfy the Subject Criterion, where a wh-element may move directly into 
the CP zone without passing through the subject position, as shown in (33). Here, 
want and to are not intermediated by a variable and thus may undergo wanna 
contraction.12

(33) . . .want . . .[FINP [FIN[+N] φ] [DP [D-SUBJ ø] [TP [T to] . . . [vP who. . .]]]]]]]

12 Marcel den Dikken (personal communication) pointed out to me that the absence of that-
trace effect in (31) might  be related to the absence of that-trace effect in German and Italian. In 
fact, some of the minority speakers who allow for that-trace sentences in the absence of an in-
tervening adjunct and wanna contraction in (30b) are quite familiar with German and/or Italian. 
Thus, it seems that the English grammar by minority speakers have undergone transformation 
due to immediate or mediated contact with other languages. This is in line with Lightfoot’s (2018) 
idea that syntactic changes of I-language are linked to language acquisition, which are externally 
driven (E-language).
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As a reviewer correctly points out, our approach wrongly predicts that this type 
of minority speakers would accept a sentence like John wanna Mary to go, where 
Fin[+N] satisfies the subject criterion and thus the referential element Mary 
stays in vP without moving into Spec, SubjP to intervene between want and to. 
How would this case be dealt with by our approach? Although I have no clear 
answer to this important question, my conjecture is as follows: Rizzi (2014b) 
notes that the subject criterion is endowed with special discourse properties 
(quasi-topicality, and the like) (Chomsky 2002), and external systems require 
events to be expressed in subject-predicate format (Rothstein 1983). Thus, 
some kind of predication is involved in subject criterion, where the subject 
serves as the starting point of the event description. For instance, in a sentence 
like a truck has bumped into a bus in Rome, a truck serves as the starting point 
of the car-crash event. With this property of the subject criterion in mind, I 
suggest that when satisfying the subject criterion, if there are two options, a 
referential expression and Fin[+N], the minority speakers in question would 
prefer a referential expression to Fin[+N] because a referential element seems 
to be more felicitous to serve as a starting point of event description than a 
non-referential element like Fin[+N]. As a result, a referential expression like 
Mary always intervenes between want and to by moving into Spec, SubjP from 
vP. At this point, one may naturally wonder whether the same story holds for 
the absence of that-trace effect in (31) for the minority speakers, where the 
wh-element who does not move into Spec, SubjP. The answer seems to be in 
the affirmative for the following reason: When satisfying the subject criterion 
in (31), the minority speakers in question seem to have two options equally, 
a quantificational wh-element and Fin[+N], because neither qualifies as a 
referential element. In this sense, both a wh-element and Fin[+N] would be 
equally suitable for satisfying the subject criterion. Thus, when Fin[+N] meets 
the subject criterion, a wh-element need not go into Spec, SubjP and may go 
directly into the CP zone without incurring that-trace effect.13 More research is 
required in this area.

In the field of language acquisition, Crain & Thornton (1998) claim that 
the constraint against a variable in wanna contraction is also observed in child 
English, i.e. children do not allow for wanna contraction in the sentence in 
(30b). However, Getz (2019) conducts an experiment on wanna contraction with 
children from 3;09 to 7;03 by carefully controlling various factors revolving 

13 Needless to say, when Fin[+N] does not satisfy the subject criterion, a wh-element moves 
into Spec, SubjP to give riser to that-trace effect. In this respect, Fin[+N] can satisfy the subject 
criterion as much as wh-elements. 
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around wanna contraction sentences that are dismissed in Crain & Thornton, 
showing that many children use wanna contraction sentences like (30b).14

 
To 

be more precise, children use wanna contraction sentences like (30b) nearly 
half the time (47%)―far more than adults (2%).15

 
At this point, it is not clear to 

me whether children and some adult speakers who allow for wanna contraction 
in sentence like (30b) use the same mechanism. More research is required in 
this area.

6 Summary
To summarize, I have discussed the nature of a null subject in the framework 
of the cartography of syntactic structures by looking at how come questions in 
diary English. We have seen that how come questions can exhibit subject drop 
in  diary-style English. After examining a phase-theoretic approach to the null 
subject, I have examined an alternative approach to license a null subject by 
Fin[+N]. An implication of our Fin-based approach has also been discussed by 
looking at wanna contraction, where it is suggested that some minority speakers 
might use Fin[+N] to license the subject position.16

14 I am grateful to David Lightfoot for drawing my attention to Getz (2019).
15 Our idea that both a wh-element and Fin[+N] would be equally suitable for satisfying the 
subject criterion fits into Getz’s observation that children produce wanna contraction and non- 
wanna contraction utterances for a sentence like (30b) in equal proportions.
16 Part of this paper was presented at Societas Linguistica Europea (SLE) held at University of 
Zurich in August, 2017 and the third International Workshop of Syntactic Cartography, held at 
Beijing Language and Culture University in October, 2017. I would like to thank Adriana Bellet-
ti, Guglielmo Cinque, Marcel den Dikken, David Lightfoot, Rachael Nye, Ur Shlonsky and Luigi 
Rizzi for numerous helpful suggestions relating to the form and contents of the paper. Special 
thanks go to Andrew Radford for fruitful and invaluable comments, tireless discussions and sty-
listic suggestions on the topic in the present paper. I am also grateful to Timothy Williams for 
proofreading an earlier version of this paper. This work is supported by Grant-in-Aid for Research 
(C: 16K02639) and (A: 19H00532).
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Appendix
In the main text, we have seen some syntactic properties of how come questions 
with special attention to the null subject. There are some interesting semantic 
properties of how come questions as well. To see my point, consider the following 
sentence noted by Tsai (2008):

(1) How come the sky is blue?
(Tsai 2008: 89)

Attributing the observation to Andrew Simpson (personal communication), Tsai 
(2008: 89) mentions the expressive meaning of how come questions and why: why 
involves no special expectation about whether or not some state of affairs should 
hold, whereas how come expresses surprise that a particular state of affairs should 
hold, as in (1). However, Andrew Radford (personal communication) notes that 
it is not the case that how come always expresses surprise that a particular state 
of affairs should hold. For instance, there is no surprise in what B says in (2), just 
curiosity and how come sounds less invasive than why in this context. 

(2) A: I’ve gotta go to the doctor this afternoon.
B: How come?
A: Oh, the cut on my finger has got infected.

Where does this difference come from? To answer this question, it would be 
helpful to consider the following sentences from Schultz (2015):17

(3) a. L: How come you never send me flowers?
S: Because I don’t like you.

b. L: Doo-site watasi-ni itido.mo hana-o
how.come me-to never flower-ACC
okutte kurenai no?
send benefit Q

S: Kimi-ga kirai dakara18
you-NOM dislike because

(Schultz 2015: 24–25)

17 I am grateful to Sony Creative Products for allowing me to use the comic pictures of Peanuts.
18 Here, the direct object watasi ‘me’ is suffixed by the nominative Case particle ga. This is be-
cause stative predicates in Japanese requires the nominative Case particle ga for the direct object.
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Figure 4: Conversation in which how come is used in a standard question.
©Sony Creative Products

(4) a. S: How come you never bring me milkshake?
L: When he is through, you can lick the straw.

b. S: Doosite boku-ni milkshake-o
how.come me-to milkshake-Acc
mottekitekure nai no sa.
bring.benefit NEG FIN SFP

(Schultz 2015:124–125)

In (3), Lucy uses a how come question to Linus and receives a response with the 
sentence prefixed by because. Here, the corresponding Japanese how come ques-
tion sounds like a standard question suffixed by no sentence final particle (SFP), 
where a mild curiosity by Lucy is felt. In contrast, in (4), although Linus uses a 
how come question to Lucy, he does not receive a response prefixed by because, 
but only a comment from her. The corresponding Japanese how come question 
sounds like a non-standard question or a rhetorical question with strong irrita-
tion felt by the speaker, where the sentence is suffixed by the SFP sa. Note that 
Linus’s face and gesture show his strong emotion in (4), more than Lucy’s face 
in (3). Based on the fact that the difference between the expressive meaning of 
curiosity and surprise in how come questions is marked by the SFP sa in Japa-
nese, I suggest that the two meanings of how come questions in English arise 
through activating or non-activating covert functional head occupied by the SFP 
sa in Japanese: where the functional head occupied by the SFP sa in Japanese is 
responsible for the expressive meaning of surprise. When this functional head is 
activated in English, the expressive meaning of surprise appears; when this func-
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tional head is not activated in English, how come questions express a mild curios-
ity. What is the SFP sa, then? The SFP sa is used to report the speaker’s familiarity 
with the proposition, implying that the sentence suffixed by this SFP should be 
taken as a matter of course. According to Uyeno (1971), the meaning of the par-
ticle sa is contrasted with the meaning of the particles yoo ‘appear,’ rasii ‘seem,’ 
and soo ‘hear,’ which are used when the speaker’s judgment is made based on 
appearance. The SFP sa, in contrast, is used when the speaker’s judgment is 
made based on his own supposition or inner feeling. Because the speaker’s judg-
ment is already made in uttering the SFP sa, the speaker’s supposition is taken to 
be discourse-familiar, and thus, we cannot start a discourse with a sentence with 
the SFP sa, as illustrated by the following contrast. (See also Hasunuma (2015) 
on this point.)

(5) a. Kore nani? / ??Kore nani sa?
this what this what SFP
‘What is this?’

b. *Doo suru sa?
how do SFP
‘How are you going to do?’

Based on this fact, I suggest that the SFP sa is related to old information or discourse- 
familiarity. Based on work by Fitzpatric (2005), Radford (2018) emphasizes that how 

Figure 5: Conversation in which how come is used in a non-standard question.
©Sony Creative Products
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come questions are factive in nature and proposes that the  complementizer that fol-
lowing how come in English is FactP. Although more study is required, I suggest that 
the SFP sa might be an overt realization of Radford’s FactP.19

 
See Endo (forthcoming) 

for a discussion of expressive meanings seen in non-standard questions revolving 
around how come.
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Part 5:  A special class of why rhetorical questions: 
Semantics and pragmatics
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Lavi Wolf and Edit Doron
Why rhetorical questions?

1 Introduction
The present work offers a window to understanding the nature of Rhetorical Ques-
tions (henceforth RQs) via the analysis of a particular type of RQ, the so-called 
Doubly Marked Interrogative, henceforth DMI. Rhetorical questions (RQ) are not 
easy to characterize. On the one hand, they have an assertion-like conversational 
force, as manifested by e.g. their falling intonation (unlike the rising intonation of 
Ordinary Questions (OQ)) and by their tendency not to require an answer:

(1) a. I know that John is at home. (After all,) Where else can he be? (RQ, no 
answer required, falling intonation ↓) 

b. I see that John is not at home. (So,) Where else can he be? (OQ, an answer 
required, rising intonation ↑)

On the other hand, they do retain standard properties of questions, e.g. the syn-
tactic form and the option for an answer, unlike standard assertions:

(2) a. SPEAKER: You should stop saying that Luca didn’t like the party last 
night. After all, who was the only one still dancing at 3am?
ADDRESSEE: Luca. (RQ, answer optional)

b. SPEAKER: You should stop saying that Luca didn’t like the party last 
night. After all, Luca was the only one still dancing at 3am!
ADDRESSEE: #Luca. (assertion, answer infelicitous)

(Caponigro & Sprouse 2007)

DMIs may help shed light on several properties of RQs (as well as other non- 
standard questions), since they have properties which set them apart from 
simple RQs, while at the same time retaining all the classical RQ properties. 
First introduced in Khalaily and Doron (2015) in a descriptive paper reporting 
examples in Palestinian Arabic (PA), colloquial Modern Hebrew (MH) and other 
Semitic languages (various dialects of Arabic and Aramaic), we further the dis-
cussion on DMIs to show that they involve several non-standard uses of ques-

Acknowledgment: This paper is dedicated to Edit Doron, who was always an inspiration, a true 
mentor, a wonderful colleague to work with and an amazing person to spend time with.
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tions, combined in a manner which helps draw insights on all RQs, e.g. the dis-
tinction between obvious and challenging RQ types and on the rarely discussed 
metalinguistic aspect of some constituent questions, targeting a previously per-
formed speech act.

The paper is structured are as follows: section 2 introduces the DMI use and 
structure. Section 3 discusses the unique DMI speech-act properties which are 
divided into a metalinguistic effect (subsection 3.1), and a rhetorical effect (sub-
section 3.2) which is further divided into obvious (subsection 3.2.1) and challeng-
ing (subsection 3.2.2) RQ types. Section 4 combines all the DMI properties and 
provides an account of the DMI combined effect, and section 5 concludes the 
paper.

2 DMI – use and structure
The following is a basic example of a DMI, much in use in colloquial MH:

(3) lama mi ata
why who (are) you

This utterance, ostensibly inquiring about the identity of the addressee, is con-
versationally used as a rejection move. For example, when one conversation par-
ticipant utters an imperative to another conversation participant, an utterance of 
of (3) has the effect of rejecting this imperative:

(4) A: Clean the room!
B: lama mi ata?

why who (are) you
‘Who are you (to tell me what to do)’

In the above examples, as in all DMI examples, the structure consists of a 
wh-phrase, typically why, which embeds a second question Q, where Q can be 
either a constituent question or a polar question: 

(5) [why Q]

The why-phrase together with Q forms an amalgamated question. This question, 
which constitutes the DMI, though introduced by two wh-phrases, forms a single 
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interrogative clause which importantly has a continuous falling intonation.1
 
This 

is very different from the intonation contour of a corresponding sequence of two 
separate interrogative clauses in the following manner: 

(6) lama mi ata ↓
why who (are) you
‘Who are you (to tell me what to do)’

(7) lama?↑ mi ata?↑
why who (are) you
‘Why? Who are you?’

As will be shown below, the difference between DMIs and a series of two consec-
utive but separate questions goes deeper than prosodic structure. Another obser-
vation we wish to make is that the DMI construction is not a species of multiple 
non-separate questions as the following:

(8) Who arrived when?

There are several reasons for that. First – why does not occur in MH multiple ques-
tions (similarly to English). Compare the following two examples:

(9) a. *lama higiaʕ matai?
why arrived when
‘*Why did when arrive?’

b. *mi higiaʕ lama?
who arrived why
‘*Who arrived why?’

(10) a. mi higiaʕ matai?
who arrived when
‘Who arrived when?’

b. mi higiaʕ eich?
who arrived how
‘Who arrived how?’

1 This type of intonation is the hallmark of rhetorical questions (inter alia Sadock 1971; 1974; 
Han 2002; Progovac 1993).
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Second, even if it were possible to have why multiple questions, MH does not 
allow sentence-initial stacked wh-phrases, which is what a DMI requires:

(11) a. *mi matai higiaʕ?
who when arrived

b. mi higiaʕ matai?
who arrived when

Third, phonologically multiple questions consist of the same rising intonational 
contour that occurs in OQ, while DMIs have a continuous falling intonation. 

The DMI construction is highly productive, with many attested examples. The 
following are taken from Khalaily & Doron (2015). The first, in PA (Palestinian 
Arabic), is an instance of a mother’s reaction to one of her children complaining:

(12) le:š šu: sa:yer ʕal-e:k?
why what is.happening on-you
‘What is happening to you? (And why complain?)’

The DMI in the above example serves to convey to the complaining child that they 
should not complain because nothing of significance, that merits complaining, 
has happened to them. 

The next example in MH, is from the writer Sayed Kashua’s weekly column in 
the Israeli Haaretz daily newspaper:

(13) lama matay hu yadaʕ le-henot me-ha-haclaħa ze
why when he knew to-enjoy fFrom-the-success this.one
‘When did this one know how to enjoy success? (And why expect he would 
this time?)’ (Haaretz 5.9.2014)

Kashua is a bilingual speaker of PA and MH. In this example he is reporting the 
(fictional) words of his mother, a speaker of PA, to his father. The DMI serves to 
convey to Kashua’s father that a presupposition inherent in a previous speech 
act, namely that Kashua would enjoy his success on the occasion at hand, should 
be rejected because Kashua never knew how to enjoy success.

The next example, also in Khalaily & Doron (2015), concerns a classroom sce-
nario in which two schoolchildren are having an SMS dialogue. The first asks 
‘So where are you?’, the other responds ‘In class’. The first asks ‘You are corre-
sponding on the phone while in class?!’, with a shocked emoji. To which the other 
responds with the following DMI:
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(14) lama ʕeyfo ʕat?
why where you.FSG
‘Where are you?’ (and why assume that your location is more appropriate 
for phone corresponding than mine?)

As discussed in Khalaily and Doron (2015), the DMI in this example serves to 
convey to the first that a presupposition inherent in her previous message, namely 
that she is entitled to express a negative judgment toward the second, should be 
rejected because she herself is doing exact the same thing he does. 

To summarize the DMI properties: 

(15) a. DMIs consist of a why-question which embeds an additional question Q: 
[Why Q].

b. The DMI is a single intonational phrase. 
c. The DMI is not a multiple question. 
d. The DMI is marked by the falling intonation characteristic of rhetorical 

questions. 
e. Pragmatically, the DMI serves to reject a previous speech-act.

The last property, the conversational end result of the DMI, is discussed at length 
in the following sections. 

3 DMI – speech act properties
DMIs have a common conversational use of rejecting a previous Speech Act 
(henceforth SA). In this section we discuss the mechanism by which this is done. 
In order to reject a previous SA, an utterance first needs to refer to this SA. This 
is the metalinguistic effect of DMIs, to be discussed ahead. The rejection effect, 
which is achieved by a combination of pragmatic and semantic factors, is dis-
cussed in subsections 3.2. and 4.

3.1 Metalinguistic effect 

Metalinguistic operators are ones that do not apply to propositional contents but 
rather to any facet of the utterance, such as the particular choice of linguistic 
expressions, their particular sequential order, their implicatures, presupposi-
tions, etc. (cf. Horn 1989). The following is an example of metalinguistic negation:
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(16) I didn’t read the paper and get up, I got up and read the paper! 

(17) A: Are you happy?
B: I’m not happy, I’m ecstatic! 

(18) A: Max bought two cars.
B: Max didn’t buy two cars, he bought seven cars! 

(19) A: John managed to solve the problem.
B:  John didn’t manage to solve the problem – it was quite easy for him to 

solve!

Another metalinguistic operator2
 
is the metalinguistic comparative (Rosta & McCaw-

ley 2000):

(20) This cat is more stupid than malicious

Since both properties are not on the same scale, the above cannot mean: 

(21) This cat’s stupidity exceeds its malice

Thus, the intended meaning is metalinguistic, i.e. stupid is a more apt description 
than malicious.

Similarly, metalinguistic questions are questions which do not apply to propo-
sitional contents but rather to any other aspect of the utterance. In this case, these 
questions refer to the whole SA rather than its content (cf. Ginzburg 2009 for a dis-
cussion of metalinguistic questions). The next examples show how metalinguis-
tic questions can be distinguished from ordinary non-metalinguistic questions:

(22) A: John brought something to work today. 
B: What (did John bring/ did you say)?3

(23) A: John came to work today. 
B: What (#did John come to work/ did you say)?

2 See Horn (1989) for a discussion of several other metalinguistic operators.
3 Note that there is a clear difference in intonation between ordinary and metalinguistic ques-
tions, not further discussed in this paper.
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(24) A: John stayed at home today. 
B: Why (did John stay at home/ did you say it)?

(25) A: John stayed at home today. 
B: I know, he is sick. Why (#did John stay at home/ did you say it)?

When questions are replied to with questions, the metalinguistic effect becomes 
even more prominent: 

(26) A: Is John in the office?
B: Why (#is John in the office/ did you ask)?

(27) A: Did John bring something to work today?
B: What (#did John bring. . ./ did you ask)?

This effect arises because the questions uttered by B cannot target a propositional 
content of the previous SA, because unlike assertion, a question’s content is not 
a proposition. 

Metalinguistic questions are constrained in various ways. For example, it 
seems that polar questions cannot be used metalinguistically, at least not simple 
polar questions.4

 
This is because a metalinguistic use of a polar question would 

be the query whether the first speaker uttered the previous speech act or not:

(28) A: John stayed at home today.

(29)  B:  Yeah/Indeed/Really? ( = did John stay at home/ #did you say that John 
stayed at home) 

Moreover, it seems most constituent questions, with the exception of why, and 
what are not suitable as metalinguistic ones:

(30) A: Is John in the office?
B1: Why (did you ask)?
B2: What (did you ask)?

4 While metalinguistic polar questions are not felicitous by themselves, they can be performed 
in combination with non-standard effects, e.g. incredulity:

A: John is so fat.
B: Really (= did you really just say that)?? He is standing right here! 
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B3: When (#did you ask)?
B4: Where (#did you ask)?
B5: Who (#is asking)?

 B6: How (#did you ask)?

We propose that the embedding question in DMIs has a metalinguistic compo-
nent as it targets the previous speech act. And, unsurprisingly, why and what are 
the only constituent questions that serve as embedding DMI questions. While we 
only deal with why DMIs in this paper, the question of the relation between why 
and what DMIs is quite intriguing and holds potential for further investigation 
into the DMI construction as well as metalinguistic questions and their relation 
with RQs. Coincidentally, Wei-Tien Dylan Tsai and Lisa-Lai Cheng’s contributions 
to this volume analyze questions which on the one hand are what-based but on 
the other hand manifest why properties in Mandarin, Cantonese and Taiwanese, 
(Tsai, this volume; Cheng, this volume), adding to the interest in pursuing this 
direction further. This direction, especially one which explores the syntactic 
aspect involving the position of why (see also Shlonsky and Soare 2011; Soare 
2009) will undoubtedly shed more light on the roles of why and what in general, 
and on DMIs in particular.

We represent metalinguistic why in the following manner, adopting Karttu-
nen’s (1977) traditional question semantics for concreteness:

(31) Standard why:
[[Why S]] = 
λp. ∃x[p= x is reason/justification for [[S]]] & p(w0)

(32) Metalinguistic why:
SAAS describes a previous speech act SA performed by addressee A uttering S 
[[Why SAAS]] = 
λp. ∃x[p= x is reason/justification for [[SAAS]]] & p(w0) 

In prose, metalinguistic why is very similar to ordinary why in its denotation, the 
only difference being that metalinguistic why’s denotation is that there is an x, 
which is an answer resolving the why question, which constitutes the reason or 
justification for performing the previous speech-act S by the previous conversation 
participant, while ordinary why’s denotation is that there is an x, which is an answer 
resolving the why question, which constitutes the reason or justification for S. 

After having discussed the metalinguistic aspect of the DMI embedding ques-
tion, we now turn to discuss the rhetorical aspect of the DMI embedded question. 
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It is important to state again at this point, that the DMI construction itself as a 
whole is a Rhetorical Question. The following subsection continues our decom-
position of the DMI into an embedding metalinguistic question and an embedded 
RQ, and the subsequent section will show how these two parts combine to create 
a conventional device with a metalinguistic rejecting RQ effect. 

3.2 Rhetorical effect 

3.2.1 Obvious RQ 

RQs differ from Ordinary Questions (OQs) in various features. Two prominent 
ones are that:
A. RQ do not require an answer from the addressee.
B. RQ convey a strong bias the speaker has toward a certain answer, typically 

(but not always) a negative bias.

The second feature has been heavily investigated in the literature. So much so 
that many have claimed that RQ are not questions at all but rather negative asser-
tions (inter alia Han 2002; Progovac 1993; Sadock 1971; Sadock 1974). 

Many have traced the source of this negative bias to the relation between RQ 
and Strong Negative Polarity Items (SNPIs) (inter alia Krifka 1995; van Rooij 2003; 
Guerzoni 2004) e.g. give a damn, lift a finger. Indeed, questions containing SNPIs 
give rise to a rhetorical effect involving a strong negative bias, resembling a nega-
tive assertion:

(33) a. Did John help Sue? ( = yes / no) 

(34) b. Did John lift a finger to help Sue? ( = no ) 

(35) a.  Who has shown affection to John? ( = the identity of the individual who 
has shown affection to John)

(36) b. Who gives a damn about John? ( = no individual )

These accounts, however, miss certain components of RQ, as discussed in Caponi -
gro & Sprouse (2007). The first of which is that while RQs do not require an 
answer, they do allow answers to be supplies, unlike assertions, as seen in (2), 
repeated here:
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(37) a. SPEAKER: You should stop saying that Luca didn’t like the party last 
night. After all, who was the only one that was still dancing at 3am?
ADDRESSEE: Luca. (RQ, answer optional) 

b. SPEAKER: You should stop saying that Luca didn’t like the party last 
night. After all, Luca was the only one that was still dancing at 3am!
ADDRESSEE: #Luca. (assertion, answer infelicitous)

Secondly, it is possible to have a RQ with no SNPIs or any negative bias:

(38)  SPEAKER: Of course you should trust Mina. Think about it – was she or 
wasn’t she there for you when you needed her? 

(39) ADDRESSEE: She was.
(Caponigro and Sprouse 2007)

Caponigro & Sprouse’s conclusion is that RQs are semantically of the same type 
as OQ. The rhetorical effect is derived pragmatically, via the mutual context, the 
Common Ground (Stalnaker 1978) . The Common Ground (CG) is a set of proposi-
tions that conversational participants agree upon, i.e. believed by all. Caponigro 
& Sprouse propose the following condition for a question to be rhetorical:

(40) Q is a RQ iff [|Q|]w ∈ CGS-A 

In prose, a question Q is a Rhetorical Question RQ iff the denotation of Q in a world 
w is part of the Common Ground CG, which is mutual to both the speaker s and 
addressee a. Importantly, Caponigro & Sprouse’s denotation of a question, follow-
ing (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1990), is its true complete answer in a world. This means 
that any rhetorical question has a true complete answer i.e. a proposition, which is 
a member of the set of propositions that compose the Common Ground (CG). 

One problem of this account is informativity. In order for a conversational 
effect to be informative, items that are added to the CG are required to not exist 
there beforehand. This constraint, intuitively, prevents redundancy, and is an 
important principle of rational communication. Stalnaker (1978) lists it as one of 
the three main principles underlying proper linguistic usage:

(41)  A proposition asserted is always true in some but not all of the possible 
worlds in the context set.

Since the context set is the set of worlds created by intersecting all the proposi-
tions in the CG, if a proposition is true in all of the possible worlds in the context 
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set, it is already known to all conversation participants, hence not informative. 
The same principle is at play in questions, as a question whose answer is already 
known is clearly infelicitous:

(42) A: Jane is in the office
B: #Where is Jane?

The only way for B’s question to be felicitous in the case above would be if B 
forgot that this information has already been provided. But this, of course, means 
that the proposition which serves as the answer is no longer part of the CG.

It does not make any conversational sense to ask a question whose answer is 
already known to all conversation participants just as it does not make conver-
sational sense to utter an assertion whose content is already agreed upon by all 
conversation participants. It seems, then, that Caponigro & Sprouse’s definition 
of RQs fails informativity.

Another more serious problem for Caponigro & Sprouse relates to (40) in its 
entire, i.e. that the answer to the RQ is a member of CG, importantly the mutual set 
of speaker and addressee’s beliefs. While the examples in Caponigro & Sprouse’s 
paper adhere to this condition, some RQs , as the following, do not refer to such 
mutual beliefs but rather convey a bias of just one conversation participant:

(43) Context: Sue is fixing the car and Joe watches. Both Sue and Joe share the 
belief that Sue knows how to fix the car, but both do not share the belief 
that Joe knows how to fix the car as well.

Joe: Let me help you fix the car.
Sue: What the hell do you know about fixing cars?!

Note that there is no need for an SNPI to convey Sue’s bias in this RQ and that 
the RQ is completely felicitous in this context. This would be puzzling if indeed 
the answer to the RQ is a member of the CG, because that would require the CG to 
contain the proposition that Joe does not know anything about fixing cars. While 
this proposition might be true for Sue, it is clearly not true in the given context as 
far as Joe is concerned. 

To conclude this section, we find Caponigro & Sprouse’s account to be very 
much on the right track and adopt the view that most RQs are semantically of the 
same type as OQs. However, not all RQs are derived pragmatically. We propose a 
distinction between two types of RQs, one of which has an obvious answer and 
is derived in the same manner proposed in Caponigro & Sprouse and discussed 
here. The other type, a challenging RQ, is discussed in the next section.
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3.2.2 Challenging RQ 

We propose a second type of RQs, termed challenging following Krifka (1995), 
termed so because in these RQs, speech act performers are (or present themselves 
as being) very certain that there can be no positive answer (or no answer at all) 
and thus pose a challenge to the addressee to supply even one congruent answer, 
as in the following:

(44) Who (the hell) likes John?!

Semantically, the above question is represented in the same manner as ordinary 
constituent questions:

(45) [[Who likes John]] = λp. ∃x[p= x is a person that likes John & p(w0)]

The semantics dictates that a congruent answer to this question would be any 
answer that supplies a name of person who likes John, i.e. it would be enough 
that there exists one such person. An incongruent answer, therefore, in which the 
addressee does not know even one such person or stronger yet that the addressee 
does know that there is no such person, is therefore much less likely than a con-
gruent one. We will return to this element shortly.

The second element that differentiates challenging RQ from ordinary ones 
lies in the information structure, specifically a certain kind of stress – emphatic – 
which marks a speaker’s bias. Note the difference between (44) and the follow-
ing, with the same question:

(46) Context: John is a candidate for a part in a play. A committee that reviews 
all candidates, votes on each one separately. The following is a call for a 
vote regarding John: 

Sue: OK, so with a raise of hands – who likes John?

The above example does not indicate a speaker bias. There is also an apparent 
difference in intonation, marked in (44) as an exclamation mark following the 
question mark, which does not manifest in 44. In order to see how this difference 
in intonation indicates a speaker bias, we turn to similar cases involving emphatic 
stress in assertions, discussed in Krifka (1995). One such case is the following:

(47) John would distrust ALBERT SCHWEITZER!
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The effect of this type of stress, marked in all-caps, is that Albert Schweitzer is the 
least likely person to be distrusted. Krifka (1995) proposes the following emphatic 
principle (simplified) for this type of stress, applied to assertions:

(48) Emphatic Assertion(p): for all p' A(p) :p<cp'
A(p) = alternative set to p 

In prose, the emphatic effect is to mark a proposition p and contrast it with a set 
of alternative propositions p’, indicating that p is less likely than any p’. In (44), 
this effect leads to the speaker’s intended biased meaning that out of all pos-
sible and relevant individuals Albert Schweitzer is the least likely person to be 
distrusted. The speaker’s conveyed bias, therefore, is that if John would distrust 
even Albert Schweitzer, the least likely of all (relevant alternative) individuals, he 
would distrust anyone. 

We propose that the same effect underlies challenging RQs, like (44). But 
since we deal with questions rather than assertions, we first need to spell out 
what constitutes an alternative set to a question. The answer lies in the manner 
by which questions are represented.

We argue that emphaticness is actually not applied to the question itself but 
rather to another speech act, an imperative. Following Sauerland & Yatsushiro 
(2014), the question SA is decomposed into an imperative, i.e. an order or request 
presented to the addressee, to make the answer to the question known conversa-
tionally and added to the CG. This process is represented as follows:

(49) IMP addressee DO [ CG [ Q ]]

IMP = imperative
DO = imperative force5

CG = common ground
Q = question denotation6

Applying this account to (44) above, repeated here, would yield: 

(50)  Who (the hell) likes John?! 
IMP addressee DO [ CG [ λp. ∃x[p= x is a person that likes John & p(w0)] ]]

5 For further details, see Sauerland & Yatsushiro (2014). For the current paper’s purposes, the 
imperative force is the conversational effect the imperative has on the context, however achieved.
6 As discussed above, we assume that the denotation of a question is its full answer.
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In prose, a speaker who performs the above challenging RQ, tasks the addressee 
with the imperative to make the answer to the question ‘who likes John’ a member 
of the CG. 

Applying an emphatic stress to the imperative results in a bias that the like-
lihood of fulfilling the imperative goal i.e. making the answer known, is very 
low. We propose the following expansion of emphatic assertion to speech acts 
in general:

(51) Emphatic Speech-Act(SAC):
for all SAC’ ∈ A(SAC) :SAC<c SAC’

SAC = Speech Act Content
A(SAC) = alternative set to SAC

By virtue of stressing a question emphatically, the speaker is conveying their bias 
that the act they request the addressee to perform is not really achievable. 

4 The DMI effect
The DMI effect is brought upon by the interplay between the metalinguis-
tic embedding RQ and the embedded RQ, which can be either challenging or 
obvious, which yields a challenging RQ DMI in the manner discussed shortly. 

Recall the DMI structure: 

(52) [why Q]

Decomposing this structure into the elements discussed in the previous sections 
yields the following:

(53) [whymetalinguistic Qobvious/challenging RQ]

Further decomposed into:

(54)  [ IMP addressee DO [ CG [ whymetalinguistic]] IMP addressee DO  
[ CG [Qobvious/challenging RQ]] ]

We assume a standard pragmatic rhetorical relation which holds between the 
embedding and the embedded question, adhering to the cooperative principle 
(Grice 1975). 
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The meaning of DMIs is created by conventionally joining two questions 
together, not giving the addressee any time to answer the first before proceeding 
with the second. In such a case, by virtue of combining both questions into the 
same unit, the answer to the second question must be relevant to the answer to 
the first question. And since the embedding question is always metalinguistic 
and the embedded question can be either an obvious RQ or a challenging one, 
this leaves us with two combination options. We will address each option by for-
mally explaining two examples which were presented above.

The first, addressing example (14), the pupils texting in class, is repeated 
here:

(55) A: You are texting while in class?!
B: lama eifo at?
Why where (are) you
‘And where are you texting from?’

[ IMP addressee DO [ CG [ whymetalinguistic]] IMP addressee DO [ CG [Qobvious]] ]

[ IMP addressee DO [ CG [λp. ∃x[p= x is a justification for SAAS] & p(w0)]] 

IMP addressee DO [ CG [λp. ∃x[p= addressee is located at x] & p(w0)]] ]

In prose, the embedded RQ is of an obvious type here. The DMI performer tasks the 
addressee with providing a justification for her previous SA by virtue of the why 
question, and then without any pause tasks the addressee with providing  the 
location of her whereabouts. Since the embedded question is an obvious RQ, the 
answer, is which supplied pragmatically, is that the addressee is (nowhere other 
than) in a classroom as well. 

The DMI effect is derived by a combination of both parts of the DMI in accord-
ance with the maxim of relevance. The (mutually known) fact that the addressee 
is in class is relevant to inquiring about the justification for performing the previ-
ous SA i.e. the shocked “You are texting while in class?!”, because given that the 
addressee is in class, it is not justified in any way to be shocked. 

As for the classical DMI example repeated here:

(56) A: Clean the room!
B: lama mi ata?

why who (are) you
‘Who are you (to tell me what to do)’
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[ IMP addressee DO [ CG [ whymetalinguistic]] IMP addressee DO [ CG [Qchallenging]] ]

[ IMP addressee DO [ CG [λp. ∃x[p= x is a justification for SAAS] & p(w0)]] 

IMP addressee DO [ CG [λp. ∃x[p= the addressee is x] & p(w0)]] ]

In prose, the embedded RQ is of a challenging type here. The DMI performer tasks 
the addressee with providing a justification for her previous SA by virtue of the 
why question, and then without any pause tasks the addressee with providing 
their identity. Since the embedded question is a challenging RQ, the speaker’s 
bias is that it is very unlikely that the addressee can provide an answer. In this 
case, the unlikelihood to provide an answer is due to a felicity condition according 
to which the only individuals for whom it is felicitous to order the DMI performer 
to clean the room are ones of authority over the DMI performer, and since the 
addressee is not a member of this set, they are essentially a ‘nobody’ – a person of 
no importance. The imperative tasking the addressee to felicitously say who they 
are, thus, is a challenge to provide an ‘authority’ name, and since the embed-
ded question is pragmatically related to the embedding question, i.e. tasking the 
addressee to supply a justification for the previous SA which is the order “clean 
your room!”, if it is unlikely for the addressee to supply an ‘authority’ name, it is 
as unlikely for the addressee to be justified in uttering an authority-dependent 
imperative. 

5 Conclusion
This paper discusses and analyses the DMI, a construction which is unique in 
form and function, in Palestinian Arabic (PA), colloquial Modern Hebrew (MH) 
and other Semitic languages. The DMI construction has both a rhetorical effect 
and a metalinguistic one. It is composed of two consecutive questions when the 
first one is metalinguistic i.e. it addresses a previous speech act, and the other 
rhetorical i.e. it challenges and effectively rejects the speech act which had been 
addressed.

The analysis in this paper, which provides insights into the realm of metalin-
guistic and rhetorical questions with their various types, shows how the relation 
between the two questions that compose the DMI gives rise to a challenging effect 
which rejects a previously performed speech act. 
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Giuliano Bocci, Silvio Cruschina and Luigi Rizzi 
On some special properties of why in syntax 
and prosody

1 Introduction
Syntactic research over the last twenty years has uncovered numerous peculiari-
ties in the syntactic behaviour of why, in comparison with other wh-elements (see 
Soare (this volume); cf. also the discussion in Stepanov & Tsai 2008). An impor-
tant difference, for instance, concerns word order. In some languages requiring 
subject inversion in wh-interrogatives, why is exceptional in that it allows the 
non-inverted order wh–subject–inflected verb (Rizzi 1997, 2001a). This can be 
illustrated by the contrast between the Italian equivalents of what and how on the 
one hand (1a,b), and why on the other (1c):

(1) a. *Che cosa Gianni dice a Piero
What Gianni says to Piero

b. *Come Gianni contatterà Piero
How Gianni contact.fut.3sg Piero

c. Perché Gianni contatterà Piero
Why Gianni contact.fut.3sg Piero
‘Why will Gianni contact Piero?’

To account for this syntactic asymmetry Rizzi (2001a) proposed that, while other 
wh-elements are extracted from the IP, perché (why) is externally merged in the 
left periphery. More precisely, why is first merged in the Spec of Int(errogative), 
a dedicated left-peripheral position also hosting se (if), the marker of embedded 
yes/no questions.1

 
Whereas other wh-elements target the lower Foc(us) position, 

which in turn attracts the inflected verb endowed with +Q, Int° is inherently 

1 See Shlonsky and Soare (2011) for a revised version of this analysis, according to which why is 
externally merged in the left periphery, but in a lower dedicated functional layer. In this analysis, 
why reaches its final position in Spec of Int via movement. Crucially, this approach maintains 
that why is not extracted from the IP since it is first merged in the left periphery.

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Valentina Bianchi and the audience of SLE 2017 
for their constructive comments and suggestions, as well as the editor of this volume, Gabriela 
Soare, for her assistance and guidance through the publication process.
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endowed with +Q, hence it does not trigger movement of a verbal element to the 
left periphery. This captures the absence of obligatory inversion with why.

The main aim of this paper is to show that, in Italian, why-questions are dif-
ferent from other wh-questions not only syntactically, but also prosodically. We 
argue that the same formal apparatus explaining the special syntactic behaviour 
of why can be used to also capture the prosodic peculiarities of why with respect 
to prominence distribution. In particular, we will discuss two phenomena: (i) 
subject inversion, and (ii) the assignment of main prominence, i.e. sentential 
stress and the nuclear pitch accent (henceforth, NPA). Our argument for the 
special status of why will be supported by experimental findings related to both 
phenomena. For subject inversion in why-questions, we will rely on the studies 
by Bocci & Pozzan (2014) and Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina (2017), where the posi-
tion of the subject in why-questions is tested also against information-structure 
conditions. As for prominence distribution in wh-questions, our starting point 
will be the experimental findings discussed in Bocci, Bianchi & Cruschina (2021) 
on wh-questions introduced by bare wh-elements other than why. We will then 
present the results of our own experiment specifically aimed at testing promi-
nence distribution in why-questions as opposed to other types of wh-questions.

Prosodically, why-questions are different from questions with other wh- 
elements. Bocci, Bianchi & Cruschina (2021) show that in wh-questions, with wh- 
elements other than why, the NPA is always assigned, in Italian, to the lexical verb 
and never to the wh-element itself (see also Marotta 2001). This somehow unex-
pected property is taken to be a reflex of the derivational history of the wh-element, 
in that in Italian the main prominence (i.e. the NPA and sentential stress) tracks the 
intermediate positions of the wh-element, which moves stepwise from a vP internal 
position to the vP edge, and then to the CP system. The wh-phrase is endowed with a 
[wh, focus] feature bundle, which the wh-phrase shares with every phase head that 
intervenes along its movement path. Prominence assignment to the verb is then a 
“memory” of this transition event, couched in formal featural terms.

A different pattern emerges with why: in direct interrogative sentences intro-
duced by why, the main prominence typically falls on why itself, and not on the 
verb, as in the pattern observed with other wh-elements. We take this prosodic 
asymmetry to be directly linked to the different syntactic derivation of why, which, 
unlike other wh-elements, does not undergo cyclic movement from a clause inter-
nal position, but is externally merged in a left-peripheral dedicated position.2

2 In this paper, we will not discuss cases in which why is construed long distance with an em-
bedded clause, an interpretation that is possible, for instance, in the following example, which 
can be interpreted as a question about the reason of the firing:
(i) Why did you say he was fired?
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2 The syntax of Italian wh-questions
Before turning to why-questions, let us first consider the general syntactic behav-
iour of wh-questions. In Italian direct wh-questions with bare wh-elements other 
than why, neither subjects nor other constituents can intervene between the 
wh-phrase and the inflected verb – the subject, for instance, must occur postver-
bally (Calabrese 1982, Rizzi 1996, 2001a), as shown in (2):3

(2) a. Che cosa (*Gianni) ha fatto Gianni?
what Gianni has done Gianni

b. Dove (*Gianni) ha dormito (Gianni)?
where Gianni has slept Gianni

c. Come (*Gianni) ha dormito (Gianni)
how Gianni has slept Gianni

Unlike English, in Italian the subject does not necessarily undergo inversion: it 
can be dislocated to the left or simply omitted. In line with the previous literature, 
however, we use the term subject inversion to refer to this syntactic restriction.4

A second syntactic property discussed in Rizzi (1997, 2001a) is that fronted 
foci are incompatible with a wh-phrase within the left periphery of the clause, 
irrespective of the linear order, as shown in (3). See the experimental evidence 
presented in Bocci, Rizzi, and Saito (2018). More generally, we can say that 
wh-phrases are incompatible with any narrow focus, insofar as this restriction also 
operates when the focus is in situ, as in the example in (4) (from Bocci 2013:19), at 
least in genuine direct wh-questions with an interrogative  interpretation.

Cases like this inevitably involve movement. Since why in (i) moves through the CP phase of the 
embedded clause and the vP phase of the matrix clause, our analysis – to be presented in Section 
6 − predicts that the prosodic system of Italian should keep trace of these intermediate steps in 
the derivation. We leave the discussion of these cases for future work.
3 On the distribution of the subject in indirect questions, see Bocci & Pozzan (2014) and Bocci & 
Cruschina (2018).
4 Some apparent exceptions are discussed in Cardinaletti (2007) where it is shown that specific 
types of adverbs, can indeed intervene between the wh-phrase and the verb. For simplicity, here 
we describe subject inversion in its traditional terms as an adjacency requirement and refer to 
her work for the relevant exceptions. Note also that in Italian, unlike Germanic languages, sub-
jects cannot occur between the auxiliary and the verb in analytic forms (see, e.g., Rizzi 1996).
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(3) a. *A chi QUESTO hanno detto?
to whom this have.3pl Said

c. *QUESTO a chi hanno detto?
why to whom have.3pl Said

(4) *Quando hanno consegnato IL LIBRO a Leo?
to whom have.3pl given the book to Leo

Why-questions behave differently in this respect: they admit the non-inverted 
order wh–subject–inflected verb, that is, they allow either a preverbal (5a) or a 
postverbal subject (5b). The two positions for the subject are not in free varia-
tion, but are sensitive to information structure conditions, much as in declarative 
sentences (cf. § 3 below). Why-questions show a second relevant difference with 
respect to other wh-questions: they are compatible with a narrow focus, as shown 
in (6) (see Rizzi 1997, 2001a):

(5) a. Perché Stefano balla?
why Stefano dances

b. Perché balla Stefano?
why dances Stefano
‘Why is Stefano dancing?’

(6) Perché QUESTO avremmo dovuto dirgli?
why this have.cond.1pl must.pp say.inf=him.dat
‘Why should we have said this to him?’

From a syntactic viewpoint, Rizzi’s (2001a) analysis of perché in Italian why- 
questions is able to capture both exceptional behaviours in a straightforward 
way. Contrary to other wh-operators, perché ‘why’ does not move from a position 
within the IP, but it is externally merged in a dedicated position in the left periph-
ery, namely, the Spec of Int(errogative)P, above the landing site of the other bare 
wh-operators, that is, Spec/Foc:5

(7) FORCE (TOP*) INT (TOP*) FOC (TOP*) FIN IP

5 Along the same lines, but with a slightly different implementation of this idea, Shlonsky & 
Soare (2011) assume that why moves locally to Spec/Int from another left-periphery position. In 
embedded indirect yes-no questions, Int° hosts the interrogative complementizer corresponding 
to English if (see Rizzi 2001a).
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This positional difference, immediately supported by the ordering in (6), is also 
instrumental in capturing the observed difference with respect to inversion. 
Foc, attracting other wh-elements, is not inherently endowed with a +Q feature. 
Therefore, it must acquire such a feature through head movement of the inflected 
verb (assumed in the system of Rizzi 1996, 1997, 2001a to be a potential carrier 
of +Q), whence the obligatory inversion. On the contrary, Int is a position spe-
cialized for questions, hence it is inherently endowed with +Q. Therefore it does 
not trigger head movement of the inflected verb. Along these lines, the special 
position of why explains its compatibility with a preverbal subject (no inversion 
required), and its compatibility with a lower narrow focus (because the lower Foc 
head remains available to trigger focus movement or to license a focus in situ).

The derivation of a why-question (8) as opposed with a wh-question intro-
duced by dove ‘where’ (9) is illustrated in (10) and (11), respectively: 

(8) Perché Gianni è partito?
why Gianni is left
‘Why did Gianni leave?’

(9) Dov’ è andato Gianni?
where is gone Gianni
‘Where did Gianni go?’

(10) [FP Force [IntP perchéQ [IntQ [FocP [IP Gianni è partito]]]]]?

(11) [FP Force [IntP Int [FocP doveQ [I°è]Q [IP pro <è> andato Gianni <dove>]]]]? 

On the basis of Rizzi’s analysis, we can thus expect two types of subject inver-
sion in Italian wh-questions: (i) in why-questions, where subject inversion is not 
enforced by a syntactic constraint, we expect the possibility of the regular kind of 
subject inversion sensitive to information structure which is also found in Italian 
declaratives; as will be shown below (cf. § 3), in this type of wh-questions the 
position of the subject depends on the information structure of the sentence, so 
that inversion is associated with a focal status of the subject, as is generally the 
case for the so called ‘free’ subject inversion in Italian (see Belletti 2004); (ii) with 
the other bare wh-operators, subject inversion is triggered by a specific syntactic 
requirement of the construction, and information structure plays no role.

In the following section we present the result of the syntactic experiment 
described and discussed in Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina (2017) and that was spe-
cifically designed to test this distinction. 
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3 Subject inversion in why-questions
In order to investigate the focal nature of postverbal subjects in why-questions, 
Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina (2017) carried out a web-based two-alternative forced 
choice experiment with 64 native speakers of Italian. The experimental material 
consisted of 72 written fictional scenes introduced by a brief description and 
the task was to choose the sentence that sounded more natural in the provided 
context between two alternatives that only differed with respect to the position 
of the subject: preverbal vs postverbal. Three conditions were tested: (i) why- 
questions in neutral contexts (12), (ii) why-questions in contexts that favoured 
a focus interpretation of the subject (13) and (iii), as a control condition, wh- 
questions introduced by other bare wh-adjuncts – dove ‘where’ and come ‘how’– 
presented in a neutral context (14), where the context was in fact the same as in 
the first condition with why-questions:

(12) Neutral context (broad focus):

[A causa di un problema tecnico hanno dovuto spostare la prova generale e le aule 
per le prove individuali sono state riassegnate, per cui Giulia chiede al direttore: 
‘Because of a technical problem the dress rehearsal was postponed and the rooms 
for the individual rehearsals have been reallocated, so Giulia asks the director:’]

a. Perché Stefano balla?
why Stefano dances

b. Perché balla Stefano?
why dances Stefano
‘Why is Stefano dancing?’

(13) Contexts favouring subject focalization (narrow focus):

[Giulia non sa che hanno cambiato il primo ballerino per il pas à deux e chiede 
stupita: ‘Giulia doesn’t know that the lead dancer for the pas à deux has been 
replaced and, surprised, asks:’]

a. Perché Stefano balla?
why Stefano dances

b. Perché balla Stefano?
why dances Stefano
‘Why is Stefano dancing?’
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(14) Neutral context (broad focus):

[A causa di un problema tecnico hanno dovuto spostare la prova generale e le aule 
per le prove individuali sono state riassegnate, per cui Giulia chiede al direttore: 
‘Because of a technical problem the dress rehearsal was postponed and the rooms 
for the individual rehearsals have been reallocated, so Giulia asks the director:’]

a. Dove Stefano balla?
where Stefano dances

b. Dove balla Stefano?
where dances Stefano
‘Where is Stefano dancing?’

The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 1. As expected, postverbal 
subjects were almost always preferred in the control condition with dove ‘where’ 
and come ‘how’. This suggests that subject inversion is obligatory in this condi-
tion, which was tested in neutral contexts. We can thus conclude that subject 
inversion in this condition is due to structural requirements and has nothing to 
do with information structure (see also Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina 2018 and Leo-
netti 2018). 

Let us now turn to why-questions. In neutral contexts, that is, in the very 
same context as the control condition, we only observe a preference rate of 
37% for subject inversion: preverbal subjects are indeed preferred in 63% of 
the cases. However, when the context is set so as to induce narrow focus on 
the subject, postverbal subjects are preferred in 66% of the cases, suggesting 
that the distribution of the subject in why-questions is indeed sensitive to infor-
mation structure. Following Belletti (2004), we believe that the inverted focal 
subject (cf. e.g. in (13b)) targets a dedicated focus project in the periphery of 
the vP.
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Summing up, Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina’s (2017) experimental findings 
confirm that subject inversion is not obligatory in why-questions, as opposed 
to other types of wh-questions introduced by a bare wh-element. In addition, 
they show that, even if not mandatory, subject inversion is still possible in why- 
questions and that in that case, the position of the subject is to be related to its 
focal status. Let us now move to the prosodic properties of wh-questions. 

4 Prosodic properties of wh-questions in Italian 
To understand the special properties of why-questions at the prosodic level, we 
have to start from the general prosodic behaviour of wh-questions. In Italian, 
main prominence is by default assigned rightmost (Nespor & Vogel 1986, Avesani 
1990). This can be observed in neutral, broad focus, declarative sentences, where 
the rightmost constituent bears main phrasal stress and the nuclear pitch accent 
(NPA). In direct wh-questions, however, the NPA distribution exhibits a deviant 
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Figure 1: Preference for postverbal subjects (VS) over preverbal subjects (SV) across conditions 
(Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina 2017).
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pattern. In the presence of bare wh-elements, the NPA neither falls on the right-
most constituent, in contrast to the default pattern observed in declaratives, nor 
does it associate with the wh-element, as we may expect if the wh-element quali-
fies as focal. In bare wh-questions, the NPA is systematically assigned to a lexical 
verb. This is true of bare wh-questions with short distance wh-movement where 
the wh-element is an argument of the matrix verb (15a), which bears the NPA. 
In cases of long distance wh-movement where the wh-word is extracted from an 
embedded clause (15b), the embedded verb bears the NPA (see Calabrese 1982, 
Ladd 1996, Marotta 2001, 2002, Bocci, Bianchi & Cruschina 2021).

(15) a. Short-distance movement
Chi pensa che ti dovrei presentare al 
who thinks that you.dat should.1sg introduce to-the
direttore?
directot
‘Who thinks that I should introduce you to the director?’

b. Long-distance movement
Chi pensi che dovrei presentare al direttore?
who think.2sg that should.1sg introduce to-the director
‘Who do you think that I should introduce to the director?’

Bocci, Bianchi & Cruschina (2021) propose to link the NPA-assignment in Italian 
wh-questions to the successive cyclic nature of wh-movement. Wh-movement 
must pass through the edge of every vP and CP phase between the base- generation 
position and the final landing site in the left periphery of the sentence. In direct 
wh-questions, moreover, an interrogative wh-phrase bears a [wh/focal] feature, 
which can be viewed as a feature bundle. When the wh-phrase passes through 
the edge of a phase (v° or C°), it shares the [wh/focal] feature with the relevant 
phase head.6

 
As for the principles of the syntax-prosody interface that determine 

the mapping between syntactic and prosodic structure, Bocci, Bianchi & Crus-

6 This mirrors at the prosodic level what is expressed morpho(phono)logically in “wh- agreement” 
constructions in  languages like Chamorro (Chung 1998) and Welsh (Willis 2000). More specifical-
ly, the NPA is assigned to the phase head (most typically, the lexical verb) adjacent to the inter-
mediate position at the edge of vP through which  the wh-phrase moves. Note also that, for Bocci, 
Bianchi & Cruschina (2021), the precise agreement process is immaterial for the purposes of their 
analysis, that is, they do not commit themselves as to whether the whole feature bundle acts as a 
probe, or rather whether the [focus] feature is transmitted by the wh-phrase to the phase head via 
dynamic agreement in the sense of Rizzi (1996).
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china (2021) assume that the following rules are at the basis of the algorithm 
responsible for the NPA assignment: 

(16) i. The NPA must be assigned to an element that is phonologically overt 
(and non-clitic; see Calabrese 1982, Nespor & Vogel 1986). Thus, among 
the wh-copies in a wh-movement chain, only the highest copy is eligi-
ble for NPA assignment, the lower ones being subject to phonological 
deletion.

ii. When the syntactic structure contains one or more occurrences of 
the [focus] feature, the NPA must be assigned to a syntactic element 
that is marked with this feature (irrespective of whether the feature is 
interpretable or not on that element).

iii. The NPA is assigned to the rightmost element that satisfies (i) and (ii). 
If the sentence does not contain any occurrence of the [focus] feature, 
the NPA is assigned to the rightmost element by default (see Katz & 
Selkirk 2011).

In other words, at the syntax-prosody interface, the NPA is assigned to the right-
most element in the sentence that is endowed with the [wh/focal] feature and that 
is not phonologically null. 

A question featuring short-distance movement such as (15a) is thus analysed 
as illustrated in (17). The wh-phrase starts off from within the vP of the matrix 
clause and only shares its [wh/focal] feature with the phase heads in the matrix 
clause. Crucially, the v0 and C0 heads of the embedded clause do not bear the 
[focus] feature, and hence they do not qualify for NPA assignment. Since traces 
are phonologically deleted, according to principle (16i) they are not possible 
targets for NPA assignment. As a consequence, the rightmost phonologically- 
realized element that is specified for the [wh/focal] feature is the matrix lexical 
verb pensa ‘thinks’, as indicated by the arrow ((17) is reproduced from Bocci, 
Bianchi & Cruschina 2021: (28), without adapting the structure to the more car-
tographic representation adopted in the current paper; the same considerations 
hold for (18)):
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(17) 

<V°>

vP
Chi[wh,F]

C°[wh,F]
VP

V°+v°[wh,F ] CP

<chi[wh,F]>

<chi [wh,F]>
TP

CP

pensa

C°
che

By contrast, in the case of long-distance movement like (15b), the wh-element 
is cyclically extracted from the vP of the embedded clause and, on its way to the 
CP of the matrix clause, it shares its [wh, focal] feature bundle with the head of 
each higher phase, as illustrated in (18): 

(18) 

vP
chi[wh,F]

CP
V°+v°[wh,F]

pensi vP

<chi[wh,F]>

<chi[wh,F]>
C°

che
[ wh,F]

CP

C°[wh,F]]

VP<chi[wh,F]>

<chi[wh,F]>
V°+v°[wh,F]
presentare

The rightmost phonologically realized position that is specified for the [focus] 
feature is the v0 in the embedded clause. This head incorporates the matrix lexical 
verb, so the NPA is associated with the infinitive presentare ‘introduce’ which 
counts as the rightmost element endowed with the [wh/focal] feature and is not 
phonologically null. 

This analysis predicts that when no wh-movement takes place, the [wh/focal] 
feature is not shared within the clause and there is thus only one element that is 
visible to the phonological component, that is, the interrogative wh-phrase itself, 
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which bears a [wh/focal] feature. In this case, only principle (16ii) becomes rele-
vant and the NPA must be assigned to a syntactic element that is marked with this 
feature.7

 
This prediction is indeed borne out by why-questions. 

We saw that in bare wh-questions, the NPA is systematically assigned to 
the lexical verb, either to the matrix verb with short-distance movement or to 
the embedded verb in the cases of long-distance movement.8

 
Crucially, Marotta 

(2001) reports that direct questions with perché ‘why’ do no obey this general-
ization that holds for other bare wh-elements: in Italian why-questions the NPA 
does not associate with the lexical verb, but rather with perché. At first sight, one 
might conjecture that this asymmetry between perché, on the one hand, and the 
other wh-elements, on the other, may result from the phonological weight that 
characterizes perché: being disyllabic and phonological heavy, it is able to bear 
main prominence, while phonological lighter elements fail to do so. However, as 
originally discussed by Marotta (2001) Italian has other disyllabic wh-elements 
(like quando ‘when’, dove ‘where’, come ‘how’, cosa ‘what’) and they, unlike 
perché, pattern with monosyllabic, light elements like chi ‘who’ and che ‘what’.

Pushing forward this line of reasoning, Bocci (2013: § 6.7) advances another argu-
ment to reject the hypothesis that phonological weight may account for the pecu-
liar patterns observed in bare-wh questions with why and the other wh- elements. 
He proposes the generalization that in aggressively non-D-linked wh-questions, 
the NPA cannot naturally associate with the wh-element, but rather targets the 
lexical verb, as in case of bare wh-questions, whereas in D-linked wh-questions, 
the wh-phrase tends to attract main prominence, as in why- questions. For aggres-
sively non-D-linked wh-questions and D-linked questions it is possible to construct 
near minimal pairs in which the wh-element features are equivalent in terms of 
phonological weight, that is, with respect to the numbers of syllables and presence 
of lexical stress. If different classes of wh-questions, but with similar phonologi-
cal weight show opposed prosodic patterns, prominence distribution cannot be 
merely accounted for in terms of phonological weight.

In this paper, we propose that the same algorithm responsible for the assign-
ment of the NPA in other wh-questions operate in the case of why- questions, 
but in the lack of wh-movement from the IP, a different outcome is expected. As 
shown in the next section, the results of our prosodic experiment confirm this 
expectation and the opposition between why-questions and other wh- questions.

7 We return to the application of the algorithm for the NPA assignment in why-questions in 
 Section 6.
8 See Bocci, Bianchi & Cruschina (2021) for a discussion of some degree of optionality, whereby 
in some instances of long-distance movement, the NPA may fall on the verb of the matrix clause.
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5  NPA distribution in why-questions: 
The prosodic experiment

To explore the prosodic properties of Italian why-questions, we carried out a pro-
duction experiment in which we tested 8 native speakers of (Tuscan) Italian (two 
men and eight women from the area around Siena). The experiment consisted in 
a reading task. 

We tested a single independent factor, ‘wh-type’ with three levels: (i) 
why-questions, (ii) D-linked wh-questions, and (iii) aggressively non D-linked 
wh-questions. A set of the experimental target sentences exemplifying the three 
conditions is given in (19). 

(19) a. Perché hai lavato il divano? (why-question)
why have.2sg washed the couch
‘Why did you wash the couch?’

b. Chi di voi ha lavato il divano? (D-linked wh-question)
who of you have.3sg washed the couch
‘Who of you washed the couch?’

c. Chi diavolo ha lavato il divano? (aggressively non 
D-linked wh-question)who devil has washed the Couch

‘Who the hell washed the couch?’

The D-linked wh-question and the aggressively non D-linked wh-question in each 
item formed a near-minimal pair, with an analogous number of syllables. Diavolo 
‘devil’ and cavolo ‘cabbage’ are swear words in Italian and clearly feature lexical 
stress. In terms of phonological weight, chi diavolo and chi cavolo are somehow 
equivalent to wh-phrases of the type chi di loro ‘who of you’. We created 5 items 
consisting of triplets analogous to (19) and we obtained 15 experimental stimuli. 

The target sentences were inserted at the end of short fictional dialogues 
between two interlocutors. In order to minimize the impact of the linguistic 
context, for each item we used the same dialogue to introduce the target sen-
tences. The dialogues were meant to introduce a ‘neutral’ wh-question. In order 
to use the same dialogues for different types of wh-questions and to preserve the 
coherence of the discourse, we used personal pronouns in the D-linked condi-
tion. This guaranteed the appropriateness of the discoursed-linked interpretation 
even if the previous dialogues did not mention a direct antecedent.

The factor ‘wh-type’ was manipulated within participant and within item. In 
order to prevent possible carry-over effects, we arranged the stimuli in 3 blocks so 
that within each block, each item was presented only once, under a single experi-
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mental condition. The 15 experimental stimuli were interspersed with 15 filler 
trials with an analogous dialogical structure. The order of the trials was pseu-
dorandomized. Participants were asked to read aloud the dialogues, taking the 
role of both characters alternately. The sequence of the 30 trials were presented 
three times in order to collect three repetitions of each stimulus. No feedback was 
provided to the participants. If they reported that they felt unsatisfied with their 
production and wanted to repeat the production, we allowed them to read the 
sentence again. In these cases, we rejected the first production and we kept the 
new one. The recording took place individually in a quiet room in Siena (Italy).9

 

The experiment lasted between 45 and 60 minutes.
We collected and analysed a total of 352 target sentences (8 speakers * 5 items 

* 3 conditions * 2/3 repetitions).10
 
The sentences were segmented into phonemes 

and intonationally transcribed with a ToBi-like transcription system, within 
the theoretical framework of the Autosegmental-Metrical Theory of Intonation 
(Beckman & Pierrehumbert 1986, Ladd 1996). The phonetic analyses were carried 
out using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2018) and the annotations were extracted 
via scripts.

The perceptual analysis of the sentences revealed that the target questions 
were all realized within a single intonational phrase. Moreover, the metrical 
head of the intonational phrase, i.e. the element endowed with main sentential 
stress, was also assigned the Nuclear Pitch Accent (NPA), i.e. the most prominent 
pitch accent in the prosodic constituent. Following Gili Fivela et al. (2015: 156), 
we labelled as NPA the rightmost pitch accent after which the pitch contour is 
completely compressed and no subsequent fully-fledged pitch is observable.11

 
In 

what follows we will mainly discuss distribution of the NPA, but since its location 
coincides with that of main phrase stress, the same considerations hold true for 
the latter notion.

The results of this experiment concerning the distribution of the NPA in the 
three types of wh-questions are reported in Figure 2.1. As we can see, in all condi-
tions, the NPA is never assigned to the rightmost constituent of the clause, that is, 
to the prominence default position in broad focus declaratives. In why-questions 

9 To record the materials, we used a head-mounted microphone (Shure Beta 53) and a solid state 
recorder (Zoom H-4) set a t 48KHz and 16 bits. The recordings were subsequently resampled to 
16KHz.
10 We had to discard 8 sentences from the collected corpus because they featured clear segmen-
tal disfluencies.
11 In our data, no compressed PAs were identified in the post-nuclear region. As a consequence, 
the NPA in our data corresponds also to the rightmost PA before the right-boundary (and the 
possible edge tones) of the prosodic constituent.
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with perché, the NPA is virtually always assigned to the wh-element. In case of 
D-linked questions, we observe a partially similar pattern: the NPA is assigned to 
the wh-element in 85% of cases, while in the rest of the cases the NPA has been 
transcribed on the lexical verb (12.8%) or not identified (2.4%). In contrast with 
the two previous conditions, aggressively non-D-linked wh-elements behave like 
regular bare wh-questions: the NPA is virtually never assigned to the wh-element 
(2.6%), even though the wh-phrase is phonologically heavy; it is instead assigned 
to the lexical verb in the overwhelming majority of cases (94.83%). 

Figure 2.1: NPA distribution (%) in direct wh-questions: aggressively non D-linked, Dlinked, 
and perché-questions.

To statistically test the NPA distribution across conditions, we excluded from 
the analysis the 6 sentences in which the NPA was not clearly identified. In this 
way, we could reduce the association site of the NPA to a binary variable: the 
NPA associated either with the wh-element or with the lexical verb. We built a 
multi-level mixed effects regression with the log odds of NPA on the wh- element 
as the dependent variable. We specified as independent factor the type of wh- 
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questions, with a dummy coding, with aggressively non D-linked question as 
a reference category. The error structure included by-participant and by-item 
intercepts. The statistical test revealed that the NPA is significantly more likely 
to associate with the wh-element in D-linked questions (Est. 7.51, Std. Error 1.06, 
z value 7.07, p <.001) and in perché-questions (Est. 8.96, Std. Error 1.20, z value 
7.48, p <.001), rather than in aggressively non-D-linked questions. The coefficients 
extracted from the model are plotted in Figure 2.2 (along with the calculated con-
fidence interval at 95%).12

12 In Tuscan Italian, the presence of a high boundary tone in wh-questions is reported to be 
optional (Marotta 2001,  Bocci, Bianchi & Cruschina 2021). Our data confirm this observation: 
overall, a final rise L-H% is observed in 50% of the data. In order to ascertain that the presence 
of the final rise is not related to the placement of the NPA, we built a multi-level mixed effects 
regression with the NPA placement as a dependent variable and two independent factors: wh-
type and presence of the final rise. The test showed that the type of wh-question is a significant 
predictor of NPA placement, while the presence of L-H% does not affect NPA distribution (z value 
< 1). The interaction between final rise and wh-type also appeared to be non-significant.

Figure 2.2: Estimated distribution of the NPA in direct wh-questions: aggressively non D-linked, 
D-linked, and perché-questions.
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Let us now consider some examples of pitch contours. As shown in Figure 3, 
in a why-question such as that in (19a), perché bears the NPA, the rightmost 
fully fledged pitch accent in this case (in this case, the only PA present in the 
sentence). More specifically, we observe that a H* pitch accent is aligned with 
word-final stressed syllable of perché. No other pitch accent occurs in the rest 
of the clause. The only pitch movement we observe corresponds to the question 
final rise (resulting from the sequence of the phrase accent L- and the boundary 
tone H%) that culminates in the last (unstressed) syllable of the sentence-final 
word (i.e. divano). 

In the case of D-linked wh-phrases like (19b), the NPA is more likely to align with 
the wh-element. This is shown in Figure 4 , where H*, the only PA present in the 
sentence, is assigned to the complex wh-phrase chi di voi ‘who of you’. After the 
NPA H* realized on voi, no other pitch accent occurs before final rise L-H%.

Figure 3: Pitch contour of an utterance produced after the why-question in (19a).
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Finally, the pitch contour of an utterance produced after (19c) (see Figure 5) 
shows that in aggressively non-D-linked wh-questions behave like wh-questions 
introduced by bare wh-phrases, in that the NPA systematically falls on to the 
lexical verb: observe a NPA of the type H* associated with lavato ‘washed’.

Figure 4: Pitch contour of an utterance produced after the D-linked wh-question (19b).

Figure 5: Pitch contour of an utterance produced after the aggressively non-D-linked 
wh-question (16c).
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In this paper we will not directly address and compare the prosodic behav-
iour of D-linked and aggressively non-D-linked wh-phrases, simply using them 
as terms of comparison with why-questions, our main focus here.13

 
The results 

of our prosodic experiment suggest that in direct why-questions, why is typically 
associates with the NPA, much as D-linked wh-phrases,14

 
and in contrast with 

aggressively non-D-linked wh-phrases. The sharp contrast between why and 
(phonologically complex) aggressively non-D-linked wh-phrases argues against 
an analysis of the property of why in terms of phonological weight, and calls for 
a syntactic explanation. 

The explanation we offer to account for the NPA distribution in why-questions 
relies on a combination of the syntactic analysis by Rizzi (2001a) with the inter-
face account by Bocci, Bianchi & Cruschina (2021): unlike other wh- elements, 
perché ‘why’ does not undergo movement from a clause internal position and is 
externally merged in the left periphery (cf. § 2). In why-questions, thus, the phase 
head little v is not crossed over by perché and the lexical verb in little v° then fails 
to attract NPA.

6 The special prosodic behaviour of why
In Section 4, we saw that in wh-questions with bare wh-elements other than why, 
the NPA is always assigned to the lexical verb and never to the wh-element itself. 
Why-questions, on the contrary, exhibit a different pattern: as shown in Section 5, 
the NPA predominantly falls on why itself. The special behaviour of why-questions 
can be taken to be the consequence of their different syntactic derivation. In other 
wh-questions the assignment of the NPA to the lexical verb is a reflex of the suc-
cessive cyclic movement of the bare wh-element, which tracks the intermediate 
positions. Since the syntactic derivation of why is different from that of the other 
wh-elements, in that it does not undergo cyclic movement from a clause inter-

13 A possible interpretation of the exceptional behaviour of D-linked wh-phrases that could be 
explored in future  work is the following: when they pass through the edge of the vP phrase they 
do not share the focal feature with the phase head (cf. § 4). A further aspect that we leave to fu-
ture work is that the similarity between D-linked wh-questions and why-questions goes beyond 
the prosodic level and the assignment of the NPA: at the syntactic level,  both D-linked wh- 
questions and why-questions do not strictly require subject inversion (see Rizzi 2001b).
14 It is important to restrict this generalization to the context we tested, that is, to neutral 
contexts. Even if we did not include it as a further condition in our experiment, we expect that in 
perché-questions the NPA can associate with another constituent of the sentence for independent 
focalization purposes, provided the relevant contexts (cf. the syntactic experiment in § 3).
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nal position but is directly merged in the left periphery, the asymmetry between 
why-questions and other wh-questions is expected. We argue, however, that the 
algorithm responsible for the NPA assignment is the same for all wh-questions, 
including why-questions. The difference lies in the application conditions of the 
principles regulating the same algorithm. Let us consider again these principles, 
repeated here below as (16’): 

(16’) i. The NPA must be assigned to an element that is phonologically overt 
(and non-clitic). Thus, among the wh-copies in a wh-movement 
chain, only the highest copy is eligible for NPA assignment, the lower 
ones being subject to phonological deletion.

ii. When the syntactic structure contains one or more occurrences of 
the [focus] feature, the NPA must be assigned to a syntactic element 
that is marked with this feature (irrespective of whether the feature is 
interpretable or not on that element).

iii. The NPA is assigned to the rightmost element that satisfies (i) and (ii). 
If the sentence does not contain any occurrence of the [focus] feature, 
the NPA is assigned to the rightmost element by default.

Condition (16i) is not relevant in the case of why-questions. Why is externally 
merged in the left periphery; since no wh-movement occurs, no wh-copies and 
chains are involved in the derivation of why-questions. For the same reasons, no 
feature sharing between perché and phrase heads can take place. The question 
to be addressed now is whether why-questions involve at least one occurrence of 
the focus feature, presumably born by why itself. This constitutes a precondition 
for the application of (16ii) and for preventing (16iii). 

A positive answer to this question comes from a comparison with yes/no 
questions. In Italian neutral yes/no questions, when no narrow focus occurs, 
the NPA is assigned to the rightmost constituent of the sentence, namely, to the 
default prominence position of Italian (Gili Fivela et al. 2015). Since the deriva-
tion of yes/no questions does not crucially involve a focus feature (Bianchi & 
Cruschina 2016), it is expected that prominence distribution in these structures 
patterns with what we observe in broad focus declaratives. Suppose now that no 
focus feature is present in why-questions: we would then expect the default prom-
inence placement similar to that found in neutral yes/no questions and declar-
ative clauses. As a matter of fact, however, our experimental findings and those 
reported in Marotta (2001) clearly show that neutral why-questions are character-
ized by a marked prosodic pattern in which the NPA is systematically assigned to 
perché ‘why’, while the rest of the clause is prosodically subordinate to it. This 
marked prosodic pattern strongly suggests that a focus feature is assigned to 
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perché, much as it is assigned to all other wh-elements.15
 
Algorithm (16) will thus 

assign NPA to perché itself, the rightmost overt element carrying [focus].
Exceptions to this general pattern of NPA assignment in why-questions are 

possible if an independent [focus] feature is present on another element of the 
syntactic structure. Recall that in Italian why-questions are compatible with a 
narrow focus, as shown in (20) (which repeats example (6) above): 

(20) Perché QUESTO avremmo dovuto dirgli?
why this have.cond.1pl must.pp say.inf=him.dat
‘Why should we have said this to him?’

This configuration is syntactically possible because perché and the fronted 
narrow focus do not compete for the same position, as would be the case with 
other wh-questions (Rizzi 1996, 1997). Prosodically, it is the narrow focus that 
associates with the NPA because it qualifies as the rightmost element that satis-
fies the interface principles in (16). In conclusion, why is the carrier of the [focus] 
feature and, as such, in neutral why-questions it acquires main prominence. But, 
if why cooccurs with another element bearing the [focus] feature, as in (20), the 
NPA is ‘shifted’ to that element, which is typically to its right (on the ban of the 
order Focus−Why, see Rizzi 2001a).16

15 Alternatively, one could speculate that the marked prosodic distribution observed in neutral 
why-questions is not linked to the presence of focus, but rather to the fact that what follows per-
ché is given/presupposed information and that as such must get destressed and deaccented. As a 
result, the NPA would surface on perché simply by virtue of the fact that perché would be the only 
element that is not given. There are two main arguments to reject this alternative hypothesis. First 
given information in Italian fails to be destressed prosodically (Bocci 2013 and  references cited 
therein). Second, according to our intuitions, perché consistently associates with the NPA even  
when the proposition p is clearly non-presuppositional, as in negative why-questions like (i):

(i) Perché non chiedi un congedo? 
‘Why don’t you ask for a leave?’

16 This analysis raises the issue of how the [focus] feature on why satisfies the Focus Criterion if 
the focal head remains in a lower position. One possibility is that the Foc head may move to Int, 
and create the Spec-head configuration required for the satisfaction of the Focus criterion (in the 
case of (20) this would happen after the Foc head has satisfied the Focus Criterion for QUESTO). 
Alternatively, given the close association of Q and Foc in the wh-system, one could consider the 
possibility that the satisfaction of the Q Criterion by why in Spec-Int suffices to also satisfy the 
criterial requirements of its [focus] feature. We intend to explore these options in future work.
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7 Conclusions
The experimental studies reviewed in this paper clearly show that Italian 
why-questions behave differently from other types of wh-questions. At the syn-
tactic level, why-questions do not require subject inversion and are compatible 
with a narrow focus, while at the level of the prosody, why typically associates 
with the NPA. 

In our analysis, both properties can be accounted for if we assume that, 
unlike other wh-operators, why does not involve wh-movement from IP and is 
directly merged within the left periphery. This syntactic difference is also at the 
basis of our account of the special prosodic behaviour of why-questions. In other 
wh-questions, the NPA associates with the lexical verb, a reflex of the syntactic 
derivation of the wh-element through the vP periphery before reaching its final 
landing site: the phase head v° is the rightmost element carrying the [focus] 
feature, hence the lexical verb (ultimately associated with v° via head movement) 
is assigned the NPA under (16). By contrast, the derivation of why involves no 
movement, so that the association of the NPA with a verbal element is correctly 
predicted not to hold. We have suggested that the assignment of the NPA to why 
itself also is the outcome of the syntax-prosody algorithm that assigns the NPA 
to the rightmost element in the structure that carries a [focus] feature. On the 
one hand, why stands out in that it is the only bare wh-element that is externally 
merged in the left periphery. On the other hand, like other wh-elements, and in 
opposition with the yes/no operator, why too is inherently assigned the [focus] 
feature. This determines the consequence that why carries the NPA in why ques-
tions like (19), under algorithm (16). As the results of our prosodic experiment 
show in section 5, this prediction is correct. On the whole, the empirical find-
ings discussed in this paper support the view that the syntactic structure guides 
computational processes at the interfaces with meaning and sound, as in much 
cartographic work (Cinque & Rizzi 2010, Rizzi & Bocci 2017). In particular, some 
aspects of the syntactic structures directly condition phonological operations 
such as the assignment of the NPA.
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